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THE ALLEGED COMPOSITE CHARACTER OF EXODUS I., II.

By Professor W. Henry Green, D. D., LL.D.,
Presbyterian Theological Seminary, Princeton, N. J.

The character and cogency of the arguments for the critical division of Exodus may be illustrated by testing them in their application to the opening chapters of this book. Exodus i.–xi. contain an account of Israel in Egypt until the institution of the Passover and the plague of slaying the first-born on the night of the departure out of the land. This may be conveniently divided into three sections, viz., (1) i., ii., the multiplication of Israel, their oppression, the birth of Moses and his flight to Midian; (2) iii. 1—vii. 7, the call and mission of Moses; (3) vii. 8—xi. 10, the plagues of Egypt.

The first section is parcelled by different critics as follows:

Knobel, Elohist, i. 1-7, 13, 14; ii. 23-25.
Jehovist, i. 8-12, 15-22; ii. 1-22 (he follows the Kriegsbuch in ii. 11-22).
Kayser, Elohist, i. 1-4, 5b, 7*, 13, 14; ii. 23b-25.
Jehovist, i. 6, 8-12, 15-22, ii. 1-23a.
Redactor, i. 5a.

Nöeldeke, Grundschrift, i. 1-5, 7*, 13, 14*; ii. 23 (from יִנַּבֶּהָ—25; vi. 2 seq.
Second Elohist, i. 6, 8-12.
The Redactor has inserted from B in i. 7 (ויהיָשְׁרָץ…וּלְעָם) see verse 9,
and from other sources in i. 14 (דְּבָלָה or at least דְּבָלָה המִשָּׁה) see chapter v.

Dillmann, A, i. 1-5, 7, 13 seq.; ii. 23b-25; vi. 2 seq. (i. 6 probably does not belong to A).
B, i. 8-12, 15-22; ii. 1-14.
C, ii. 15-23a.

Wellhausen, Q, i. 1-5, 7* (except יִרְבָּה יְעָלָם see verses 9, 20), 13, 14* (except second half of 14a and prefixing 14b); ii. 23b-25; vi. 2 seq.

*An asterisk attached to a figure indicates that the verse is not retained in its original form, but has undergone more or less modification.
According to these critical schemes the Elohist says nothing whatever of the birth of Moses, or the cruel edict of the king of Egypt to slay the Hebrew children, nothing of Moses being found by Pharaoh's daughter or brought up by her, and nothing of his flight to Midian. He is not once mentioned, until God suddenly reveals himself to him in Egypt without any antecedent explanation (vi. 2 seq.) and commissions him to be the deliverer of Israel. The Elohist's account preceding the call of Moses is limited to a brief recapitulation of the sons of Jacob, who came with him and with their households into Egypt, and their immense multiplication (verse 7). Upon this follows without any further explanation the statement (verses 13, 14) of their being grievously oppressed by the Egyptians; then (ii. 23b–25) their sighing by reason of their bondage and God's gracious purpose to deliver them; whereupon he reveals himself to Moses and summons him to this work (vi. 2 seq.) without the reason having been told that such a person as Moses existed. Kuenen (Hexateuch, p. 69) owns that Moses could not have been so abruptly introduced. "This revelation must have been preceded by some details concerning Moses, which have not been able to hold their place by the side of the more elaborate narrative of Exod. ii.–v. drawn from other sources."

These verses thus arbitrarily sundered from the context in which they stand, and where they are in every case appropriate and suitably connected, are assigned to the Elohist on the ground of their alleged peculiar style and diction and allusions which they contain to other parts of the Elohim document. The name Elohim occurs in the last three of these verses (ii. 23b–25), but so it does in i. 17, 20, 21, which are not referred to him, and in fact Elohim is the only name of God that occurs in the course of these chapters, so that it affords no criterion of partition. The genealogical list of the sons of Jacob (i. 1–5), it is said, must belong to the Elohist, since he is partial to genealogies and it is he that invariably records them. And yet the critics differ among themselves on this point. The detailed list of Jacob's family that went with him into Egypt (Gen. XLVI. 8–26) is indeed referred to the Elohist by Dillmann, Schrader and Nöldeke; but Hupfeld and Böhmer assign it to the Jehovist, to whose preceding statements it contains many manifest allusions (Kays. p. 30, note), and Kayser maintains that it belongs neither to the Elohist nor to the Jehovist, but has been inserted by the Redactor (p. 31, yet see his statement p. 36 that all such lists belonged to the Jehovist). In this conflict of opinion the list of names of itself can hardly be regarded as deciding in
favor of the Elohist in this instance; nor can the expressions (1. 5) "souls" in the sense of persons, and "came out of the loins of," which are common to both lists, be classed as peculiarly Elohistic. Kayser, in fact, claims (p. 36) that the first part of 1. 5, in which these expressions occur, viz., "and all the souls that came out of the loins of Jacob were seventy souls" is an insertion by the Redactor, because it interrupts the connection; and that the last clause of verse 5 should be joined directly with verse 4. Exod. i. 5 נָגָרָא יְרוּבָא יִתְקָם בִּמְאָר מַאת. וְגַם הַמָּלְאָךְ עִזָּא יָתָה, malmakha etzah Yitha: the same idea is somewhat differently phrased, and the critics would cite this in evidence of diversity of writers if it suited their purpose. And further, the affirmation that this list (Exod. i. 1-5) belongs to the Elohist because that in Gen. xlvii., upon which it is evidently based and from which it is condensed, belongs to him, is directly in the face of the critical dictum that parallel passages are an indication of distinct writers, and that one renders the other superfluous.

In i. 7 the vast multiplication of the children of Israel is expressed by heaping together a number of synonymous terms and adding intensive adverbs, יִשֶּׁרֶצָה יְרוּבָא יִתְקָם בִּמְאָר מַאת, הַמָּלְאָךְ עִזָּא יָתָה, "were fruitful and increased abundantly and multiplied and waxed exceeding mighty." Now this would answer very well for the Elohist, who is said to be very diffuse in his expressions and to be very fond of multiplying words, an instance of which is alleged in i. 1; and all of these words but יִתְקָם occur singly or together in other Elohistic passages. But the perplexing thing about it is that some of these same words are used with evident reference to this passage in the verses that immediately follow, which are by the critics assigned to an independent writer. In verse 9 the king of Egypt says, "the children of Israel are יִתְקָם בִּמְאָר מַאת more and mightier than we," a plain allusion to the verse of verse 7. So verse 20, יִרְבּוּ יִתְקָם מַאת יִרְבּוּ יִתְקָם, of verse 7, "multiplied and waxed exceeding mighty." The natural inference from these cross references would be that chapter i. is continuous throughout, the product of a single writer. But the critics have decreed otherwise, though they show their perplexity by their lack of unanimity as to the mode of dealing with this difficulty. As "be fruitful and multiply" יִתְקָם בִּמְאָר מַאת often occur together in Elohistic passages (Gen. i. 22, 28; xvii. 20; xxviii. 3; xxxv. 11; xlviii. 4), Noldke claims that these were the only verbs in the verse in its original form as it stood in the Elohim document, and that the other two יִשֶּׁרֶצָה יְרוּבָא יִתְקָם were inserted by the Redactor from the other document, which must have contained a parallel statement. Each writer spoke of the multiplication of the children of Israel and used two different verbs to describe it. But the Redactor (or compiler) has fused both sentences together and retained all four of the verbs; though it is somewhat singular that in doing so he should thrust one verb from each writer between the two of the other, taking the first and third from one, the second and
fourth from the other. But as שַׁלְמָה also often occurs in the Elohist (I. 20, 21, etc.), and that too in immediate connection with בֹּלמ and בֹּר, e. g., Gen. viii. 17; ix. 7, Knobel thinks that these three verbs were in the verse in its original form and only the remaining one (לָעֲלָה) was supplied by the Redactor. This, however, loses sight of the fact that both בֹּר and לָעֲלָה are plainly alluded to in the בֹּר of verse 9, which is attributed to the other document. Accordingly, to make the critical jargon complete, Wellhausen pares away both of these verbs from verse 7, leaving only בֹּר מְכֹל and שַׁלְמָה “were fruitful and increased abundantly” to it in its original form; although these two are never joined together elsewhere without בֹּר accompanying them.

There is a critical disagreement also about verse 6, “And Joseph died and all his brethren and all that generation.” Hupfeld (p. 86) and Schrader leave it with the passage assigned to the Elohist, to which it naturally belongs and of which it is an appropriate part. But this evidently prepares the way for verse 8 and the narrative that follows, thus binding the whole together as one continuous passage. Consequently Nöldeke, followed by Kayser, Dillmann and Wellhausen, felt it to be necessary to cut verse 6 out of its proper connection and assign it to the other document as the beginning of the account continued in verses 8 seq.

With this diversity among the critics themselves, and the facts of the case being as already stated, it can scarcely be said that any very clear proof has been given that the opening verses of this chapter are to be sundered from what follows, and assigned to a separate Elohist document.

I pass now to the next passage which the critics unanimously assign to the Elohist, verses 13, 14. Here we suddenly find without any intimation of a change of policy that the Egyptians, who with their king were so friendly to Jacob and his descendants, “made the children of Israel to serve with rigor.” This needs for its explanation the very verses which have here been cut out and assigned to the other document, verses 8–10. But it is alleged that verses 13, 14 simply repeat what is already contained in verses 11, 12, and moreover they have a peculiar diction which shows them to belong to the Elohist. But these verses are not superfluous in connection with what precedes. It is evident on inspection that there is no mere tautology, nor even unnecessary redundancy, but rather an endeavor on the part of the writer to impress his readers with the severity of the bondage imposed on the Israelites; so that he dwells upon the subject, using more intense expressions and adding fresh particulars. That the one passage is not a bare repetition of the other is further apparent from the confession of some of the critics themselves, who claim that these verses imply a different conception of the tasks imposed upon the Israelites from the preceding. One passage speaks of “burdens” or loads which they had to carry and of cities which they helped to build, the other of “hard bondage in mortar and brick and in all manner of service in the field.” But this is no contrariety in the view taken of Egyptian bondage; it is simply an
additional item in its description, and involves therefore no suspicion of a diversity of writers. The mention of "brick," verse 14, evidently prepares the way for the account in chapter v. of the tasks demanded of them in making bricks (associated v. 4, 5 with "burdens," as "burdens" i. 11 with "bricks" verse 14), which binds this passage with that, and yet chapter v. is by the critics referred to the Jehovist. So that Nöldeke thought it necessary to strike out בְּלַכְנָנִים "and in brick" or perhaps בְּלֹחֲמָר וּבְלַכְנָנִים "in mortar and in brick," as not belonging to i. 14 in its original form, but introduced by the Redactor. Wellhausen even thinks it advisable to expunge the entire latter part of the first clause, and then to transpose the remainder with the second clause, which is closely related in its expressions to the preceding verse, so that the text thus doctored will read, "And the Egyptians made the children of Israel to serve with rigor: all the service wherein they made them serve was with rigor; and they made their lives bitter with hard bondage." In regard to which we can only say that if the critics are allowed to remodel the text at their pleasure and erase whatever stands in their way, they can probably prove any point that they wish to prove.

Knobel points out two expressions in verses 13, 14, which he says are Elohistic, viz., גֵּרָה rigor and עֵבֶר רָאָה hard bondage. The former, which occurs twice here, is found in but one other passage in the Pentateuch, where it is three times repeated, Lev. xxxiii. 43, 46, 53, and is probably employed with definite reference to the passage before us. "Thou shalt not rule over him with rigor," carries with it the thought, thou shalt not deal oppressively with him as Egypt did with Israel. Besides this the word is used but once in the entire Bible, viz., in Ezek. xxxiv. 4, where the A.V. has "cruelty," but the Revision "rigor." The whole mind of this prophet was steeped in the earlier Scriptures, and he often revives the obsolete expressions of the Mosaic law. It is obvious that so rare a word as this is no criterion of style. If it is found in but two Elohistic sections in the Pentateuch and is absent from every other section by the same author, it is not surprising that it should not occur in the Jehovist sections, seeing that the writer found no occasion for its employment. The other expression חֲשׁוּבָּה is found but twice besides in the Pentateuch, in Exod. vi. 9, where it is also referred to the Elohist, and in Deut. xxvi. 6, where the critics refer it to an entirely distinct writer, the Deuteronomist. We, on the contrary, refer it to the same writer every time, whom we believe to be no other than Moses himself. Nöldeke compares "they made their lives bitter" בְּחָקִים verse 14 with מִלָּח מִרְחָבָה "bitterness of spirit" or grief of spirit in Gen. xxvi. 35, an Elohist passage; but a much more analogous expression is בְּחָקִים "they made it bitter for him," Gen. xxvii. 23, a Jehovist passage, as the critics reckon it, and the only other place in the Pentateuch in which the peculiar form of the verb is used which is here employed.
I pass now to the next passage which is assigned to the Elohist II. 23b–25. Here I remark that by lopping away the first clause of verse 23, this passage is made to begin in the middle of a sentence. The fact that this is capable of being attached to I. 14 and yet make good sense does not prove this to have been its original connection. It might with an equally good result be joined to the first clause of verse 11, which the critics say belonged to an entirely different document. The scene at the burning bush in chapter III., though attributed by the critics to the Jehovist, is filled with allusions to these verses. “The God of Abraham, the God of Isaac and the God of Jacob,” III. 6, corresponds with the mention, II. 24, of God’s “covenant with Abraham, with Isaac and with Jacob.” Jehovah says (III. 7), “I have seen,” and “have heard,” and “I know,” which corresponds precisely with “God heard” (verse 24), “God saw” and “God knew” (verse 25) (A.V. “looked upon,” and “had respect unto,” verse 25). “The cry (נֶאֶרֶץ) of the children of Israel is come (נְפָשּׂׂת) unto me” (III. 9) corresponds in thought, if not in exact verbal expression, with “they cried (נְפָשׂ), and their cry came up (נְפִּלָּת) unto God” (II. 23). Such a number of coincidences could not occur in totally independent documents, but they are altogether natural in contiguous paragraphs by the same writer.

These verses have their root likewise in what is recorded in the Book of Genesis. The “covenant with Abraham” (verse 24) plainly refers back to Gen. xvii. (but see also xv. 18 of the Jehovist). The covenant with Jacob may refer to Gen. xxxv. 9 seq., also an Elohim passage, though one might more naturally think of Gen. xxviii. 13 seq., which is Jehovistic. But there is absolutely no covenant with Isaac mentioned in any Elohim section, for it is plain that Gen. xxv. 11, to which Kayser appeals (p. 37, note) cannot be so considered. The only covenant with Isaac is that recorded Gen. xxvi. 2 seq., 24 seq., and these passages are Jehovistic. So that according to the division made by the critics, we have here an Elohist paragraph in Exod. ii. 24 referring back to something recorded in the Jehovist document, which is inconsistent with any form of the divisive hypothesis ever yet proposed. Knobel cites two words in these verses as belonging to the diction of the Elohist. The first is נֵפָשָׂ, a rare word, which is found but once besides in the Pentateuch, Exod. vi. 5, where it is used with direct reference to this place, and which therefore can give no criterion of a writer’s habitual style. The second is נֵפֶל remember, said of God. God is several times spoken of as remembering in Elohist passages, e.g., Gen. viii. 1; ix. 15, 16; xix. 29; Exod. vi. 5; Lev. xxvi. 42, 45. But that it is not peculiar to the Elohist is plain from Gen. xxx. 22, which Knobel is alone in referring to him; (Hupfeld, Noldeke, Kayser, Schrader, Dillmann ascribe it to a different document); as well as from Exod. xxxii. 13, which is universally attributed to the Jehovist.

It can scarcely be said that the separatist hypothesis has a very strong foothold in the alleged Elohist passages of the first two chapters. Let us turn now to
the remaining sections of these chapters. Here an account is given of the cruel edict of the king of Egypt directing that every Hebrew child should be put to death, which Knobel considers utterly improbable, and numbers this among the reasons why this must have been written by the romancing Jehovah. It further records the infancy of Moses, the peril to which he was exposed, his being found and taken in charge by Pharaoh's daughter, his fleeing to Midian and his abode there, where he married the daughter of the priest of Midian. Of all this it is said that the Elohist knows nothing whatever.

In fact, the critics tell us, the account which is given of the parentage of Moses in II. 1 is at variance with that given elsewhere by the Elohist; so that this must be taken from quite a different document (so Dillmann). According to II. 1 the father and mother of Moses are unnamed persons of whom nothing further is known than that they belonged to the tribe of Levi. But the Elohist in Exod. vi. 20 and again in Num. xxxvi. 58, 59 not only gives the names of both the father and mother of Moses, Amram and Jochebed, but says that the former was the grandson and the latter the own daughter of Levi. This, it is said, is quite a different representation from the other, and implies that the account in Exod. II. cannot be from the Elohist. With this I. 15-22 is indissolubly connected, because it is necessary to explain the circumstances under which Moses was born and the perils to which he was subjected in his infancy. Now, as Elohim is the name of God used in this paragraph (I. 17, 20, 21), it cannot be from the Jehovah, but by the other Elohist, and this, it is said, is confirmed by its peculiar diction. Dillmann notes four words that occur here as characteristic of the second Elohist רָאָת נֶעְרֵי I. 17 seq.; II. 3, 6-10; נָלָה II. 4; נִקְדָּס ה. 5; גֵּד in the sense of here, II. 12; two of these, רָאָת and נָלָה, Knobel adduces with equal confidence as characteristic of the Jehovah. So that the proof from diction of diversity of authorship rests on very slender grounds. And the alleged contrariety as to Moses' parentage is of no force, for it amounts simply to this, that their names are not mentioned when they are first referred to, but afterwards they are. The Amram who was Moses' father was not Levi's grandson, and Jochebed was not Levi's own daughter, any more than when Jesus Christ is called the son of David, or a Jew at the present day is called the child of Abraham, we are to understand that immediate offspring is intended in either case. And the argument for diversity of authorship in I. 6, 8-12 is just as flimsy. We have seen already that I. 13, 14 is not superfluous beside I. 11, 12, and that there is no diversity of view to preclude their proceeding from a common source. And the only additional consideration that verses 8-12 betray an intimate knowledge of Egyptian affairs is of no force, unless it can be shown that the Elohist was deficient in this respect. If, however, without demanding further proof we assent to the partition of chaps. I. and II., and allow the assumption of a different writer from the one first considered, the disagreements and the difficulties of the critics in maintaining their hypothesis have only begun.
After the Elohist verses, which have been already reviewed, are sundered from these chapters, Knobel assigns all the rest to the Jehovist, finding abundant indications of his diction and style in verses which others impute to the second Elohist, and even claiming as Jehovistic criteria what other critics class as criteria of a distinct writer. He also counts it among the Jehovist's characteristics that etymologies are given (II. 10) of the name Moses and (II. 22) of Gershom; that the names of the midwives (I. 15) are given, an exaggerated statement made of the numbers of the Hebrews (I. 9), improbable commands attributed to the king (I. 16, 22), while the fact that Moses' father-in-law in II. 18 is called Reuel and in III. 1 Jethro does not prevent his assigning both these passages to the Jehovist. How weak these arguments are in the esteem of other critics appears from the fact that in spite of them, they assign the greater portion of this passage not to the Jehovist, but to a different writer, the second Elohist.

Further, while Knobel attributes this passage to the Jehovist and finds abundant indications of his style and diction, he nevertheless discovers many peculiar expressions which he can only explain by assuming that the Jehovist has here drawn his materials from pre-existing documents which contained special accounts of Israel's condition in Egypt, and that he has imported these peculiarities from them. It ought here to be observed how this building hypothesis upon hypothesis weakens instead of strengthening the cause which requires to be supported in this manner. One of the grounds on which we are asked to believe in the existence of these hypothetical writers is that the sections assigned to each respectively have their own peculiar diction and style. But here the section assigned to the Jehovist departs so seriously from what is alleged to be his ordinary style that he must be supposed to be borrowing from some other treatise.

The section assigned by Knobel to the Jehovist is by Schrader and Dillmann parcellled between the second Elohist and the Jehovist, called by Dillmann B and C and by Schrader the Theocratic and the Prophetic narrators; to the former as far as II. 14, to the latter from II. 15 onward the flight into Midian and Moses' residence there. In the section attributed to the second Elohist, however, Dillmann finds several words and expressions which are commonly regarded as characteristic of the Jehovist. He infers from this that the Jehovist document must have contained an account of the very same matters as are found in this paragraph taken from the second Elohist, and that the Redactor, who is always ready on an emergency, while copying mainly from the one document, introduced a few words here and there from the other.

Moreover, while the visit to Midian and Moses' marriage there (II. 15–23a) is taken from the Jehovist document, the second Elohist must have recorded the very same facts. This is shown by his repeated allusions to them (III. 1 seq.; IV. 18; XVIII. 1 seq.). It seems, therefore, that the writer of I. 8–12, 15—II. 14 must have narrated substantially what is found in II. 15–23a; and the writer of II. 15–
23a must have narrated substantially what is found in the preceding section. This is certainly adapted to awaken the suspicion that the critics have sundered what belongs together; that the missing sections are purely imaginary, and that these successive paragraphs have emanated from one and the same writer.

The reasons adduced to show that II. 15 seq. are by a different writer from the preceding verses, seem to have very little stringency. Thus Schrader says that II. 14 suggests one motive for Moses’ flight and verse 15 another. According to the former Moses was afraid because his killing the Egyptian had become publicly known. According to the latter he fled because Pharaoh sought to slay him. But these reasons are not only perfectly consistent, but really identical. The reason that Moses feared the publicity of his act was lest it should come to the ears of Pharaoh. Dillmann accordingly dismisses this as of no weight whatever; and he makes no account of the occurrence of שֵׁם II. 17, which Knobel claims as Jehovistic, but which occurs, Gen. xxxi. 10, in a passage assigned to the second Elohist. He lays all the stress upon the fact that Moses’ father-in-law is in successive paragraphs called by different names, Reuel in II. 18, Jethro in III. 1, holding that this is clear evidence of distinct writers. Knobel, as we have seen, does not regard this as decisive. He thinks the same writer used them both. And in fact there is no difficulty in this assumption, for while “Reuel” was his name, properly speaking, “Jethro” was his official title, meaning as it does “his Excellency;” so that the alternation is just as natural as though some one were to speak of President Cleveland, and then immediately after refer to him as “his Excellency.”

Further, the alleged Jehovah verses II. 15–22 are most intimately related both with what precedes and with what follows, although Dillmann refers these to a different writer. The flight to Midian related by the Jehovist is in consequence of his killing the Egyptian which is related by the second Elohist. So too his keeping the flocks of his father-in-law, as told by the Jehovist, is pre-supposed in the account of God’s manifestation to him in the bush at Horeb given by the second Elohist. All forms part of one continuous narrative, every portion of which is essential to the understanding of the rest.

The identity of the expressions in II. 22 (Jehovist), and xviii. 3 (second Elohist) explaining why Moses called his son’s name Gershon, “for he said, I have been a stranger in a strange land,” shows plainly that these verses have not been independently conceived. And the occurrence (II. 16) in a Jehovist connection of the rare word סְכִין trowghs elsewhere used by the second Elohist (Gen. xxx. 38, 41) leads Dillmann to infer that these verses, though taken by the Redactor from the Jehovist document, had been borrowed with some modifications by the Jehovist from the prior document of the second Elohist. According to Dillmann then we have in II. 15–23a a Jehovist paragraph interposed between two second Elohist paragraphs, forming parts of one closely connected narrative, no portion of which
is intelligible without the other; and there are clear indications beside that this Jehovahist paragraph came originally from the second Elohist. And yet all this jumble of different writers is assumed on the sole ground that Reuel is called by his proper name (II. 18), and by his title Jethro, or his Excellency (III. 1). And when in addition to all this we find the Jehovahist in IV. 19 referring back to this narrative, and are told that both the Jehovahist and the second Elohist must have given complete and similar accounts of this whole matter, the suspicion very naturally arises that perhaps the Jehovahist and second Elohist may be the same person, notwithstanding all this mystification.

Wellhausen again deals with the non-Elohistic portion of the chapters before us in his own peculiar fashion. While he agrees with Knobel in referring it all to the Jehovahist, he maintains that this Jehovahist document is itself composite, being made up of two prior sources, and thus is so far brought into accord with Dillmann and Schrader. The division which he actually makes, however, is quite distinct from theirs, and his nomenclature as well as his symbols are peculiar. His J, the Jahvist, corresponds to Dillmann's C, or what other critics call the Jehovahist. His E, the Elohist, to Dillmann's B, or what other critics call the second Elohist.

He assigns to J II. 6, the words “were multiplied and waxed exceeding mighty” in verse 7; also verses 8–10, because of their general resemblance in style to Gen. XI. 6, 7. But verses 11, 12 are referred to E, because there is a different phrase for “taskmasters” in verse 11. מִיסִים from that which is used III. 7; V. 6, 10, 13, 14, מִנִּים and because מָלַשׁ to loathe is in verse 12 used in the peculiar sense of being afraid of. How little weight Dillmann and Schrader attach to these considerations and to the division which is built upon them, appears from their assigning verses 8–12 to the same writer variously denominated E or B or the second Elohist. And in the following paragraph which Dillmann and Schrader assign entire to the same writer, Wellhausen deviates so far as to sever 20b as disturbing the connection between 20a and 21, and attaching the former to verse 22. This he regards as merely a varied repetition of what had already been stated, verses 15–21, and consequently attributable not to E, but to J, which is further confirmed by the words (20b) “multiplied and waxed very mighty,” which are identical with those which he attributes to J, in verse 7. And in fact, verse 7 furnishes the key-note of the entire chapter; it is the spring in which all that follows takes its rise, and there are repeated allusions to it and repetitions of its language in subsequent verses, 9, 10, 12, 20, thus binding all into unity and showing the critical attempts at partition to be wholly unfounded.

In II. 14 the words מְלִיתֶר מֶלֶכֶתָם הֲבָלַל עֵבְרָה יִשְׂרָאֵל are assigned to J in preparation for chapter V., and stand in contrast with a different conception by E, verse 11. But the Redactor could have seen no contrariety, or he would not have put them together in the same continuous narrative. And at any rate the arbitrary sundering of these words from their connection is but a shift to evade
the evidence which they furnish, that the paragraph in which they are found is from the same pen as chapter vi., and a confession that this evidence cannot be set aside by any less violent method.

In chapter II. he makes a different partition from Schrader and Dillmann, assigning verses 1–10 to E, and verses 11–22 to J, thus recognizing the fact which they disregard, that verses 11–14 cannot be sundered from the verses that follow. While thus attributing the account of Moses' birth and infancy to E, and his residence in Midian to J, he nevertheless concludes that J and E alike must have recorded both, leaving us to wonder whether E's missing account of the life in Midian is not after all that which he has imputed to J, and whether J's missing story of Moses' birth is not that which he has ascribed to E, and whether the chapter is not one indivisible narrative, whose different portions are so necessary to each other that even after the critics have sundered it in two, they are straightway obliged to assume that each part had originally just such a complement as they have severed from it. Wellhausen, however, thinks it quite impossible that it could have been the same writer who said, verse 10, יִנְבַּקְתָּ לָדֵי נַעַר "and the child was grown," and then immediately after in the next verse לָדֵי מָשַׁה "and Moses was grown." This, however, did not disturb Dillmann and Schrader, and it need not disturb us. It requires but little experience to discover that the critics have an abundance of arguments which they can employ if they have any end to be answered by them; but to which they pay no attention if they do not suit their immediate purpose.

E's account of the infancy of Moses is, however, in Wellhausen's opinion full of inconsistencies and incongruities, which show that we have not the story in its primitive form, but that some later account has been intruded into it. According to II. 1, 2 "a man of the house of Levi took a wife and she conceived and bare a son;" from this he infers that Moses was the eldest child, and yet (verse 7) mention is made of an older sister. In verse 6 she saw the child יִנָּרָנְתָּ and lo! a weeping boy יָרִיָּ הוֹ;—the two different terms applied to the infant could scarcely, he thinks, have come from one pen. Further in the same verse "she had compassion on him" is, as he conceives, strangely thrust in between clauses which belong together. "She saw the child...and said, This is one of the Hebrews' children." Again the name was presumably given to the child as soon as he was found, but (verse 10) it is postponed until after he was grown. Now while Wellhausen confesses that he cannot carry a division through upon this basis, he infers from the particulars just recited that there was another version of the story which has been mixed up with the account here given,—a version which knew nothing of the older sister or of the nursing by the mother, but simply said "lo! a weeping boy, and she had compassion on him (verse 6) and (verse 10) he became her son, and she called his name Moses, because she had drawn him out of the water."
It is needless to reply to such baseless conjectures; only it does not say much for the intelligence of this supposititious writer if he could unwittingly confuse together two such different accounts of the same transaction; or if he saw the contrariety, it does not say much for his honesty, that he should have covered it up as he has done, until Wellhausen discovered the fraud. And further, if these contrarieties and improbabilities and varying diction can exist in a paragraph, which, Wellhausen confesses, all came from the pen of E, why must we conclude from the same sort of contrarieties, improbabilities and varying diction, which the critics fancy that they discover elsewhere, that there has been more than a single writer. The ingenious critic has simply exposed the weakness and fallacy of the critical arguments.

A similar confusion, though not to the same extent, is found by Wellhausen in the portion of chapter II., which he attributes to J, verses 11–22. Inconsistent reasons are given (verses 14, 15) for the flight of Moses; and the last two clauses of verse 15 are not continuous—Moses' sitting down by the well must have preceded his dwelling in the land of Midian, though it is mentioned after it. The puzzle about the name of Moses' father-in-law he undertakes to solve by conjecturing that J mentioned no name in his account, that Jethro was inserted by the Jehovahist, but that the Reuel of II. 18 cannot be the same with the Reuel (or Raguel) of Num. x. 29. The father of Hobab spoken of in the latter passage does not correspond with the priest with his seven daughters in the former.

The divisions made of chapters I., II. by the principal critics of the reigning schools have now been recited, together with the reasons on which they base these divisions. I think it can scarcely be said that they are very plausible, much less conclusive. So extensive a hypothesis cannot, it is true, be judged by the inspection of one brief passage. The grounds on which it professedly rests extend through the entire Pentateuch, and it is only after a full examination that we can pronounce finally and decisively upon its truth or its falsity. But we can at least say that, so far as we have seen in this specimen passage, there is not much to commend it to sober and judicious minds. It may be very ingenious, and may set forth a long array of arguments. But we have found no proof that it is true.
THE LAW OF INHERITANCE IN ANCIENT BABYLONIA.

BY THEO. G. PINCHES,


In the study of the manners and customs of the ancient nations who of old inhabited the plains of Mesopotamia lies a charm seldom to be found either in their history (which is often dry and uninteresting where it does not throw light upon facts already known to us from the Bible or from the classical authors), or in the philology of their languages, important and deeply interesting as it is. This great charm probably arises from the fact that we get all our information at first hand—from the documents left by the people themselves, enabling us to see them as they were, not as others saw them. The material is plentiful, and it is therefore our own fault if the idea which we get be imperfect or malformed. Time, and much time, will be needed to enable us to understand thoroughly what they have to tell us about themselves; but in the end, by patient research, we may hope to succeed in the work to the very fullest. A beginning has been made, and, no doubt, scholars will add to what we know as time goes on.

The text to which I now draw attention is a legal document of an exceedingly interesting nature, on account of the light it sheds in the direction above indicated. The principal part was obtained by Dr. Wm. Hayes Ward in Mesopotamia, whilst conducting the Wolfe expedition; and it forms part, therefore, of the very valuable collection of tablets brought home by the talented explorer. Prof. Ward was so kind as to allow me to copy this document during his stay in London in June, 1885; and owing to this, I was able, shortly after, to identify a fragment acquired by the British Museum (with a number of other Babylonian antiquities) on the 30th of April, 1885, as a part of this very tablet, adding considerably to the text. The American fragment has twenty-one lines, six of them being imperfect; and gives the beginning of the obverse and the end of the reverse. The English fragment has sixteen lines, all imperfect at the ends, but almost completing the obverse. The tablet probably contained, when perfect, about fifty lines, of which thirty-three remain. Of the wanting lines, about fourteen probably belonged to the text proper, the remainder being the names of the witnesses.

The text refers to an application made by Bēl-kašir to his father Nadinu, to be allowed to adopt Bēl-uḳin, son of his wife Zunnā by a former husband, as his own son. Nadinu objects on the ground that the property of the family ought to go to his own second son, who, failing heirs lawfully begotten by Bēl-kašir, was the one really entitled to it. As the end of the text is lost, we cannot tell what was the result of the application, but it probably ended either in a refusal on the part
of Nadinu, or else in a compromise. The document is dated at Babylon, the 15th day of Sebat, in the 9th year of Nabonidus king of Babylon (546 B.C.). Most of the witnesses of the transaction were members of the family of Saggilla, the family to which Nadinu and his son belonged. This interesting text therefore presents us with a picture of a kind of family gathering, before which the son makes his application, and the father gives his answer, and which could, most likely, make an expression of its opinion upon the merits or demerits of the case. This custom of getting the members of the family to attend as witnesses in family matters was not uncommon in Babylonia, and probably helped greatly the just settlement of all questions affecting individual members.

On the following two pages is reproduced the text of this very interesting tablet. The portion belonging to the British Museum is that below line 11 on the obverse, and above line 5 on the reverse, the crack extending downwards to line 15 of the former, and upwards to line 3 of the latter. The registration number of the British Museum fragment is 85-4-30, 48.

---

1 See The Guide to the Ninroud Central Saloon, p. 104 (No. 70).
2 Babylonian tablets turn over top and bottom, not sidewise, as do our books.
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20.  יְהַלְלֵי תָּהֳלֵל יְהֹוָה וְאֵל עָשָׂה תַּחְתֵּךְ נַפְשִׁי
21.  יְהַלְלֵי תָּהֳלֵל יְהֹוָה וְאֵל עָשָׂה תַּחְתֵּךְ נַפְשִׁי
22.  יְהַלְלֵי תָּהֳלֵל יְהֹוָה וְאֵל עָשָׂה תַּחְתֵּךְ נַפְשִׁי
23.  יְהַלְלֵי תָּהֳלֵל יְהֹוָה וְאֵל עָשָׂה תַּחְתֵּךְ נַפְשִׁי
24.  יְהַלְלֵי תָּהֳלֵל יְהֹוָה וְאֵל עָשָׂה תַּחְתֵּךְ נַפְשִׁי
25.  יְהַלְלֵי תָּהֳלֵל יְהֹוָה וְאֵל עָשָׂה תַּחְתֵּךְ נַפְשִׁי
26.  יְהַלְלֵי תָּהֳלֵל יְהֹוָה וְאֵל עָשָׂה תַּחְתֵּךְ נַפְשִׁי
27.  יְהַלְלֵי תָּהֳלֵל יְהֹוָה וְאֵל עָשָׂה תַּחְתֵּךְ נַפְשִׁי

Reverse

1.  מִשְׁלוֹשׁ אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי
2.  מִשְׁלוֹשׁ אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי
3.  מִשְׁלוֹשׁ אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי
4.  מִשְׁלוֹשׁ אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי
5.  מִשְׁלוֹשׁ אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי
6.  מִשְׁלוֹשׁ אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי
7.  מִשְׁלוֹשׁ אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי
8.  מִשְׁלוֹשׁ אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי
9.  מִשְׁלוֹשׁ אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי אֲלֵי
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TRANSLITERATION AND LITERAL TRANSLATION.

OVERSE.

1. 𒅏𒃄𒀀-𒇗𒈗Ša 𒈿𒈱 Nadinu, abil 𒆠𒈴 Saggillâa
    Bēl-kašīr, his son who (is) Nadinu, son of Saggillâa

2. ana 𒈿𒈱 Nadinu, 𒈱 𒈱Ša 𒆠 Zērla, abil 𒆠 Saggillâa
to Nadinu, his father, his son who (is) Zērla, son of Saggillâa

3. ḫêl ʾumma: "Ana Bit-turni tašpuranni-ma Ṣunnâ
    said thus: "To Bit-turni thou sentest me and Ṣunnâ

4. 𒊩𒊭 觚ḫuz-ma màra u märta lâ ṭûldu. 𒆠 Bēl-ukîn,
as wife I took and son and daughter she bore not. Bēl-ukîn,

5. mûrî-šu Ša Ṣunnâ, mûr AŞṣatia, Ša lîpani
    her son who (is) Ṣunnâ, son of my wife, whom formerly

6. 𒈿ешū Nûr-Sîn, muti-šu maḫrû
    (to) Nûkûdu, son of Nûr-Sîn, her husband former

7. tûlîdu, ana mûrûti lûkê-ma
    she had borne, to sonship let me take and

8. lû mûrûa Šû; ina IM-DUB mûrûti-šu
    let be my son he; on a tablet his sonship

9. tišab-mâ ėskêti-ni ʾu mimmu-ni
    set and our incomes and our property

10. malû bašû kunuk-ma pani-šu šudgil-ma
    as much as there is, seal, and unto him bequeath and

11. lû mûr šubît kâti-ni Šû." 𒈿 Nadinu āmat
    let the son taken by our hands be he." Nadinu the word

12. 𒅏𒃄-uri 𒈱Ša 𒆠 Nadinu
    Bēl-kašār, his son, had said to him did not please; Nadinu

13. "ana ūmu rǜkûtu manma šanûmma ana lâ lakê
    "for days distant anyone other (is) not to take
14. ἔσκητι ὁ NIG-LAG-šunutu" duppi ἵστουρ-μα
incomes and property their" (on) a tablet he had written and

15. κάτα ᾽Βὲλ-κασίρ, μαρί-σο, ἱρκου-μα ina libbi uṣēḏi
the hands of Bēl-kašir, his son, he had bound and in the midst had made

[known

16. umma: "Umū ᾽Nadinu ana šimtq̂ m ittalku-μa
thus: "The day Nadinu to (his) fate goes and

17. aɾki-šu mār šīṭ libbi ša ᾽Bēl-kašir, μαρί-σο,
after him a son proceeding from the heart of Bēl-kašir, his son,

18. ittamlaḍu ἔσκητι ὁ NIG-LAG-MEš
is born, the incomes and properties

19. ša ᾽Nadinu, ᾽αβι-σο, ἰλικκί;
ki mār šīṭ lib[bi]
of Nadinu, his father, he shall take; if a son proceeding from the heart-

20. ᾽Bēl-kašir ᾽lā ittamlaḍu, ᾽Bēl-kašir
of Bēl-kašir is not born, Bēl-kašir

21. ἀḫi-šu ὁ bēl-ziṭṭi-šu ana mārūtu ἰλικκε[-ma]
his brother and the lord of his property to sonship shall take and

22. ἔσκητι-šu ὁ NIG-LAG-MEš ša ᾽Nadinu ᾽αβί[-šo]
his incomes and the properties of Nadinu his father

23. pānī-šu ἵddagal ᾽Bēl-kašir manma šanam[ma]
unto him shall bequeath, Bēl-kašir anyone other

24. ana mārūtu ᾽l ἰλικκά'; ἀλλικ ἀḫi[-šo]
to sonship shall not take; but his brother

25. [_oid] bēl zīṭṭi-šu ana mārūtu ana muḫ[bi]
(and) the lord of his property to sonship concerning

26. [ἔσκητι] ὁ NIG-LAG-MEš ša ᾽Nadinu.............] [the incomes] and properties which Nadinu [has bequeathed]

27. ............. ᾽Bēl-kašir mimma(?) ..............
[he shall take. Bēl-kašir anything(?)] ...............
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REVERSE.

1. Pân.................................
   Before............................

2. ........................................

3. ........................................

4. FullPath  ail N.,
   his son, who is N.,
   son of Saggillâa

5. FullPath  ail Nergal----, his son, who is N.,
   son of Saggillâa

6. FullPath  Dumuk, abil Saggillâa
   Lâbaši, his son, who (is) Dumuk, son of Saggillâa

7. FullPath  Merodach-bêl-irbâ, his son, who (is) Šulâ,
    Scribe, Merodach-bêl-irbâ, his son, who (is) Šulâ,

8. abil Šùr-âmât-Bël. Tin-tîr ki, āraḫ Šabaṭi, ūmu ḫamiššerit,
   son of Šùr-âmât-Bël. Babylon, month Sebat, day fifteenth

9. šattu tišît, Nabû-na'id, Šar Tin-tîr ki
   year ninth, Nabonidus, king of Babylon.

FREE TRANSLATION.

OVERSE.

"Bêl-kaṣîr, son of Nadinu, son of Saggillâa, spoke to Nadinu, his father, son of Zēria, son of Saggillâa, thus: 'Thou sentest me to Bit-turnû, and I took Zunnâ as my wife, but she has not borne son or daughter. Let me adopt Bêl-ukîn, son of Zunnâ, child of my wife, whom she bore some time ago to Nikûdu, son of Nûr-Sîn, her former husband, and let him be my son; record his adoption on a tablet, and seal and bequeath to him our revenues and our property, all there is, and let him be the child taken by our hands.' Nadinu was not pleased by the words which Bêl-kaṣîr, his son, had said to him. Nadinu had written on a tablet, 'No one whatever, at a future time, is to take their revenue or property;'
   he had bound the hands of Bêl-kaṣîr, his son, and had stated it in the deed thus: 'When Nadinu goes to his fate, then after him the son proceeding from the loins of Bêl-kaṣîr his son, who shall be born, shall take the incomes and properties of Nadinu his father. If a son proceeding from the loins of Bêl-kaṣîr be not born, Bêl-kaṣîr
shall adopt his brother and rightful heir, and shall bequeath unto him the revenues and properties of Nadinu his father. Bēl-kašir shall not adopt any other whatever, but he shall adopt his brother and rightful heir on account of the revenues and properties which Nadinu [has bequeathed to him].

REVERSE.

“[Before..............................................................]

[N., son of N., son of Saggillāa;]
[Nergal-. .-, son of N., son of Saggillāa;]
Lābāsi, son of Dumuš, son of Saggillāa.


NOTES ON THE WORDS, ETC.

OBVERSE.


3. Bit-turnī, “house of Turnī.” The third character (ni) is doubtful, as there may be only, in reality, one upright wedge, instead of two, intended. If this be the case, we must read Bit-mār-banī, “the house of the born son,” probably the place where official deeds or declarations of “born-sonship” (mār-banūtu, a privilege conferred on slaves) were drawn up, or where such slaves as possessed that privilege were registered. For translations of tablets relating to this privilege, see the “Guide to the Nimroud Central Saloon,” pp. 94 and 96.


5. lapanī, Heb. לַפָּנִי. In Assyrian not only “before,” but also “formerly,” “at a former time,” as here.


7. ana mārūtī lākū, “to take to sonship” = “to adopt;” mārūtu, abstract from māru, “son” (f. mārtu); lūlkē, 1st pers. Precative Kal of lākū or lēkū, Heb. לִּקּוּ.

8. im dubious, the usual group indicating a sealed tablet. The Semitic transcription is doubtful, but is probably kangu, from the root kānu, “to seal,” (cf. WAI, V., pl. 32, l. 19 abc. By carelessness on the part of the lithographer, kan is printed as in both lines 18 and 19).

9. tīšab, a very uncommon form, which seems to be the Aorist Kal, 2d pers. sing., with i for ā in the first syllable, from āsābu, “to sit;” but which
is probably (judging from its transitive force, and from its being accompanied by
the Imperative kunuk, line 10) Imperative from a Tihel conjugation of the
same form. Compare the Arabic 5th and 6th forms. esketi, plural of esku,
"a (periodical) gift," generally expressed, as here, by the group gis-sub-ba.

10. kunuk, Imperative Kal of kanaku, "to seal," whence kangu (for
kan ku), etc. sudgil, Imperative Shuphul (IV. 1) of dagul, "to look," then
"to look to," "to trust," Shuphul "to entrust to," "bequeath."

11. katini, "our hands." The dual is not to be read here, as the phonetic
complement i shows. The two short upright wedges merely show that the charac-
ter s u has here its common meaning of "hand."

12. manma sanamma ana lâ lakē, "any other is not to take," "no other whatever is to take," or "by no other whatever is to be taken." sanamma, Accusative of sanû, "other" with suffixed -ma. ana lâ lakē, "not to take," also "not to be taken," a not uncommon idiom.

14. NIG-LAG, lit., "what (= that which) is a gift." nig(Akk.) = mimma,
"something," "anything;" and lag = kurbannu, "a gift" (cf. Heb. הַנְּבָע). The Akkadian nig was also weakened to ni, ig, or i, the first and the last being the forms most suited to make compounds, so that the accepted Akkadian reading was probably nilag or ilag. As, in Babylonian texts, we sometimes find the group nig-lag followed by the character ku, it is not unlikely that the word was borrowed by them under the form of nilakku or ilakku. The plural
(l. 18) should most likely be (n)ilakkiti.

16. ittalku, Pres. or Aor. of the secondary form of the Kal of alaku "to
go" (ittalku for italku). "To go to one’s fate" = "to die."

18. ittamladu (pronounce ittauladu, with consonantal v, not with the
diphthong avo), secondary form of the Niphal of aladu (’aladu = wala du),
Heb. דלוד.

19. ilikkâ, Pres. or Fut. Kal of lakû (see the note to line 7. This form
is given as ilikke at the end of line 21, where, however, it was probably followed
by -ma.

21. zittu (pl. zinate), noun from the root zanu. Cf. Arab. ظلا, "to
ornament," ظارا, "to decorate" (houses or walls, with carpet, etc.). Hence,
apparently, the Assyrian meaning of "property" for the noun zittu.

REVERSE.

8. Ùsur-amat-Bél, "Keep the command of Bél." The characters
may, however, be read as one of the names of the god Hea (Ea or Ae)
in which case his name must be substituted for that of Bél.
NOTES ON THE USE OF THE HEBREW TENSES.

BY WILLIAM HENRY BENNETT,

II.

HEBREW AND ENGLISH.

Our great debt to German Hebrew scholars is not without its disadvantages. Its necessary indirectness is a misfortune. Our English hand-books, even when not translations or editions of German works, have something of the character of an adaptation, for the use of English students, of an exposition of the theory of Hebrew Syntax prepared for German students, and such an adaptation, however scientifically correct, is apt to lack force and clearness.

German, too, is not the most desirable medium through which to study Hebrew. It is massive, and perhaps somewhat rigid, whereas Hebrew is elastic. For instance, German rejoices in polysyllabic compounds, and Hebrew, except in proper names, has no compounds at all; nor is there anything in the use of the Hebrew verb parallel to the German custom of accumulating auxiliaries at the end of a sentence.

Perhaps, however, the disadvantages of studying Hebrew through German are rather negative than positive. It is not so much that we are misled by Germanisms as that we lose the analogies furnished by our own language, and authorities are not careful to express themselves according to the terms of modern English grammar. They seem to think that modern Hebrew Syntax may be expressed by English Syntax of the times when English was chiefly looked upon as a vehicle for translations of Greek and Latin, and its tenses named after the Greek and Latin tenses they most frequently translated.

Driver, indeed, furnishes us with a beginning of better things; but even here there seems room for improvement under this head.

For instance, he emphasizes (p. 2) the distinction between order and kind of time, and states (p. 4) that as regards kind of time we are by no means sensitive. Now Dr. R. Morris, in his English Grammar (p. 54), having given as the three tenses Past, Present and Future, adds that each tense has four forms, according to the state of the action, viz., Indefinite, Progressive or Imperfect, Completed or Perfect, Perfect and Progressive. This state of the action corresponds to Driver’s kind of time. Is it fair to say of a language that expresses kind of time so fully that it is by no means sensitive as regards this quality. True, authors who constructed English Syntax on the basis of Latin grammar, may have lacked sensitivity in this particular; but then Hebrew grammars are still in use which speak chiefly of the Past and Future.
It follows from this ignoring of the terms of modern English Syntax that the terms "present," "perfect," "imperfect," etc., are used without any closer definition, and vagueness and ambiguity are introduced, where clearness would have been gained by using the double terms which express both order and kind of time, e. g., Present Perfect.

We may first notice that in English in its present form, as in Hebrew, we have only two tense forms obtained by inflection, the Present Indefinite and Past Indefinite. Moreover, the Subjunctive form is now, except in the first and second person singular, identical with the form of the Present Indefinite, just as in Hebrew the same form is used for the Imperfect and for the Jussive. Hence, as Driver (p. 74) points out, there is an ambiguity in English between the Indicative and Subjunctive which serves to illustrate that in Hebrew between the Imperfect and the Jussive. This same coincidence of form between the Indicative and Subjunctive illustrates Driver's contention (pp. 95, 96) that the coincidence of form in the Jussive and the Imperfect with Waw Cons. is accidental. We see that in English the Indicative Present Plural "berath" and the Present Subjunctive "beren" give us in modern English one form, "bear," for both Indicative and Subjunctive (Morris' Historical Outlines of English Accidence, pp. 173, 174), just as, according to Driver, in Hebrew the Imperfect after Waw Cons. and the Jussive arrive at the same form through independent processes of development and not through connection in sense.

We pass on to the

USES OF THE PERFECT.

In a previous note we implied that the English Perfect might approximately be held to include the uses of the Hebrew Perfect, as regards the Past, Perfect and Pluperfect, the Hebrew Perfect of affirmation and the Hebrew Perfect used as a Present.

Now Davidson's general table of the uses of the Perfect (p. 51) is as follows:

a. The Aorist (Past) he killed
b. The Perfect he has killed
c. The Pluperfect he had killed
d. The Future Perfect he shall have killed

Here we may notice that Davidson does not feel it necessary to include in his general sketch the uses of the Perfect as a Present or Future Indefinite.

Again the forms in b, c, d are the three tenses of the English Perfect, thus,

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{he has killed} & \quad \text{Present Perfect} \\
\text{he had killed} & \quad \text{Past Perfect} \\
\text{he shall have killed} & \quad \text{Future Perfect}
\end{align*}
\]

Hence it appears that in English this kind or state of time is fully recognized, and that English grammars include under the English Perfect just those forms which are given in Hebrew grammars as the English equivalents of the Hebrew
Perfect. Herein at least English grammar seems fully sensitive to kind of time. Also under this head we may notice another point. The student as he reads such a sketch as Davidson's is struck with the fact that one Hebrew form may have so many English equivalents, and mentally notes it as a characteristic difficulty of the Hebrew language. The tone of most hand-books on the subject tends to foster this feeling, and doubtless the feeling is largely true. But similar characteristics exist in English, and the difficulty is one of degree rather than of kind.

For instance, in English the form of the Present Perfect, he has killed, is used as Aorist, Perfect and Future Perfect.

The best illustration of the use of the Present Perfect for an Aorist or Indefinite Past is perhaps given by those cases in which English idiom compels us to translate a Greek Aorist by a Present Perfect. For instance, in Luke xiv. 18 ἀγρόν ἵψασεν, etc., the sense is plainly that of an Aorist, and yet it is scarcely possible to translate in English "I bought a field and therefore I cannot come;" we say rather "I have bought, etc." (Moulton's Translation of Winer, p. 345.)

The use as Perfect or Present Perfect is, of course, the ordinary way.

The Present Perfect form is commonly used for the Future Perfect in such sentences as: "If he has finished his work when you see him, ask him to come here;" which is equivalent to "If he shall have finished, etc."

Even the rarer uses of the Hebrew Perfect have some parallels in those of the English Present Perfect. Take, for instance, Davidson's example of the Perfect of Experience, Ps. lxxxiv. 4, "The swallow finds שָׁמִית a home," the English Version "hath found" equally expresses a general truth of experience, just as "Nature has provided birds with wings" is as good English as "Nature provides birds with wings."

In the case of stative verbs and verbs like יָדַע it might perhaps be as accurate to say that English uses a Present Indefinite for a Present Perfect, as to say that Hebrew uses the Present Perfect as Indefinite. "I know" = "I have learnt;" "I am old" = "I have become old," and so with many other such words.

Again, in the case of the Prophetic Perfect and Perfect of Strong Affirmation, it is not that a Past tense or Perfect form is used for a Future tense or Imperfect form; but the speaker, as in the case of Ephron the Hittite, wishes to represent the Future or Imperfect as Past or Perfect, and so uses the Past or Perfect, intending it to carry its own meaning. The English student feels the propriety of the Perfect, and feels an English Present Perfect, though not idiomatic, would be perfectly intelligible, and that "I have given" for יָדַע would be a fair equivalent for the English expression used in such cases "It is yours already."

We obtain similar results from examining

THE USES OF THE IMPERFECTS.

Davidson's sketch (p. 54) is as follows:
a. The Present, *he kills* (especially of general truths).

b. The Imperfect, *he killed* (particularly of repeated past acts).

c. The Future, *he will kill*.

d. The Potential, *he may or can*, might, could, would, etc., kill.

It is true that the usages thus given as belonging to the Imperfect "kind of time" do not cover the same area as those of any one English "state of the action;" but curiously enough they have most in common with some of the usages of the forms of the English Indefinite.

Thus the English forms under a, b, and c, are those of the English Present, Past and Future Indefinite respectively. The English Present Indefinite is commonly used of general truths, and we find the Past Indefinite for repeated actions thus: "He got up at six every morning."

Here again many of the meanings included in this group may be expressed by one English form, either the Present Indefinite or the Future Indefinite.

The Present Indefinite is used of course of the present, very commonly of general truths; it is used of past actions whether single or frequentative, as the Historical Present; it is also used of the Future in such sentences as: "Next year my brother comes home." It has already been pointed out that a form sometimes similar to, sometimes identical with the Indicative Present Indefinite is used as a Subjunctive, which would cover some of the uses of d. This last resemblance is, however, accidental.

But on the other hand, the Future Indefinite is also used of general truths, and even of a single fact, as: "This will be your brother." It is true that in the latter case, as more or less in other cases of the Future, the usage is more or less due to the influence of the meaning of "will" as an auxiliary; but this does not alter the fact that the same *form* is used for these different senses. Again, of course, the Future Indefinite is used of the Future; and is in some cases equivalent to some of the Potential uses of the Hebrew Imperfect. It is even used of the Past where the main tense of a narrative is the Historical Present. Thus, in Byron's Siege of Corinth, stanza xxvi., the tenses are chiefly Historical Presents, but we have two lines:

"There is not a banner in Moslem war
Will lure the Delhis half so far."

It is true that this usage may be due to the writer placing himself at the point of view of the actors in his narrative; but then a similar explanation might plausibly account for many Hebrew Imperfects.

The use of the Hebrew Imperfect for repeated action in the past finds its parallel in English in the use of the auxiliary "would" (the past of the auxili- iary "will") which is used for the future. So that, though the forms for the Future and what we might call the Frequentative Past are not the same in English (as they are in Hebrew), yet they are very closely connected. Thus we
claim that English Syntax is sensitive to and capable of fully expressing the Hebrew kinds of time Perfect and Imperfect; and also that the usages of English forms in different senses closely parallel similar usages of the Hebrew Perfect and Imperfect.

English also affords examples of frequent and rapid change of tense parallel to the changes from Perfect to Imperfect in Hebrew poetry. In English poetry the Historical Present and the Narrative Past alternate pretty frequently with one another.

**TENSES OF JOSHUA XV.-XIX.**

In reading these chapters we are struck by the frequent occurrence of series of Perfects with Waw, where we should have expected either simple Perfects or Imperfects with Waw.

These series occur in the descriptions of the boundaries of the several tribes. The most complete are those in ch. xv. and ch. xviii. 11, and which give the boundaries of Judah and Benjamin. The series in xvi. 1—xvii. 10 giving the boundaries of the sons of Joseph is more broken, and the account seems to have been curtailed. The accounts of the territories of Simeon and Dan are quite different in form, and consist almost entirely of lists of cities. In the cases of Zebulon, Issachar and Asher and Naphtali such tenses as occur are almost entirely Perfects with Waw, but the accounts consist chiefly of bare lists of names, and it is noticeable that in these four accounts two verbs, בָּשְׁבַּל and מִנִּין, are used freely, though in all the other accounts only מִנִּין is found, and that only once in the case of the sons of Joseph.

This account of the division of the land is interrupted by historical episodes in which the usual narrative tenses, the simple Perfect and the Imperfect with Waw Cons., are used. Moreover, at the head of each account stands a verse or more in which narrative tenses occur, and some of the accounts conclude with a note as to the survival of the Canaanites, and here, too, narrative tenses are used. Sometimes a narrative tense, or tenses, will be found in close connection with these series of Perfects with Waw; here and there a simple Imperfect is found.

These series are chiefly made up of the verbs עֲלָל, יַרְדֶּשׁ, אַצֵּא, רָאָל, וְהָיָּה, נוֹרְאָה, שַׁבֶּל, מְנַעְשֶׁה, עָבִר, variously repeated and combined; and an account often closes with the formula וְרָאָה הַצַּוְּאָה.\(^1\)

The reader feels at once that, as Driver says: "In the teeth of the constant usage in the preceding portion of the book, it is highly improbable that the Perfect and Waw should be a mere alternative for †." However, in xv. 4 the clause וְזָרַע הַיִשְׂרָאֵל נֱבַל לִבּוֹ מַעֲלָה נַעֲבָר suggests that these series do not properly

---

\(^1\) The tenses in these chapters are dealt with by Driver at some length on pp. 172, 173; and the references to Driver in this note are to one or other of these pages.
belong to a narrative, but to an address or discourse; that all these tenses, difficult as they are in straightforward narrative, would be quite in place in the text of a decree or law settling the boundaries.

But Driver deprives us of any light or guidance which we might derive from לָלֵּל, by setting it down as an undoubted error, arising from a copyist imagining the verb to express a command. He states that the context is entirely out of harmony with such a sense, points out that elsewhere the pronouns are all in the third person and appeals to the LXX. which reads ἀβρῶν. The last consideration is not, perhaps, very weighty when we remember that the LXX. is not without a tendency to avoid difficulties by simplifying the text. As to the context, if the whole be narrative and the tenses frequentative, it might be very difficult to take this particular clause or passage as a command; but we shall venture to suggest a theory which would remove or account for this difficulty and possibly also for the solitary second person. It may be noticed as to this second person that there are very few personal pronouns in the clauses in which the Perfects with Waw occur.

One reason on which Driver specially dwells in maintaining that these tenses are frequentative is the occasional occurrence among them of Imperfects; it is obvious that these Imperfects would be perfectly in place if the tenses belonged to a command.

In opposition to this view of Driver we are inclined to follow the suggestion of the לָלֵּל (or לָלֵּל, if לָלֵּל be a false reading of the copyist, who altered לָלֵּל into לָלֵּל), and to take these tenses as belonging to a command.

We may suppose that the author of the Book of Joshua had before him official documents containing the decrees fixing the boundaries of the tribes, that these decrees naturally ran in Perfects with Waw and Imperfects, "The boundary shall be, etc." The author selected such portions of these documents as were suitable for his purpose, and inserted them in his book, preserving them, possibly out of special reverence and desire for accuracy, in their original form. He found it convenient to append headings and notes, in which, as part of his own narrative, he used narrative tenses; and he may have used some device, such as spacing, where moderns would use inverted commas, to indicate that he was quoting the precise words of his authority. Origen's system of obelisks is a proof that marks within the text are not an exclusively modern idea. It is possible also that to the writer of the Book of Joshua it may have seemed so obvious that these tenses must belong to an address rather than to a narrative, that he may not have thought it necessary to guard against mistake by any mechanical device. That such mechanical device, if used, should be lost sight of and omitted is rendered extremely probable by the history of the text of the Septuagint in its relation to Origen's Hexapla, the double renderings of a single passage being due to the omission of marks which showed such renderings to be alternative.
We allege in support of this theory—

(1) It accounts simply and easily for the tenses in these sections, and explains why, for a few clauses at the beginning and end, and sometimes for what may be an explanatory note in the middle of an account of a tribe's boundaries, we should find narrative tenses, and elsewhere Imperfects and Perfects with Waw. Driver does not explain why, without any change of subject-matter, we change from initial narrative tenses to frequentative ones. Why should the writer always begin to describe a border with narrative tenses and drop off into frequentatives?

(2) This theory also offers us an explanation of the solitary second personal pronoun לֹא. In the first place, if we separate xv. 1, 2 and the last sentence of xv. 12 on the ground of the occurrence in them of narrative tenses, and confine ourselves to the verses containing the series of Perfects with Waw and Imperfects, this is the only personal pronoun referring to the children of Judah which occurs in the section.

It is thus possible that the document in this particular case may have been derived from some official archives of the tribe of Judah; wherein, as specially intended for the tribe of Judah, the children of Judah might be addressed in the second person.

(3) Many of these sections of the Pentateuch which are devoted to legislation, use the Perfect with Waw almost exclusively, and the second person does not occur in them. Yet these are commands addressed to the people or to Moses as their representative, e.g., Lev. xiii. Hence the style of these sections is the same as that of sections which are undoubtedly devoted to legislation.

(4) The theory that the writer used documents written in a different person to that of his main narrative, may perhaps be slightly supported by the K'ethibb reading פַּרְשֵׁת עֲבֹרֶנִי (Q'ri וּפַרְשֵׁת עֲבֹרֶנִי) of Josh. v. 1. It is just possible that the writer intended to alter the persons of a narrative in the first person to suit a narrative in the third person, and by oversight left this particular case unaltered.

This supposition does not commit us to the view that the original document was written by a contemporary of the events described. The "us" (ְָּמְעַי) may be used of the nation, as an Englishman might say to-day "We conquered at Waterloo."

(5) There are other cases which do not seem to yield very readily to the ordinary Syntax of the tenses; and in these cases also we can explain the presence of Perfects with Waw, and Imperfects, by assuming the introduction into the narrative of word-for-word quotations from documents possibly well known.

For instance, in Neh. iii. 14, 15 there occur some rather difficult tenses, and Driver recommends his readers to examine these for themselves, but does not offer them any help. These verses occur in the account of the building of
the wall. Both the verses begin with simple Perfects and contain a clause with simple Imperfects, in one case two, and in the other, three; the clause with the three Imperfects only differs from the others by the insertion of another word.

Is it possible that here also we have quotations from some document which gave the directions for building as a command, that in the other verses the quotations have been modified, but here for some reason left unaltered?

The theory is now very widely current that many books were composed by a recension and combination of parts of previously existing works. If this is true, it is scarcely possible but that some such accidents as the one assumed above should happen.

The presence of simple Perfects here and there in close connection with Perfects with Waw, e.g., in xix. 34, may readily be accounted for—

1) By the close connection with the main series of tenses of what was originally separated as an explanatory note or addition.

2) By the tendency of copyists to assimilate the tenses to what might seem to them the more natural narrative tenses.

3) By other errors of copyists.

Thus in xix. 34 מָנַלְתָּ וַהֲנָבֹא הַנַּחַשְׁר ַמַּנַּלְתָּ מִי יִמָּלֵל and מָנַלְתָּ שָׁנַחְשַר מַנַּלְתָּ יָנְמָלֵל may be an accidental repetition of the first, the מָנַלְתָּ and the שָׁנַחְשַר may have been transposed at a time when מָנַלְתָּ and מַנַּלְתָּ מַנַּלְתָּ מַנַּלְתָּ were used interchangeably, or the original document may have omitted to state the fact as to the border westwards, and the author of the Book of Joshua may have added it.
OLD TESTAMENT PASSAGES MESSIANICALLY APPLIED
BY THE ANCIENT SYNAGOGUE.

By Rev. B. Pick, Ph. D.,
Allegheny City, Pa.

III.

Proverbs.

VI. 22. "When thou goest, it shall lead thee; when thou sleepest, it shall keep thee; and when thou awakest, it shall talk with thee."

"When thou goest, it shall lead thee," in this world; "when thou sleepest, it shall keep thee," in the hour of death; "and when thou awakest in the days of the Messiah, it shall talk with thee," in the world to come.—Siphre (ed. Friedmann), p. 74, col. 2.

Ecclesiastes.

I. 9. "The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done, is that which shall be done; and there is no new thing under the sun."

Rabbi Berachya said in the name of Rabbi Isaac: The last Redeemer will be like the first (Moses), as the first put his wife and his sons upon an ass (Exod. xv. 20), the last one will also ride upon an ass; as the first fed his people with manna (Exod. xvi. 4), so will the last one also bring manna down from heaven (Ps. lxxii. 16); as the first made rise the well, so will the last one also bring forth water (Joel iii. 18). Thus here is something of which it is said, Behold this is something new; but it has already been.—Midrash on Ecclesiastes or Coheleth in loco.

I. 11. "Neither shall there be any remembrance of things that are to come with those that shall come after."

Targum: There shall be no memorial of them with the generation which shall be in the days of King Messiah.

VII. 24. "That which is far off, and exceeding deep, who can find it out?"

Targum: Behold, now, it is far off from the children of men to know all that has been from the beginning of the days of the world, also the secret of the day of death, and the secret of the day that King Messiah shall come; who is he that shall find it out by wisdom?

XI. 8. "But if a man live many years, and rejoice in them all," etc.

If a man lives many years, let him rejoice in the joy of the law, but let him also remember the days of darkness, for they shall be many; and much as he may have learned, yet it is empty before the teaching of the Messiah.—Midrash in loco.
XII. 1. "Remember now thy Creator in the days of thy youth, while the evil
days come not," etc.

Rabbi Hinya, the son of Nehemiah, says, Those days are meant which will be
such that there will be neither guilt nor merit.—*Midrash* in loco.

"The evil days" are old age; and "the years" are the days of Messiah, when
there will be no merit and no guilt.—*Talmud Shabbath*, fol. 151, col. 2.

**SONG OF SOLOMON.**

I. 8.—"If thou know not, O thou fairest among women, go thy way forth by the
footsteps of the flock, and feed thy kids beside the shepherd's tent."

*Targum*: The Holy One, blessed be he! said to Moses the prophet, It is
required of them that they may do away the captivity, that the assembly
which is like to a fair virgin whom my soul loveth, walk in the path of the
righteous, that she order the prayers according to the mouth of her princes,
that she guide her offspring, and that she teach her sons, who are like to kids
of the goats, to go to the house of the congregation, and to the house of
inquiry. And in this righteousness they shall be sustained in the captivity
until the time that I shall send King Messiah, and he shall conduct them into
rest to their dwelling places, namely, to the house of the sanctuary, which
David and Solomon and the shepherds of Israel do build for them.

I. 17. "The beams of our house are cedar, and our rafters of fir."

*Targum*: Solomon, the prophet, said: "How beautiful is the house of the
sanctuary of the Lord, which is built by my hands, of wood of Gelmish; but
far more beautiful will be the house of the sanctuary which shall be built in
the days of the King Messiah, the beams of which will be of the cedars of the
garden of Eden, and whose rafters will be of cypress, pine and box."

II. 8. "The voice of my beloved; behold, he cometh leaping," etc.

Rabbi Hunya said in the name of Rabbi Eliezer, the son of Jacob, "The voice
of my beloved, behold he cometh," this is the King Messiah.—*Midrash* in
locus.

II. 9. "My beloved is like a roe or a young hart: behold he standeth behind our
wall," etc.

Rabbi Isaac said: As the roe appears and disappears, so also did the first
Messiah appear before them and then disappear.... Now as the first Re-
deemer, so is also the last Redeemer. As the first appeared and disappeared,
so likewise the last. And how long will he be hid from them? According
to Rabbi Tanchuma in the name of Rabbi Hama, the son of Rabbi Hanina,
and according to Rabbi Nehemiah in the name of Rabbi Hoshaya, forty-five

---

1 Wherever in the Book of Song of Solomon the name Solomon is mentioned, it applies not
to Solomon, but to him who is the peace, excepting viii. 12, where Solomon speaks of himself.—
*Talmud Shabbath*, fol. 35, col. 2.

2 The same we find in the *Yalkut* and in the *Pesikta* in loco.
days, as it is said: "And from the time that the daily sacrifice shall be taken away, and the abomination that maketh desolate set up, there shall be a thousand two hundred and ninety days. Blessed is he that waiteth, and cometh to the thousand three hundred and five and thirty days" (Dan. xii. 11,12). And how much are the other days? Forty-five days, in which Messiah will appear and then disappear.—*Pesikta* (ed. Buber) p. 49ab.

II. 10–12. "My beloved spake and said unto me," etc.

"My beloved spake," i.e., through Elijah; "and said unto me" through the King Messiah. What does he say to me? "Rise up, my love, my fair one! for, lo, the winter," i.e., the reign of the Cutheans, who persuaded the world and led it astray by its lies "is past; the rain," i.e., subjection, "is gone and over; the flowers," i.e., the signs of victory, "appear on the earth." Which are they? Rabbi Berachya said in the name of Rabbi Isaac: Those four carpenters (cf. Zech. i. 20), viz., Elijah, King Messiah, Melchizedek and the anointed warrior. "The time of the singing is come," i.e., the time is come to redeem Israel; "and the voice of the turtle," i.e., the voice of the King Messiah, "is heard in our land," which exclaims: "How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings" (Isa. lxi. 7).—*Midrash* in loco; *Pesikta* (ed. Buber), p. 49.

II. 18. "The fig tree putteth forth her green figs, and the vines with the tender grape give a good smell."

Rabbi Hiya bar Abba said: The days of the Messiah will be preceded by a great plague, which will destroy the wicked. "And the vines with the tender grape," etc. This refers to those who are left, as it is said, "He that is left in Zion, and he that remaineth in Jerusalem" (Isa. iv. 3).—*Midrash* in loco; *Pesikta*, l. c.

III. 11. "In the day of his espousals and in the day of the gladness of his heart." This denotes the days of the Messiah, because the Holy One, blessed be he! is likened to a bridegroom, "as the bridegroom rejoiceth over the bride" (Isa. lxii. 5); "and in the day of the gladness of his heart" refers to the rebuilding of the temple (for it is said): "And I will rejoice in Jerusalem, and joy in my people" (Isa. lxv. 19).—*Yalkut* in loco (vol. ii. p. 178d).

IV. 5. "The two breasts are like two young roes that are twins," etc.

*Targum*: Two deliverers there shall be to deliver thee, Messiah, Son of David, and Messiah, Son of Ephraim, who are like to Moses and Aaron, the sons of Jochebed, who were as two fair gazelles that are twins.


This refers to King Messiah, who is in a northern region, that he may come and rebuild the sanctuary, which is to be in the south.—*Midrash* in loco.

VI. 10. "Who is she that looketh forth as the morning," etc.

This signifies the redemption of the Messiah. For as, when the morning
rises, the darkness flees before it, so shall darkness fall upon the kingdoms of this world when the Messiah comes. And yet again, as "the sun and moon appear, so will the kingdom of the Messiah also appear."—Yalkut in loco, (II., fol. 180, col. 3).

VII. 6. "How fair and how pleasant art thou?"
How fair art thou by the exercise of commandments, how pleasant by kindness...how fair in good works, how pleasant in this world; how fair in the world to come, how pleasant in the days of the Messiah.—Midrash in loco.

VII. 13. "The mandrakes give a smell, and at our gates are all manner of pleasant fruits," etc.

Targum: And when it shall please the Lord to redeem his people from captivity, it shall be said to King Messiah, Now the end of the captivity is come, and the righteousness of the righteous smelleth sweet before me, as the smell of balsam.

VIII. 1. "O that thou wert as my brother, that sucked the breasts of my mother," etc.

Targum: And at that time shall King Messiah be revealed to the congregation of Israel. Then shall the children of Israel say to him, Come, be thou with us for a brother, and we will go up to Jerusalem, and we will suck with thee the meanings of the law, even as a suckling sucketh the breasts of its mother.

VIII. 2. "I would lead thee, and bring thee into my mother's house, who would instruct me."

Targum: I will lead thee, O King Messiah, and I will bring thee to the house of my sanctuary, and thou shalt teach me to fear before the Lord, and to walk in his ways, and there will we keep the feast of Leviathan, and we will drink old wine, which has been reserved in its grapes since the day the world was created, and of the pomegranates, the fruits which are prepared for the righteous in the garden of Eden.

1 That the morning was looked upon as the emblem of redemption, we see from the following: Rabbi Hiya, the Great, and Rabbi Simeon, the son of Halaphta, once walked together before sunrise in the valley of Arbela, when the hind of the morning announced the dawn of the day. Verily, said Rabbi Hiya to Rabbi Simeon, so is Israel's redemption. It commences little and insignificant, as the prophet says: "When I sit in darkness, the Lord shall be a light unto me" (Mic. vii. 8), but with increasing power it completes itself (as is seen from the history of Esther, cf. Esth. ii. 19; vi. 11; viii. 15, 16).—Jerus. Talmud Berachoth, fol. 2, col. 3.

2 The Jews expect a very sumptuous feast to be made for the righteous in the days of the Messiah, which will consist of all sorts of flesh, fish and fowl. The Jewish liturgy for the feast of Pentecost has the following: "He will certainly bestow on us the portion which he has promised us of old. The speaking of Leviathan with the ox of the high mountains (alluding to the Behemoth), when they shall approach each other and engage in battle. With his horn he thrusts at the mightiest beasts, but the Leviathan will leap towards him with his fins and great strength. His creator will then approach him with his great sword, and will prepare him for a banquet for the righteous, who will be seated at a table formed of jasper and carbuncle, with a river of balm flowing before them. When they will delight themselves and be satiated with the bowls of wine prepared at the creation, and reserved in the wine-press."
VIII. 4. "I charge you, O daughter of Jerusalem."

*Targum*: King Messiah shall say, I adjure you, O my people of the house of Israel, wherefore do ye contend against the people of the land, (desiring) to go out of captivity? And wherefore do ye rise up against the army of Gog and Magog? Tarry ye a little, till the people be consumed who have gone up to wage war against Jerusalem, and afterwards the Lord of the world will remember unto you the mercies of the righteous, and it shall be pleasure before him to redeem you.

VIII. 11. "A thousand pieces of silver."

These words refer to the kingdom of heaven.—*Talmud Shabbath*, fol. 35, col. 2.

**Isaiah.**

I. 25, 26. "And I will turn my hand upon thee," etc.

Rabbi Simlal said in the name of Rabbi Elieser, the son of Rabbi Simeon: The son of David shall not come till all the judges and rulers in Israel shall have ceased, for it is said: "And I will turn my hand upon thee, and purely purge away thy dross, and take away all thy tin, and I will restore thy judges."

—*Talmud Sanhedrin*, fol. 98, col. 1.

IV. 2. "In that day shall the branch of the Lord be beautiful and glorious, and the fruit of the earth shall be excellent and comely for them that are escaped of Israel."

*Targum*: At that time the Messiah of the Lord shall be for joy and for glory, and the doers of the law for magnificence and for praise, for them that are escaped of Israel.

VI. 18. "But yet it shall be a tenth, and it shall return," etc.

Rabbi Seira said that Rabbi Jeremiah, the son of Abba, said, In the time in which Messiah shall come, hostilities will increase against the wise men, as it has been said before that Samuel said one suffering after the other, for it is said, "But yet it shall be," etc.—*Talmud Kethuboth*, fol. 112, col. 2.

VIII. 14. "And he shall be for a sanctuary, and for a stone of stumbling, and a rock of offence," etc.

Jehudah and Hezekiah, the sons of Rabbi Hiyah, were sitting at a meal, in the presence of Rabbi, without uttering a word. Give some wine to the boys, exclaimed Rabbi, that they may feel encouraged to say something. When they had drunk the wine, they opened their mouths, and said: The Son of David will not come, until the two patriarchal houses of Israel shall cease, that is, the Head of the captivity in Babylon, and the Prince in the land of Israel; for it is said: "And he shall be for a sanctuary," etc. My children, exclaimed Rabbi, you are thrusting thorns into my eyes. Said Rabbi Hiya, Rabbi,
take it not ill of them; wine is given with seventy, and so is a secret, when
the wine comes in, the secret goes out.—Talmud Sanhedrin, fol. 38, col. 1.
IX. 6. “For unto us a child is born, unto us a son is given, and the government
shall be upon,” etc.
Rabbi Samuel, the son of Nachman, said: When Esau met Jacob, he said to
him: My brother Jacob, let us walk together in this world. Jacob replied:
“Let my lord, I pray thee, pass over before his servant” (Gen. xxxiii. 14).
What is the meaning of “I pray thee, pass over”? Jacob said to him: I have
yet to supply the King Messiah, of whom it is said, “Unto us a child is born.”
—Midrash on Deuteronomy, sec. 1 (on chap. ii. 4).
Targum: The prophet said to the house of David, For unto us a child is born,
to us a son is given, and he shall receive the law upon him to keep it, and his
name is called from eternity, Wonderful, Counsellor, Mighty God, Continuing
for ever, the Messiah; for peace shall be multiplied upon us in his days.
IX. 7. “Of the increase of his government and peace there shall be no end,” etc.
Rabbi Nathan said, “and give thee peace” (Num. vi. 26) means the peace of
the government of the house of David, as it is said, “of the increase,” etc.—
Midrash on Numbers, vi. 22, sec. 11; Siphre (ed. Friedmann), p. 12, col. 2.
Bar Kapara expounded at Sepphoris: Why is the word מְדִינָא, “the in-
crease,” written with a closed mem (the final mem ד, and not with the usual
mem ג)? The Holy One, blessed be he! wished to make Hezekiah the Mes-
siah, and Sennacherib Gog and Magog. But the attribute of judgment pled-
ed against it, and said, David the king of Israel repeated so many songs and
praises, and thou hast not made him the Messiah; and yet thou art thinking
of making Hezekiah the Messiah, for whose sake so many miracles have been
performed, and who, nevertheless, has not repeated one song of praise! So
that counsel was closed (and hence the closed mem).—Talmud Sanhedrin, fol.
94, col. 1.
X. 27. “And it shall come to pass in that day that his burden shall be taken
away,” etc.
Targum: And it shall come to pass.... and the people shall be broken before
Messiah.
XI. 1. “And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse, and a branch
shall grow out of his roots.”
Targum: And there shall go forth a king from the sons of Jesse, and Messiah
shall be anointed from his children’s children. See also Ps. cx. 2.
XI. 2. “And the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him, the spirit of wisdom
and,” etc.

1 The word “wine” is in Hebrew יִין, which has the numerical value (i. e., י=50+ין=10+ין=10) of seventy, so also the word “secret,” i. e., סֵפֶר: ס+פ=60, ס=10.
Concerning the Messiah it is written: “And the Spirit of the Lord shall rest upon him,” etc.—Talmud Sanhedrin, fol. 98, col. 2. See also Gen. i. 2.

XI. 8. “And shall make him of quick understanding (or scent) in the fear of the Lord, and he shall,” etc.

On this the Talmud remarks: Rabbi Alexander says: The word ירמנ (i.e., his scent) teaches us that the Holy One has laden the Messiah with commandments and sufferings which were as heavy as millstones.... Bar Coziba reigned two years and a half, and he told the Rabbis that he was the Messiah. They replied, It is written of Messiah that he would scent out the good; canst thou do the same? When they saw that he could not do it, they slew him.—Sanhedrin, fol. 98, col. 2.

XI. 6. “The wolf shall also dwell with the lamb.”

Targum: In the day of Israel's Messiah, peace shall be multiplied on earth.

XI. 10. “And in that day there shall be a record.”


XIV. 29. “Rejoice not thou, whole Palestina, because the rod of him that smote thee is broken, for out of the serpent’s root shall come forth a cockatrice,” etc.

Targum: Rejoice not....for from the children’s children of Jesse shall proceed Messiah, and his works shall be among you as flying serpents.

XVI. 1. “Send ye the lamb to the ruler of the land,” etc.

Targum: They will bring tributes to the Messiah of Israel.

XVI. 5. “And in mercy shall the throne be established.”

Then Israel’s Messiah shall establish his throne in mercy.

XVIII. 5. “He shall both cut off the sprigs with pruning-knives,” etc.

Rabbi Hama, the son of Hanina, said: The Son of David will not come until the despicable government be destroyed from Israel; for it is said: “And he shall cut off the sprigs with pruning-knives,” and it is also written further on: “In that time shall the present be brought unto the Lord of hosts of a people scattered and peeled” (ibid. v. 7).—Talmud Sanhedrin, fol. 98, col. 1.

XXI. 11, 12. “The burden of Dumah. He called to me out of Seir, Watchman, what of the night? Watchman, what of the night? The watchman said, the morning cometh,” etc.

Rabbi Hanina, the son of Rabbi Abuhu, said in the codex of Rabbi Meir, I found “the burden of Dumah” written “burden of Rome.” Rabbi Joshua ben Levi said: When one asks you: Where is your God?—answer: In the great city of Rome; for it is said: “He calleth to me out of Seir.” Rabbi Simeon, the son of Yochai, said: Wherever the Israelites were banished, the Shechinah was banished with them. They were banished into Egypt, and the Shechinah was banished with them, and this is the meaning of “Did I plainly appear unto the house of thy father, when they were in Egypt in Pharaoh’s house?” (1 Sam. ii. 27). They were banished to Babylon, and so
also the Shechinah, for it is written: "For your sake I have sent to Babylon" (Isa. xlili. 14). They were banished to Media, and so the Shechinah, "And I will set my throne in Elam" (Jer. xlix. 38), where Elam means Media, as it is said: "And I was at Shushan in the palace which is in the province of Elam" (Dan. viii. 2). They were banished to Greece, and so the Shechinah, as it is said: "And I raised up thy sons, O Zion, against thy sons, O Greece" (Zech. ix. 13). They were banished to Rome, and so the Shechinah, as it is said: "He calleth me out of Seir, Watchman, what of the night?" The Israelites said to Isaiah: Isaiah, our master, what shall yet happen to us from this night? Wait, he replied, I will inquire. Having inquired, he returned to them and they asked again: "Watchman, what of the night? watchman, what of the night?" He replied, "The watchman said, the morning cometh." And night too? Yes, but not so as you think, replied he; the morning comes for the righteous and the night for the wicked, the morning for the Israelites and the night for the idolaters. They said to him, When? He replied: When ye seek (God), he seeks you too, as it is said: "If ye will enquire, enquire ye." They said to him, What keeps the morning back? He replied, Repentance; for it is said: "Return, come."—Jer. Tuanith, fol. 64, col. 1. What is the meaning of "It is a night to be much observed"? (Exod. xii. 42). (A night) in which God did great things to the righteous, as he did great things to the Israelites in Egypt. In that night he saved Hezekiah; in that night he saved Hananiah and his associates; in it he saved Daniel from the lion’s den, and in that same night the Messiah and Elijah will prove themselves as great, as it is said: "The watchman said, the morning cometh, and also the night" (Isa. xxi. 12).—Midrash on Exod. xii. 41; sec. 18.

XXIII. 15. "According to the days of one king."

What king is this that is singled out as one? Thou must say, This is the King Messiah, and no other.—Talmud Sanhedrin, fol. 99, col. 1.

XXIV. 28. "Then the moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed."

Why the pleonastic awaw (in "and his offering" נָבַל, Num. vii. 18)? Rabbi Bibi said in the name of Rabbi Reuben, This refers to the six things which were taken from the first man, but which return again with an offspring of Nahshon, which is the Messiah. These things are: his splendor, life, stature, the fruits of the earth, the fruits of the tree, and the light. His splendor, for it is said: "Thou changest his countenance, and sendest him away" (Job xiv. 20); his life, for it is said: "For dust thou art, and unto dust shalt thou return" (Gen. iii. 19); his stature, for it is said: "And Adam hid himself" (Gen. iii. 8); the fruits of the earth and the fruits of the tree, for it is said: "Cursed is the ground for thy sake" (Gen. iii. 17); the lights, for it is said: "Then the moon shall be confounded, and the sun ashamed."

—Midrash on Numbers vii. 18; sec. 18.
XXV. 8. "He will swallow up death in victory, and the Lord God will wipe away tears from off all faces."

On the festivals of the new moon, of dedication, and of purim, the mourning women may wail aloud and may clap the palms of their hands together, but must not sing funeral dirges; but when the corpse is interred, they must neither wail aloud, nor sing dirges...But of the future ages that are to come, it is said: "He shall swallow up death in victory, and the Lord God will wipe away tears from off all faces."—*Talmud Moed Katon*, fol. 28, col. 2.

In this world we are given up to death on account of our sins, but in the world to come "he will swallow up death in victory," etc.—*Siphra in Yalkut on Leviticus*, xxiv. 31.

The ninth sign of the coming of the Messiah will be that death will cease, as it is said: "He will swallow up death in victory," etc.—*Midrash on Exod.* xii. 12; sec. 15.

XXVIII. 13. "And it shall come to pass in that day, that the great trumpet shall be blown," etc.

This passage is quoted in connection with the future deliverance.—*Talmud Rosh ha-Shanah*, fol. 11, col. 2.

The rabbis have taught: The ten tribes have no portion in the world to come; for it is said: "And the Lord rooted them out of their land in anger, and in wrath, and in great indignation?" (Deut. xxix. 28). "And he rooted them out of their land," that is, from this world; "and cast them into another land," that is, the world to come. The words of Rabbi Akiva, Rabbi Simeon, the son of Jehudah of the village Acco, said in the name of Rabbi Simeon, If their designs continue as they are this day, they will not return; but if not, they will return. Rabbi says, they will enter the world to come; for it is said: "And it shall come to pass in that day, that the great trumpet shall be blown," etc.—*Talmud Sanhedrin*, fol. 110, col. 2.

The Holy One, blessed be he! said: In this world I gave my law with the sound of a trumpet, but in the future I will gather your exiles with the sound of a trumpet, as it is said: "And it shall come to pass in that day," etc.—*Yalkut on Num.* x. 2.

XXVIII. 5. "In that day shall the Lord of hosts be for a crown of glory."

*Targum*: In that time shall the Messiah of the Lord of hosts be a crown of joy.
THE PASSIVE OF QAL.

By L. N. Dembitz,
Louisville, Ky.

Should I ever edit a Hebrew grammar, I would set down as one of the paradigms of the verb, on an equal footing with the others, a Passive of the Qal—standing in the same relation to it, as Pā'āl stands to Pĕl and as Hōphāl stands to Hiphēl.

The current teaching on the subject is, that, in biblical Hebrew, this Passive no longer exists, except in the Participle הִעֲפָר, but that its Preterit and Future are lost. Until Jules Oppert proved the contrary, it was also thought that the Nunnation, and the end-vowels for case and mood were not to be found in biblical Hebrew; but we find them now in numerous places even in the vowelings of the Massorites, and can never know in how many other places those gentlemen, in their zeal for a uniform grammar, suppressed them. They left the endings only where the letter of the text, aside from any voweling, compelled them to do so.

It is the same with the Passive Qāl. There is a small number of verbs in which (although there is no Pĕl or Hiphēl) Pā'āl and Hōphāl forms are used in the Passive sense, or in which these conjugations have not the sense of which the Passive is sought to be conveyed. The foremost of these words is עַל. There is no room either for an intensive or for a causative, of the verb “to take.” Yet we find the Future עַל and the Preterit עַל; the former classed as Hōphāl, the latter, though without the Dāghēs, as Pā'āl, without any substantial reason why two conjugations should be chosen to furnish the two tenses. A glance at an Arabic grammar suggests the answer to the riddle; both forms are Qāl in the Passive. The form usually employed in Hebrew to denote the Passive is נֵפֶל; but the letters of the text would in neither case lend themselves to נפֶל; in the Future the loss of the ה precludes the reading נֵפֶל. From the root נֵפֶל, we find in like manner נֵפֶל which has no sense as a Hōphāl, but is a Passive Qāl, by the side of נֵפֶל; yet we do not find נֵפֶל in the Preterit, probably because the letters might just as well be read נֵפֶל.

In like manner we have נֵפֶל “will be avenged”—a so-called Hōphāl, without a corresponding Hiphēl—and נֵפֶל a pretended Pā'āl, “she was born,” where the Pĕl נֵפֶל would furnish an improper meaning, it being applied only to the act of midwifery. That נֵפֶל is the only word which has its Passive assigned to two conjugations, other than נֵפֶל, arises from the circumstance that in this word alone a letter other than י is elided in the Future; hence it is the only word in which the letters cannot in either tense be vowelized so as to produce a נֵפֶל.
One who takes the trouble will find a number of other passages, and of other verbs, beside the four roots (דָּלִי, בִּקְנֵה, נִזָּר, נִזְזָר) that I have named. After the Massorites had taken up the arbitrary notion that there must not be a short ū or ō in an open syllable, the Dāghēsh in נִזָּר and the pretense of a Pā‘āl followed as a necessity. A more rational system of voweling than that which grew up on the corrupt pronunciation of Galilee, would show a much closer kinship between Hebrew grammar and that of classic Arabic, than the Massora discloses, though even there it may be read between the lines.
Contributed Notes.

Diqduq.—The word קֵדְעוֹן is derived from the root קֵדְעָה which signifies to beat small, to crush, to pulverize, whence the noun קֵדַע a thin covering, a veil, and the adjective קֵדַע fine, thin, small, subtle, etc. Although the verb itself, and its cognates and derivatives, are classical Hebrew, yet the term קֵדְעוֹן is altogether of rabbinical origin. In a figurative sense, the verb signifies to discuss, to be exact, or accurate, to analyze, separate, refine, criticise, the noun importing disquisition, accuracy, or exactness. Buxtorf, in his lexicon, defines קֵדְעה thus, "Subtilis et accurata dispositio, grammatica." The term was appropriated by the Jewish doctors of the Middle Ages to designate grammar, and has been applied to that department of scientific study by the Jewish grammarians ever since. "Grammar," says G. J. Vossius, "is called by the rabbis קֵדְעה, that is subtillitas, because it treats accurately, and in a refined manner, with utmost precision, the letters, points, inflections, and entire nature and constitution of words in the Hebrew language." So Buxtorf, "Grammar is the ars bene loquendi Hebrais, hebraice. In Hebrew, it is called קֵדְעה." Whoever has studied Hebraic critically, in such grammars as those of Gesenius, Freytag, Hupfeld, Ewald, Stier, Nordheimer, Nægelsbach, or Green, or has been able to read the grammars of Chayug, Kimchi, or Ben Zeeb, will be at no loss to discover the remarkable propriety of the application of the rabbinical term to the critical and philosophical structure of the language, its phenomena, and laws. The term itself also reveals the wonderful critical spirit with which the mediæval Hebrew doctors set about the institution of grammatical science, so far as relates to the holy tongue. It acquaints us with the nature of their study, refined, incisive, exact, examining, with shrewdness and care, the letters and words of the language, their origin, nature, inflection, structure, and relations. This was the charm that constantly engaged their attention, since the era of the Massorite leaders, who, for the most part, contented themselves with the more elementary beginnings of grammatical science, such as connecting the letters, affixing the points and accents, noting the agreement or difference of words, as also their various writing, but not advancing, as did the mediæval scholars, to an observation of the genius of the language, describing its phenomena, ascertaining its laws, anomalies, and analogies, investigating its sources, or causes, and kindred relations, or gathering from the language itself whatever might make for the more sure interpretation of the Sacred Books. The men of the Massora, קִדְמָה יְדֵעַ, did great service, in their labor to establish a correct text, giving, in doubt-
ful cases, both וּרְבִי and בֵּיתַֽי, and by their system of pointing, preserving a true pronunciation, as, by their system of accents, not only indicating the tone-syllable, dividing the sentence, regulating the cantillation, and transmitting, in many important cases, the traditional interpretation, thus imparting great precision to the language, and making succeeding ages debtors to their toil. But their work, in comparison with that of the doctors of קְרַפְּרִי, was rather that which a Priscian and Aristarchus would have called by the name "Grammatistica," not "Grammatica." The work, on the other hand, of the noble Jewish scholars, beginning with the Karaite doctors in their contest with the Talmudists, exalted the treatment of the Hebrew language to the dignity of a true science, just such a critical and philosophical קְרַפְּרִי as the language required. Alting, in his admirable Grammar of the Punctuation of the Holy Tongue, has aptly said, "This is a firm persuasion in my mind, that only then will Hebrew grammar come to be a true קְרַפְּרִי, Subtilitas, when the various reasons of it, and of its pointing, are deduced from the fundamental principles of the language itself,"—an anticipation of the triumphs of more modern times.

Leopold Dukes informs us, in a foot-note to a passage in his Literaturhistorische Mittheilungen, that, in the Talmud, there is no distinct technical expression for the word grammar. The application of the words קַרְפִּי and קְרַפְּרִי, the former to grammar, the latter to grammarian, is of later date. The words are indeed found in the Talmud, but are used simply to signify "to observe with scrutiny," or "to consider accurately," or "observe exactness"—(Genauigkeit beobachten) and, in this sense, are employed to designate the faithful following, or followers, of the Mosaic commandments. Subsequently, the term קְרַפְּרִי came to signify the Hebrew punctator, because of the accuracy required in pointing the text. Dukes also informs us that Rabbi Menahem Ben Seruq was the first Jewish author in whom the expressions קִשְׁשָׁפַּי קְרַפְּרִי for grammar, and קִשְׁשָׁפַּי לֹאָֽלִּים for grammarians, of the Holy Tongue, are found. All that is meant, evidently, by this is that, antecedently to Menahem, the term קְרַפְּרִי was not used in combination with the other, a statement supported by abundant evidence drawn from the preceding treatises on grammatical science. The title of Saadia's "Grammatical Works" is קְרַפְּרִי לֹאָלִּים. The title of one of Rabbi Jonah Ben Giannachi's books is Kitab Al-Luma, which Ewald renders Buch der Untersuchung (Book of Investigation) and substantially equivalent to קְרַפְּרִי. So Munk in his interesting papers in the Asiatic Journal, 1851, p. 425, gives the title and explanation of Saadia's work "Kitab Al-Luma, c'est-a-dire Livre du Dipduq, mot hébreu dont le sens est examen, recherche, et signifie faire des recherches dans la langue." The title given by Aben Ezra to his Hebrew translation of Chayug's grammatical works is קְרַפְּרִי יִסְּפֵר Books of Grammar, and Chayug himself is denominated קְרַפְּרִי יִסְּפֵר the Chief Grammarian, and דָּבִיד קְרַפְּרִי שָׁאָֽל Chief of Grammarians. The title of Aben Ezra's own work on grammar is simply
which would be appropriately translated by *Grammaticæ Variorum*. More evidence of the same sort could be adduced from the works of Rashi¹ and Kimchi. Bartolocci mentions an anonymous Hebrew grammar, found in the Vatican Library, with the title *עִקְרָתִים לְשׁוֹן רִスマホִיּוּמִנְבּוּמַם* Grammar of the Holy Language. Not a few Christian writers on Hebrew grammar have, in imitation of the Hebrew doctors, published their own works under the Hebrew title. This brief notice of *Diqduq* may serve to satisfy the justifiable curiosity of students, or beginners in the study, of the Hebrew language, who may have met with the word unexplained, and desire to know something of its origin and history. It is a synonym for "Scientific Grammar." Kimchi, at the close of his *Michloś*, has a verse which is quoted by both Buxtorf and Bythner, in their grammars, in which the word occurs; a verse containing excellent advice to all students. We subjoin it, for the benefit of such. It is a little sermon.

Qui discit, et lex ei (est) in possessionem,
Et non discit fundamenta *Diqduq*, neque intelligit,
(Est) sicut arator qui agit boves,
Et manus ejus (est) sine baculo aut stimulo.

**NATHANIEL WEST, D. D.,
St. Paul, Minn.**

---

**Notes on Malachi.—MAL. 1. 8.—** The Revisers well translate מַלְאֵךְ jackals instead of *dragons*, as Luther (*Drachen*) and the Authorized Version have it. The Septuagint has ὠψαρα ἱππον *dwellings of the desert*. DeWette, and Gesenius in his Thesaurus, still translate "domicilia, mansiones;" but Ewald (Gram., § 175b), Köhler, Stier, and others, regard מַלְאֵךְ as a feminine form used here instead of the more common בִּנְיָמִין, from the sing. מַלְאֵךְ *wolf, jackal*, or a similar animal. The preposition מַלְאֵךְ can be more readily explained if we translate "jackals," not "habitats."

I. 9.—We prefer the margin, "From your hand" to the text of the Revision, "By your means." The context is: "Entreat God's favor [looking, at the same time, at the polluted offerings which God received from your hands]—will he accept any of your persons?" Compare verse 18, מַלְאֵךְ, which the Revisers there translate "of your hands."

¹ Not Rashi the Commentator, but Rashi the Grammarian, Jarchi.
II. 3.—"I will rebuke the seed." Some ancient versions translate "I will curse for you the arm," reading נָעַה instead of נָעַה. Among German critics Ewald, Reinke, Köhler, and even Keil, accept the change. The thought would then be: The priest raises his arm to bless the people; but the Lord curses it,—yea, does more, strews dung into the faces of the officiating priests, dishonoring them. Yahweh exercises fūs talionis: they have despised him; now he treats them with contempt.

II. 12.—ְכָתְנָו רֵע the Revisers translate "him that waketh and him that answereth." It seems to me that the use of "waketh" does not make it clear whether the Revisers thought רֵע was transitive or intransitive. רֵע signifies a person who is awake. Hitzig has well said that because a man is an רֵע he is not of necessity a רֵע נְשָׁם. Delitzsch (in his "Lectures") translates "him that is awake and him that answereth." He does not regard the words as correlated poles (as, for example, "head and tail"), but as the signification of one human being; otherwise, we might expect נְשָׁם or רֵע נְשָׁם.

II. 15.—We prefer the margin, "And not one hath done so, who had a residue of the spirit," to the text. The Israelites refer, it seems to me, in their thoughts, to Abraham, who disowned Hagar, and sent her away; they regard him as also having acted treacherously, that is, as having broken the covenant made with Hagar. But the prophet answers, The one you think of hath not done so. Now follows נְשָׁם נָעַה "and what has he done?" (נָעַה is implied). "He sought the seed of God." Thus we would translate, in preference to the reading of the Revisers, "And did he not make one?"

CONCLUSION.—The Hebrew student will find, in the Hebrew Bible, an addition to the text after III. 24. There the words נְשָׁם נָעָה are found. The letters נָעָה stand for נָעָה נָעְשִׂים Isaiah, נָעָה נָעְשִׂים, scroll of the minor prophets, נָעָה נָעְשִׂים Threni, and נָעָה נָעְשִׂים Koheleth. These have a special sign, namely, נָעָה נָעְשִׂים. In the synagogue, the verse preceding the last verse of these books or scrolls was to be repeated, because the last verse sounded too harsh. Isaiah closes with "For their worm shall not die, neither shall their fire be quenched; and they shall be an abhorring unto all flesh;" but in the synagogue verse 23 was repeated after verse 24, "to close with words of comfort." Thus also here in Malachi and in the other books mentioned.

H. J. WEBER,
Philadelphia.

Abraham Firkowitsch.—The article entitled "Writing among the Hebrews," which Professor H. L. Strack contributed to the July number of Hebraica, possesses a peculiar interest to students. I have especially noted his comments on the manuscripts unearthed in the Crimea by Abraham Firkowitsch, and which Professor Strack—in opposition to Professor D. Chwolson—asserts were forgeries. With the main argument, in this particular case, I am not entirely familiar; but
it seems passing strange that many of the best scholars of our century had faith in Firkowitzsch, and considered his discoveries genuine, and of a highly valuable character. His "finds" were, besides, the means of introducing to the world of letters an author whose fame rests principally on his works concerning the history and literature of the Karaites, based upon these same writings which Firkowitzsch claimed to have found, as narrated above. I refer to Simcha Pinsker, the learned Galician, whose "Collection from the Days of Old"), a ponderous volume, devoted to the Karaites, their origin and religious development as Jewish schismatics, is recognized as the book on the subject. Pinsker's enthusiasm over Karaism knew no bounds; and while some of his conclusions appear rather problematical, it is hard to believe, in view of all the attending circumstances, that Firkowitzsch wilfully perpetrated, or even countenanced, the monstrous forgeries with which he is charged.

HENRY S. MORAIS,
Philadelphia.

Mr. Bennett's Articles on the Hebrew Tenses.—The outline of these articles, one of which appeared in the July HEBRAICA, the second appearing in this number, will be of practical aid especially to beginners in the study of Hebrew. The principal works referred to in these articles are

(1) Davidson's "Hebrew Grammar;"
(2) Robertson's "Translation of Müller's Outlines of Hebrew Syntax;"
(3) Driver's "Use of the Tenses in Hebrew;"
(4) Morris' "Historical Outlines of English Accidence," and
(5) Morris' "English Grammar" (series of Literature Primers).

PART I.

1. The Actual Usage of the Tenses in the Hexateuch compared with statements in Grammars.

2. Statements of Grammars:
   (1) Their relation to the old theory of the tenses;
   (2) Their want of clearness as to the differences of style in poetry and prose;
   (3) Their subjection to German influence.

3. The Occurrences and Usage of the Tenses in the Hexateuch; Deductions as to Usage; Examination of Exceptional Cases.

4. The Sequence of the Tenses (with special reference to the Imperfect with Waw Cons.):
   (1) Statements of grammars;
   (2) Way in which they would naturally be understood;
   (3) Tested by the usage of the Hexateuch;
   (4) Deductions;
(5) Attempt to construct theory on the basis of these results;
(6) Objections to statements of grammars; Résumé.

**PART II.**

1. *Hebrew and English:*
   (1) German indirect and unsuitable medium of Hebrew knowledge;
   (2) Modern system of English syntax ignored;
   (3) Two simple tense-forms in Hebrew and English;
   (4) Ambiguity as to use of one of these in both languages;
   (5) In each language same form in two different uses differently derived.

2. *Uses of the Perfect:*
   (1) Hebrew Perfect includes the uses of the tenses of the English Perfect;
   (2) Uses of the form of the English Present Perfect include most of the uses of Hebrew Perfect.

3. *Uses of the Imperfect:*
   (1) The uses of the Hebrew Imperfect include the uses of the tenses of the English Indefinite;
   (2) The uses of the form of the English Indefinite Present include most of those of the Hebrew Imperfect;
   (3) The same true of the English Future Indefinite;
   (4) Summary;
   (5) Alternation of tenses.

   (1) Statement of facts;
   (2) According to Driver, tenses frequentative;
   (3) Theory that sections are direct quotations from documents containing decrees.

---

**An Examination on Psalms XL.—LXXII.**—That our readers may gain a general idea of what an examination in "Old Testament Exegesis" means in England, we subjoin the "paper" of such an examination on Psalms XL.—LXXII., as conducted by the Rev. T. K. Cheyne. The last requirement, namely, the translation, with notes, of a passage of which the pointed text is given, is here omitted.

1. Mention any Psalms in this section which, on internal grounds, may be regarded as of post-Davidic origin. Are there any which, perhaps, point to a Maccabean date? On what grounds has this been held? How does the question stand related to the history of the formation of the Canon?

2. "Secular poems pressed into the service of religion." To which Psalm may this description apply? If you accept it, can you justify the admission of the Psalm into the Psalter?

3. "Hath brought life and immortality to light." Illustrate the φωτισαντος of 2
Tim. i. 10 from the Psalms in this section, tracing out the presentiments of the Psalmist.

4. Give any one view of the circumstances under which Psalm LXVIII. may have been written; trace the connection, so far as it is clear, of the Psalm; and illustrate from it the practice of interweaving phrases from the older Scriptures.

5. Translate, with a few brief grammatical or exegetical notes:—

6. Point and translate, with notes grammatical or exegetical, where required:—
7. Point and translate, with notes grammatical or exegetical, where required:—

כְּלַאַל-אֲוֶּבּ הָוּרְפִּי וַאֲשֶׁר לֹא-מִשָּׂא עַלָּי הָוּרְפִּי אֹסַר מַעַרְוָא אֲנָחָה.

וַאֲנָחָה אֵנְשָׁא אוֹרְבִּי אֵלָוף יָמִינִי; אָשֶׁר יְהוָה נְחָתֵךְ וָטַּעַמְתַּא אֲלָוף

נָהֲלָךְ בָּרֵשֶׁת: שָׁמוּחַ עֵלְפֵי יְהוָה שַׁאֲלַי הָיוָה כִּי-רֹעִיתָם בְּמִנְגֵּרָם בְּכנָכְרֵם;

אַנְיָ אֲלָוף אֲכָרַא יְהוָה אֵשֶׁתָּא: עֵרַב בָּנֵךְ הַנְּזֵרָה אַשְׁחַת

אֲנָחָה וַיִּשְׁמַע קֹלָּה: פָּרָה בְּשֵׁלָם נִמְשַׁאֲמַר: כִּי-בָּרְכֵי יִהוָה דַּי אַמְּרָי;

יִשְׁמַע אַלַּעֲנֵמָה וֹיֵשֶׁב קָרֵם מַלְהָא: אָשֶׁר אַנְיָ חָלְּפוּת לָמוֹ עַל יְרָא.

אֲלָוף: שָׁלוֹחַ יְדֵי בְּשֵׁלָם, חָלְּפוּת בְּרִיָּה.
A New Volume.—With this number Hebraica enters upon its third volume. As in the case of its companion-journal, The Old Testament Student, the difficulties in the way of its success have been many. Nor have they all been overcome. It is true, however, that the outlook is brighter than it has ever before been; and it is believed that, if those interested in Semitic study will but lend the aid which ought reasonably to be expected of them, the assured continuance of the journal would quickly follow. But what, it will be asked, is the nature of the service asked of them? The answer is two-fold: (1) Contributions for publication, written in the line to which the journal is devoted, and with the aim which it seeks to serve. It is not an easy task to secure just the class of contributions which will accomplish the end sought. (2) Assistance in increasing the circulation of the journal. This is a matter of prime importance. If it is to do a work in the interest of Hebrew and Semitic study, Hebraica must reach those who are already interested in such study and also those who, perhaps, may be led to become interested in it. If it is to continue, it must receive a sufficient financial support to make continuance possible. The progress in both of these particulars during the year just past has been noteworthy. A similar progress for another year or two will practically settle the question. May not the Managing Editor of Hebraica hope to receive from the friends of Semitic study in America and England such substantial aid as will make it possible to issue the journal this year without financial loss.

The Present Number.—We have before referred to the difficulty experienced in finding material worthy of publication in Hebraica, which would, at the same time, be of practical and immediate value to that large class of our constituency, comparative beginners in Semitic work. This number, we are persuaded, accomplishes this end, as perhaps no previous number has done. Mr. Pinches’ valuable paper will be appreciated only by Assyriologists; but the student who has read only the first chapter of Genesis, as well as the professional scholar, will be interested in the clear and sharp presentation by Mr. Bennett of what may well be called the most practical question in Hebrew Syntax. Prof. Green’s paper in the line of critical inquiry, and Dr. Pick’s in that of Jewish interpretation, will, likewise, be found full of interest to both student and scholar. The “Contributed Notes,” also, include topics of general as well as of special interest.

We desire our readers to understand the double stand-point from which Hebraica must be edited, viz., that of the student, as well as that of the professional Semitist. We trust that we may be able to satisfy both classes of our constituency.

Dr. Jastrow’s Dictionary.—We notice with pleasure the prospectus of “A Dictionary of the Targumim, the Talmud Babli and Yerushalmi, and the Midrashic Literature,”* compiled by M. Jastrow, Ph.D., of Philadelphia. If there is any department of Hebrew or Semitic study in which “aids” for the use of the

* To be published by G. P. Putnam’s Sons, New York.
student are needed, it is in the line of the work proposed. The Talmud is a labyrinthe to the ordinary student; and so truly is this the case that, outside of the Jewish scholars themselves, there may be said to be almost no students of the Talmud. With such a dictionary as this at hand, the task will not be the hopeless one it has hitherto been. The following extract from the "Prospectus" will furnish a general idea of the work proposed:

"The lexicon, in its arrangement, method and conciseness, is to be like the modern dictionaries, which have made classical studies a pleasure. The old fashion of unsystematically hunting for phonetic coincidences in all possible languages has been rejected. But while the work is based on philological principles, it avoids the abstruse discussions which have made similar works in other languages repellent to the student.

"Presenting the development of the Hebrew and Aramaic languages during the nine hundred years preceding the eleventh century of the common era, it may claim to be a contribution to comparative Semitic philology. The foreign elements in those languages will guide the student of post-classical Greek and Latin to the knowledge of words and meanings which may decide mooted questions of dialect, and shed light on other obscurities in his province of study. For these purposes each part of the work as it appears is an independent monograph.

"The work will be completed in about twelve parts of 96 quarto pages each. Its price ($2.00 a part) has been fixed as low as possible, so as to place it within the reach of all to whom it may be of service. The first part will be ready for delivery about the 15th of September, and if the proper support be extended, the parts will follow each other at intervals of about three to six months."

A Little Knowledge of Hebrew.—A little knowledge is not always a dangerous thing. It depends a great deal upon the person who has this little knowledge. If he is a fool, it may do him damage; if he is a man, and above all, a Christian minister with common sense and a clear conviction of duty, a little knowledge will prove to be a good thing. It may not be, quantitatively considered, a large amount of Hebrew which a student learns during a four weeks’ attendance at a Summer School; but if rightly managed this small beginning may prove the basis of a solid superstructure. Everything depends upon the use made of this beginning. Men that come to a Summer School or who take a course in the Correspondence School are supposed to be of a kind that do so in order to learn, men who need not be driven, but only led. And experience has shown that, with such men, even the few weeks instruction in July or August has given them a fair start in becoming good Hebrew students, whose knowledge of the Old Testament tongue has been of great aid to them in their work. Then it must be remembered that most of these men have had some drill in acquiring languages, and this, together with the matured character of their minds and judgments, helps much toward making the Summer and Correspondence Schools a success.

Comparison of Greek and Hebrew.—Students who are somewhat advanced in Hebrew, and have a fair knowledge of Greek, will find it a most profitable study to compare, verse for verse, the Greek New Testament with the Hebrew translation of Professor Delitzsch; also the Septuagint translation of the Old Testament with the original Hebrew. Comparing the differences of the idioms of the two-
languages, seeing how the same thought is expressed in both, will draw special attention to the peculiarities of both. The law of contrast works here also, and a close examination of the philosophical Greek diction and thought in the garment of the simple and natural Hebrew is full of surprise and instruction.

An Essay on the Book of Proverbs.—Attention is invited to the recent offer of a prize of fifty dollars by the Young Men’s Hebrew Association for the best paper on “the Principles of Ethics in the Sayings contained in the Book of Proverbs, with an Inquiry into the Social Conditions which they reflect.” We notice that the judges are to be Drs. Jastrow of Philadelphia, Gottheil of New York and Felsenthal of Chicago; that competition is open to all, and that the papers must be handed in before April 1, 1887.

Is not this a movement worthy of commendation, and of imitation? It is to be hoped that similar incentives will be offered by other organizations interested in Hebrew study. We trust that the number of those competing for this prize may be very great.

A Note from Prof. Hall.—The following Note from Prof. Hall will be self-explanatory. It is sincerely hoped that for the sake of Syriac learning in England and America, the proposed translation of Prof. Nöldeke’s Syriac Grammar may soon be issued.

TO THE EDITOR OF HEBRAICA:—

With reference to an Editorial Note in HEBRAICA of April last, respecting a proposed translation of Nöldeke’s Syriac Grammar, I beg leave to say, with Prof. Nöldeke’s concurrence, that his letter to me was not intended by him for publication; and that its getting into print was through a misunderstanding. Also that the translation in HEBRAICA contained some slight oversights, though none unfavorable to the parties concerned. It was a mistake, also, to state that the proofs or sheets therein referred to were printed; whereas they were in manuscript only, containing about as much matter as a “Bogen” of the original printed German. Further, that the publishers have assured Prof. Nöldeke that they never thought of publishing the translation against his wish; and their direct correspondence with him has been that of honorable men.

Yours truly,

ISAAC H. HALL.

The Study of Syriac.—In the general awakening of interest in Semitic study, it may well be asked if the Syriac has not been neglected. The Hebrew is studied with renewed vigor, not merely as the medium of revelation and the vehicle of inspiration, but also linguistically and comparatively as “a branch of learning.” Arabic has long been considered necessary for any one who will thoroughly understand the original forms of the etymology, the primitive meanings of the roots, and the most perfect development of the syntax of the Semitic tongues. Assyrian, too, is pursued with assiduity; for the history of the mighty peoples who used it as their vernacular, for the light which it throws upon the history and traditions of other primitive nations, and especially for its bearing upon the Hebrew language, literature and religion. But for the time being, Syriac seems to be relegated to an inferior position in the great Semitic family. We would not deprecate the merits of the sister languages; but it seems to be an opportune time for emphasizing the importance of giving more attention to this, which in many respects is the most interesting and attractive of them all. To the church historian there is no subject more inviting, and none which more needs investiga-
tion, than the history of the early controversies about the person of Christ, and of the sects and schisms which arose out of these controversies; and yet any thorough research in this line demands as a pre-requisite a knowledge of the Syriac, that we may hear both sides in regard to the questions in dispute, and that we may follow the fortunes of the so-called schismatic churches of the East. The hymns, also, of the Syrians, while they are stilted in form, and insipid to our taste, are revelations of the character and faith of the people who wrote and sung them, and of the life and doctrines of one of the greatest historic branches of the Christian church. The language is rich in such light literature as fables and tales; and possesses in manuscript many biographies and historic narratives which have never yet been published or translated. Many grammatical and lexicographical works, and valuable commentaries, such as that of Theodore of Mopsuestia, have never hitherto been accurately read. Who knows what treasures of learning and piety lie hidden within the covers of those two immense manuscript volumes of Theodore's commentaries, which are found in the Sachau collection in the Royal Library at Berlin? But more than for its general literature, secular and theological, the Syriac language is, and will remain, interesting to the biblical student, and almost essential to the textual critic of either the Old or the New Testament, because in it we have the oldest known version of the latter and the next oldest of the former,—the Peshitto; besides several other versions of great importance. We want Syriac scholars who will do for the Syriac versions what Tischendorf, Lagarde and others have been doing for the Greek. We want some American Gregories in Syriac to supplement the work of Martin, Cureton and Ceriani.

The Syriac language is, moreover, from a purely linguistic point of view, an interesting member of the Semitic group. Michaelis, in the preface to his Syriac Chrestomathy, contended that the study of it should precede that of the Hebrew,—the study, not of the versions, which afford at best but poor examples of what a language is capable of, but of the masterpieces of its native literature, which show us the breadth and fullness of its vocabulary, the intricacy and adaptability of its syntax. He seems to have thought that the Hebrew language, in both form and spirit, could only be rightly understood, or at least could be much more thoroughly and quickly understood, by those who had first mastered this cognate Aramaic dialect. Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch, too, in the Prolegomena to his new Hebrew dictionary, emphasizes the close relationship existing between the roots of the Hebrew and of the Aramaic dialects. He says, on page 35, that "Hebrew lexicography in all questions, but especially for the explanation of the rarer Hebrew stems and words and for the elucidation of their fundamental meaning, must resort first of all to the Aramaic, and must not take counsel elsewhere till recourse to this has been had and had without avail." Now, what is true of Aramaic in general, is, perhaps, pre-eminently true of Syriac. It should, therefore, be thoroughly mastered by all who will teach the Hebrew language or who will comment upon the text or the meaning of the original Scriptures. It should be studied, not cursorily and for pastime, but scientifically and with painstaking accuracy. The genesis of its vowel-system, and the laws of its consonantal changes, its word-formation, syntax and prosody, should be studied in the light of comparative philology, and of its own historical development; so that, not at hap-hazard nor willfully, but according to law, we may gain a certain knowledge of the language itself and of the relation in which it stands to its sister languages, and of the light which it sheds upon them.
LYON'S ASSYRIAN MANUAL.*

It is now pretty generally admitted that some knowledge of the Assyrian language is necessary to every Semitic specialist, and of prime importance in the work of Old Testament interpretation. Indeed, such strides have been made within thirty years in the decipherment of the cuneiform inscriptions, and such light has been thrown by this means upon the fortunes and literatures of the ancient Semitic peoples, that students of these can no longer, with any sort of justice, allude disparagingly to the wide divergence of opinion among Assyriologists, and make the consequent uncertainty and difficulty the excuse for failure to undertake the study of Assyrian. As substantial agreement has been reached as to the principles by which Assyrian is to be deciphered and interpreted as we can hope to reach in the pursuit of any science whatever; and, as our knowledge of the Assyrian vocabulary shall improve, we may hope to see further uncertainties in regard to the values of the cuneiform signs gradually vanish, until there shall remain nothing but an insignificant minimum to remind us that there could once have been great difficulty arising from the various values of the signs.

The difficulties which have of late encompassed a beginner's path are well stated by Dr. Lyon in the preface to his Assyrian Manual, as follows: "Two great obstacles have stood in the way of those who desire to become acquainted with the language,—the lack of suitable books for beginners, and the large demand made on the memory for the acquisition of the cuneiform signs." It is safe to say that the labor of memory needed to acquire the signs would never prove irksome enough to drive scholars from the field. There remained, then, the lack of proper books for beginners.

And Dr. Lyon has taken a great step in removing this reproach from the door of the Assyriologists. Observing to what degree the acquisition of the signs has been complicated for beginners by their meager knowledge of the linguistic peculiarities to be expected, he has set before himself the problem of teaching the language through transliterated texts prior to any very close study of the originals or large practice with the signs. And therefore, in his selections for reading, he has given forty-seven pages to these texts against twelve in the cuneiform character. At the same time, for a gradual and pleasant introduction to the original, he has given five tables of signs to be used with the cuneiform selections and in preparing brief exercises. These tables offer, (1) a list of 287 Phonograms, giving all except very rare syllabic values, (2) a selected list of the ninety-two syllabic signs used most frequently, (3) twenty-four Determinatives, (4) 372 Ideograms, or ideographic combinations, including all used in the texts employed in the work, (5) the signs used for numerals when written ideographically. The Outline of Gram-

mar contains twenty pages, the Notes thirty, and the Glossary forty-three, all in *brevier* type, forty lines to the page, against the fifty-nine pages of text in *small pica* and *cuneiform*, thirty-four lines and less to the page. The Glossary has the advantage over the Lesestücke of Delitzsch, and other books, in containing all the words found in the passages to be read (often under both the initial letter of root and that of derived word), as well as in being almost complete as a concordance to these passages. The labor involved in this valuable feature must have been very great. The Notes, while containing chiefly grammatical material, have such historical information as will throw light on obscure passages, and such references to the original as will make clear the author's preference in the case of doubtful readings, or which will explain the doubt. Nearly all the syntax offered is contained in these Notes.

As illustrating the progress which has been made in Assyrian study, it is interesting to note that, in the forty-seven pages of transliterated texts, there are but thirty-one ideograms and twenty-three syllables marked as doubtful, in some of these cases, even, the *meaning* being perfectly clear. For a few other words, the Notes offer different possibilities; but these are due chiefly to mutilations in the original. So the Glossary contains, for the fifty-nine pages of text, seventy-three words not defined at all, five words whose correct transliteration and meaning are uncertain, ninety-two whose meaning is not quite certain, nineteen whose roots are doubtful, though the meanings are not, and twenty-nine which, while not absolutely certain, are brought within very narrow limits of uncertainty; as, *šumbu* a *kind of wagon,* *šippatu* a *kind of reed.*

Probably the book will prove most serviceable in the hands of those who follow substantially the author's idea of the proper use of it, in his advice to beginners. After a thorough reading of the Grammar, he would have them begin with a certain five-page selection in transliterated form, opposite which he has had printed, in parallel pages, a word-for-word translation into English, and for which he has furnished very full notes with frequent references to the Grammar; and he gives minute directions as to the method here to be employed. At the same time, the student should commit each day a few of the selected Phonograms, and practice those learned by writing them and pointing them out in the cuneiform texts. After this, the selections should be taken up in the order of less to more difficult. Meanwhile, after some familiarity with Assyrian roots, the cuneiform selection of four and a half pages, already studied in transliteration, should be mastered, and then the remainder of the cuneiform; it being desirable also, as the student works on the transliterations, to make constant reference to the originals, in order to become familiar with the signs and methods of grouping them. As Dr. Lyon says, "Long before the student has accomplished all that is here marked out, he will be delighted to find that, if he is tolerably familiar with the list of signs, he will be in a position to translate, with a good deal of confidence, untransliterated historical texts."

There are few aspects in which this *Manual* is open to adverse criticism, and these are doubtless all incident to the pioneer character of the author's work. Some scholars will consider it a pity that the Outline of Grammar was not made fuller, particularly in the line of examples, and more systematic, even at the risk of approaching the analysis of other authors. This will occur to them especially in connection with the section on Phonic Changes and in those on verbs. The former might be retained in the memory somewhat more easily had the examples
been grouped under the old heads of Assimilation, Rejection, Addition and Commutation. The distinction between weak and weakest gutturals is not quite emphatic enough in § 27 to overcome the impression received by § 7. 2; nor are the cases of vowels retained after loss of a guttural (or changed to i) quite clearly distinguished from cases where they are lost altogether or where the guttural is assimilated. Leaving the question open as to whether there were in Assyrian the vowels ê and ô, it hardly seems possible that a→γ could give i, as appears to be stated in § 30 (but see § 8. 1), without previous change of γ to δ. A larger number of examples brought under the phonic principles in the Grammar would have rendered somewhat clearer the circumstances in which weak letters are exchanged or contracted, and those in which they are lost altogether. In view of the examples given under § 8. 2. c. d., the enquiry is worth making whether the vowelless letter is not in all the cases first assimilated, and then the m or n added to avoid a doubled consonant; the dissolution of doubling and use of n seem to be allowed in Note on 3713. The change of t to d after vowelless g noted on 1816 should find a place in § 8. of the Grammar. The Grammar might perhaps note in addition to the repetition of a consonant to indicate the accented syllable (§ 21. 8), and before suffixes (§ 9. 2), the same before ma (see Note on 4211) and merely as orthographic variation (Note on 4618) and to mark a preceding vowel as long (Note to 4217). It is gratifying to observe that a sâr is not reckoned as a relative. It might perhaps have been stated in § 16. 2 that participles may form the masc. plur. in other endings than ûti (ûtu), for see Note on 711. So the occurrence of the noun in u for the construct is frequent enough, and is alluded to in Note on 1917 but is not mentioned in § 16. 4. Perhaps the declension of the first member of a compound, as seen in šanimna 192, ašinnna 4617 should somewhere have been noted. Šattišam 1027 finds its only explanation in a note on 1521, where it would not be likely to be seen when wanted unless the attention were specially directed to it. In Note on 3621, a verbal form with final u in sing., even outside a relative sentence is recognized, and isšûpu 1020, 1223, 448 and especially 1025 when compared with isšûp 4822 may offer another example of it, though the Grammar seems to exclude the idea in § 24. 5. It is but occasionally that the author’s method of using the type occasions even temporary uncertainty as to his meaning. So page 87, line 2, where the word “forward” occurs; page 97, line 30, where “or” separates two meanings, only one of which is allowable (cf. Note on 3025), while on page 118, line 17, the two are allowable, and the proper one to be determined by a given context (cf. Note on 1625). Only very rarely do the Notes show evidence of a change of view after the other portions of the book were prepared; thus kisalla 2416, 3721, 3815, 3917 should become, according to the Notes, šamnu; išar 2026 defined in the Glossary as thriving would seem to have the meaning abundance, if we follow the translation given in the note. These points are perhaps too trivial to be noticed, at any rate they can easily be cared for in a second edition.

No one was better qualified than the author for undertaking such a work as this. For six years he has given the most of his time to Assyrian investigation. Nothing that has been written in this field has escaped him, though the method exposed in this volume is the elaboration of plans actually adopted and found to work in his own class-room. By this means, what it is safe to call the best Assyrian text-book for beginners (it is indeed the first really practical introductory book) has been made. For advanced classes, the book of Prof. Delitzsch will still
be needed even in this country; but for elementary instruction, it will doubtless be displaced here, and Dr. Lyon's book might very well be brought out abroad in German and French. Several instructors have already decided to use it with their classes. At Newton, where Assyrian has been introduced as one of the electives, and will be reckoned toward the required number of hours covering the full course, a class of three or four will this autumn begin to test the value of the work as a help in acquiring the language, and they expect to give the best part of their seventy-five hours of recitation to the material contained in this valuable Manual.

CHARLES RUFUS BROWN,
Newton Centre, Mass.

LANSING'S ARABIC MANUAL.*

Aside from the intrinsic merits of this book, there are a number of reasons for giving it a warm welcome. It is a renewed indication that the revival of Semitic studies in America is widening and deepening; and an indication the nature and character of which is entitled to special notice. For the thoroughly scientific and philological study of the Semitic family of languages, and specifically also of the Hebrew, the Arabic must and will retain the fundamental position accorded to it by the history of the study of these languages. For the rational grammatical study of Semitic in general, and Hebrew in particular, the Arabic, by its very nature and genius, is entitled to the leading rank. And it is for the reason that those principles and factors which have controlled the growth and development of the Semitic languages, and which must be understood before a rational appreciation of the languages can be secured, find their best expression and development in the Arabic. It is true that some of the possibilities of Semitic expression of thought have, through the influence of the more flexible Greek, found a better development in Ethiopic than they have in Arabic. Nevertheless, the latter language, as a whole and in nearly all particulars, stands at the head of the Semitic group in importance for grammatical study. A convincing example and testimony of this fact is the present state in which the matter of Hebrew syntax stands. A satisfactory exposition of syntax is now the great desideratum of Hebrew philology, and has been for many years. Many grammarians have promised us a syntax, and no one has attempted to furnish one that goes beyond the rudiments. We think the reason for this is that, upon investigation, it is found that such a syntax, if it is to be thoroughly scientific, must be based upon a thorough knowledge of Arabic syntax, in which have found expression those methods of Semitic thought which are latent, or appear only in embryo, in Hebrew; and that such an understanding of Arabic syntax is only possible after a thorough study of the native Arabic grammarians. We doubt whether, under the circumstances, it will be possible in this generation for one scholar to cover this ground alone, and write a complete syntax. This is really more than a life's work. What the interests of the science demand are special investigations of the different elements of syntax, something on the plan of Driver's treatise on

Hebrew Tenses, or, still better, of Philippi's discussion of the status constructus—a model in the best sense of the word. If the dialects are to be appealed to for the purpose of grammatical work in Hebrew, the chief stress must be laid upon the Arabic. The best interests of Semitic philology, in America, as elsewhere, demand that we have three Arabists to one Assyriologist. That these figures are inverted among us is not our good fortune, but our misfortune.

These words are perfectly in place in introducing to our readers what we think is the first Arabic grammar ever published in America. The author is the son of a missionary in Egypt, has spent twelve years of his life there, and, we understand, speaks modern Arabic as fluently as a native. This, in itself, would not of course enable him to write a good Arabic grammar; but he has evidently enjoyed a good philological training, and has succeeded in producing what we do not hesitate to pronounce an excellent manual. It embraces a grammar proper, a chrestomathy, containing several chapters of Genesis and several Suras from the Kuran, with specimens of grammatical analysis; and, thirdly, a glossary. The grammar proper is evidently to be the leading feature; and the other two are neither as complete as might be desirable, nor as satisfactory. For the grammar we have scarcely any but words of commendation. We were especially pleased with the terse, concise and clear-cut definitions which cannot be misunderstood. The general order of subjects is natural, while a few features, such as the substitution of English for German spelling of the termini technici, the introduction of "Exercises," and others, are especially noteworthy. We might differ with the author on this or that minor particular; but we do not think it the office of the critic to do so, as long as the book as a whole is worthy of a welcome. We cannot, however, suppress the belief that his special introduction on the three vowels in Arabic, as also the use which he makes of this in § 36 and elsewhere, and upon which the author seems to lay special stress, will be found to be of little practical advantage to the teacher or the pupil. We frankly confess we do not fully understand his theory in all its ramifications, and fear that this will be true also in the case of the beginners. His statements, of course, are based upon facts, and only these ought to have been stated. In a grammar that is intended to be only elementary, fixed facts and not philosophizing theories can be used, even if the latter are entirely correct.

The proof has been closely read, and the errata that remain are few and insignificant. We have examined the work carefully, and have completed the task with the conviction that Dr. Lansing's Arabic Grammar will serve the purpose for which it is intended. It would be an oversight not to mention with words of praise the typographical excellency of the book. The American Publication Society of Hebrew is to be congratulated upon the accuracy and elegant finish of the work. It is fully equal to the best that reaches us from abroad.

George H. Schodde, Columbus, O.

BEZOLD'S ZEITSCHRIFT FÜR ASSYRIOLOGIE.*

The second number of the "Zeitschrift für Assyriologie," edited by Dr. Bezold, of Munich, contains valuable contributions by Professors Oppert and Schrader, Dr. Jensen and others. A feature of the number is a long article on "Old-Chal-

* Published at München, Price, M.16.— a year.
dean Art" by Dr. Reber, which is to be continued in the next number. Probably
the most important article is that of Dr. F. Peiser, and certainly the most amusing
that of Prof. Armand of Paris. Dr. Peiser shows by an ingenious method that the
Assyrians followed a fixed order in the arrangement of the numerous signs of
which the cuneiform writing consists. The question is a very important one, and
the value of Dr. Peiser's discovery would have been still further enhanced, had he
succeeded in finding some fixed principle in the succession of the signs. He be-
lieves the order to be based on mere graphical resemblances; but there are many
difficulties in the way of this supposition. It is possible that, by reverting to a
more ancient form of the cuneiform signs, a clearer connection between the signs
that are placed in juxtaposition will become apparent.

Prof. Armand's article furnishes an interesting chapter on the history of
"learned errors." Some years ago an inscription in cuneiform characters, and pur-
porting to come from Cappadocia, fell into the hands of Prof. Sayce, the eminent
English philologist, who expended a great deal of ingenuity in trying to decipher it.
He gave two translations, one in 1881 and one a year later. The second was an im-
provement upon the first as far as the number of deciphered words went, but cer-
tainly no improvement as far as the sense of the inscription was concerned. Prof.
Armand here shows beyond the shadow of a doubt that the inscription is the work
of some "Shapeera," who clumsily tried to copy some cuneiform signs, and succeeded
in so disfiguring them as to lead Prof. Sayce to suppose that he had a new form of
cuneiform writing before him. The forger chose a short inscription found on the
well-known bas-relief, coming from Kojundschik, and now in the British Museum,
which represents Sennacherib sitting on his throne at Lachish in the act of receiv-
ing tribute. Above the head of the king are three lines of Assyrian, reading as
follows:

"Sennacherib the king of the legions, the king of Assyria, sits on the royal
throne and receives the booty of the city of Lakan."

The inscription is one of the best known, so that it was not difficult for Prof.
Armand, once having found the clue, to complete his happy "guess." Prof. Sayce
is too great a scholar to feel chagrined at the error into which he has fallen, and
will, no doubt, join in the hearty laugh which scholars are having at his expense.
Prof. Chwolson was led astray by Firkowitsch, Prof. Socin by Shapeira's famous
"Moabite Potteries," and Prof. Sayce will surely not close the phalanx of great
scholars who have been the victims of great forgers. M. Clermont-Ganneau of
Paris published, about a year ago, a little book on the "Frauds Archeologiques en
Palestine," from which many will learn with surprise on how great a scale the
manufacture of "antiquities" is carried on in the Orient.

MORRIS JASTROW, JR.
Philadelphia.

PRAETORIUS' GRAMMATICA ETHIOPICA.*

This little grammar is No. VII. in the "Porta Linguarum Orientalium" series, begun by Petermann and, since his death, carried on under the editorship
of Strack, of Berlin.

* GRAMMATICA ETHIOPICA cum paradigmatibus, literatura, chrestomathia, et glossoario
scriptis Dr. F. Praetorius, Prof. ordinis universitatis wratislaviensis. 1886. Karlsruhe & Leipzig:
H. Reuther. Price, M.6.—
It is gratifying to learn that there is a demand among students for an elementary Ethiopic grammar. It certainly adds still further evidence to the fact that a new and deep interest in Semitic philology is spreading over Europe and America.

Since the publication of Dillmann's "Æthiopsiche Grammatik" in 1857, very little has been done in Ethiopian grammar. With the exception of König's "Neue Studien über Schrift, Aussprache und allgemeine Formenlehre des Æthiopischen," published in 1877, nothing of importance has appeared. Dillmann's grammar has remained heretofore and will still remain the authority. The "Grammatica Æthiopica" cannot, in any sense of the term, be regarded as a rival of Dillmann's. The book does not claim to be critical or exhaustive. The author has given us, in a condensed form, the essential elements of the Ethiopic grammar. He has presented, in a clear and precise manner, and in as little space as possible, the necessary points of the grammar. One thing worthy of notice is the transliteration in Roman letters of the greater part of the Ethiopic words used in the text of the grammar. This is done in almost every case where any difficulty of pronunciation might present itself to the beginner.

Besides the grammar proper, there is given a full list of paradigms (pp. 1-18); a Bibliography (pp. 19-23); a Chrestomathy, containing the first four chapters of Genesis, taken from Dillmann's Ochateuch, and several other small selections (pp. 29-45); and lastly a Glossary to the Chrestomathy (pp. 49-65).

It is a matter of regret that the author did not present us with an English, instead of a Latin, translation; for, as Dillmann remarks in the preface to his grammar, the latter language appears quite pedantic in an elementary text-book.

Robert F. Harper,
New Haven, Conn.

NEUBAUER'S CATALOGUE OF HEBREW MANUSCRIPTS.*

Hebrew bibliography is of comparatively modern date; but it has already attained to a high degree of perfection. Comparing the earliest and the latest Hebrew bibliographical works, we notice among the former the Sifthe-yeshenim, of Sabathai ben Joseph (Amst. 1680), with about 2,360 titles; while in the Ozar ha-shorashim, of J. A. Benjacob (Wilna, 1880), their number has risen to 17,000. This great progress is mainly due to the exertions of trustees and managers of public libraries in collecting literary treasures and in making their contents known to scholars and students at home and abroad by the publication of descriptive catalogues. The Bodleian Library excels in both these respects. It possesses the best collection of Hebrew works and the best catalogues. The Bodleian includes no less than fourteen distinct collections of Hebrew MSS., foremost among them being the Hebrew Library founded by Rabbi David Oppenheimer of Prague (1707). This Rabbi was the first among the Jews to collect books and MSS. systematically. He had a list of desiderata prepared, and employed agents to travel in all directions in search of rare and interesting works. His library was, however, moved from place to place; for a long time it lay at Hamburg stored away in boxes, hidden from the sight of man. No Mecaenas or institution was found on the Continent rich and liberal enough to rescue it out of the darkness. The Bodleian has

the merit of having brought this treasure of Hebrew learning to light and made it accessible to the public. Another important collection, likewise brought over from Germany, is that of the learned bibliophile Hyman Joseph Michael of Hamburg (born 1792).

Of the printed Hebrew books in the Bodleian, Dr. M. Steinschneider compiled an elaborate catalogue (1880), which, as Dr. Neubauer justly remarks, might rather be called "Bibliotheca Judaica." Part of the MSS. have been described by Johannes Uri, 1787, and also by Dr. Steinschneider in an Appendix to the catalogue. The present catalogue, compiled by Dr. Neubauer, includes not only all Hebrew MSS. contained in the Bodleian, but also those of the college libraries of Oxford. It possesses all the qualities required to make the work as perfect as possible. It is a rich source of interesting information, given in a concise and clear manner, "without discursiveness and without references to other catalogues or to periodicals, unless strictly necessary." The catalogue is not overstocked with research and learning, like the catalogue of the printed books in the Bodleian, nor filled with unnecessary and lengthy treatises, like the first instalment of the catalogue of the Hebrew MSS. in the Cambridge University library. There is just so much information to be found in Dr. Neubauer's catalogue, and just so many extracts from the MSS., as those interested in the subject would desire to find in a work of this kind, without being compelled to go through a mass of literary discussions. Where necessary, Dr. Neubauer has spared no trouble, and has given the most detailed information. Such is, e.g., the case in No. 1590, which contains a "Hebrew translation of Aegidius' Commentary on Aristotle's De Anima," and forty-nine philosophical treatises by various authors. Every one of these treatises is described by its full title. No. 814 includes forty-two responsa, of which likewise a full account is given. Two sections of the Catalogue, viz., Liturgy and Poetry, are especially distinguished in this respect. Siddur, Machzor, and Divan are unrolled before the reader from beginning to end. Not a single prayer, not the smallest poem has been omitted.

The age and country of each MS. is correctly stated where possible. That this is not always an easy task may be noticed even in the first MS. The date, as it at present stands—דודננה—is 5864 A.M. This is impossible, the present year being described by Jews as 5646 A.M. Mr. Neubauer, however, noticed an erasure in the first letter (he), and is perfectly right in assuming that the original dalet has been altered into he by some ignorant critic. The correctness of the conjecture (though finally abandoned by Dr. Neubauer himself, col. 1149) is supported by the error of Leon de Modena, who states that the MS. was written 5064. This scholar must have read resh instead of dalet; at all events, there was no he when he saw the date of the MS. in the year 1628.

The classification of Hebrew books presents likewise a peculiar difficulty, as the titles rarely give an idea of the contents of the book. One would hardly expect to find "Libesbrít" (No. 1420) in the section "Ethics," or Ahabah betha'anughim ("Love in Delights") among theological works (No. 1291).

It is remarkable that this rich collection of Hebrew MSS., in which every branch of Hebrew literature is so well represented, contains no biblical MS. of earlier date than the twelfth century, and no complete copy of the Talmud. To some extent this fact may be explained by the hostility displayed in the Middle Ages by Christians towards Jews and their literature. The destruction of Jewish houses, synagogues, and colleges, with all their literary contents, was no uncom-
mon occurrence in those days of darkness and fanaticism. Cartloads of copies of the Talmud were confiscated and burnt. The loss of their books was felt, especially by scholars, as a more severe blow than the loss of all other valuables. Expression of this feeling we find in extracts given by Dr. Neubauer from MSS. Nos. 254, 326, 448. The entire absence of early copies of biblical books remains, nevertheless, a strange phenomenon.

Students of Hebrew literature, who may have to consult the Catalogue, will find great assistance in the numerous tables and indexes which Dr. Neubauer has prepared with so much care, and which are arranged in the most practical way. But, even independently of the Catalogue, the indexes are in many respects useful and suggestive. The antiquary, the philologist, the statistician, and the historian will find here interesting problems for further research. Of special interest and value as regards palaeography are the facsimiles which represent in forty plates almost all variations of Hebrew square, rabbinic, and cursive writings. Thirty-nine of these are taken from MSS. in the Bodleian library; and one (xl ix.) from a St. Petersburg MS.

In conclusion, we congratulate Dr. Neubauer and the Bodleian upon the production of this useful and elegant work, and we hope that the British Museum will follow so excellent an example.

M. FRIEDLAENDER, in The Academy (Aug. 28.)
ASSYRIAN AND BABYLONIAN NOTES. (George Evans.) Christian Reformer, July, '86.


BreDENkAMP, C. J. Der Prophet Jesaia, erläutert. 1. Lfg. Erlangen: Deichert. 1886. 8vo, pp. 84. *M.1.50

Catalogue Méthodique Raisonné. Antiquités Assyriennes. Cylindres Orientaux, Cachets, Briques, Bronzes, etc. Publiés par M. de Clercq. Avec les collaboratians de M. J. Menant,

I* Livre en fol. avec les pl. 1–10 en héliogr. .......................... 20fr.

II* fasc. 1 " 11–16 et 37. .......................... 10fr.

2 " 17–22 et 38. .......................... 10fr.


Dizionario francese armeno e turco. Venezia. 8vo, pp. iii, 1573.


Haley, J. Recherches bibliques. 5: Les citations d'anciens chants dans l'Hexateuque. 6: Le temoignage d'Hosée sur la religion du royaume d'Israel. 7: Le verset d'Hosée, ix. 4. Revue des etudes juives, janv.–mars, '86.

Hall, Syrian Antilegomena Epistles. Athenæum, July 8, '86.


KAYSER, C. Die Canones Jacob's von Edessa, übersetzt u. erläutert, zum Theil auch zuerst im Grundtexte veröffentlicht. Leipzig. Svo, pp. 218...... M.8.—


ROSENZWEIG, RABB. DR. ADP. Das Jahrhundert nach dem Babylonischen Exile mit besonderer Rücksicht auf die religiöse Entwicklung des Judentums. Berlin: *Duemmler's Verl.* 1885. Svo, pp. xvi, 240.............................. M.4.—

——— (Smend.) *Theol. Literaturzeitung*, No. 18.


سفير البحر وعرشات نزهك ماليش ين لاش مشرق في ريد وغامر
فرامرفع افرمي ين علاميش ماهرك مابوري مهورك
يوماها وماهكما ماحر في قاله حوجه افرر لا يماد وحير.
משקין חכמים והקרשים北极亞鳥は何処 할뼰لاقات 현달 아버יה 1885

הברית הרוחה בשעתה תרשמה על משון תושב יד ויד מתוכן את כל הפועל
אשר חיוו על אחת מספיאן וגרו גוזbec על ידי הברית מציאלה הרוח
ידם התמימה בשאת ישאם ולרשלם 1885

(E. Kautzsch.) Theologische Literaturzeitung, Oct. 2, '86.

STADE, B. "Auf Jemandes Knieen gebären," Gen. XXX. 3; L. 23; Hiob III. 12

TOMKINS, HENRY GEORGE. Takhpankhes. Academy, Sept. 11, '86.

Translation of Job XXXVI. (S. Davidson.) Christian Reformer, July, '86.

Twenty-one Years' Work in the Holy Land (a record and a summary): June 22,
'65—June 22, '86. Published for the Committee of the Palestine Exploration
Fund. London: Bentley. 8vo, pp. 236..........................3s. 6d.

VIGOURoux, F. Etude critique sur l'authenticité du Pentateuqque d'après l'exa-
men intrinsèque de son contenu. Revue des questions historiques, 1886, avril.

M. G., Bd. 40, Hft. 1.

WUENSCH. Der Babylonische Talmud. Athenaeum, July 3, '86.
NOTES ON A COMPARISON OF THE TEXTS OF 
PSALM XVIII. AND 2 SAMUEL XXII.

BY WILLIAM HENRY BENNETT,

The object of these notes is to arrange and examine some of the phenomena of variation between the parallel texts 2 Sam. xxii. and Ps. xviii., to point out the questions suggested by such an attempt, the data that exist for the solution of these questions and the direction in which, as suggested by the imperfect study I have been able to give, the solution of some of these questions seems to lie. I have added two or three notes¹ not specially connected with the usual controversies on the texts, but raising points of interest on which the comparison of these texts, or the way in which it has been discussed, seems to throw some light.

I. A CLASSIFICATION OF THE VARIATIONS.

Probable character as compared with variations of New Testament MSS.—
The tendency of modern commentators is to attribute the differences between these two texts rather to the conscious or unconscious mistakes of scribes than to any critical or literary revision. It may be useful to examine these differences with a view to ascertaining how far they are such as might naturally arise in the process of copying. One may expect to find assistance for such a task in the phenomena, laws and results of the textual criticism of the Greek Testament.² For these the abundance of MSS., versions and quotations, affords rich material, and labor has been long and freely spent upon it. Moreover, we should expect to find that the phenomena of the differentiation of MSS. through the process of copying would be largely the same in all ages and languages; and it should be possible to allow roughly for the varying frequency of copying, the clearness of characters, accuracy and carefulness of scribes.

¹ Each note is indicated by an asterisk at its beginning.

² Cf. Note III. Appendix to Second Book of Samuel edited by A. F. Kirkpatrick, M. A.
We may, therefore, begin by attempting to arrange the differences under one of the fuller systems of divisions of possible errors in New Testament criticism and perhaps that of Hammond\(^1\) will be the most useful, namely,

A. Unconscious errors: (1) sight; (2) hearing; (3) memory.

B. Conscious errors as: (1) incorporation of glosses; (2) corrections of harsh and unusual expressions; (3) corrections due to a desire to harmonize parallel accounts; (4) insertions due to the influence of current liturgical forms; (5) alterations for dogmatical reasons.

Then it may be necessary or possible to add one or two supplementary divisions due to the special characteristics of the Hebrew character and language.

It will often be possible to account for the same difference in various ways, and so to place it under different heads. The more largely this is the case, the greater is the probability that the differences are to be wholly or chiefly accounted for as the errors of scribes.

A. Unconscious Errors. 1. Errors of Sight. a. Cases of confusion of similar letters. א and א: v. 11, Sam. א, Ps. א, א, א; v. 48, Sam. א, א, א, Ps. א, א, א, א, א; cf. A. 1. d. י and י: v. 28, Sam. י, י, י, Ps. י, י, י, י; י and י: v. 15, Sam. י, י, י, Ps. י, י, י, י. So Thenius in loco, "Ps. י through the defacing of half the י," cf. B. 2. b.

י and י: v. 12, Sam. י, י, י, י, Ps. י, י, י, י, י; י and י: v. 28, Sam. י, י, י, י, Ps. י, י, י, י. Ewald on Ps.: "The reading of Sam. . . . . . probably arose merely from the false reading of י as 'י'."

י and י: v. 38, Sam. י, י, י, י, Ps. י, י, י, י. Also י and י: v. 28, Sam. י, י, י, י, Ps. י, י, י, י. Thenius in loco: "The י of י was closed by the line (Schriftlinie) beneath, and the י shortened."

To these may be added another case indicated by the Septuagint as a difference between its text in Psalms and that of the Hebrew, Ps. xviii. 35. י and י: Heb. י, י, LXX. י, י (εἴπον). So Hitzig in loco. Cf. A. 1. c.

b. Transposition of Letters. י and י: v. 46, Sam. י, י, י, י, Ps. י, י, י, י, י, י. י and י: v. 18, Sam. י, י, י, י, Ps. י, י, י, י, י. Thenius in loco: "The י of י, י, י, י, י may very probably have arisen from a confusion caused by the repetition of י; possibly the first step was to divide the words י, י, י, י, י, י, and then to correct the grammar into י, י, י, י, י, י. It is possible also that in v. 24 the variations Sam. י, י, י, י, י may be due either to an omission of י through

---

\(^1\) Hammond's Textual Criticism, etc., p. 16.
its similarity to נ, or to an accidental repetition of נ and its subsequent mis-
reading as מ; but cf. B. 2. b.

Again, in v. 25, we have Sam. דבר כבר Ps. דבר כבר where the combination
𐤀𐤀𐤀𐤀 probably led to the assimilation of ד to כ and then to the omission of
the second כ. It is, however, just possible that the variation arose from דבר כבר by
the accidental repetition of ד and the misreading of the second כ as כ.

In v. 27, it is possible that the reading of Sam. רבר האר arose from the acci-
dental omission of the second of the two כ’s of רבר האר, or that the reading of
Ps. רבר האר arose from the accidental repetition of the כ; but cf. B. 2. b.

So in v. 28 the similarity of כ and כ may have given rise, by omission or
repetition, to the variations Sam. כ, Ps. כ.

So again v. 35, Sam. ירה, Ps. ירה, where the concurrence of two or three
similar letters would increase the chance of a mistake; cf. A. 1. a.

In v. 44, the variation Sam. ישם, Ps. ישם may have arisen through
the slight similarity of כ to ב; cf. A. 1. a., Ewald on v. 28.

Under this head we may possibly include, as caused by the character of the
letters נ and כ, a. Some of the inconsistencies in the carrying out of the system
of Scriptio Defectiva in Sam. and Scriptio Plena in Ps. b. The variations some-
times between the two texts, sometimes between the ק’רי and ק’ת’יב of Samuel,
between the affixes נ and כ. γ. The insertion or omission of נ in רבר האר, ירה,
ишע, ישע, etc.; but cf. C. 2. δ. The insertion or omission of the conjunction
כ, especially נ conversive (or consecutive) before the כ of the third person.

d. Omission by Homoeoteleuton. Thenius seems to consider that the loss of
the clause in v. 3, המגנה משתתפי המגנה, may be due to the confusion
caused by the string of first person affixes. Cf. B. 4. It is possible also that in
v. 43 רבא should stand in the text, and has been omitted in Ps. because of its
ending with ל, as does the previous and similar רא or רא; but cf. A. 1. a.
Also in v. 36 of Sam. the omission of י.”


e. Variations owing either to the accidental repetition of a word and subse-
quent differentiation of the two words thus obtained; or to the accidental omis-
sion of one of two consecutive similar words. In v. 12 דר may be omitted in
Sam., owing to its slight similarity to the two following words דבר. In v. 39,
the presence of לכל in Sam. after כל or its omission in the Psalm
may be due to one of these causes. So too may be explained in v. 43 the insertion
or omission of רא (Sam.) after רא or רא; but cf. A. 1. d.

A. 2. Errors of Hearing. V. 42, the variation between י (Sam.) and י (Ps.) may be due to this cause; but cf. B. 2. b.

A. 3. Errors of Memory. Errors classed under this head may be supposed to
arise thus: the scribe grasps the sense of a clause, but attending more closely to
the sense than to the exact words, substitutes for some word or words a synon-
ymous equivalent; also small particles will be omitted or inserted where the
omission or insertion only slightly affects the sense; cf. Hammond, p. 19. It is difficult to draw the line between errors arising thus and errors arising from the conscious substitution of usual words and forms for unusual. The same tendency which would lead to this conscious substitution might also lead to unconscious substitution. Thus, though differences of grammatical form, etc., are reserved for a later group, it is possible that many of them are unconscious errors of memory.

a. Interchange of Synonyms. V. 1, Sam. מלבנה, Ps. מלבנה, the reading of Sam. being probably assimilated to the preceding מלבנה. V. 3, Sam. אליהם, Ps. אליהם. V. 29, Sam. ירידו, Ps. ירדו. V. 32, Sam. אלהים, Ps. אלהים. V. 47, Sam. inserts ירדו before ירדו.

There is no systematic variation of the names of God between the two texts, and the few differences that do occur seem to fall fairly under this head. In v. 29 the presence of ירדו in the text of Sam. may be due to the neighboring ירדו. The ירדו of v. 47 may be a reminiscence of previous ירדו's. V. 7, Sam. מקה, Ps. מקה; the reading of Sam. being probably, as elsewhere, assimilated to a previous word. V. 32, Sam. גבולה, Ps. גבולה, another instance of similar assimilation. V. 48, Sam. ידיד, Ps. ידיד. V. 49, Sam. מלפק, Ps. מלפק.

b. Omission or insertion of particles. The reading יא of v. 5 in Sam., and the numerous variations between the two texts and the versions as to presence or absence of י is doubtless due in part to this cause. Cf. C. 1.

B. Conscious Errors. 1. The incorporation of marginal glosses into the text. The variation in v. 7 may be accounted for by supposing that we have the correct text in the reading בחכמה of Samuel; that this seemed obscure to some reader, who, by way of explanation of חכמה, wrote בחכמה in the margin; and that a later scribe incorporated this in the text. The word בחכמה, in v. 29 of Ps., may be a marginal gloss inserted in the text; but cf. B. 4. In v. 48, עֲרָכְקָם may have been originally a marginal explanation of עֲרָכְקָם.

2. Correction of harsh or unusual expressions. a. Scriptio Plena and Defectiva. The change, which has taken place in the orthography of biblical Hebrew, in the partial substitution of the Scriptio Plena for the Scriptio Defectiva, is perhaps most clearly illustrated by a comparison of these two texts. It is not so much that one has consistently one system, and the other the other, but that they give the process of change in two different stages. While, in most instances, the text of Samuel has the Scriptio Defectiva, and the text of Ps. xviii. the Scriptio Plena, in some cases the relation is reversed, as in the קִלּוֹ (Sam.), קִלּוֹ (Ps.) of verse 14. This change of orthography may be compared to the process by which, in the transmission of the text of the Greek Testament, classical was substituted for Alexandrine spelling.

b. Changes from one grammatical form to another, and similar slight changes. V. 3, Sam. ייומלע, Ps. ייומלע. V. 4, Sam. ייומא, Ps. ייומא. V. 5,
insertion of נ in text of Samuel. V. 6, Sam. סכתון, Ps. סכתון. V. 15, Sam. ממקרא, Ps. ממקרא. V. 16, Sam. ממקרא. V. 20, Sam. נַיְיָה, Ps. נַיְיָה. V. 21, Sam. לְמַשְׁלְוֹ, Ps. לְמַשְׁלְו. V. 23, Sam. הַצְּלַח, Ps. הַצְּלַח. V. 24, Sam. הַצְּלַח. V. 25, Sam. אֵשָׁה מִמָּהָה, Ps. אֵשָׁה מִמָּהָה. V. 27, Sam. מִמָּהָה, Ps. מִמָּהָה. V. 37, Sam. מִמָּהָה, Ps. מִמָּהָה. V. 40, Sam. מִמָּהָה, Ps. מִמָּהָה. V. 41, Sam. מִמָּהָה. V. 42, Sam. מִמָּהָה. V. 44, Sam. מִמָּהָה, Ps. מִמָּהָה. V. 45, Sam. מִמָּהָה, Ps. מִמָּהָה. V. 46, Sam. מִמָּהָה, Ps. מִמָּהָה. V. 48, Sam. מִמָּהָה, Ps. מִמָּהָה. V. 49, Sam. מִמָּהָה, Ps. מִמָּהָה. V. 50, Sam. מִמָּהָה, Ps. מִמָּהָה.

3. Corrections due to a desire to harmonize parallel accounts. a. In the New Testament this influence seriously affects the text of the Gospels, parts of the Acts, Ephesians and Colossians. Here this influence might be expected to work towards the harmonizing of differences between the two texts; but in such cases the two texts are rendered identical, and there is no evidence of change, unless we can have recourse to independent witnesses. Witnesses, more or less independent, we have in the LXX. and other versions, and in the Qərı. The versions, however, are most of them wholly or largely influenced by the LXX. The LXX. seldom differs from the two Hebrew texts when they are agreed; and the differences which do occur seem more likely to have arisen from mistake, or failure to understand the text, than from variations in the text; cf. v. 48. The Qərı of Samuel indicates in two instances a preference for a reading which would introduce a variation between the texts; and this preference may be due to a belief that the text of Samuel had, in these instances, been adapted to that of Ps. xviii. But it is difficult to feel confident as to the nature of the grounds upon which the readings of the Qərı are based. The instances are, v. 8, רַבָּעַת for רבָּעַת; v. 15, יוֹעֵם for יוֹעֵם; possibly also in v. 51, in the substitution of מִנֶּרֶא ל for מִנֶּרֶא ל, though the reading of Ps. might suit either.

β. There are also readings which may be due to desire to harmonize the text of the Psalm with that of passages elsewhere which are similar to parts of it. The reading עָלָה in Sam. (v. 47) may be due to the עָלָה of Ps. lxxxix. 27. The עָלָה ofSAM. (v. 2) might be due to Ps. cxxiv. 2.

γ. Again, the tendency to assimilate the phraseology of different parts of the Psalm may be placed under this head. The influence of this tendency on Sam. (vs. 1, 7, 32) has already been noticed.

* In Ps. xviii. 48, the reading מִי רָתָה may be an imperfect reminiscence of the מִי רָתָה of v. 11; and the מִי רָתָה, of Ps. xviii. 49, is probably due to the previous מִי רָתָה. It may, however, be questioned whether such errors are not more likely to be unconscious than conscious.
4. Liturgical Alterations. It is suggested by Lengerke that the clause מְלֶמֶד, etc., may have been prefixed to the Psalm by some one who adapted it for use in public worship. On the other hand, Delitzsch suggests that, the rhythm of the text in Samuel having been disturbed by the loss of this clause, the words מָלֵים, etc., were inserted to restore the rhythm.

* 5. Dogmatic Alterations. The only reading that suggests any doctrinal motive is the insertion of רְבִּי in v. 29 of Ps. xviii. Commentators mostly defend the reading of Ps. xviii., and Delitzsch points out that, though God is spoken of as רְאָשָׁה, he is not spoken of as רְפָא; but this very fact renders it extremely probable that, if God had been, as in Samuel, spoken of as רְפָא, the text would have been modified; and the practice of the LXX. and the traditional Tikkun Sopherim in the case of expressions considered derogatory to the divine majesty would be some ground for supposing that a similar motive might have led to the insertion of רְבִּי here.

C. Other classes than those of Hammond. 1. Errors arising from mechanical injury to the text from which the copy is taken. MSS. of the Greek Testament are often found to be variously injured; portions are missing at the beginning and end of pages; the edges have been injured, and the beginning and end of lines lost; letters are obliterated or indistinct. Any one copying from such MSS. might well be led into errors of omission or else of conjectural emendation or misreading of half effaced letters. Lengerke (p. 11), following Ewald, is inclined to maintain that such errors are numerous among the variations of these two texts. This view not only affords an easy way of accounting for the various omissions, but especially meets the case of such variations as the following:—v. 13, Sam. Ps. בְּרֵכָה יִמְנֵי בַּרְזֶר; v. 16, Sam. בְּרֵכָה יִמְנֵי בַּרְזֶר; v. 33, Sam. דְּמַתָּוִי מַעְיַית; where, in each case, the text of Samuel looks like a mechanical fragment of the other text, so much injured as to need some serious cause to account for the injury. Some of the cases of confusion of similar letters, and some of the omissions of the י, might be due to this cause.

2. Errors arising from confusion between cases where the presence or absence of י or י was a question of Scriptio, and cases where the י or י was a root-letter. From the nature of the case, such a class of errors is peculiar to the criticism of the Old Testament text. If, at any stage, any systematic revision of the text took place with a view to completing the system of the Scriptio Plena, amid the somewhat wholesale insertion of י's and י's, one or two might be inserted where they were not wanted. If, on the other hand, it may be supposed that scribes were inclined at times to economize time, space and labor, they might, in some cases, revert to the Scriptio Defectiva, and sometimes might omit, as quiescent, a י or י really a root-letter. To one of these causes might be attributed the following
variations:—v. 28 (Sam.) יָדִי, (Ps. xviii.) יָדָךְ; v. 36 (Sam.) יָדִי, (Ps. xviii.) יָדָךְ; v. 42 (Sam.) יָדִי, (Ps. xviii.) יָדִי; v. 45 (Sam.) יָדִי, (Ps. xviii.) יָדִי.

We have yet to notice a few variations that could scarcely be quoted as simple cases of any of these groups.

V. 8 (Sam.) מֹסֵר הָרִים, (Ps.) מֹסֵר הָרִים, (Ps.) מֹסֵר הָרִים;—Various ideas of fitness, etc., might give rise to such a variation. If מֹסֵר הָרִים is original, מֹסֵר הָרִים might be substituted as an antithesis to the preceding מֹסֵר הָרִים. If מֹסֵר הָרִים be original, מֹסֵר הָרִים might be suggested through the connection of the idea of מֹסֵר with מֹסֵר. In verse 13, the presence of מֹסֵר הָרִים at the end might serve to account for either the insertion or omission of the same clause at the end of verse 14. Sam. (v. 38) הָרִים, Ps. הָרִים:—This may be either a sort of error of confusion of words of similar sense, limited by an attempt to preserve similarity of form and sound; or it may be the result of partial obliteration of letters in the original text. Sam. (v. 39) הָרִים, (Ps.) הָרִים:—The reading of the Psalm looks somewhat like an explanation or amplification of Samuel. Lengerke, however, emphatically approves of the reading of the Psalm; in this case the text of Samuel may be due to mutilation of the original text. Thenius, however, maintains that the מֹסֵר הָרִים, read by Samuel in the previous verse, belongs to the original text, and suggests that מֹסֵר הָרִים is somehow due to a misplacing and miswriting of this word. The alteration of the position of מֹסֵר הָרִים in v. 45, and of מֹסֵר הָרִים in v. 50, may be an error of sight or memory. The reading of the Psalm מֹסֵר הָרִים for מֹסֵר הָרִים is probably an assimilation to the following מֹסֵר הָרִים; it is scarcely a case of substitution of synonyms, and may be an error of sight or memory.

II. EXTENT OF THE VARIATIONS.

As our object in noticing the extent of the variations is to compare it with the extent of the variations between other texts, we may omit mere variations of Scripto as being of a special character. We may also omit variations of pointing, for a similar reason.

With these limitations, we find that, out of about 500 words in the text, about 180 (counting all omissions) are affected by the variations; that is to say, about one in four. Such variation is much more extensive than between two MSS. or two texts of a passage of the Greek Testament. For instance, in Matt. ii., out of about 440 words, about thirty are affected by the various readings of Lachmann, Tischendorf and Tregelles; that is to say, about one out of fourteen. Again, 1 Chron. xvi. 8-22, and Ps. cv. 1-15, give two texts of a part of a Psalm; and here the variations only affect eight words out of one hundred, or about one out of thirteen. In other cases of parallel texts, in different parts of the Old Testament, the variations are more numerous, but seldom so numerous as in this case.
III. DISTRIBUTION OF READINGS CONTAINING DIFFICULT OR UNUSUAL EXPRESSIONS.

1. In the text of Samuel:—Verse 12, נבורה; v. 25, כבים; v. 26, נבורה; v. 27, הורה; v. 28, הראה; v. 29, נבורה על רם יתחפשל; v. 33, נבורה עמה; v. 36, נבורה ותרון; v. 40, נבורה; v. 41, נבורה ותרון; v. 46, נבורה.

2. In the text of Ps. xviii.:—v. 6, בסבון; v. 11, מברך; v. 15, מברך; v. 23, מברך.

It is difficult to determine what is sufficiently unusual to put in such a list. The above are, however, such as may be considered either, (1) sufficiently unusual to lead a scribe to correct them; or (2) sufficiently unusual to give rise to a suspicion of carelessness in transcription.

IV. THE TEXT OF THE LXX.

1. The LXX. versions of Samuel and Psalms are both agreed in supporting the text of Ps. xviii., against the text of Samuel, in the following instances:—In v. 7, the versions of the LXX., instead of repeating the same word for "cry," as in Samuel (סַרְפָּה סַרְפָּה), have two different words, as in Ps. xviii. (סַרְפָּה סַרְפָּה עָשָׂה). The second word in Samuel is בְּהַשָּׁוֵע, and in Ps. וְשַׁקָּר. This variation seems to show that, in each case, the LXX. is based on a Hebrew text; and that it is not a case in which one of the two versions of the LXX. has been adapted to the other. In v. 12, the LXX. of Sam. inserts ἀποκρυφήν αὐτοῦ with the text of Ps. xviii. In v. 16, the LXX. of Sam. inserts καὶ with Ps. In v. 25, the LXX. of Sam. has κατὰ τὴν καθαρότητα τῶν χειρῶν μου with the כבּר יי of Ps. xviii. In v. 39, the LXX. of Sam. has nothing to represent בְּרֵךְ אֲנָא, though Α adds καὶ τέλεω αὐτοῖς. In v. 43, the LXX. of Sam. has nothing to represent בְּרֵךְ אֲנָא.

2. Both versions agree in supporting the text of Samuel in the following cases: In v. 14, the LXX. of Psalms has nothing to represent בְּרֵךְ הַנְּחָל. In v. 36, the LXX. of Psalms renders מַגְדָּל as παύεία and this rendering seems rather to refer it to מַגְדָּל than מַגְדָּל.

3. In v. 15, the reading of the LXX. of Sam. καὶ ἡστραφέν ἀστραφέν with the expression בְּרֵךְ בְּרֵךְ בְּרֵךְ in Ps. κλ. v. 6 and the readings בְּרֵךְ בְּרֵךְ בְּרֵךְ in Ps. xviii. suggest an original reading בְּרֵךְ בְּרֵךְ בְּרֵךְ (so Thenius). It is, however, possible that the LXX. of Samuel is simply a double rendering of בְּרֵךְ.

Thus the LXX. inclines to the text of Ps. xviii., but various facts tend to minimize the authority on the LXX. in a case like this. We are ignorant of the circumstances under which the translation was made; but we know that later on the text was, so to speak, re-assimilated to the Hebrew, and disturbed in other ways by the Hexapla. Nor does it seem unlikely that, in such a case as this, parallel accounts in the LXX. as in the Greek Testament have been harmonized in the present text.
The Vulgate of Sam., while in some instances inserting what the LXX. omits, is in others still more closely assimilated to the text of Ps. xviii., and this process of assimilation seems carried still further in the Syriac (see Thenius).

These phenomena of the later translations seem to point to a continuous tendency to harmonize the text of Sam. to that of Ps. xviii., and suggest that the LXX., the Vulgate and the Syriac illustrate different stages of the operation of the tendency.

The translation in Jerome’s Hebrew Psalter consists of the Vulgate translation of Sam., corrected to the Hebrew text of Ps. xviii., with a few expressions borrowed from Jerome’s Roman and Gallican revisions of the Old Latin. The text is mainly the same as the Hebrew.

V. GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE TWO TEXTS.

1. Samuel. a. Frequent use of the Scriptio Defectiva. b. Numerous unusual expressions, especially grammatical forms, see iii. c. Tendency to repeat the same words, see B. 8. d. According to Delitzsch, the rhythm is often less complete than in Ps. xviii. e. There are six ינפ’s, while there are none in Ps. xviii.

2. Psalm xviii. a. Use of the Scriptio Plena. b. According to some commentators more appropriate poetical language, style and rhythm.

3. The differences. It has been noticed that while the differences are similar in character to those between MSS. of the Greek New Testament, they are much more numerous than is the case with the differences between such MSS. The bulk of the differences merely affect the grammatical form and the style of the composition. The meaning can scarcely be said to be seriously affected in any case, so that, as far as meaning is concerned, the general effect is the same in both cases. But the version in Samuel seems to impress many commentators as rougher and more prosaic than that in Psalms.

VI. EXTERNAL HISTORY OF THE TEXT.

Before attempting to deduce any results from the previous arrangement and discussion of the text and its details, it may be well to set down what is known of the history of these texts. We may fairly assume that, before the Psalm was incorporated in the Psalter and the Book of Samuel, it was written out in a separate form. Later on the Book of Samuel was included in the volume called תֵּלָה תֶּלֶת and the Psalter in that called תֹּלֶת, and later still these volumes together with the תֹּלֶת were included in one book. It is also generally supposed that the volume תֵּלָה was collected earlier than that of תֹּלֶת. We also know that at first Hebrew MSS. were written in the ancient irregular Hebrew character and that, probably during the period following the return from the captivity, this ancient character was superseded by the more regular square Chaldee character.

During the second and third centuries B. C. the Hebrew Scriptures were translated into Greek at Alexandria, probably by Alexandrian Jews, different
parts being translated at different times and by different translators, so that the translations of this Psalm are or were originally independent. Then early in the Christian era Latin and Syriac translations were made, the Latin directly from the LXX., the Syriac largely influenced by it. In the fourth century A.D., Jerome revised the Latin translation from the Hebrew.

There were also other Greek translations in the second century A.D., but these were mostly wanting in these sections, or do not present any important variations.

Also, it is probable that for a long time there were current in the synagogues oral Chaldee translations or Targums, but the written Targums are too late to be of much use.

Finally, we know that early in the Christian era a school of Jewish teachers, commonly called the Massorites, devoted themselves to the study, arrangement and pointing of the text, and to them we owe it in its present form.

VII. THE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE TEXTS CONSIDERED IN THE LIGHT OF THE HISTORY OF THE TEXT.

We will now try to combine our two sets of data, namely, the character of the differences between the texts and the known history of the texts.

We start with the Psalm as originally composed, probably, according to most authorities, by David; or even if not by David, yet in his time and under his auspicies. Lengerke (p. 50) suggests that it may have been for some time transmitted orally, and that some of the various readings may have arisen from this cause. Such an oral transmission is probable enough in itself and might readily be included among the possible alternative causes of errors. But the differences between the texts as we now have them are not specially of the kind that arise from oral transmission. At any rate, the differences of these texts as compared with the synoptic records of the oral tradition of the Gospel are by no means of the same character. The proportion of verses left entirely unchanged is much larger here. It is true that the parallel passages Matt. vi. 24 and Luke xvi. 13; Matt. vii. 3–5, 7–11 and Luke vi. 41, 42; xi. 9–13 are almost identical, and the small variations which do occur are similar in character and even fewer than those of our sections; but the fact is most easily accounted for by supposing some documentary relation between the sections in Matthew and Luke. Thus we can scarcely maintain that the present texts give any clear indications of oral transmission.

We come, therefore, to an original copy of the Psalm, and may fairly suppose that for a longer or shorter time copies were made of this single Psalm and that during this period divergencies would begin to arise. In this stage we have a special opening for corruption of the text. A copy of a short work passing from hand to hand as a small roll would be exceedingly obnoxious to mechanical injury,
whereby the beginning and end of the roll, the edges and even the body of the text might be mutilated, or the writing obliterated. The danger of such mechanical injury would be diminished when the separate Psalm was incorporated into a larger volume. Lengerke (pp. 11 and 50) following Ewald assigns this cause for some of the alterations, and it has already been shown that many variations may be most readily explained in this way.

Here we may ask, When did the divergence between our two texts begin? It is, of course, possible, as some suppose, that the author wrote the Psalm in two forms, and that the Samuel text connects by a series of copies with one form and the Psalm text with the other. It is also possible that both texts may be linked by connecting copies with some copy made long after David's time. If the copy from which the divergence begins is very old, then the agreement of the texts thus obtained may be equally late. It seems probable that the divergence began before the separate Psalm was incorporated into larger volumes, and certainly before it was incorporated in either Samuel or Psalms.

For this view the following reasons may be assigned:

1. Editors of collections of Psalms would naturally be those connected with the choral services of the temple; while the writers of annals seem to have belonged to the schools of the prophets. Diverging copies must soon have arisen, and editors belonging to different schools would be likely to have different copies.

2. There are various readings which seem to be best accounted for by referring them to the early period of the history of the text when a small copy would be specially exposed to mechanical injury.

3. If the divergence began after incorporation in the books of Psalm and Samuel, one text must have been borrowed from the other at a pretty advanced stage, and it ought to be possible to trace the dependence of one text on the other. But it is now generally agreed that this cannot be done.

4. It is alleged that דַּבְּרֵיהֶן etc. are popular forms. The alteration of a correct form into a popular form is more likely to have taken place before incorporation into a history than afterwards.

It should, however, be noticed that the text of the Book of Samuel in general is considered to be of the same rough and mutilated character ascribed to the text of this Psalm in Samuel. Accepting for the present this view of the character of the text, it may be said that if the Book of Samuel was compiled largely from fragments similar in textual character to this Psalm, the character of the text might well be the same throughout the book.

In order to work out this question thoroughly it would be necessary to examine the state of the text in other early historical books; which again would involve the discussion of even wider questions.

We may also ask at this stage, What was the state of the text when the divergence began?
But the grounds for an answer are very slight. We might more or less successfully construct the text from which the two diverged, but we could not say how far this text accurately represented the original or how far it was corrupt.

Leaving therefore the period during which the Psalm was copied separately, the next step is its incorporation into larger volumes. It is generally maintained that the Psalm had formed part of smaller collections before being incorporated in 2 Samuel and Psalms. It is difficult to resist the arguments by which many critics maintain that the Psalter in its present form was evolved by progressive integrations, in small collections of increasing size from the original individual Psalms. It is also generally supposed that the Book of Samuel rests on earlier documents.

Hence we have no ground for supposing that the transition from the copy of the individual Psalm to the volume of either Psalter or Samuel was immediate, but rather that there were intermediate stages of incorporation.

Now there are two main kinds of incorporation; smaller books may be copied together on to a larger roll, or may be in some way combined, merely for convenience and safety, as heterogeneous pamphlets are sometimes bound together for a library. This process need not affect the text except negatively, by checking the process of mechanical injury. Again the materials may be arranged to form a history, or edited as a collection of poems. The occasion of such an editing is an opportunity and a temptation for adapting the materials to the taste of the editor; a poem, however, introduced as a poem into a history or a hymnal is less likely to be modified than a narrative introduced into a history. As many of the variations probably arose in the period between the first including of this Psalm in some small historical fragment or some small collection of poems, and the final editing of the Psalter or the Book of Samuel in their complete form, it may be well to consider what changes were likely to take place in this period.

It is likely on the one hand that the oftener a text is copied, the more various readings there will be; but on the other hand, the circumstances which lead to frequent copying may tend to preserve the accuracy of the text, and the circumstances under which copies are seldom made may afford few safeguards for the text.

Frequent copies imply manual dexterity on the part of scribes, a wide knowledge of the text and copies to compare with. These circumstances would tend to limit and correct careless errors, while the absence of such circumstances implied in few copies would leave an opening for careless blunders in transcription and for the repetition of these blunders. But this technical ability, unless combined with a very critical spirit, would tend to introduce another class of various readings, namely, corrections to the approved grammar, orthography and style of the time of the copyist. Moreover at each stage of incorporation, whenever a fresh collection or arrangement of Psalms was made, or a set of annals re-edited, the
editor would naturally read through his materials in as critical a spirit as he might be capable of; he would be more likely to notice details of style and grammar than the mere scribe, and might consider that his position warranted him in correcting them. Thus we may conclude that the text often copied and edited would be more free from mere blunders, but would be more likely to have corrections in style and grammar.

Now it seems likely that Psalms would be both often copied and often edited than Samuel. Modern critics incline to recognize many editings of the Psalms, and it is a matter of common experience that hymn-books are more in request than histories, and the less literary the age the greater the preference for hymn-books. It seems reasonable to suppose that the same tendency that gives us now countless editions of hymn-books would give rise then to collections of Psalms. Moreover, if these were used, as is commonly supposed, for liturgical purposes, copies would frequently be made for the choir. The people would probably be more familiar with the Psalms than with Samuel, and the version of this Psalm in the Psalter would be better known than that in Samuel.

Hence we might expect the text of Samuel to be rough and mutilated, and the text of Psalms more free from careless blunders, partly because the more frequent and careful copying of the text of Psalms would preserve it from such blunders, and partly because the frequent copying and editing by a somewhat critical school would tend to the smoothing away of what was rough and difficult. Now the fact already shown, that careless readings and doubtful grammar are much more common in Samuel than in Psalms, is entirely consistent with these views.

Lengerke, indeed, says (p. 9), that all critical art was unknown to the Jews till the time of the Massorites, but that the amount of critical art assumed above is very slight.

When this Psalm was first included in a larger work, we cannot say, but we may fairly say that the period of successive editions concluded in the case of one text with the publication of the Book of Samuel, and in the other with that of the Psalter in its present form. It is generally held that the Psalter is later than the Book of Samuel, so we have reason to suppose that the period of editions was longer in the case of the Psalter.

Possibly the inclusion of the Book of Samuel in the collection נביאים and the Psalter in that of נביאים may have been the occasion of some slight revision.

It is to be noticed that the fact of the two texts of our Psalm being in different sections of the Hebrew Bible implies some slight difference in the treatment of the text.

There are two general changes which probably belong to the latter part of this period, one is the change from Scriptio Defectiva to Scriptio Plena, and the other the change from the ancient or Phœnician character to the square character.
As to the change in *Scriptio*, there is an appearance of system about it, e. g., יָלָא regularly in Samuel and יָיו in Psalm xvi., and this suggests a conscious revision of the text. It is, of course, possible that the general influence of the tendencies at work upon the text of Psalms had largely introduced the *Scriptio Plena*, and that the change was completed by a reviser. Any such revision would imply some degree of critical feeling and care, and would be the occasion of a careful reading and some study of the text, and so also an opportunity for other alterations.

Again, the change from ancient to square characters would have a three-fold effect:

A. It would check the tendency to one class of mistakes, because letters which had been similar, and so liable to be mistaken for one another, would be so no longer.

B. This change might also be the occasion for other alterations.

C. It would introduce new possibilities of error by rendering similar and liable to be mistaken letters previously unlike.

This change of character seems to have been going on when the volume בְּרֵית and the Psalter were being arranged and completed. The coincidence of these two processes is significant.

We have now brought our text down to the time when the books containing it had assumed their final form, and were written in square Hebrew characters. There are variations which must have arisen after this time, namely, the cases of confusion of similar letters (A. 1. a.); for the similarity of the letters in question does not exist in the older character.

The next landmark in the history of the text is the translation of the LXX. It has already been shown that at this stage we find nearly all the variations between the present texts; so that the extent of variation since is comparatively limited. Here again there is an element of uncertainty in the state of the LXX text.

It is pretty generally agreed that after the time of the LXX. the different MSS. and versions rest on essentially the same Hebrew text, or else in the case of versions directly or indirectly on the LXX. There come into play the elaborate system of safeguards for the text, together with the point system, and by these means the Massoretic scholars stereotyped one form of the text and prevented further corruption. Wellhausen¹ says (p. 16) that "the Massora brought to stand in mid-flow a hitherto very flowing text," meaning, doubtless, that the Massora suddenly checked a process of change. In fact the Massora did for the text of the Old Testament what the printing of the Textus Receptus did for the New. The result was that it preserved for us in its exact form a text chosen as standard, but

---

¹ Der Text der Bücher Samuels.
also that it virtually suppressed that variety of texts and of materials for criticism which might have enabled later scholars to determine a true text. Besides this, the acceptance of an authorized text put an end for centuries to critical work on the text. It is also probable that this somewhat sudden stereotyping of the text led to the adoption of recent blunders and their interpretation, when the continuation of a free criticism would naturally have eliminated them. For instance, in v. 12, the reading ירשוע שלמה of Samuel may be a blunder of the scribe, found in some MS. to which special importance was attached; and in the natural course of things, it would have been corrected by comparison with other MSS. to ירשוע, but owing to some arbitrary Massoretic canon, intended to enforce absolute loyalty to the text as received, it may have been preserved.

We will next discuss directly two main questions noticed incidentally in the note on the history of the text:

I. Did the divergence of the two texts arise from revision or merely from errors of transcription?

II. Which of the two texts is the most ancient and which the more correct?

One group of commentators hold that both are Davidic, and therefore both correct texts; among these critics are Alexander, and Neale, and Hengstenberg. It is adopted in the Speaker’s Commentary, and alluded to as evident by Scrivener in his introduction to the Criticism to the New Testament. Eichhorn and de Rossi are inclined to attribute some of the variations to a Davidic recension.1

Schultens attributes the variations to a revision,1 and Gramberg2 attributes the text of Samuel to a late revision from the Psalm-text, so too De Wette.2

But the bulk of modern critics, while admitting more or less revision, assign most of the variations to errors of copyists, amongst these are Hammond,3 Clericus,4 Kennicott5 and Rosenmüller.6

Most critics maintain that the text of Psalm xviii. is the more correct; but many admit that the text of Samuel is the more ancient. This view is held by Ewald, who says “The copy in the Psalms is certainly the later……must have proceeded not from Samuel, but from another ancient and very good source……the good and original text is so strongly divided among the two;” also by Ols
dhausen. Delitzsch is clear in his preference for the text as in Psalms, but admits that the Samuel-text seems to be of great antiquity. Böttcher speaks of the Psalm-text as a Priest-recension and the Samuel-text as a lay-recension.4 It will be a matter of opinion whether a text would undergo more alteration in the hands of the temple authorities or amongst laymen. He also, however, expresses an opinion, which is endorsed by Thenius, that “the Psalm-text is fuller and purer, but that, in Samuel, though faulty, in places preserved in form more true to the original and ancient text.”5 Lengerke admits readings from both texts, and leaves

1 Lengerke, p. 8. 2 Lengerke, p. 12. 3 Rosenmüller, Scholia in loco. 4 Delitzsch in loco. 5 Thenius in loco.
some doubtful, but he favors the Psalm-text, though he holds that the orthography of the Samuel-text is more ancient.

With some critics the balance inclines to Samuel; Bleek says (II. 251) "2 Sam. xxii. gives the original readings, not everywhere, but very usually." Prof. Kirkpatrick, in his note on the subject, in the appendix to the Second Book of Samuel, in the Cambridge Bible for Schools, gives the following decision with some reserve: "The text in 2 Samuel, although in many respects defective, is as a whole the better representative of the original form; and that the text in the Psalter has been subjected to a careful revision of a later date, in which peculiar forms, which perhaps were "licenses of public usage," have been replaced by classical forms; unusual constructions simplified, archaisms and obscure expressions explained."

Some, on the other hand, give a very strong verdict for the Psalm-text. Lowe and Jennings incline to such a judgment. Hitzig attributes the variations to a modification to prose forms, and a carelessness of copying characteristic of the historical books; Delitzsch seems to incline to this opinion. Hupfeld seems to be strongly of this opinion.

Before discussing these questions it seems necessary to define the word "revision." It may be used to signify a complete examination of the text and a modification of it to suit the views of the reviser, and in this case all the variations might be due to such a revision as, for instance, the defenders of the Davidic recension maintain. But Prof. Kirkpatrick explains the "careful revision" he speaks of, in terms which seem to imply merely a literary revision, not intended to affect the sense. But besides this, every copyist has opportunities of revision, and both the phenomena of MSS. and our knowledge of human nature lead us to suppose that they used these opportunities. Such use is one of the ordinary elements of the corruption of the text in copying, and scarcely needs to be called a revision. A revision, therefore, must be systematic and intentional; it may extend to the sense or limit itself to the style.

I. We now return to our first question:—Did the divergence of the two texts arise from revision or merely from errors of transcription?

It will be convenient to take, as representing the views of those who maintain that all or most of the variations arose from a recension, the arguments of Hengstenberg. His first argument, that to admit errors of transcription would open the door to conjectural emendations, is evidently worthless as argument, though it has its weight as a warning against hasty judgment on so important a subject. He next maintains that the variations of these parallel texts are due to revision, because elsewhere in the Old Testament the variations of parallel texts are due to revision.

To this it may be answered that there are variations between other parallel texts which can hardly be accounted for except as errors of the copyist (e. g., the
reading Ḥä"̀rê ūr'gîm in 2 Sam. xxi. 19): and further that the variations in this case are of a different character from those in other cases of parallel texts. For instance, elsewhere the divine names are systematically altered, and not so here. Also in parallel texts that bear the signs of revision, there is not the same number of variations that can be explained by the confusion of similar letters.

He next argues that the alleged carelessness of copyists is only imaginary; because neither text suggests carelessness by itself, but only when compared with the other. It may be said that in Samuel, at any rate, there are obscure and unusual expressions which must attract attention. In the absence of any parallel text and any system of textual criticism, it was impossible to say more than that they were obscure and unusual; but with the parallel text before us, presenting plain and intelligible readings, it becomes at least a reasonable theory that obscurity may have arisen through carelessness. It is understood in New Testament criticism that obscurity may indicate a defective text, though an alternative intelligible reading may be only a plausible emendation.

He next alleges that many of the various readings could not arise from mistakes; but, on the other hand, it has been shown by many critics that most of the readings could have so arisen. The classification given above seems to show this.

Lastly, he points out that many of the variations may be explained by the tendency of a reviser to substitute for unusual expressions more grammatical forms and better known words. But nobody doubts that many of the variations, as Prof. Kirkpatrick also maintains, might be due to a reviser or revisers; but when the former argument, that many of the various readings could not arise from mistakes, has been shown to be, at any rate, excessively limited in its application, this last argument loses much of its force. The very same tendency that would lead a reviser to prefer more usual and grammatical expressions, would lead to a similar preference on the part of copyists and editors, and would give rise to both conscious and unconscious alterations. The series of copyings and editings would of course involve conscious alterations, which might be considered a casual and continuous revision. It has already been suggested that there was some systematic revision of orthography in connection with the change from Scriptio Defectiva to Scriptio Plena. Similarly, it is probable that some reviser may have taken in hand the task of completing that change to later and more correct style which had been already very largely brought about in the process of transmitting the text. Prof. Kirkpatrick’s view, that the changes of style are due to a careful revision, does not differ essentially from this. The result in each case would be the same, and the choice between the two views is a matter of a priori probability. One other objection to the view that most, if not all, of the variations arose in the ordinary course of transcription, is the number of variations. It has been noticed that the extent of variation in proportion to the length of the text is much greater than that between MSS. of the Greek Testament.
The answer to this is that the circumstances of transcription were much more likely to give rise to errors than in the case of New Testament MSS. These circumstances are as follows:

1. The absence of written vowels, tending to deprive the copyist of the help to be derived from a ready grasp of the meaning of words copied.
2. The change from *Scriptio Defectiva* to *Scriptio Plena*.
3. The change from Phoenician to square characters.

In the case of such changes as 2 and 3, the copyist largely loses the help derived from sight. He depends more on sense.

4. The less literary character of the times.
5. The fact that the Psalm was probably contained successively in what may be called successive editions of books.

On these grounds we maintain that any systematic revision, except in connection with the change to *Scriptio Plena*; any Davidic or other recension, while by no means intrinsically impossible, is not required either by the character or the number of the variations; and that the variations are sufficiently accounted for by copyist's mistakes, together with such casual alterations as would naturally be made by copyists and editors, and probably a revision confirming and supplementing these alterations in the matter of style.

II. Which text is the more ancient and which the more correct?

Here again the terms used are a little ambiguous. In one sense the two texts may be said to be of the same age, both in their final form dating from the completion of the Masoretic text. Probably what is usually understood by the question is: "Was the text used by the compiler of the Psalter more or less ancient than that used by the author of Samuel?" Here again there is ambiguity. Which compiler? Is there any special interest and importance in determining the form of the text as the last editing of the Psalter rather than at any previous stage?

Perhaps the question may be restated so as to represent more clearly the point at issue. As to readings that affect the integrity and sense of the Psalm, critics seem inclined to give the preference to the Psalm-text, and the considerations that determine their decision in individual instances are mostly so subjective as to make any comprehensive discussion of these variations very difficult. There remain the readings which affect the orthography, grammar and mere form of expression. With respect to these it is pretty generally agreed that the orthography of the Samuel-text, the *Scriptio Defectiva*, is the more ancient.

There remains the question which seems really at issue under this head. Was the style of the original text polished and correct, or rough and popular? Has the style been marred, as Hitzig, Hupfeld and in part Delitzsch maintain, by the careless way in which the historical books were written and preserved; or has an originally rough style been gradually smoothed by a critic or critics of a later and
more literary time? (The latter view is Prof. Kirkpatrick's.) Is the style of the Psalm-text or of the Samuel-text nearer to the original?

Putting into definite shape and supplementing what has already been said incidentally, the balance of argument seems to be in favor of the Samuel-text.

It has already been pointed out that popular forms were more likely, if not original, to creep into the text, when the Psalm was circulated alone, than when it formed part of a historical work. Consequently such readings would be old.

It is also to be noticed that the view that the Samuel-text has degenerated from an earlier text with a poetical style like the Psalm-text, seems to imply a uniformity of poetic style from the time of David to the Restoration; for the "poetical characteristics" of the Psalm-text supposed to have been reduced to prose in the Samuel-text seem to be found also in the Psalms of the Restoration. Moreover, if we accept the view that the Psalm was written by David, we remember at once that a certain roughness of style is supposed to be a characteristic of Davidic Psalms. The history of David's life as shepherd, warrior, outlaw and king does not suggest either opportunity or inclination for acquiring a refined poetic style.

Also the fact of a correction from Scriptio Defectiva to Scriptio Plena plainly shows the possibility of a similar correction in other matters, whether by a gradual half-unconscious process or by a deliberate revision. We have also the analogy of the New Testament texts in which the bad grammar and bad spelling and other offences against a later and more critical taste were gradually eliminated. We may also refer again to the probable frequent copyings and editings of the Psalm-text as occasions for alterations.

Thus on this last question we may conclude that, however defective and possibly mutilated, yet in form and expression the Samuel-text is nearer to the original. It is possible that its relation to the Psalm-text is similar to the relation of Codex D to some good MSS. of the Byzantine group. In essentials the Byzantine MSS. might be the more correct, and yet Codex D is older, its orthography and style are older and its text is of much greater critical value, because often from the obvious mistakes of an early uncorrected text we may gather what was originally written; while the plausible correction of a copyist or editor destroys the traces of the earlier reading.

VIII. THE TENSES.

In the Samuel-text there are thirty-six changes of tenses, in the Psalm-text thirty-three, and in sixteen cases one text has a change of tense where the other has not; in most instances this difference depends on the insertion or omission of a Waw Conversive (Consecutive). Though the number of changes is so nearly the same in the two texts, yet there seem to be traces of an attempt in the Psalm-text to reduce the variety in the tenses. For instance, in vs. 38, 39 in the Samuel-
text there are five changes of tenses, and in the Psalm-text none. In other cases it seems as if some copyist of the Psalms had begun by altering a tense so as to avoid a change, but had neglected to change the connected tenses; for instance in v. 7 a change of tense is avoided in Ps. xviii. by reading יְבִּישֵׁה for יְבִּישָׁה, but a fresh change is introduced by reverting to the tense of Samuel in יְבִּישֺה of v. 8. Similarly with דַּבֵּד, דַּבֵּל and תַּבּ of v. 14.

In the LXX. and the Latin versions the changes are much fewer. This seems to be the result of a struggle between a desire to represent the Hebrew tenses accurately and a sense of what was due to Greek and Latin idiom. The changes of tense that do occur in these versions mostly coincide with changes in the original.

IX. WAW (ESPECIALLY CONVERSIVE OR CONSEQUENTIAL).

The number of variations, that consist in the omission or insertion of a Waw, is specially noticeable.

Out of thirty-three Waws prefixed to tenses twenty-five occur in both texts, six in Samuel only, two in Ps. xviii. only; out of thirty-three Waws prefixed to other words twenty-seven occur in both texts, one in Samuel only, five in Ps. xviii. only.1 Of the eight Waws prefixed to tenses omitted in one text or the other five are immediately followed by Yodh.

These facts show a special tendency to vary in the matter of Waws, most frequently in the case of Waws prefixed to tenses. A similar frequency of variation, in a somewhat smaller degree, occurs in New Testament texts in the case of καὶ, δὲ, γὰρ, etc. The greater frequency of variation between our texts may be accounted for by the opportunity afforded by change of Scriptio, the similarity and insignificance of † and 1 in square characters, and possibly (see above) by a tendency to alter tenses. The result seems to be that in the Old Testament we may add to the usual carelessness about conjunctions, an additional liability to variation arising from the above causes.

Such a result would have some bearing on the theory of the Hebrew Tenses, because the presence or absence of a Waw may make all the difference between an easy or a difficult construction. In some cases, for instance, in the historical books, where the long succession of narrative tenses, construable according to the old view as pasts, is broken by an isolated tense which should according to the old view be translated as a future, but can only be translated as a past, in such cases the difference might be due to the loss of a Waw.2

---

1 This reckoning excludes cases where the omission or insertion of † is due to an alteration in the context or structure of the rest of a sentence, and among these the † of † in v. 26 is excluded. But it includes the † before יְבִּישֵׁה in v. 15, before יְבִּישָׁה and its parallel in v. 38. The † before רָבַד and its parallel in v. 48 is reckoned as a † before a tense.

2 E.g., יְבִּישֵׁה Exod. viii. 20.
X. SUBJECTIVE CRITICISM.

A study of the critics who deal with this question shows how widely such doctors disagree on questions as to the merits of a passage or its harmony with the context. For instance, Ewald speaks of the Psalm-reading in v. 2, "so peculiarly appropriate that we cannot see why it should be wanting in Samuel except through a copyist's mistake;" Lengerke, however, who in many respects follows Ewald, calls it "Inanis....et frigidus versiculus." So again Ewald says of the Samuel-reading ""מנשים etc." in v. 3 "certainly preserved in its entirety in Samuel; for מנשים stands in the Psalm quite abruptly and confusedly;" according to Hupfeld the Samuel-reading is "very superfluous." Again as to the various readings in v. 28, Sam. 'א נבכ א על רמח, Ps. נבכ א על רמח, Hupfeld speaks of the Samuel-reading as "sinnlose," while according to Delitzsch it is "eine der sinnreichsten Varianten."

In more purely critical questions there is more agreement, or at any rate it is more easy to understand why the critics differ.

In this connection Ewald's exhaustive denunciation of most other commentators in the introduction to his work on the Psalms is interesting; and we feel that there is something of poetic justice in the reference to Ewald as an "overrated scholar" in a well-known Cambridge work on the Psalms.1

This "disagreement of doctors" lends some support to the student's natural inclination to protest against the right of a German or English critic of the nineteenth century to decide dogmatically what was appropriate or in good taste for David ten centuries before Christ.

XI. CANONS OF CRITICISM.

We have attempted to show that the variations between these two texts may, at any rate in most cases, be arranged under the same head as the variations of Greek Testament MSS. It may also be interesting to notice in what cases the canons of Greek Testament criticism would at first sight be applied and how far they would hold.

We take first the canon: *Brevior lectio anteponenda verbosiori.* The cases where this might be used are where one text contains words omitted by the other; or contains a shorter text as מנה הסיל of Sam. xxii. 33, and ב רמ of Sam. xxii. 15. However, this canon does not seem to be appealed to by critics, probably because they felt that the influence of possible mutilation and carelessness renders it inoperative.

Again: *Proclivi lectioni præstat ardua.* The character of the difference between the two texts affords ample scope for the application of this canon, and if it be admitted it will be decisive for the originality of the general style and form

---

1 Jennings and Lowe, I. 70.
of the Samuel-text, though in some instances, as in דַּיֵּר Ps. xvi. 11, it would favor the Psalm-text.

Again: That reading is to be preferred which will explain the origin of the variations. Amongst other readings where this canon might be applied perhaps the best case is in v. 15, where the reading וְהָרָקִים בְּרֵכָּה would serve to explain the Samuel-text בְּרֵכָּה, the Psalm-text וְהָרָקִים וּרְמָקּוֹ; the variant in Ps. cxlv. 6 בְּרֵכָּה and the LXX. καὶ ἐστραφέν ἀστραπῆν.

Again in I. B. 3 (γ), there are cases to which we might apply the canon that in parallel passages a verbal dissidence rather than a verbal concordance is to be preferred. But it is doubtful whether the parallelisms are not too short, and consequently too little conspicuous, to have excited the harmonizing tendencies of copyists.
MENE, TEKEL, PERES, AND THE FEAST OF BELSHAZZAR.

BY M. CLERMONT-GANNEAU,

Professor of Oriental Archaeology, Paris.

[Translated by ROBERT W. ROGERS, of the Johns Hopkins University.]

Among the enigmatical passages of the Old Testament, there is possibly none which has stimulated to a higher point the curiosity of the exegetes, and provoked more numerous and more divergent comments than the one which contains, in the account of the feast of Belshazzar, these three mysterious words, popularized in the form Mene, Tekel, Peres,—a form which has originated from the ancient Greek and Latin versions of the Aramean Book of Daniel.

Without making a pretense of giving a decisive solution of this philological problem, I wish to try to place it in new terms by introducing an element which—as far as my knowledge goes—has not yet been considered, and which seems to me to play an essential role. I hasten to say that the considerations which are to follow are independent of the question yet under discussion, of the real date of the Book of Daniel, of its historic value and of the environment to which the author may have belonged; they will preserve their import, if indeed any be accorded them, in each of the more or less plausible systems between which, in that respect, modern criticism is divided.

I.

Every one recalls the truly thrilling picture in which the biblical writer paints for us this supernatural manifestation of divine judgment followed, with so brief delay, by its execution.¹

In the midst of a grand feast, the sumptuousness of which has passed into a proverb, Belshazzar, king of Chaldea, gives the order to bring the vessels of gold and silver of Jehovah, taken from the temple in Jerusalem by his father Nebuchadnezzar, and in company with his guests, male and female, drinks from them in honor of the gods of Babylon. At this moment he sees a hand appear before the candelabra which lighted this impious orgie, a hand which writes upon the plaster of the wall of the hall some incomprehensible words. Terrified by this prodigy, the king summons immediately his astrologers and diviners, and promises them the highest rewards if they succeed in deciphering this inscription and furnishing the interpretation. But all the science of the Chaldean Magi remains in default. The queen arrives and counsels the king to summon Daniel, who had given proof of his wisdom under Nebuchadnezzar, and had been made by him chief of the astrologers and diviners.

¹ Daniel v.
Daniel is brought before the king; and after recalling the misdeeds of Nebuchadnezzar and sharply admonishing the son, worthy of him, despiser of Jehovah, he continues in these words:

24 Then was the part of the hand sent from before them, and this writing was inscribed. And this is the writing that was inscribed,

\[ \text{מֵנֶה} \text{מֵנֶה} \text{טָגְּל} \text{עִפָּרָשֵׁן} \]

26 This is the interpretation of the thing: Mênê, God hath numbered (mênâh)
27 thy kingdom, and brought it to an end. Têqêl, thou art weighed (têqêl tâ)
28 in the balances, and art found wanting. Peres, thy kingdom is divided
t (pêrisât) and given to the Medes and Persians (Pârâs).

Upon this Belshazzar accords to Daniel the promised rewards (though the latter, according to the account, had begun with a refusal of them); that very night he is slain, and Darius the Mede seizes the kingdom.

It is clearly shown from this story that the task incumbent on the interpreter of these prophetic words was double; it was a question first of deciphering, then of explaining them. It would be idle and, in any case, it will not be in my plan to search for what cause the decipherment presented a particular difficulty. Was it a question, in the thought of the author, of an unknown writing, or simply of an unaccustomed disposition of known characters? The rabbins are pronounced in favor of the second hypothesis and, giving free rein to their imagination,² have assumed that either the characters belonged to a cryptographic alphabet athbash, i. e., one in which the first letter has as its equivalent the last:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{א} \\
\text{ב} \\
\text{ג} \\
\text{ד} \\
\text{ה} \\
\text{ו} \\
\text{ז} \\
\text{ח} \\
\text{ט} \\
\text{י} \\
\end{array}
\]

Or that the letters, arranged in the account in a sort of table, had to be read vertically and not horizontally:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{מ} \\
\text{נ} \\
\text{ן} \\
\text{ך} \\
\text{כ} \\
\text{ר} \\
\text{ל} \\
\text{ן} \\
\text{ך} \\
\text{כ} \\
\end{array}
\]

Some seem to have also thought of a real anagram,³ which may be represented thus:

\[ \text{ניטוֹרְלֵמָן} \]

I do not insist upon these more or less dangerous conjectures, the last of which is perhaps the most plausible, since it is more simple than the first and has the advantage over the second that it might have appeared in the manuscripts without breaking in an offensive manner the regularity of the lines.

---

¹ Or, as some critics translate, broken, destroyed.
² See, for example, J. Levy, [Neuehebraisches und Chaldaeisches Woerterbuch], under the words מֵסְתַּח and טָגְּל.
³ See Levy, op. cit., § 5, מֵנֶה.
I only mention them as a matter of curiosity, although we shall be able further on to draw from them an indirect argument. I will devote myself exclusively to the question of interpretation. A circumstance by which we cannot fail to be struck, but to which we possibly do not accord all the importance which it merits, is that the interpretation attributed to Daniel does not agree rigorously with his decipherment.

This agreement exists only in the Greek and Latin translations. These translations in verse 25, after the phrase "this is the writing that was inscribed," substitute for the five words of the original Aramean text mēnē mēnē tēqēl u-phārsin, the transcription μανή, σεκήλ, φαρσ, μαν, θεκελ, φαρες, of the three words mēnē, tēqēl, parsin which stand only in verses 26, 27 and 28 of the original, verses which have for their object the giving of the signification.

Hebraists, guided by the Massoretic vocalization, which is not, be it said in passing, without singular anomalies, are generally agreed in recognizing that the five words of verse 25 ought to be rendered literally as participles, numbered, numbered, weighed and they are dividing; accepting as well founded this translation which, even from the grammatical point of view, does not escape from all criticism, and which yields in any case, we must confess, a phrase partly incoherent, we see that the interpretation given by Daniel to the following verses, regards neither the repetition of the first word mēnē, nor the plural form of the last word parsīn, preceded by the conjunction τα "and." The biblical writer is content to draw from this whole the three essential words, in attaching them to a uniform grammatical type.

mēnē "numbered"
tēqēl "weighed"
pārēs "divided."

He then draws from it, by one of those jeux d'esprit, of which the Bible offers many examples, the significations appropriate to the situation which he has in view.

He proceeds for this purpose with a mechanical method, so to speak, which is seen clearly by this simple synoptic table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INTERPRETATION OF THE SECOND DEGREE.</th>
<th>EXPLANATION OF THE FIRST DEGREE.</th>
<th>WORD TO BE EXPLAINED.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>מֶנֶה</td>
<td>מֶנֶה</td>
<td>מֶנֶה 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>תֶקֶל</td>
<td>תֶקֶל</td>
<td>תֶקֶל 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>פֶרֶשֶׁס</td>
<td>פֶרֶשֶׁס</td>
<td>פֶרֶש 3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1 Particularly for the word בֵּן, which, it is supposed, ought to be equivalent to בֵּן, Other commentators, without stopping at the vocalization, translate the words as verbs in the Preterite and present Participle: numeravit, numeravit, appendit et dividit. (Buxtorf, Lex. s. v. בֵּן.)

2 Or "they are breaking," according to some exegetes. I believe that the sense of dividing is preferable, and my theory tends, as will be seen, to confirm this last meaning of the root בָּרָד.

3 The same reservation is to be made on the vocalization of this word as upon that of tēqēl.
1. **Numbered:**

   - God has *numbered*
   - thy kingdom
   - and has finished it.

2. **Weighed:**

   - thou hast been *weighed*
   - in the balances
   - and hast been found wanting in (weight).

3. **Divided:**

   - thy kingdom has been *divided*
   - and has been given to the Mede
   - and the Persian.

This rational analysis shows clearly that every one of the three parallel phrases is divided into parts rigorously symmetrical:

1. The word to be explained.
2. A literal explanation of the word, presenting this word at the head of the phrase, in different grammatical states.
3. A second interpretation following the first, a kind of paraphrase, at once larger and more precise, of the literal explanation to which it is uniformly attached by the conjunction "and." The last word *pheres*, furnished even to the author an opportunity for a veritable *doublet* applying in the explanation of the first degree to the verb *peras*, "to divide," and in the interpretation of the second degree, to the name of the "Persians" (Pārās). Why, therefore, does not verse 25, giving the decipherment of the mysterious inscription, contain in place of the words mēnē, mēnē, tēqēl u-pharsin, purely and simply the three words mēnē, tēqēl, pērēs, upon the interpretation of which verses 26, 27 and 28 exclusively revolve?

This question is so natural that the ancient Greek and Latin translators have made no scruple of replying in their way by modifying, as we have seen, the original text of verse 25 in the sense indicated by the logic. They may besides have been influenced by another motive, if the manuscript which they had before their eyes presented the characters composing the phrase in an odd disposition, difficult of reproduction, and similar to those pointed out above, of which the rabbins speak.

However that may be, this divergence between the deciphered and the interpreted text can scarcely be conceived unless one admits that the biblical author had to do, not with simple words, but rather with a given and prescribed phrase consecrated by tradition, from which he must produce, by alliterations and allusions, certain significations adapted to the circumstances which preoccupied him, i.e., the coming of the Persians.

I will return immediately to this point, which is properly the knot of the question, and, following the example of the author himself, and of the ancient translators, will occupy myself, for the moment, only with the three words mēnē, tēqēl, pērēs, separated from their connection, reserving for later consideration the entire phrase of verse 25.

II.

In 1878, in the course of an epigraphic mission, which had been entrusted to me by the Minister of Public Instruction on account of the Committee of the
Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, I had occasion to study in the British Museum the important set of bronze lion weights, from Nineveh, many of which have bilingual inscriptions in Assyrian and Aramean. One of these weights particularly attracted my attention. It is the one upon which is engraved an Aramean word, up to that time generally read שְׁרֵפ, "holy," which was considered an indication of a "weight of the sanctuary" in opposition to the standard weight. A minute examination convinced me that the word ought to be read, in reality, שְׁרֵפ p̄raš or paras "half, moiety."

This is confirmed by the casts brought back by me at that time, which have been placed in the cabinet of the Committee of the Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, thus permitting a control of the exactness of this reading.¹

The lion which bears this inscription having weight perceptibly equal to that of a half of the light mina, it was evident that we had to consider this word p̄raš, "half," directly as the denomination itself of a fixed ponderal quantity, viz., the half-mina.² The Assyrian and, as we shall presently see, the Hebrew-Aramean agree in confirming this reading. Immediately a comparison arose in my mind, that we find in the set of weights from Nineveh, engraved in Aramaicizing characters, in a language approaching to Hebrew, the three names of weights,

\[
\text{רֹפָאָר mānē the mina.} \\
\text{שֵׁקָל šēqēl, the shekel.} \\
\text{פָּרָשׁ p̄rarasš, the half-mina.}
\]

and that by a coincidence, truly singular, these three names correspond in a remarkable manner to the Aramean words of the text of Daniel, mēnē, tēkēl, p̄rēs. The slight orthographical differences presented by the Aramean forms are all rigorously explained by the well known peculiarities of Aramean compared with Hebrew:

¹ M. Oppert had already recognized the true reading of this word, applied also to Assyrian measures of length, as is evident from the following passage of his memoir upon the Assyrian standard measures and weights: "The words p̄raš and sīnīp are found transcribed in Aramean characters" (Journ. Asiat., 1876, t. II. p. 431).

² The light mina is half of the heavy mina.

³ The word appears in the plural on the weights לֹכֶשׁ.
The מ of אמנו becomes normally נ = נון.  
The ש of שקל becomes ש = שקל.
The ד of דרג becomes ד = דרג.

From this it was only a step to conclude that the names of weights designating the mina, the shekel and the paraš, or half-mina, might play a role in the text of Daniel. This step I hesitated for a long time to take, and at first contented myself with communicating to some savants a conjecture which pressed and still presses more and more upon me. I do not believe that I ought to withhold it further from criticism, and after having submitted it, to the best of my ability, to the examination of reason, I now give it to criticism, in the hope that perhaps some part of it may be accepted, even if it be not received with all its consequences.

III.

I think it will be admitted without much difficulty that the three words of Daniel can correspond term by term to the three names of weights. Apart from the phonetic equivalences noted above, even the paronomasias, in which the biblical author delights, come to the support of this identification, and serve as an acknowledgment of it. In fact he aims expressly, in his allegorical interpretation, at the roots

ד ננה or ננה ננה ‘to number,’
ש שיקל or שיקל שיקל ‘to weigh,’
ד פراس or פراس ד ‘to divide,’

to which every one attaches without hesitation the Semitic names of the mina, the shekel and the paraš (peras) or half-mina.

If, then, it was truly a question of these three isolated words, if by misfortune the Aramean original of Daniel had been lost and this book had come down to us, like several others of the Old Testament, only by means of the Greek and Latin versions; if, consequently, the phrase was presented to us in the abridged state to which these versions have reduced it, מנה, שקל, פراس, Mane, thekel,

---

1 The form מנה, mina, exists in Aramean.
2 Cf. the Aramean מנה, shekel.
3 שיקל is the half-mina in Aramean (מרא של מנה, Buxtorf, Lex. Chald., s. v.). In the language of the Talmud, שיקל מנה, a mina and a peras, means a mina and a half. In various other passages, given in Neuber. und Chald. Woerterbuch, Levy’s s. v. סיב, these two weights are opposed to one another in a way that leaves no doubt of the value of the פراس = half-mina.
4 Of weights or of money; for it must not be forgotten that this is all one in the Semitic languages.
5 It might be well to note that Flavius Josephus (Antiquities of the Jews, X., 11, 8) renders the three words of Daniel not by verbs, but by substantives, ὅν = ὅνομος number; ΘΕΚΕΛ = στατομός weight; ΦΑΡΕΣ = κλάσμα fragment.
6 It is to be noted, now, that the Greek transcription implies for these words a vocalization differing, in certain points, from that of the Massoretic text, and approaching that which my explanation tends to substitute for it. (See the end of note.)
phares. If, therefore, we had to deal only with these three isolated words, the explanation would offer scarcely any difficulty. It is true also that in this case the coincidence would have only a relative interest, and could be considered an occurrence curious enough, but, after all, of restricted importance.

But the original of Daniel has been happily preserved, and the original gives us, in verse 25, not only the three words in question, but a phrase of five words, where they play a role which remains to be discovered.

We must inquire whether the introduction of this new element of information in the study of the phrase of verse 25 is not of such a nature as to clear up the whole of this obscure text, and to make us see it in a light very different from that in which it has been habitually regarded up to this time.

Let us admit, for a moment, laying aside the Massoretic vocalization, to which even the most scrupulous philologists are obliged here to do some violence, that it is necessary to read these three isolated words of verses 26, 27, 28, not mēnā, tēqāl, pērēs, but mānā, tēqāl, pērās, i. e., mina, shekel and half-mina, and let us apply this reading to the same three words in the phrase of verse 25. We shall obtain then for this phrase, mānā, mānā, tēqāl, u-phār-sīn, "mina, mina, shekel and half-shekel."

We establish at first that, while the words designating respectively mina and shekel are in the singular, that which designates half-mina is in the plural, דִּדָּן parsīn, or pērāsīn, the regular plural of pēras, דִּדָּך. This implies already between the first and last word of the phrase, between the mina and the half-mina, a significant opposition which ought to serve us as a first luminous point in the darkness in which we are gropingly advancing. But we do not yet hold the key of the riddle.

The literal translation "mina, mina, shekel and half-minas" does not give us a sense much less disconnected than that of the received translation. It has, however, the advantage over this of showing us some elements pertaining to an order of ideas clearly characterized. But we do not yet see in what manner these elements ought to be combined, in order to form a logical whole, a connected, moving, living phrase. We possess them, so to speak, in a static state, it remains for us to put them in a dynamic state, and to discover whether these words, in place of being simply placed side by side, are not in reality united among themselves by grammatical functions. In this consists the real problem for solution.

Although in Aramean several substantives may follow each other in an enumeration without the interposition of the conjunction "and," employed in similar cases in Hebrew, it is scarcely probable, a priori, that this succession of words here constitutes a simple statement of weights, such as: "a mina, a mina, a shekel and some pheras."
Let us pause at the first word: Mānā. It is twice repeated: Mānā, mānā. Is this, then, a simple repetition, mina, mina, with which we have to do, a rhetorical figure, or, on the contrary, a phenomenon of syntax?

In Aramean and in general in the Semitic languages, the repetition of the same substantive, without the intervention of any other word, is a grammatical process capable of expressing different things: e. g., the idea of a great quantity, when the substantives are in the plural,—�ך דך pits, pits, i. e., “nothing but pits,” Gen. xiv. 10; but here mānā being in the singular, the idea of plurality ought, it seems to me, to be put aside; or the idea of partition, which is expressed by our word every,—אָנוֹרַע אֲנוֹרַע flock, flock, i. e., “every flock by itself,” Gen. xxxii. 18; אֲנוֹרַע אֲנוֹרַע people, people, i. e., “every people;” דָּבָר בָּדָר man, man, i. e., “any man,” Num. ix. 10, etc.; or moreover an idea of distribution, an idea connected with the preceding,—דָּבָר דָּבָר denarius, denarius, i. e., “every one a denarius;” דָּבָר דָּבָר two, two, i. e., “two by two;” דָּבָר דָּבָר hundred, hundred, i. e., “by hundreds,” Mark vi. 40, etc.; finally, an idea of diversity,—דָּבָר דָּבָר evil, evil, i. e., “different evils,” Mk. ii. 17; דָּבָר דָּבָר tongue, tongue, i. e., “different tongues,” John v. 4; Acts x. 46, etc. In all these cases the repeated substantive remains in the singular. This is the case in this passage. We might, then, endeavor to see if these words אֶלָּלוֹת אֶלָּלוֹת mina, mina, would not signify, in the phrase of Daniel, of which they form the commencement, something like “every mina, mina by mina, mina to mina, by every mina, for every mina,” or even “different minas.” But there is still another possible manner, and one well conformed to the Semitic genius, of construing these two consecutive words, mānā, mānā; that is, to regard the first as subject and the second as attribute of a small phrase where the verb to be is understood: mina (is) mina, i. e., a mina (is) a mina; as in Hebrew also יהוה יתת Jehovah my God, i. e., “Jehovah is my God.” But we will leave provisionally this question in suspense, and reserving equally the word təqal, which comes after, pass immediately to the last word of the phrase, דָּבָר דָּבָר, parsīn.

V.

Pārsīn, or pḥērāsīn, has the proper form of a plural. But is it really a plural? The peras is, as we have seen, a “half-mina;” i. e., to make one mina, two pheras are necessary. Given the presence, at the beginning of the phrase, of the word mānā, “mina” in the singular, nothing would be more tempting, if we had before us a Hebrew and not an Aramean text, than to ask if, in place of the plural, we have not here a dual, which is distinguished, as we know, only by a very slight vocalic variation, perceptible only in the Masoretic pointing; and if, in place of reading parsīn half-minas, we ought not to read parsāin two half-minas.
It is true that Aramean seems to have allowed the dual to fall into disuse; and that is a serious objection. It has, however, preserved some traces of it which appear in the very language of the book of Daniel: ידוע the two hands, ידוע the two feet, ידוע the teeth (considered as distributed in two rows). Syriac has preserved the form of the dual in the numerals: ככ two (masculine), ככ two (feminine), ככ two hundred; and in the geographical name ככ Egypt, an imitation of the Hebrew ככ. At any rate, there is a passage in Daniel where it seems that the plural has at least the function of the dual:

To a time, times and half a time.

'Yddānīn times can only be the equivalent of 'iddānīn two times, in this phrase which, from the declarations of all the exeges, contains the precise indication of a period of time numerically determined,—a year, two years and a half year, i. e., three years and a half.

Consequently, even according to the Massoretic vocalization of the word יפרס parsin, all the respect which it perhaps does not deserve, we find ourselves sufficiently protected by this precedent to attribute to יפרס the value of parsin, and to translate by two peras or two half-minas, if the context points in that direction.

VI.

The word parsin, or parsain, is preceded in the text of Daniel by י, representing, as every one admits, the conjunction and. If this word parsain, which closes the phrase, is indeed a substantive, it is to be supposed that the word tēqēl, to which it is bound by the conjunction, ought to be a word of the same nature as it, i. e., another substantive. We have already shown that tēqēl or tēqal is a rigorously exact equivalent of the Hebrew substantive סכיק, designating the "shekel." Under these conditions the phrase to be explained could strictly end י프רס וטריס "a shekel and two pheras.

But it will scarcely be perceived by what association of ideas a shekel (the word is in the singular), which is a very small fraction of a mina (the sixtieth or the hundredth, according to the system), is found in this brief phrase placed with two peras, the peras being half of the mina. Supposing even that it is a question of a simple enumeration of certain weights (which is scarcely probable), one

---

1 Daniel ii. 34.  
2 Id., vii. 4.  
3 Id., vii. 7.  
4 Id., vii. 25.  
5 In spite of the fact that, in the corresponding passage of chapter xlii. (verse 7) of the Hebrew part of the Book of Daniel, יפרס is servilely rendered by the plural ד"סPhiladelphia, and not by the dual ד"סPhiladelphia.  
6 This is the form which the segholate substantives of Hebrew take in Aramean: kēsēph silver becomes kēsēph.
would expect to find those weights enumerated in an order regularly increasing or decreasing, and to see the lighter weight, the shekel, named after the pēras, as it is after the mina. How shall we escape this difficulty, which seems inextricable? It consists entirely in the presence of the י, which, coupled with the word parsin, can certainly only be the conjunction and.

But is the י really in its place? Does it really belong at the beginning of the word parsin, which follows it? Might it not perhaps belong to the end of the word teqēl, which precedes? Ought we not to regard with caution the way in which our editions cut this phrase, a phrase which early became enigmatical. The usage of the scriptio continua, which is a proved fact in ancient biblical manuscripts, authorizes us to ask if the compact group of letters, in place of being cut into יס לבו לְפַרְסִין, ought not to be יס מrete לְפַרְסִין.

In this case the י would become an integral part of the word teqēl, and we should be freed from this conjunction and.

If there was any foundation for the hypothesis, which the rabbins, to explain the difficulty of decipherment, have put forth on the unusual disposition of the characters of the inscription, we could draw from them an argument to render still more admissible the very slight fault of the copyist. The biblical texts show greater ones than this.

We can see, in fact, that, for example, in the arrangement in three vertical columns explained above, the י which is at the head of the fourth column is forcibly separated from לְפַרְסִין and placed near יס רל.

The anagrammatical arrangement which I have described as likewise possible, and which has perhaps really existed in certain ancient manuscripts, would also be able to favor the mistake.

VII.

The י being attached to the word לְפַרְסִין, the arrangement of the phrase is entirely changed. What can לְפַרְסִין be? If we were working upon a territory purely Hebrew, one could see in this י the pronominal suffix מ of the third person of the masculine singular joined to a substantive. Teqēl could be taken rigorously

1 It is this which had prompted me to ask for a moment if pēras, the proper sense of which is “half,” did not designate, in place of the half-mina, a very small weight, such as the half-shekel (the Hebrew יסב, bēqēl), or even the obol. But I do not believe that it is necessary to pause with this idea, the sense of half-mina for pēras being too categorically established by the Assyrian and Aramean lexicons, and confirmed by the weight itself of the lion bearing the inscription pāras, a weight which is sensibly that of the weak half-mina. I ought to recall, however, that the Greek version of the LXX, in disagreement on this point with the version of Theodotion, followed by the Vulgate, and with the original Aramean itself, places these three words in an order which would be more conformed to the hypothesis of a regularly decreasing enumeration, מוצ, פָּרָס, תּאֵכֶל. But the version of the LXX offers for the whole Book of Daniel such divergences from the original, it is so plainly removed from it, that it is not necessary to pay any attention to this variant, and that it would be imprudent to lend it here, against documents infinitely superior, an authority which, from antiquity, has been properly refused it.
in the general meaning of weight, which is the primitive sense of the name of shekel, although we should rather expect, in this case, the derived form מְנָה (מְנָה) מַחֲקָל. The expression would then signify, his weight is two peras, which, compared with the expression מְנָה מְנָה, considered as intended to mean a mina is a mina, would furnish a sense sufficiently plausible: "a mina is a mina; its weight is two peras" (in other words, two half-minas).

In place of being a nominal suffix, the י restored to תָּכֵל could be also—continuing always to reason from the point of view of Hebrew—a verbal suffix, the verb תלש, תָּכֵל, the equivalent of תלש, וַשָּׂא, signifying "to weigh." It would then be with a verb and not with a substantive which is derived from it, and which designates the shekel, that we have to do.\(^1\) In this case the little phrase could be translated: "he has weighed it," or, "weigh it," according as we read תלש in the Preterite or תלש in the Imperative.

But we must reject these hybrid forms. We have to deal with a text too thoroughly Aramean to permit us to treat the י as a suffix in the Hebrew manner, replacing the Aramean forms י and י.\(^2\)

In Aramean the י of תלש could only be the product of a verbal inflexion. Two forms are possible:

- either תלש "they have weighed;"
- or תָּכֵל "weigh"

ופָּרָסָין becomes then the direct object of תלש.

If תָּכֵל is a verb in the second member of the phrase, one would be led to infer that in the first member מְנָה = מְנָה is equally a verb and that there is a parallelism in the employment of the two correlative verbs מְנָה מְנָה, תָּכֵל פָּרָסָין "he has counted a mina [and] they have weighed two peras. But it seems then that the two members of the phrase, thus opposed the one to the other, ought to be connected by the preposition י, and; I deem it wise to resist the temptation to make the י which is between תָּכֵל and פָּרָסָין serve for this purpose, making it leap over תָּכֵל, to place it before it, although by this adventurous expedient one would obtain a rather tempting balance מְנָה מְנָה, (u-) תָּכֵל פָּרָסָין, "he has counted a mina and weighed two peras;" or in the Imperative מְנָה מְנָה, (u-) תָּכֵל פָּרָסָין; "count a mina and weigh two peras." I should not like to go that far. Contenting myself with the

---

\(^1\) The transcription מָנֶה, תָּכֵל, פָּרָסָין, whatever may be the absolute value in the point of view of the original vocalization, implies at least a relative difference between these three words. מָנֶה and פָּרָסָין, forming a group characterized by the vowel e of the first syllable, different from תָּכֵל, the first syllable of which has an e in place of an a. If the translator had considered תלש as of the same grammatical form as מָנֶה and פָּרָסָין, he ought, it seems, to have transcribed it תלש, and not תָּכֵל. One sees that this distinction corresponds plainly to that to which I find myself led in regarding מָנֶה and פָּרָסָין as substantives, and תלש as a verb.

\(^2\) But we find in Daniel the form לָכֵל (chap. iv., verses 15, 16).

\(^3\) מָנֶה for מָנֶה or מָנֶה.
simple glide of the 1, I accept the reading "םלע", a word which signifies "they have weighed" in the Preterite or "weigh" in the Imperative.

If this verb was in the Preterite, by making use of the different meanings, enumerated above, of which this reading מֵעָנָה מִנָּה, mina mina, is susceptible, we arrive at the following combinations:

1st By taking מֱסֶרָה as a plural: "mina by mina, they have weighed the peras."

2d By taking מְסֶרָה as a dual: "for every mina, they have weighed two peras."

If the verb מֱסֶרָה was the Imperative, the combinations would be:

1st "mina by mina weigh the peras."

2d "for every mina weigh two peras."

3d "a mina is a mina, weigh two peras!"

It would be easy to multiply these combinations.

For example, accepting the conjecture which a number of qualified exegites have supported, viz., that מֵעָנָה is for מֹעָנָה weighed, in the past Participle passive, one could translate, according to the Aramean rule which forms with the Participle פָּטִיל a real inflective Preterite passive, מֵעָנָה (= מֹעָנָה) by have been weighed, and consider the two members of the phrase as constituted thus:

נָלַים מֵעָנָה has been counted a mina, or
נָלַים מְסֶרָה he has counted a mina;
נָלְאוּ מֵעָנָה have been weighed two peras.

We may compare, in this respect, another passage of Daniel:¹

רָעָת הָי̣ בְּסֶרָה מְסֶרָהּ the judgment was set and the books were opened.

VIII.

But I pause in this track, where I leave to philologians more minute than I the task of pushing it further. It suffices me to point it out to them, and I shall content myself for the present with this conclusion: The two extreme and essential terms of the phrase in Daniel are two names of weights of which one is double the other, placed in relation by a third middle term, which is either a third name of weight (that of shekel), or the verb to weigh, from which the name of shekel is derived.

Across the last doubts which may still obscure the precise sense of the phrase so understood, one easily catches the movement and is conscious of the aroma of a sort of proverbial sentence, or popular saying, revolving upon the relation of the mina to the half-mina² and belonging perhaps to that order of

¹ vii. 10. Verse 24 of the passage which we are studying, furnishes itself an example of this construction, and that exactly with the inversion of the verb and subject which we have here: שָלָיוו הָבָב אָשֶׁר אֶלְלוּ אָחַד וְאָשֶׁר רָשָׁי, "the hand has been sent and this writing has been traced." The same, in verse 28: יִרְּכָה פְּלָתוֹת, "thy kingdom has been divided."

² Possibly by allusion to the difference between the light and the heavy mina, which ought to be divided the one and the other into two corresponding peras in the same proportional relation of 1 to 2.
ideas with which our modern locutions are connected, such as: "two make a pair," "two and two make four," "six of one and half a dozen of the other," etc. We may also compare for this image of isoropy, of equipoise, employed to express by analogy the idea of equivalence or the identity of two things, the Greek expressions: Εἰς τὴν αὐθέντιν τιθέναι πλάστιγγα, ἵσφορος ποιαν αὐθένταν ἱκεν, ἵσφορος πλάστιγγα ταλαντευόθαι.

It is very remarkable that these two words of μᾶνη and πῆρας, "mina and half-mina," opposed, as here, to each other, are directly employed by the Talmudic authors in a metaphorical and proverbial manner well adapted to confirm that impression, at the same time coming to the support of the plemiologial value which I propose to give them in the Book of Daniel. To the rabbins a son who is worth less than his father is a πῆρας, son of a μᾶνη, πῆρας, μᾶνη; a son who is worth more than his father is a μᾶνη, son of a πῆρας, μᾶνη, πῆρας; a son who is worth as much as his father, a μᾶνη son of a μᾶνη, μᾶνη, μᾶνη. ¹ It is not impossible that there was some allusion of this kind in the intention of the biblical author borrowing this aphorism from the wisdom of nations.

It is this which seems to come out of the long discourse with which Daniel introduces his interpretation. This discourse is divided into two parts: the first recalls the faults, followed by repentance, of Nebuchadnezzar, father of Belshazzar; the second, which sums up those of Belshazzar, begins with this apostrophe, "And thou, Belshazzar, his son, hast not humbled thy heart,"² etc., an apostrophe which emphasizes well the desire of the author to establish a parallel between the father and son.

IX.

Some may perhaps consider it strange that this phrase written by a celestial hand on the wall of Belshazzar's festal hall, that this sentence of the destiny that ruled the lot of the last king of Chaldea, should be finally reduced to a simple saying, and to a saying so commonplace, so prosaic, that it might have been quite as well scrawled on any wall by the hand of the first malcontent, and might belong to this "wall" literature, not very lofty, which belongs to all times and to all peoples.³

¹ See the examples in J. Levy, op. cit., under the words μᾶνη and πῆρας. So the two celebrated Moabites, the prophet Balaam and the king Balaq were both of them a "mina daughter (son) of a half-mina," since they were said to be greater than their respective fathers. Compare also in the same order of ideas, the proverbial locutions: קָרַד רְכֵּב חֶרֶב, "vinegar son of the wine;" קַרְדִּים, "lion, son of lion," "lion, son of the jackal."

² Verse 22.

³ The exegetes who have believed that they recognized in the feast of Belshazzar certain personal allusions to the deeds of Antiochus IV., Epiphanes,—e. g., to the sumptuous and dissolute feasts given by Antiochus to Daphné (Hitzig, Das Buch Daniel, p. 78).—admit, without difficulty, I believe, the adaptation of some popular scoff directed at that bitter enemy of the Jews who had pillaged the treasure of the temple and who also, having taken refuge at Babylon after the check experienced at Elymais, had been chastised by the hand of the Persians, con-
To this objection it would be easy to reply by citing the analogy of certain oracles of pagan antiquity, which are distinguished by their strangeness and by their intended platitude. And besides, in the case of Daniel, is it not exactly this contrast, this disproportion between the littleness of the means and the grandeur of the intention, which was the better fitted to strike vividly the imagination? What, in fact, is the scope of this story in which the author proposes to show the fall of the empire of Chaldea? Belshazzar casts defiance at the God of Israel, who replies by a menacing prodigy. A hand sent from above writes upon the wall a phrase which all of the most skilled wise men of Chaldea are not able, with all their science, to read or to explain. Is this phrase, then, something impenetrable, something very abstract? Not the least in the world. It is all simply, as the Israelite prophet establishes, an adage of the common people, a proverb known to all. How easily does this prove the nothingness of this pretended science of the Magi, and gives the measure of this greatly vaunted wisdom which is held in check by so slight a difficulty. The author has a visible tendency to find in default this Chaldean science. In two places already, in the preceding chapters, he has shown the weakness and ignorance of the Magi in their attempts at the interpretation of the two dreams of Nebuchadnezzar, the key to which Daniel alone was able to give. This time the demonstration is decisive. The Magi are not able to recognize in the mysterious inscription a saying which is upon every lip. First result. Yes, but from this profane saying, which, once deciphered, ought, it seems, to be understood by the whole world, Daniel goes on to draw a hidden divine meaning, and to obtain an effect so much the more considerable as it was unexpected. *Vox populi, vox dei.* He takes one by one the words which compose it, and, using one of the favorite methods of the Hebrew prophets, a double sense of these words, by paronomasia he causes some significations appropriate to the events in view to burst forth. The word which lends itself best to this was assuredly the last, parsin or parsain, which had the admirable advantage of making possible the most seducing equivocation upon the name of the Persians.

It is not bold to suppose that it is this word which has determined, among all the others, the choice of this saying as a fundamental theme of the prophecy relative to the coming of the Persians and the ruin of the empire of Babylon.

1 Compare Euseb. *Antig. jud.* XII. 9, 1; Macc., I. 3, 31:6. Compare נוֹד, מָנְאָשְׁי, and the sobriquet 'אימאן, foolish, furious, into which the official surname of Antiochus, אימאן, the illustrious, was corrupted. In this case, the phrase taken as the text of the story of Daniel would be no longer, to speak properly, a proverbial sentence, but a kind of double-faced epigram, borrowed from the actual circumstances of the moment: The miss (Antiochus) has counted (and the paras (Perses) have weighed (i.e., paid). It is known that the expedition, as the result of which Antiochus had to succumb, had for its object the recovering of the overdue taxes owing by the Persians. We must not lose sight of the fact that Syriano employs precisely the word ἱλάτω to designate the tax of which the passage of the Book of Maccabees speaks (I. 3, 29).

1 Chap. ii. and iv.
The whole of the fifth chapter of Daniel may be considered as the brilliant placing of this subject, to which it serves as a frame, and which remains, in the last analysis, the principal generating element of the whole piece.

X.

I say, the principal element; for it is not the only one. As to the details of this scene, the actors who figure there, the attitudes they take, the roles they play, the accessories which constitute the scenery, it is, I believe, by the iconological method that we must seek an explanation. I understand by iconology, the generation of ideas by figured images, by plastic representations more or less arbitrarily interpreted. If one wishes to understand chap. v. of the Book of Daniel, he must read it again attentively in the light of certain representations of Egyptian and Chaldean origin, which have, in my judgment, exerted a preponderating influence on the mind of the author.

For Egypt, it is the representation, so popular upon bas-reliefs and in the illustrations of the Book of the Dead, of the judgment of souls weighed in the balance, or psychostasy, to which by a very natural association of ideas, the author must have found himself conducted; he has himself made a most direct allusion: “Thou hast been weighed in the balance,” says he, “and thou hast been found wanting in weight.”

For Chaldea, there is the representation which recurs very frequently upon the cylinders, and which is designated, in default of a better, under the conventional and, I believe, inexact name of “scene of initiation.”

If we combine together these two plastic representations, we obtain the very model of the painting of the feast of Belshazzar, with all its details and all its incidents; the king seated upon a throne in the great hall of the feast and drinking from the sacred vessels; the banqueters; the inscription traced upon the wall; the candelabra lighting the scene; the Magi stupefied before the inscription; the queen presenting herself to the king; Daniel introduced in her presence explaining the inscription, and dressed in the insignia promised as his reward.

The best commentary which could be given of the fifth chapter of Daniel would be, on the one side, a vignette from the Book of the Dead, representing Osiris, king of Amenti, seated in state in the great hall of judgment; the forty-two judicial assessors and other infernal personages; the goddess Ma (Goddess of Justice) introducing the dead; Thot, the Lord of the divine words, the scribe of the divine justice, now inscribing, now pronouncing sentence; Horus and Anubis examining the weighed; and on the other side, a cylinder1 showing us a god seat-

---

1 Without pretending that the Assyrian scene called the scene of “initiation,” is really congenerous with the Egyptian scene of psychostasy, which is not, however, impossible, I cannot prevent myself from remarking that we find here two characteristic details which recall the Egyptian scene: the monkey, (the cynocephalus symbolizing the equilibrium of the balance), and the object in which M. Lenormant has seen a balance (of the steelyard type), and M. Menant an instrument of numeration, the staff of measuring, symbolizing justice (cf. the goddess Ma and her pen).
ed on a throne, holding in his hand a vase for libations; a grand candelabra; an inscription\(^1\) engraved in the body of the scene; two persons,\(^2\) one of whom presents the other to the god; other persons in different mysterious attitudes.

And besides, it is not only the episode of the feast of Belshazzar, but also other most prominent episodes of the Book of Daniel, the conception of which is explained to us by iconology: the two dreams of Nebuchadnezzar, the three young Hebrews in the furnace, Daniel in the den of lions; not to speak of the symbolic beasts which people the visions of the prophet and furnish the matter of his apocalyptic visions.

\(^1\)The cuneiform legend of the cylinder serving as a seal.

\(^2\)One of them is at times certainly a woman.
JEWISH GRAMMARIANS OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

BY PROF. MORRIS JASTROW, JR., PH. D.,


Biblical exegesis and Hebrew grammar are naturally closely interwoven with one another. While in general the two may and to-day are kept quite distinct, still there are many instances—notably in the thorny field of Hebrew syntax—where the dividing line becomes exceedingly faint, if not entirely wiped out. The bond uniting the two becomes the closer the further back we go, so that, in the period of which these articles treat, it is difficult to separate the Jewish grammarians from the Jewish commentators of the Bible. Works on Hebrew grammar are invariably interspersed, and in general very liberally interspersed, with disquisitions and discussions of a purely exegetical nature, and the interpreter of the biblical text as frequently trespasses on the field of the grammarian.

I.

The middle of the ninth century, in more than one respect, marks a turning-point in the history of the Jews. The contact with Mohammedan civilization and the rise of Karaism succeeded in inaugurating a new period of intellectual activity among them. Just as some thousand years previous, the meeting of the Jews with Grecian culture in Alexandria resulted in that remarkable product, the Hellenic-Judaic literature, so the encounter with Islam in Spain and on the northern coast of Africa gave rise to a rich and valuable literature. The great schism in the Jewish church ascribed to Aven about the year 550 of the common era, gave the fresh current a fixed direction. Whatever else Karaism may in the course of time have become, it was at its origin a reaction against the overweening authority which the Talmud had acquired. The watch-cry of the movement was "Return to the Bible."

But in thus acknowledging the authority of the Bible alone, Karaism—and this was perhaps its most important result—led to a taking up of a sadly neglected study. The Karaites, as well as the upholders of rabbinical tradition, were forced to study the Bible; the former by the sheer necessity of their principles, the latter in order to furnish themselves with weapons against their opponents. For more than five hundred years the Talmud, to the exclusion of the Bible, had engrossed the thought and attention of the Jews. After the final redaction of the Mishna, in the early part of the third century, the laws embodied in that codex formed the subject of discussion in the various talmudical schools from generation to generation. When about the middle of the fifth century these discussions, constituting the so-called Gemara, were in turn also collected and arranged,
it was now the entire Talmud, i.e., the Mishna and Gemara, which furnished the mental food for the Jews.

The Amoraim (speakers), as those rabbis were termed who lived after the redaction of the Mishna in contradistinction to the Tanaim (teachers), were succeeded by the Saburaim (reasoners), who stood in the same relation to the entire Talmud as the Amoraim to the Mishna. But during all this time, the source of all Jewish tradition, the fountain-head of all laws, ceremonial and otherwise, was neglected. The Mishna took the place of the Bible in the eyes of the Amoraim, and the Talmud in turn was the Bible of the Saburaim—the supreme authority. It was quite natural, therefore, that the Bible itself—and consequently classical Hebrew—was but little studied, since it was but little required. The Talmud was the book of life for the Jews. According to its dictates they regulated their conduct. To the Talmud recourse was had in all cases of doubt, and a decision directly or indirectly derived from it was final. With the advent of Karaism the great change occurred. It is a sufficient proof for the assertion that the Karaitic movement was the direct cause of the revival of the study of Hebrew, that the eminent Rabbi, Saadia, or Saadia Gaon,\(^1\) as he is commonly known, who is the greatest opponent of the founder of Karaism, is also the one with whom the new period takes its rise. It is true there is one who precedes Saadia by a few years, and who well deserves a place by his side, viz., Jehudah Ibn Koreish, but his influence on his cotemporaries was exceedingly limited, and it is only the fact that he was so closely followed by a Saadia that saved him from becoming entirely lost to memory. Still, Koreish must not be omitted among the great commentators and grammarians of the Middle Ages. And since, at any rate, he too is, without question, influenced by Karaism, and thus a product of the times, it is but proper to commence with him, although, as already intimated, and as will be shown still more clearly in the course of these articles, Saadia is the real inaugurator of the new period. We might term Jehuda Ibn Koreish a forerunner of it.

Jehuda Ibn Koreish. As is the case with so many of the men of this period who have left their impress on the course of events, we know but little of the life of Ibn Koreish. Through a notice in a grammatical treatise of the famous Abraham Ibn Ezra,\(^2\) we learn that he was born in Tohart in Morocco. The year of his birth is not known, but from several indications it is clear that he did not live after Saadia. Ibn Ezra, in the already quoted passage of Moznaim, which gives a list, chronologically arranged, of prominent Jewish grammarians, indeed places Saadia before Koreish, but this might just as well indicate that Koreish was

---

\(^1\) Gaon, which is the exact equivalent of the English “Highness,” was the title which Saadia bore as the chief of the Talmudical school in Pumbaditha (Babylon).

\(^2\) Moznaim (Preface).
cotemporary with Saadia, and that the latter takes precedence on account of his
greater importance. It is probably the safest to place him between 850 and 900.
He wrote a book which he called הָבֵן הָאָם, "father and mother," probably of a
lexicographical character. The work is, unfortunately, lost, so that we can only
conjecture from quotations to be found in later writers what it contained. A sec-
ond work of his, upon which his fame rests, is a "Letter to the Jewish Congrega-
tion of Fez." It is a plea for the study of Hebrew. From this alone it is clear
that he stands under the influence of the Karaitic movement. Indeed Pinsker—
an authority on the subject—believes that he was a Karaite; but while there are
passages in this letter which may be construed as implying a censure of the Rab-
banites, this in itself is not sufficient evidence that he was himself a member of
the new party. The way in which Ibn Ezra and Menahem ben Saruk, and others
who are of the party of tradition, speak of him, makes it very unlikely that he was
their opponent in religious views. Ibn Ezra, more especially, who loses no oppor-
tunity in dealing a blow at the Karaites, would scarcely have mentioned Jehuda
Ibn Koreish at all among the eminent grammarians, much less spoken in such
terms of praise of him as he does, had he known Koreish to have been one of the
"Sadducees" as he ironically terms the Karaites. An important fact which must
not be overlooked is that Koreish wrote his letter in Arabic, and that, more than
this, he shows the importance of a knowledge of Arabic for the study of Hebrew.
He is indeed the first, as far as we know, to advocate the comparison of Hebrew
with the cognate tongues, and thus laid the foundation for a method which was
perfected by some of his successors. He also urges the congregation in Fez, in the
most earnest terms, not to abandon the reading of the Chaldaic translation of the
Bible, the so-called Targum—a custom introduced in Palestine when the knowl-
dge of Hebrew could no longer be presupposed among the mass of the population
—since the "Syriac," as he calls the dialect of the Targum, is of great importance
for the explanation of the Hebrew. The language of the Mishna he also declares
to be essential for a thorough training in Hebrew, so that, according to Ibn Kore-
ish, Arabic, Aramaic, and the Mishna, ought to be mastered by every student of
the Bible. He then proceeds to substantiate his theory by facts. Numerous
instances are given of words which are explained by a reference to their Arabic or
Aramaic equivalents, as the case may be. It is interesting to observe that Kore-
ish has already a conception, naturally inexact, of the law of "consonantal trans-
ition between the several Semitic languages. Thus, he shows that a Hebrew
Zayin becomes in Aramaic a Daleth, e.g., א phonetic equivalent to מ. The
whole Riselet—as the Arabic title reads—is divided into three divisions besides
the introduction; (a) the explanation of difficult Hebrew words occurring in the
Bible, by the aid of the Targum, (b) by the aid of Mishna and also Talmud, and
(c) a comparison of the Hebrew with the Arabic. It needs scarcely be said that
Koreish's comparative philology is of a very primitive kind. His errors are
frequently of a nature which almost every beginner in Hebrew to-day can verify, but that in no way detracts from his chief merit, which lies in having indicated the way to future investigators. He is still groping in the dark, but he is nearing the right road to a systematic study of the knowledge. It is, of course, impossible to estimate what influence his letter exerted upon the congregation at Fez—with whom he must have stood in high favor—or elsewhere. At any rate, its appearance was a sign of the times, and as such the Risalet is not without its importance even to-day. The minds of the Jews had been turned to the Bible through the platform on which Karaism claimed to stand. Jehuda Ibn Koreish showed that the Bible could only be understood—provided the language in which it was written be understood—in the full sense of the word. The fanciful interpretations of the Rabbis and the arbitrary deductions of the Karaites—both doing violence to the spirit of the Hebrew language as well as of the Bible—would vanish before impartial scientific research. This was the profound conviction of Jehuda Ibn Koreish which breathes in the pages of his Risalet. With his great successor, however, the study of Hebrew begins in real earnest, and the results of the renewed intellectual activity in this sphere are soon seen in the remarkable progress which was made in the knowledge of Hebrew grammar and lexicography, and with this, in the interpretation of the Bible.
ON THE ETYMOLOGY OF NEKASIM.

BY PROFESSOR PAUL HAUPP, Ph. D.,
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, Md.

In four post-exilic passages of the Old Testament we find a word נְכָסִים in the meaning of "riches, wealth," Greek χρήματα, ὑπάρχοντα or ὑπαρχός. Josh. xxii. 8, it occurs along with מִכָּה בֶּן חָזַק חָזַק בֶּן חָזַק שְׁלֵמַו וְעַרְבָּה "נְכָסִים; Eccles. v. 18, we find נְכָסִים בֶּן חָזַק; ibid. vi. 2, נְכָסִים בֶּן חָזַק; 1 so too 2 Chr. i. 11, 12, נְכָסִים בֶּן חָזַק.

In the Aramean portions of the Book of Ezra we find for it the form נַכְסִים, viz. Ezra vi. 8, מַכְסִים מֵאֵל מְכָסִים מִכָּה עֹרֶב הֲנָרָה, and Ezra vii. 26, נַכְסִים; 2 confiscation of goods or a fine, Greek ζημίωσας τὰ ὑπάρχοντα.

Usually the stem נֲכָסִים is regarded as a metathesis from נָכָסִים to gather together, to heap up. This explanation is, for example, retained in the latest edition of Gesenius' Lexicon. Friedrich Delitzsch, on the other hand, thinks (p. 181, n. 1 of his Prolegomena) that the word is probably connected with Assyrian ṅikāsu, which, according to its etymology (?), as well as its ideogram (?) means something assigned to some one either as a possession or as a deposit.

To this I should like to remark, in the first place, that the long ą, in Delitzsch's transcription ṅikāsu, does not seem to me to be certain. As far as I know, the

---

1 LXX.: πλοῦτος καὶ ὑπάρχοντα καὶ δόξα; ἀναθέτει ημῶν ὑπάρχοντα. R. Isaak ben Yehuda Ibn Ghiyath (т. e., Ḥaṭa' 124) in his Arabic translation of the Book of Koheleth (edited by Jacob Loewy, Leiden, Brill, 1884) has for that ṃa'al ḫa'ameha ḫa'ameha (т. e., יסורה ומאלה בקהמה.

2 That ṅikāsu "tax, tribute," as well as the corresponding Aramean ṅakātu go back to the Assyrian mandattu or mandantu "tribute," from Assyr. ṅīn "to give" (= Heb. יִנָּה, SFG. 43, 2), I have already remarked SFG. 16, 4. Why this explanation is attributed to Friedrich Delitzsch in the latest edition of Gesenius' Lexicon (p. 437) I am at a loss to tell. Pognon likewise in his "Inscription de Mérou-Néfrā I.," p. 43, n. 1, remarks: Le mot mandattu, mandatta, qui vient du thème NDN, a passé en syriaque, où il est devenu [מַכְסִים, pl. [מַכְסִים], without citing my SFG. The combination of מַכְסִים, on the other hand, in the connection מַכְסִים מַכְסִים מַכָּה (оccurring three times in the Book of Ezra, viss., Ezr. iv. 13 and 20; vii. 24) with Assyr. ḫiltu "tax" goes back to Oppert (EM. II., 49, 92, cf. de Goeje-Kautzsch in the Theologische Literaturzeitg., 1886, No. 22, col. 599) and has never been claimed by myself. Wätch-ben-Hazael, p. 13, n. 2, (HBBHAIGA, Vol. I., No. 4), I cited for it KAT. 377. It might be well to note that the form מַכָּה which Kautzsch ("Grammar of the Biblical Aramean," p. 100) would explain as a contraction from מַכָּה seems to me very suspicious. For ḫiltu, constr. ḥilat (from לַב "to bring," = Heb. לַב) we should expect in Aramean מַכָּה, constr. מַכָּה, absol. מַכָּה. Besides in Assyrian the expression usually is ḫilat mandattu "gift of tribute" so that ḫilat is construct state to mandattu; at any rate, ḫiltu always comes first. Perhaps it would be better to change מַכָּה into מַכָּה, מַכָּה, מַכָּה; cf. פְרָזִים פְרָזִים פְרָזִים of the LXX., Ezr. iv. 13.
word is nowhere written ni-ka-a-su or ni-ka-s-su. The denoting of the vowel of the second syllable as a rests, I presume, only on the supposition, heretofore generally held, that all qital forms are to be assumed in Assyrian as qatal. I have repeatedly shown (cf. Hebraica, vol I, p. 175) that we must read šikaru strong drink and zikaru man, for instance, with a short a. The shortness of the a is implied by the occurrence of the syncopated by-forms šikaru and zikaru. Similarly erroneous is the often repeated assertion that all nominal formations written qa-talu, in Assyrian, are to be read qa-talu. Instances of the form qatal, with short a in the second syllable, in Assyrian, are, for example, išaru straight, righteous (= išaru; cf. my SFG. 21, 1), fem. išartu, Hebr. יָשָׁרְת, fem. יָשָׁרְת; ma'adu much, fem. ma'attu, cf. Hebr. מְאָדָו; ḫatanu son-in-law (cf. Schrader, COT. 126; V R. 5, 2; 40, 36 c) = Hebr. יָשָׁרְת.

I should, therefore, prefer to read nika-su, a form like Hebr. לבע heart and גבע grape. That הַעֲלָה did not originate by metathesis from הַעֲלָה, but should rather be combined with Assyr. nika-su, is quite right; yet the original meaning of nika-su is different from that given by Delitzsch. Nika-su comes from the common Assyrian verb nakásu (Impf. ikki is) to cut off or to cut down;

1 Hommel, in the Assyrian Index to his Jagdschriften, writes, for example, תַּשְׁקָר, תָּשְׁקָר, with a long a. The same mistake occurs in the latest edition of Gesenius' Lexicon, s. v. תַּשְׁקָר and No. 139 of the “Schrifttabel” of Delitzsch's “Assyrische Lesestücke,” (in the Glossary he gives correctly šikaru).

2 Also Assyr. יֵדִית “rib” (with יֵדִית), pl. יֵדְות, is a qital form syncopated from qital. יֵדִית stands for יֵדִית, יֵדְות, יֵדְות. In Arabic we find פַּלֶךְ and פַּלֶךְ alongside of another.

3 Vide e. g. Hommel, Jagdschriften, p. 12.

4 Concerning יָשָׁרְת I should like to add that the etymology as proposed by Friedr. Delitzsch (“Prolegomena,” p. 91) from Assyr. יָשָׁרְת “to protect” seems to me rather unlikely. The same opinion is expressed by Kautzsch in his review of Delitzsch's “Prolegomena” in Theol. Literaturzeitung, 1886, No. 2, col. 568. The correct etymology seems to me to have been indicated by Wellhausen in his “Prolegomena,” p. 300. According to him the circumcision of boys is historically explained Exod. iv. 25 as a milder equivalent for the primitive circumcision of young men before marriage. In a note he adds: That this was the original custom is shown by the word יָשָׁרְת which means both “circumcision” and “bridegroom,” or in Arabic [and Assyrian] “son-in-law.” This at once explains the meaning of יָשָׁרְת יָשָׁרְת “bridegroom of blood, blood-bridegroom,” in Exod. iv. 25. Even at the present time the primitive custom prevails among some Arab tribes, just as Shechem in Gen. xxxiv. was compelled to be circumcised before marriage.

5 On the other hand the stem נשא “to offer” (cf. Dan. ii. 45) נשא נשא נשא נשא נשא might be due to metathesis from נשא. The fact that it is specially used of libations presents no difficulty. In Assyrian, for instance, נשא means libation and then especially “sacrificial lamb,” while נשא in Aramean means “lamb” in general; cf. Praetermissa, 42, 53: נשא = נְאַהַהְוֹא, pl. נשא = נְאַהַהְוֹא. The stem נשא has developed the same meanings as the stem נשא.

The latter means “to pour out, to bring a libation,” then “to offer” in general, and finally “to expiate, to purify, to cleanse.” Similarly נשא nasaka (from which נשא “victim” is derived) in Arabic means “to offer,” then “to clean,” specially clothes (גָּלֶחֶת); finally “to be clean, pure, blameless, pious.” But all these meanings go back to the original meaning of נשא “to cut off.” For the metathesis of נשא to נשא, compare נשא “to bite,” which appears in Aramean as נשא. In Amharic we have nasaka and nakasa alongside of one another in the meaning “to bite.”
e.g., kīrāṭīṣu\(^1\) akkis I cut down his parks, or qaqqāṣu\(^2\) akkis I cut off his head.

We have from the same stem a noun nikṣu (constr. nikśi) which means "slaughter, massacre." From the meaning "to cut down" there is developed the meaning "to kill, to slaughter." This is, as is well known, the usual meaning of the stem בְּכֵן in Aramean. The Aramean derivative נָכַבָּס, which is feminine to Assyr. nīksu, means then "slaughter,"\(^3\) and then, at the same time (like Heb. הָעָז in נָכַבָּס; Prov. ix. 2), "what there is to be slaughtered," "pecus ad cultum destinatum," "cattle to be killed," and then "animal to be immolated victim," or "offering."\(^4\) In general, like Assyr. nīkasu; just as Hebr. הֵבֶל means both "to slaughter" and "to offer."

In the three-columned vocabulary ASKT. 108, 4, this Assyrian nīkasu corresponds to the ideogramm LAG, which, in other passages (ASKT. 22, 439; 71, 10; II R. 38, 11e; V R. 31, 6; Sb. 241) is rendered by qīrbanu or qurbānu, i.e., נִדָּב.\(^5\) It is preceded by the words qīṣṭū (cf. Hebraica, I, 179) gift, taklimu present, and nindabū, i.e., Hebr. הֶבֶל free-will offering.\(^6\)

The original meaning of nīkasu is, accordingly, "victim, hostia, bloody sacrifice," נִכְבָּס מִכְבָּס הָעָז, Lev. i. 2. The original meaning of לְכַבָּס, on the other hand, is really "pecus ad cultum destinatum, cattle to be killed," then generally "cattle, herds." And it is from this that the meaning "property, wealth, riches" is developed. In Syriac, לְכַבָּס possesses not only the signification "wealth," like Hebr. לְכַבָּס, but also the original meaning "herds of cattle;" cf. Lagarde, Praetermissa, p. 42, 4; I, 51, where לְכַבָּס corresponds to the Arabic الذب: لَحْمَة جَمِيعَة الدُّنْوَابِ والَّمَالِ والْمُرَاشِيَّ.

The connection between Lat. pecunia and pecus is well known. In the same way sugullatu in Assyrian means "herd;" the corresponding Hebrew word בְּכֵן, however, "property." On the other hand, the word לְכַבָּס, which properly means "property," from לְכַבָּס to appropriate, to acquire, has, in Hebrew, exclusively assumed the meaning of "animal property, cattle;" cf. Greek κτήμα =

---

1 That the plural of רָעַך (cf. Heb. רָעַך "meadow," Isa. xxx. 23; pl. רָעַך, Ps. xxxvii. 20 and lv. 16) should be kīrētu does not follow from the text TSBA. viii. 287, cited by Pinches, II 2K. 159, 1.
2 For qaqqāšu; cf. Heb. קָנָא, a form like qaqqar "ground," Heb. קַנָּא by dissimilation with ק instead of נ.
4 Cf. Acts vii. 43, ἀναστήσεις καὶ ὑποδόθησα πρὸς προσφέρειν κατ' θόνον = Heb. בְּכֶה יַהֲלַם לְכַבָּסוֹ יַהֲלוֹם ἀναστήσεις ἀναστήσεις; Amos v. 25, where ἀναστήσεις gives לְכַבָּס לְכַבָּס לְכַבָּס.
5 Cf. Mark vii. 11: κορβάν ὁ ἑσταυρώσαν δόρων. Dillmann's remark ("Exodus and Levitations," 318), that in the other Semitic languages the word is borrowed from the Bible, naturally does not hold good for Assyrian. It is very probable that לְכַבָּס is a Babylonian loan-word. Cf. Wellhausen, "Prolegomena," p. 414.
6 Cf. for this Johannes Latrille in ZA. I. 37.
κτήμα. In Syriac the word κτήμα property (Gen. xxxiv. 23, κτήμα) is specially used for "animal for riding;" vide Nestle, in ZDMG. xxxiii. 707. Similarly ru kūṣu, V R. 9, 36, does not mean "property," as Delitzsch, in the glossary to the third edition of his "Assyrische Lesestücke," s. v. šubir (cf. also Prolegomena, p. 4), and Lyon, Assyr. Manual, p. 130, would have it; but "animals for riding," cf. Heb. šūurning (Aram. šūurning and šūurning). The passage in the Arabian Campaign of Sardanapalus—Gammale ru kūṣešunu usalli qa'a anna šumešu ištātu dāme u meparšu, 7 8—means "they cut open the camels, their riding animals, and for their thirst drank the blood and filthy water" (i.e., the slimy, bitter, fetid fluid in the water-cells of the stomach of the camels, in the stomach-cells).

The result of our investigation, accordingly, is that Hebr. נכסים wealth, as well as Assyrian nīkasu offering, come from the stem nākās to cut off, while the stem נבל to offer, from which Arabic ناسكة victim, and Hebrew נבל libation, are derived, seems only to rest on a metathesis from נבל.

1 Similarly נַבֶּל, fem. pass. Part. of נָל (Impf. נָלָה) "to possess," then also "to grant, to allow," means in Assyrian "herd." Assyr. נבלו is feminine to the form ממעלו. Just like Assyr. נבלו "wife," which Zimmer, "Busspsalmen," p. 43, n. 2, erroneously considers as an abstract form ממעלו. So too Assyr. נבלו, fem. נבלו "bond-man," cited by Zimmer, represents the form ממעלו just as Assyr. נבלו or נבלו "drink," etc., etc.

2 The development of meanings of נבלו is accordingly quite different from that proposed in Gesenius' Lexicon.

This word is important for the passage Bechor. 45a, where it is told of the pupils of Rabbi Ishmael

(v) הַנּוֹסֶר נָלָה רֹאְשֵׁנָה, which Levy translates quite correctly "they anatomized a harlot who had been condemned by the government to death by burning." To this Fleisher remarks in his addition to Levy's Chaldee Lexicon, p. 579: "This 'anatomizing' is in such entire opposition to oriental practices, and is so little in accord with the usual meanings of נבלו that for the present I must doubt the correctness of this translation." These doubts are settled by the Assyrian נבלו. The Impf. Qal of this verb is נבלו and occurs V R. 4, 69: בַּנְוָה וְנָלֹֽהַ יָנְךָ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ נָלֹֽהַ نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو نبلو

2 Assyr. מֵעָבְּרָה "thirst" (V R. 31, 4 מֵעָבְּרָה) = מֵעָבְּרָה, מֵעָבְּרָה; cf. SD. 517, 2.

Noticed here the use of the form מֵעָבְּרָה of מֵעָבְּרָה "to drink," on account of the following מֵעָבְּרָה for their thirst.

6 Plene d-a-a-m-u 8b. 293.

7 The correct reading and translation of this difficult word was first given by A. Delattre; see his interesting essay on L'Asie centrale dans les inscriptions assyro-perses, Bruxelles, 1885, p. 115, n. 2. He remarks there to meparšu: littéralement "des eaux de paršu." Paršu est l'équivalent de l'hébreu שם "excrément" de la même racine ש. But he wrongly translates "urine!" The Hebrew ש is which occurs in six passages of the Old Testament, viz., Exod. xxix. 14; Lev. iv. 11 (שְׁמְרָה; viii. 17; xvi. 27; Num. xix. 5 (שְׁמְרָה, מַעֲרָה, מַעֲרָה, מַעֲרָה, מַעֲרָה; Mal. ii. 3, does not mean "excrementum" like מַעֲרָה, but "fimus interior corporis, fimus in ventriculo animalis," "contents of the viscera," "contenu un ventricule" just as the corresponding Arabic مأجور fatth. An important parallel passage to this מַעֲרָה (cf. מַעֲרָה דָּב) is Sennach. v. 83, which I have for the first time correctly explained in my translation of the cuneiform account of the Battle of Haluie, Andover Review, May, 1886, p. 546, 12.

8 A complete translation of this highly interesting text has been given by me in the Études archéologiques, linguistiques et historiques dédiées à Mr. le Dr. Leemans, Leide, E. J. Brill, 1886, pp. 139-142. Cf. Hebraica, Vol. II., p. 248.
Feminine plural of verbs.—In the *Journal of the Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis* for June, 1886, p. 111, I called attention to the form יִצְעִרָה, Gen. xlix. 22, as apparently a plural form, and not, as usually supposed, a singular verb used with a plural noun. The passage reads בִּנְתָּ יִצְעִרָה יִשְׂרָאֵל, where, however, a few codices read כְּנֶס יִצְעִרָה כְּנֶס יִשְׂרָאֵל (cf. 1 Kgs. xiv. 4). Now, in the Hebrew verb, we find in the Imperfect a distinction between the endings of the feminine and masculine plural. In the cognate languages this distinction exists not only in the Imperfect, but also in the Perfect. In Assyrian we find (permansive) the masculine plural, third person, ending in ʾā, the feminine in ʾā; as, šaknū, šaknā. The same is true of the Western Aramaic; as, שֶׁדֶלֶת הַחָמָה. The Samaritan and Syriac distinguish the feminine gender by i, instead of ʾā, the latter adding also the letter n. Thus we have in Samaritan qātalū, qātalī, but in Syriac qʿtalūn, qʿtalīn. Turning to the South Semitic, we find the Ethiopic in agreement with the Assyrian, while the Arabic, although possessing a separate form for the feminine, has obscured the original ending. Thus we have in Ethiopic nagalā, nagalâ, but in Arabic qatalūn, qaṭalna. As endings of the masc. and fem. plural in the Imperfect, we find: Hebrew, ʾā (ān), and nā; Western Aramaic and Syriac, ʾān, and ʾān; Samaritan, ʾā, and ʾān; Assyrian, ʾā (ni), and ʾā (ni); Ethiopic, ʾā, and ʾa; Arabic, ʾāna, and nā. Comparing these forms, I think we may make bold to assert that in the original Semitic language the masculine plural of the verb throughout ended in ʾā, the feminine in ʾā. It accordingly becomes reasonable to explain the forms יִצְעִרָה, Gen. xlix. 22, and יִשְׂרָאֵל, 1 Sam. iv. 15, as survivals in the language of the Northern Kingdom of the ancient use, which was lost in classical Hebrew (but compare possibly 1 Kgs. xiv. 6, and Micah i. 9).

This comparison would seem, also, to make it evident that the feminine plural ending הַנָּא in the Imperfect of the Hebrew verb has resulted from an original ʾā by insertion of the weak euphonic letter ʾā, as in הַנָּא, etc. It may further be suggested that the reason why the feminine plural became obsolete in the Perfect of the Hebrew verb is to be found in the peculiar development of the feminine singular; for, whereas in all the other languages of the Semitic family, the ending at has been retained as the feminine ending in the third person singular (Samaritan has an alternative form in ʾā), in Hebrew the ending ʾā has been substituted. This produced an inconvenient identity of form between the singular and plural, which
resulted in the loss of the latter. In the Imperfect, moreover, the Hebrew seems to have lost the sense of the essentially feminine character of the ending רָה; accordingly, while in the third person the other languages of the family prefix the simple sign of the Imperfect (IllegalArgumentException, Syriac ܐ), leaving both gender and number to be designated by the ending, the Hebrew prefixes the sign of feminine gender (הִנֵּה), thus producing an accidental identity with the second person.

**Masculine Plural in 8th.**—There are in Hebrew a few well known masculine plurals in 8th, such as בֵּית. All Hebrew grammars which I have examined explain these forms as feminine plurals with masculine signification. It is true that in Hebrew these forms have the appearance of being feminines, but a comparison with the Assyrian will show at once that the בֵּית of the feminine plural, and the בֵּית of the masculine plural have a different origin. The former is from an original אֲת, as shown by the Assyrian feminine plural ending אֲתי; the latter from an original אֲט, as shown by the Assyrian masculine plural ending אֲטי. It is true that, owing to the identity of the resulting forms, some confusion has arisen in Hebrew use, but that does not affect the question of the origin of the masculine plural in בֵּית. Another important case where an א in Hebrew has resulted from an original א, is the Imperfect of the simple verb. The North Semitic used in the second syllable of the Imperfect either א, או or א, as attested by the Assyrian; for example, יִשָּׁכְנֻ, יִשָּׁבָת, יִדְּדוּ. These three vowels are represented in the Hebrew respectively by א, א, א; for example, יִשָּׁכְנֻ, יִשָּׁבָת, יִדְּדוּ. (It will be observed that in Hebrew the last form is used exclusively in verbs which have a weak initial consonant.) So also the א in the Infinitive absolute of the פֶּל and נְפֶּל is the representative of an original א, while the א in the Infinitive of קָל represents an original א, as is shown by a comparison of the Hebrew בְּכֵל, בֵּכֵל, בְּכֵל, with the corresponding parts of the Assyrian verb כָּנ, namely, כָּנ, כָּנ, כָּנ, and כָּנ.

**Waw Consecutive with the Imperfect.**—Turning to Gesenius’ Thesaurus, I find three theories of the origin of י presented: (a) That it is a contraction from י (for י) by loss of initial י; so that י was originally י, י, then י, י, and then by assimilation י; (b) that it is the representative of an original י; so that י stands by apocope for י; (c) that it is merely a strengthened form of the simple י, the Daghēs-forte representing no assimilation whatsoever. While at that time adopting the first of these three explanations, Gesenius admits a growing inclination toward the last. The editors of the ninth edition of the Handwörterbuch and of the twenty-third edition of the Grammatik have adopted the last explanation. Ewald regarded the פָּתַח and Daghēs-forte as proof of the existence in the form of another element beside the conjunction י, and thought that element to be the adverb י (archaic י, Assyrian אֵדי). י would then be a contraction from י. The analogy of the language appears to demand the explanation of Daghēs-forte as due
to the assimilation of some consonant. The article presents phenomena similar to those of Wāw consecutive. In the case of the article the Dāghēs forte is explained by a comparison with the more remotely connected South Semitic family, where we find in Arabic the article al. This has been aspirated in Hebrew, from the same tendency which led to an aspiration of the preformatives of Niph'āl and Hithpā'el, giving us the form לֶל. The ל of this form has been treated as a weak letter, which it is also in Arabic, and hence assimilated, like ל in בֵּל. May we turn to the Arabic for the explanation of ל also? We find in Arabic a conjunction an “that, so that; in order that, to,” sign of direct quotation, equivalent, in its various uses, to ut, quod, δὲ. Has this conjunction, lost elsewhere in Hebrew, been possibly preserved in the Dāghēs-forte of the Wāw consecutive? In that case לֶל would be a contraction from an earlier לֶל, the Dāghēs-forte representing, as so often, an assimilated nun. If this hypothesis were adopted, we should have to suppose that syntactically the ל represented an ellipsis to be supplied in thought before נ. This would involve, apparently, the supposition that the original force of the Wāw consecutive was the expression of purpose or consequence, that of mere consecution being a later development. This would, moreover, involve the supposition that the use of the Wāw consecutive with the Perfect was the result of supposed analogy, after the origin and original force of the Wāw consecutive with the Perfect had been lost sight of. Whether this proposition be worthy of consideration or not, at least it seems to me that both the form and sense of ל compel us to reject the theory that it is a mere variation of ל.

**The Use of Numbers in Hebrew.**—In *Hebraica* for April, 1886, I called attention to some peculiarities in the use of numbers in Hebrew. Every one, conservative as well as radical, has doubtless been perplexed by the astonishingly large number of persons who are stated by Hebrew writers to have perished in certain battles and the like. In a few places, the editors of *Scriptures Hebrew and Christian* have offered an explanation of puzzling numbers of this sort, which may be of interest to those who have not seen it. 1 Kgs. xx. 30, we read:

In its apparent sense, this sounds like a physical impossibility. The editors of *Scriptures Hebrew and Christian* have done it into English thus (p. 375): “And Ben-hadad, with twenty-seven thousand of them that were left, fled to Aphek, into the city; and the wall fell upon them. And Ben-hadad took refuge in an inner chamber in the hold.” Similarly, in the same story, the number of Syrians said to have perished in the battle, verse 29, is referred back in sense to verse 27, as the total number of the Syrian army. A third instance of the same sort will be found on page 473 of the above-mentioned work. 2 Kgs. xix. 35, we are told:

In a similar case, the editors of *Scriptures Hebrew and Christian* have done it into English thus (p. 376): “And he shewed Ahab the number of his chariots and his horsemen; it was a great host; there was a thousand chariots, and ten thousand horsemen.”
The number in this verse the editors have understood to refer to the total number of Sennacherib’s army, and not literally to the number that perished.

A word or two will explain the principle on which the Hebrew idiom has been thus interpreted. We say in English that an army perished utterly, where we have no intention of saying that all the individuals composing it perished. It is, literally considered, a hyperbolical statement. We might say that so and so invaded such and such a country with an army of one hundred thousand men, and that he was defeated, and his whole army perished. No one would suppose the narrator to mean that one hundred thousand men were actually killed. And yet, by a very slight change of wording, which, if both parts of the former statement be literally understood, involves no real change of meaning, we might narrate the same thing thus: So and so invaded such and such a country, and was defeated, and one hundred thousand men perished. The editors of *Scriptures Hebrew and Christian* have assumed the existence of the latter idiom, and translated it into terms of the former.

**Judges v. 30.**—The Revised Version translates this verse:

*Have they not found, have they not divided the spoil?*
*A damsel, two damsels to every man;*
*To Sisera a spoil of divers colours,*
*A spoil of divers colours of embroidery,*
*Of divers colours of embroidery on both sides, on the necks of the spoil?*

*Scriptures Hebrew and Christian* translates it thus:

*Do they not find and share the spoil?*
*A vulture crest or two for the head of the warrior,*
*A spoil of gay robes for Sisera,*
*A spoil of gay embroidered robes,*
*A gay embroidered robe or two for the neck of the spoiler?*

Examine this with a special view to its parallelism of external form, we find that line 2 corresponds to line 5, and 3 to 4, word for word. It is evident that the first two words of line 2 refer to some sort of booty. מֵתָם, or מַּטָם, means "womb;" but in no place does any word from that root mean "woman." Here, however, tradition has assigned to it that sense, apparently on the ground that it meant some sort of booty, and that was the only sort which could in any way be brought into connection with the root sense "womb." But the word לֶחֶם creates a new difficulty. Commentators have argued that it is used in the sense of "individual," as we sometimes use "head." To say the least, this would not be an apt occasion for the use of "head," meaning "individual." Moreover, in the parallel line we have "neck" used in its literal sense, which certainly creates a strong presumption that "head" is also used in its literal sense.
In view of the parallel line, and indeed of the contents of the entire stanza, which represents very graphically a woman's interest in dress, we expect to find in שָׁלַל a Semitic root, meaning "vulture." This has led Heilprin (The Historical Poetry of the Ancient Hebrews, I, 146) to suggest that the word meant vultures of precious metal, used as adornments of the helmets of men of station. At least I think it may be argued much more plausibly that it means vulture-crests, either as vultures of precious metal, or as much esteemed wings or plumes, like ostrich feathers among us, than that, following the old tradition, it means "woman."

A comparison of lines 2 and 5 also shows us that שָׁלַל and שָׁלַל are parallel. The editors of the ninth edition of Gesenius' Handwörterbuch regard שָׁלַל as a nomen agentis, in which sense it is a ἅπαξ λειτουργον. I think it quite possible that the pointing should be changed to שָׁלַל; but in any case the parallelism proves a nomen agentis.

There is a looseness of grammatical use, in line 5, in the case of the dual שָׁלָל. The proper translation is suggested by the parallel words in line 2.

The Meaning of שָׁלַל.—In Assyrian the same sign (综合性) is used as a determinative for either land or mountain. In the former sense the word is not infrequent in Hebrew, so that we have שָׁלַל, שָׁלַל שָׁלַל, שָׁלַל שָׁלַל, etc. In this sense it is a synonym of the more common שָׁלַל; it is accordingly used in 1 Chron. xvi. 32 and Ezra xxvii. 6, 8, as a synonym for another sense of the word שָׁלַל, namely, "dry land." But by far the most common use of the word in Hebrew is in the sense of "country," as over against "city," and, a secondary sense to this one, "fields," as over against vineyards and the like. The editors of the ninth edition of Gesenius' Handwörterbuch give, as the first meaning of the word, "flat country," in distinction from "mountain land." This is one of the cases in which the editors have abused their position as lexicographers. They have invented a meaning to accord with their theory of the etymology of the word. There is absolutely no support for their theory in Hebrew usage. They refer to only one passage, Hos. xii. 13, And Jacob fled to the land of Aram. A glance at the names of countries used in the Old Testament with the prefix שָׁלַל will show any one that this statement of the Handwörterbuch fairly deserves to be characterized as ridiculous.

In Judges v. 18, we find the phrase שָׁלַל. It is very evident that here not only does שָׁלַל not mean "level ground," in distinction from "hill country," but it actually means the latter. Another passage looking in the same direction is Judg. xx. 31; perhaps also Jer. xiii. 27; xvii. 3, and Ezek. xxi. 2. Num. xxiii. 14, also, becomes much more intelligible if we understand by שָׁלַל "hill country" or "mountains," instead of "field," thus, "And he took him to Watchers' Mountains, to the top of Pisgah." Probably, however, the most inter-
esting passage in this connection is 2 Sam. i. 21. Here we have יָּרָשׁ used as parallel to and synonymous with יָּרְדָן. Wellhausen (Sam. 152) has pointed out that the true LXX. text here read ἄρην θανάτου, and Thenius is of the same opinion. Both, moreover, recognize a corrupt text, and both object to the form יָּרָשׁ, which is found nowhere else. Adopting, not the LXX. text, but a suggestion from it, I would propose to amend יָּרָשׁ וּרְדָן into יָּרְדָן וּרְדָן, and translate “lofty mountains” (cf. Judg. v. 18).

The sign א in Assyrian, when referring to a country, is read מַתּוּ, when referring to mountains מַדּוּ. The words מַדּוּ and יָּרְשׁ are manifestly the same. But while יָּרְשׁ is used in Hebrew as the determinative of country, and the meaning “mountain” has almost vanished, the word מַדּוּ in Assyrian means only “mountain,” while another word has taken its place in the meaning “country.” But the use of the same determinative for both words shows us that מַדּוּ in the earliest Assyrian times carried the meaning “land,” as well as “mountain.” And I believe that the passages which I have adduced above show us that in Hebrew the word originally meant “mountain” as well as “land.”
Some Textual Remarks on the Old Testament.—Josh. x. 21, יְנָּהַרְתֶּם לְכֶם, יִשְׂרָאֵל. The Lamedh in יִשְׂרָאֵל was doubled and the second Lamedh was pushed forward to the following יִשָּׂא.

Josh. x. 24, הָרְאָלִיאַות היהוּא לָדַּוַּר: the Aleph in לָדַּוַּר was carried over from the following לָדַּוַּר to the preceding word (לָדַּוַּר) which should be written without an Aleph.

Josh. xiv. 12, יְדֵיתָם יִשְׂרָאֵל. The He in יְדֵיתָם has arisen from the He of the following יִשְׂרָאֵל.

Josh. xxxvii. 7, יָצִיתָם מְלֹאכָר חֵרַנְרֶם. In my opinion the Mem in יָצִיתָם is quite superfluous and has arisen from the יָצִיתָם of יָצִיתָם מְלֹאכָר חֵרַנְרֶם.

Judg. i. 14, יֹתָם מִאָסִיָּה מְדִיבָר. The text of Josh. xiv. 18 is correct. The ב before יָבִיבָר has been doubled, as Studer has already correctly conjectured.

Judg. vii. 8, יִקְּחֶהוּ אֶת-צָרֵד גָּזָּה: one should perhaps read יִקְּחֶהוּ אֶת-צָרֵד גָּזָּה and regard the ב as having arisen from the initial letter of יִקְּחֶהוּ.

Judg. xx. 38, יִלְכַּדְתָּו בְּלַעֲלוֹת מְשָׁא לְתָשִׂים: read with Studer בְּלַעֲלוֹת מְשָׁא לְתָשִׂים without Mem. The Mem is superfluous and has arisen from the מ of מְשָׁא לְתָשִׂים.

1 Sam. ii. 27, בַּכָּא אֶפְּרִי יְהוֹעֵד בֵּיתוֹ נִנְיָהָו: the first He of בַּכָּא אֶפְּרִי יְהוֹעֵד בֵּיתוֹ נִנְיָהָו probably arises from the He of יְהוֹעֵד.

2 Sam. vii. 23, בֵּיתוֹ נִנְיָהָו. The final Kaph of נִנְיָהָו went over to the following word.

2 Kgs. xi. 1, קַנְדֶלָּו אֲם אֵלֹהָי. One should read קַנְדֶלָּו אֲם אֵלֹהָי only, without Waw, as the final Waw of קַנְדֶלָּו אֲם אֵלֹהָי was doubled.

Jer. xxxix. 39, נַחֲתַת יִשְׂרָאֵל: read נַחֲתֵת יִשְׂרָאֵל without He.

Ezek. xxxi. 31, נְשַׁמְתָּו בְּרֵיחַ הָרוֹב: it should read נְשַׁמְתָּו בְּרֵיחַ הָרוֹב as the He arose from the doubling of the first letter of נְשַׁמְתָּו. Pirchon, in his grammar, notes that the He in נְשַׁמְתָּו בְּרֵיחַ הָרוֹב is superfluous, but does not give any reason for it.

Ezek. xlvi. 10, יִצְאֵתָו: read with Smend יִצְאֵתָו, the Waw arising from the first word in verse 11, יִצְאֵתָו.

Hab. i. 16, יֵשִׁיקוּ בְּרָדָּה: it should read יֵשִׁיקוּ בְּרָדָּה without He. The He appears to have arisen through the doubling of the last letter of בְּרָדָּה.

Ps. lxxix. 20, וַיֵּרָא לָהַרְתֶּם בְּרֵיחַ הָרוֹב: the Kaph in הָרוֹב has arisen through the doubling of the first letter of הָרוֹב. Read הוֹרְאָל בְּרֵיחַ הָרוֹב.

Prov. xxx. 1, וַיֹּאמֵר לָאֵל לָא לְיָשְׁבֵּה אֲלֵי מְשָׁא לְתָשִׂים: Is it perhaps to be read וַיֹּאמֵר לָאֵל לָא לְיָשְׁבֵּה אֲלֵי מְשָׁא לְתָשִׂים, "God is with me and I shall triumph"?

Job xxvii. 18, לָא לָבֹא: "This is the reward or portion of the bad with God" is entirely unintelligible. As xx. 29 proves, the ה of
arises from the ו in דִּישָׁה and the ב is to be connected with ל, “This is the reward or portion of the bad from God.” The sentence is thus rendered intelligible, and corresponds to the parallel הַנַּחֲלַת עָרָיָים מֵאֲשֶׁר יָדוּ in דַּעַת יִשְׂרָאֵל: the pronoun ר is superfluous. It should be מָשֵׁל (it is fat).

Dan. xi. 4, לְחַרְיָים: it should be לְחַרְיָים without Waw. The Waw is doubled from מִלְכֹּתֶן.

1 Chron. xv. 16, לְחַרְיָים בְּבֵית לֹעֵד: cancel the ה in לְחַרְיָים. It has arisen through the doubling of או ל.

Neh. v. 2, אָם אוֹר אֶפְרָיִם בְּנֵי בְנֵי נוֹטִים גְּזִירַת רֻם לְחַרְיָים ter: as long as we stand by the traditional reading, this verse remains obscure. It can, however, be understood at once if we accept that לְחַרְיָים is a miswriting for לְחַרְיָים, “We pledge our sons and daughters and buy corn.” The conjecture is confirmed by verse 3.

M. A. Altschueler,

Warsaw, Poland.


An Old English Semitic Series.—It is commonly stated, or left to be implied, by the Syriac scholars and bibliographers, that no Syriac grammar was printed in England during the eighteenth century. That, however, is a mistake. A series of grammars was prepared and printed at London, whose scope may be learned from the title to the Hebrew grammar of the series, which runs as follows:

“THE | Compleat Linguist. | OR, AN Universal | Grammar | Of all the Considerable | Tongues in Being. | In a Shorter, Clearer, and more Instructive | Method than is extant. | ———— | Collected from the most Approv’d Hands. | ———— | To be publish’d Monthly, One Distinct Grammar each Month, till the whole is perfected: | With a Preface to every Grammar, relating | to each Tongue. | ———— | Numb. VI. | For the Months March, April, & May, 1720. | Being | A Grammar of the Hebrew Tongue. | By John Henley, M.A. | ———— | London: | Printed for J. Roberts, in Warwick-Lane; and J. Pemberton, at the Buck and Sun against | St. Dunstan’s Church in Fleetstreet. 1720. | Price 2 s.”

All of the series which I own are bound in one volume, and are the following: Hebrew grammar (No. VI.), Chaldee grammar (No. VII.), Arabic grammar (No. VIII.), and the Syriac grammar (No. IX.). The title of the Syriac grammar, mutatis mutandis, is precisely like that of the Hebrew grammar, except that it omits the names of the months (and their year) for which the number was issued, and bears the date 1723 (at the place where the Hebrew grammar has the date 1720 for the second time). The size is a small octavo. Contents: False title, true title, dedication “To the most Reverend Father in God, William, Lord Archbishop of Canterbury,” eight pages, signed by John Henley; Preface, pp. xviii; grammar proper, pp. 77. It is a very respectable work, and shows a pretty good knowledge of the work that had been done in the field of Syriac study and printing in Europe. Of course the author was not in advance of his times, and the book has a number of misprints. The Syriac is stated to have been “the vernacular Tongue of our Blessed Saviour;” the defects of previous grammars (except that of Dr.Beverege)
are attributed to their authors' lack of opportunity to study the Old Testament; Hebrew and Chaldee are laid down as prerequisites to a study of Syriac; and so on. The Syriac translation of the Old Testament "is thought more Antient than all that have been made since the Time of Christ; and to have been written in the Time of Jude the Apostle, when the Syriac Version of the New Testament was penn'd." The author's comments on the New Testament are worth quoting, since they show his clear bibliographical knowledge. "The latter" [the N. T.], says he, "is extremely Pure and Elegant, and was composed either by the Apostles, or Apostolical Men. In the truest Edition of it, that of Widmanstadius, are wanting some parts of the New Testament, which were not then receiv'd by the general Consent of the whole Church; the 2d Epist. of Peter; 2d and 3d of John; that of Jude, the Apocalypse, and the Accusation of the Adulteress; which is also wanting in Chrysostom, Theophylact, and Nonnus. But doubtless, these were turned into Syriac, when receiv'd into the Canon. Lud. de Dieu put out the Apocalypse, Dr. Pocock, the Epistles, and all together were in the Polyglott."

The lexicons recommended are those of "Trostius, Buxtorf, Junior, or Ferrarius (the last of them)." It is also stated that "Dr. Beverege, who wrote his Grammar of this Tongue, while very Yong, promis'd a fuller Lexicon of it, than any extant. With regard to the other matters, such as Syriac idioms and words in the New Testament, the printing of the Syriac Old and New Testament, the grammars, and so on, the preface is worth reading to-day, notwithstanding some fossil errors. We need not go into the merits of the grammar, but the titles of its chapters will be interesting: "Chap. I. Alphabet, Consonants, Vowels, Diphthongs, Sheva, Dagesh, Raphe, Mappic, and the diacritical Points." "Chap. II. Noun, Declension, Pronoun." "Chap. III. Verbs Perfect or Regular" (the Paradigm has "Peeal," "Benoni," "Pehil," "Infin.," "Imper." [s. c. -ative]; "Ethpeel" (with same moods); "Pael" (with same moods); "Ethpaal" (with same moods); "Aphel" (with same moods); and "Ethtaphal" (with same moods)). "Chap. IV. Verbs Defective and Irregular, Adverb, Conjunction, Preposition, Interjection." "Chap. V. Syntax, in all its Parts, Figures, Accents." Under accents is one paragraph about "Syriac Verse," which, as it states, "does not depend upon Quantity, but the Number of Syllables and Feet; Kinds of Verse are two; taking their Names from the Authors of them, Aphrem and Jacob."

It need scarcely be said that this grammar, in giving the names of the vowels, not only gives the now ordinary ones, but also those in which the modern Syrians, especially the Maronites, so much delight, viz., "Abrohom, Eshejo, Ishchok, Odom, Urijo" (i. e., Abraham, Isaiah, Isaac, Adam, Uriah).

Long as this bibliographical note is, the reader will doubtless pardon an added though digressive remark. A Peshitto New Testament has lately come into my hands which is not in Nestle's bibliography. It was printed at London by Macintosh, in 1836. Its text I have had no opportunity to examine. Also, on the occasion of a correction of the plates of the New York edition of the American Bible Society's Ancient Syriac New Testament and Psalms, the Committee on Versions have permitted the Antilegomena Epistles to be corrected from the Williams Manuscript in cases of obvious error. The gain is very great, and one to be thankful for.

ISAAC H. HALL,
New York.
A recent Italian dictionary of Hebrew abbreviations bears the title "This Great and Wide Sea." If any work deserves this title it is rather one on the literature of the Jews. For the sons of Israel have had their part (usually an honorable one) in almost every great literary period. From Josephus down to Mendelssohn they have been influenced by the intellectual activity of their Gentile neighbors, and shared in it. In a sense the literature of the Jews is, therefore, a world literature, just as the history of the Jews is the world's history.

This fact renders the subject an extremely difficult one to treat. If by Jewish literature one means the literature produced by Jews (as our author does) it is first a literature in a dozen different languages. No one can have an adequate knowledge of such a literature. All he can do is to summarize or digest the knowledge furnished by others. We cannot, from the nature of the case, make the same demands upon the author of such a work that we should make upon the historian of English or of German literature—that he should be familiar with his subject by personal study, and should give us the results of his own critical investigations.

That such a work as we have in hand may have real scientific value, there is, however, one thing we may rightfully demand. This is: that the author should name for us the secondary sources from which he draws, so that for a particular period or even a particular statement we may go to some one who will be responsible, and whose line of study we can follow out for ourselves. This our author has not done. He is undoubtedly familiar with the literature of the subject. He often quotes at length from the authors on whom he depends. But we are never referred to the book from which the quotation is taken, and never informed whom we may consider as authority for any statement—even one which we might be inclined to call in question. The extensive Literaturnachweise (23 pages) at the end of the work, while valuable, do not answer the purpose we have in view.

That a history of Jewish literature should be one volume of a comprehensive "History of the Literature of European (i.e. Peoples)" is a thought worthy of an Irishman rather than a German or a Jew. This arrangement—indicated on the title-page of our work—is probably to be laid at the door of the publisher and not of the author. But the author must bear the blame of more serious faults. We will not emphasize the matter of style; for here tastes differ, and what seems to us bombastic may meet the popular demand. Clearness and definiteness, however, we have a right to ask—and we ask too often in vain. What shall we make of the following paragraph?

"Is now this 'Man Moses' the author of the Pentateuch by divine inspiration? The unbiased judgment will probably answer—Yes. Biblical criticism opposes its decided—No. According to the Christological conception, the 'Law' was the writing of Moses. Paul and James, John and Jesus himself speak often

*GESCHICHTE DER JUEDISCHEN LITERATUR. Von Gustav Karpeles. Berlin, 1886. viii and 1172 pages octavo.
of this Law, and therefore the church has consistently made the authenticity of
the Tora and its Mosaic authorship one of her articles of faith.... Seven centuries
before the origin of Christianity there was no doubt that Moses received the Tora
by divine inspiration.”

What is the christologische Auffassung of the Pentateuch question? Where
has the church made the Mosaic authorship an article of faith? How shall we
know that it was already such seven centuries before Christ? What does the
author himself think of the critical argument? To these questions we receive no
answer. Very often we are left in doubt as to how much of the assertion of tra-
dition which the author quotes he himself believes. Such inaccuracies, also, as
are noted above, are frequent. When we receive the legendary account of the
making of the Septuagint translation we get the impression that the whole Old
Testament canon is the subject. We learn that twelve men from each tribe are
sent by the high-priest to Egypt, making 72 in all (!). The author is certain that
this version “attracted the attention of curious Greeks.” Whereas it seems tol-
erably certain that its language would be incomprehensible to any one who had
not been trained in the jargon of Greek-speaking Jews. The author, indeed, con-
fesses as much a little later on—“Whether the version was known also to the
heathen is not yet established.” (Cf. pp. 217 and 220.) What shall we make of this
statement?—“Long before the Exile, Jews were living in Spain, and the prophet
Jonah (according to the legend) fled to this land from the wrath of the Lord.”
The author, while certain that the story of Jonah is legendary, yet makes a posi-
tive statement concerning the Jews in Spain for which there is not even legendary
authority. “The present Hebrew alphabet was introduced by Ezra”—this asser-
tion is made without any qualification. “The Book of Samuel was originally two
books and redivided in the sixteenth century” (p. 45)—no authority is given.
“That the Book of Daniel does not belong to the prophetic writings is shown by
its place among the Hagiographa of the Hebrew Bible, while in the Christian
canon it follows Ezechiel for dogmatic reasons” (p. 126). “The historian Josephus
received this whole library from the Temple as a present, and it consisted, as can be
proved, of exactly the books which we now know as constituting the Biblical writ-
ings” (p. 138). The true reason for the antipathy of the Greeks for the Jews was
this, “that they feared lest they be surpassed intellectually by these foreigners”
(p. 211). “The Jewish literature migrated with the Jewish race over the earth,
and so became in truth a world literature.” Except the Bible, the Jewish literature
is not in truth a world literature, and the cosmopolitan importance of the Old
Testament is not due, in any sense, to the migrations of the Jews.

But enough. We have indicated distinctly by our italics the objections that
every reflecting reader must find to many statements of the author. They suffice
to show the caution with which the book must be read. Yet we have read it with
interest. It treats of many things which are obscure and little known. It treats
them generally in an interesting manner. In spite of its many inaccuracies of
detail, it probably gives a good general picture of the literature of Judaism. For
this, many passages would, however, better be pruned away. That the author’s
point of view is that of the Jew, according to which the Talmud is “born of the
spirit of prophecy,” cannot, of course, be urged against him, however incompre-
hensible we may find it.

H. P. SMITH.

Cincinnati.
FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH'S PROLEGOMENA.*

These prolegomena are intended to lay the groundwork for the author's new Hebrew and Aramaic dictionary, which is now, we believe, almost ready for publication. In chapter one, he maintains that the dictionary to the Aramaic portions of the Bible shall be kept separate from that for the Hebrew; because by the present method of mingling the vocabularies, the beginner in Hebrew is confused, and because the keeping of the Aramaic glossary by itself will afford a quick and useful review of its contents, while at the same time it will enable us to make of it a useful preparation for the study of the other Aramaic dialects. The author maintains, also, that the proper names be put in a section by themselves. He will thus shorten as much as possible the dictionary proper, while he will escape the difficulty of attempting to classify them according to roots. In the third place, it is insisted upon that the true principle of arranging the words in the Hebrew dictionary, as the analogy of the dictionaries of the other Semitic languages suggests and favors, is the arrangement according to roots. The present method is useless for the teacher. It is hurtful to the student, since it is liable to cause him to forget the principles of etymology already learned, and necessitates the burdening of his memory with a multitude of derivatives where a few root-meanings might suffice. Moreover, this arrangement has two great practical advantages. It takes up less room, and the space saved is to be filled with references to all the places in the Old Testament where the word occurs, thus rendering a concordance superfluous. Secondly, each root, or word without root, is to be numbered, and the indexes will be made with reference to these numbers and not to the pages on which the words occur, thus rendering unnecessary a completely new index with each revised edition. In order to cut out extraneous matter from the vocabulary proper, all notes, such as those containing translations, comments and conjectures from the Septuagint and other sources, are to be placed at the foot of the page.

The other five chapters are taken up with the subject-matter. In chapter two, he treats of the relation in which Hebrew stands to the other Semitic languages, prefacing his remarks with the statements that each of them has some words peculiar to itself, that in many cases we have two roots with the same radicals, but of entirely different meaning, that there is no historical tradition of the meaning of the Hebrew words, nor any substantial dependence to be placed upon the old versions and commentaries, and that hence our main reliance for the derivation and meaning of the Hebrew words must after all be upon the Old Testament text itself. That this source of information has not been exhausted, he attempts to prove from דָּאָן and יִלָּע, of which the meaning "wild ox" for the former and "to rest" for the latter he takes to be clear from the usage of the Old Testament writers, and to have been misunderstood on account of the injurious influence of the Arabic. He illustrates further the danger of depending too closely on the Arabic by such examples as יִלָּע, of the Song of Songs IV. 1; VI. 5, which some have interpreted by means of the Arabic جلس "to sit," but which should rather have the sense of "to move downwards," as it is in modern Hebrew.

* PROLEGOMENA EINES NEUEN HEBRÄISCH-ARAMÄISCHEN WÖRTERBUCHS ZUM ALTEREN TESTAMENT. VON DR. FRIEDRICH DELITZSCH, PROF. ORD. HON. FÜR ASSYRIOLogie UND SEMITISCHE SPRACHEN AN DER UNIVERSITÄT LEIPZIG. LEIPZIG: J. C. HINRICHES'SCHE BUCHHANDLUNG. 1888.
In articles 9 and 10 he attempts to show the insufficiency of the Arabic for the explanation of the Hebrew by giving lists of important Hebrew roots, which either have a different meaning in the Arabic, or else are not found in it at all. We fail to see that he has proven in article 10, that Aramaic is superior to the Arabic as a help for the elucidation of the Hebrew. He shows that this is true in the case of the fifty words which he mentions, of most of which the very roots are absent from the Arabic, (notice, however אתבש, השיש, טמא, אברג and others); but he does not show that there are not fifty words also which have analogies in the Arabic, but not in the Aramaic. Nor does he show that there are more words in the Hebrew which can be explained by the Aramaic than by the Arabic.*

Too little attention, doubtless, has been paid to the Aramaic; but too careless, or unscientific, rather than too much reliance has been placed upon the Arabic. Bearing well in mind the consonantal changes and the root theory of chapters five and six, little harm can come from the use of any of the other Semitic languages for the illustration of the Hebrew.

Article 12 will be to most readers the most interesting in this chapter, because it shows the close relationship of the Hebrew to the Assyrian, and gives a list of words and a number of sentences and grammatical forms by way of illustration. Chapter three exemplifies and amplifies the importance of the Assyrian. It is, certainly, the most noteworthy contribution which Assyriology has yet furnished to biblical science. Almost four hundred roots, or words, are mentioned whose meaning or derivation has been confirmed or discovered by means of the Assyrian. However much doubt there may be about a few of these, the proof for most of them seems to be convincing. It is especially gratifying to see the number of עאוּץ הַגְּדוֹלָה that have been explained, such as יָּמְנוּ Ps. lxxviii. 24, which is compared to the Assyrian מַהַּשׁ to wash,” “to pour over;” יָּנַשׁ Ezek. xvi. 36, shown by the Assyrian to be a synonym of יִנְּשֶׁךְ; יִנְּשֶׁךְ Ezek. xxii. 20, which is the Assyrian מַהַּשׁ “torture.” Words hitherto of doubtful meaning have been satisfactorily explained: e.g., יָּשֶׁכְּנָה “a kind of goat;” יָּשֶׁכְּנָה “an owl;” יָּשֶׁכְּנָה (1) “work,” (2) “pottery;” יָּשֶׁכְּנָה Exod. iii. 2, “flicker, flame;” יָּשֶׁכְּנָה Obad. 7, “net.” The root meaning of יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, and others, has most probably been conclusively settled; while almost convincing arguments are given in favor of the author’s derivation of יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, יָּשֶׁכְּנָה.

In general, we think, if the facts of the Assyrian are found upon review to be as stated in this chapter, that the positions taken will be mainly tenable and that the book will be an epoch-making one in Hebrew lexicography and for biblical exegesis. It will revolutionize lexicography by introducing a new element on a par with the Aramaic and the Arabic. It will work many changes of front in certain schools of exegesis; for Assyriology has shown not merely that most of the words hitherto thought to be of Persian origin are of true Semitic stock or usage (compare יָּשֶׁכְּנָה, יָּשֶׁכְּנָה); but in almost every instance, it confirms the

* There are 87 roots in Hebrew beginning with י. Of these, 47 occur in Arabic and 46 in the Aramaic dialects with the same or a similar meaning. 15 do not occur in Arabic and 24 cannot be found in any of the Aramaic dictionaries in my possession. In this calculation there may be slight errors; but the strictest rules of consonantal changes have been followed.
HEBRAICA.

Massoretic text as against the LXX. (*Proleg.* pp. 69, 71, 77, 80 et al.), and in many cases it overthrows, while in others it establishes, the emendations proposed by our modern scholars (pp. 70, 74, 76, 89 et al.).

R. D. WILSON,
Allegheny City, Pa.

SMEND AND SOCIN: DIE INSCRIPTION DES KÖNIGS MESA VON MOAB.

It is now more than fifteen years since the German missionary, C. F. Klein, upon his return to Jerusalem from a journey in the district of ancient Moab, informed Dr. Petermann, then acting German Consul at Jerusalem, of a curious monument lying among the ruins of ancient Dibôn, and showed him a few specimens of the writing on the stone. Dr. Petermann at once recognized the characters to be Phoenician, and soon satisfied himself of the value of the stone. The romantic story of the stone, with the rather tragic end, how Prof. Petermann received orders from the Prussian government to purchase, how, meanwhile, the Frenchman M. Clermont-Ganneau also learned of the existence of the stone and endeavored to secure it, and how the rivalry between the two governments finally ended in the destruction of the stone by the native Arabic tribes—all this has frequently been told and is well known to scholars.

The literature on the Moabite stone has assumed gigantic proportions. We are certainly not going too far if we estimate the number of books, pamphlets, articles and letters on the subject which have appeared in England, France, Germany, Austria, Italy, Holland, Russia, Hungary, and America, at five hundred. It might be concluded from this that another edition of the monument is superfluous. This, however, is far from being the case. Notwithstanding the large number of eminent scholars who have occupied themselves with the stone, there is still something, if not much, to be done. The unfortunate state of some of the fragments and the numerous gaps have caused difficulties which could only have been expected to yield gradually to the combined efforts of many minds. This hope is being fulfilled, and the new edition of Professors Smend and Socin marks a further and decided advance upon previous publications.

The number of new readings for doubtful places are numerous and in the main correct. The most important one is that proposed for king Meša's father. Instead of הָכִּישׁ, Smend and Socin show, beyond a doubt, that it is to be read הָכִּישׁ—a correction which is as striking as it is happy. Dr. Neubauer, in a recent number of the *Athenaeum*, takes exception to the reading הָכִּישׁ (I. 8) as not being idiomatic Hebrew. It strikes us as again being exceedingly happy; and if the genius of the Moabites resembled that of the Hebrews in any way, this propensity to play upon proper names, so common in the Old Testament, is certainly exceedingly characteristic. The “pun,” it may be added, is continued on through the phrase נָזִיר הָכִּישׁ. In the fifteenth chapter of Isaiah, with the heading “The Doom of Moab”—which reads almost like a reply to king Meša's vainglorious words—we have instances of two such plays upon proper names. The word נַעֲלִים is very clearly an allusion to the city of Aror, and the other יֵד (verse 9), which is Dibôn, and where the יֵד is intentionally changed to יֵד—a very slight one, as the Assyrian, where a similar interchange is constant, shows—in order to play upon the following יֵד. The whole verse, as has already been
recognized, refers to the miracle of the "waters red as blood" related in 2 Kgs. iii. 22. Possibly, also, there is in הָרְשִׁי (verse 2) a play upon the place K R H H of the Moabite stone. Smend and Socin take the final Waw in יִעֲמִד as radical, and not, as has sometimes been done, as the suffix of the third person masculine. This will meet, I think, with the approval of the best authorities. Besides the fact that the suffix of the third person masculine is always ש on the stone, the construction with the suffix followed by the object to which the suffix refers is decidedly Aramaic idiom, and in the whole inscription there is scarcely a trace of a leaning in this direction, unless it be the plural in ש, for which, however, another explanation may be offered.

The reading רֶבֶרְבּ is certainly correct, as Dr. Neubauer in the above-quoted notice (Athenaeum, 3072) justly points out. It seems to me that there is scarcely room for the two letters ר ב which Smend and Socin see proper to add. We might read יִבְּרָי, which would have the advantage at least of being idiomatic usage, but even the preceding word רֶבֶרְבּ is by no means clear, so that it is best to hazard no further conjectures. The reading יִעְמָל in line 8, though extremely ingenious, appears to me very doubtful indeed. The line would read, "And he (Omri) dwelt therein during his days and half the days of his son" apart from the fact that the chronological difficulties would only be enhanced thereby, it certainly must strike one as strange to find such an expression as "half the days of his son" in an inscription of this nature. It is entirely too accurate; we would in this case be obliged to suppose that Maša knew exactly how long Ahab reigned; that he outraged him and only erected this monument after Ahab's death. Furthermore, Ahab having reigned twenty-two years, the rebellion must have broken out in the twelfth year of his reign, and we must then further suppose that the war lasted at least until Ahab's death, or that Maša postponed the erection of this monument for a long period. Neither supposition is plausible. Besides, it is highly improbable that Maša should have rebelled during the reign of the powerful Ahab. It is far more likely, and in accordance with what we know of the times, that a change of rulers should have been seized upon as a favorable moment for revolt; and if we bear in mind the weak character of Ahab's immediate successor, and his long illness, there is every reason to place the beginning of the rebellion at the death of Ahab, in accordance with the Jewish tradition (2 Kgs. i. 1 and iii. 5). The question, of course, would still remain whether the victories celebrated by Maša occurred previous to the defeat of the Moabites through the combined forces of Judah, Israel and Edom, or whether—which seems to me far more plausible—the war finally turned in favor of Moab, and that our inscription refers to the defeat of the Israelites so obscurely alluded to in 2 Kgs. iii. 26 and 27. At any rate, it is clear that these two verses have no connection with what precedes, and have reference to a different and, as I believe, later stage of the rebellion.

I would also call attention to the fact, which Smend and Socin seem to have overlooked, that the י and part of the ש stand on an isolated fragment, and that possibly the fragment is entirely misplaced. There is certainly room for it elsewhere. At any rate, it appears to me that everything points to a reading יִבְּרָי יִעֲמִד "all the days of his son." Forty years would then be a round number, as it so frequently is in the traditional Jewish chronology. The יִגְּלָעִי which Dr. Neubauer takes for a locality, I am inclined to consider a verb, the י on the end representing the suffix. If the close of line 31 is correct, it is easy to supply at
least the sense of the beginning of line 32, where there must have been a phrase similar to the הָעַנְוַן מְלָאכָּ֫ךְ of line 6. In the same way it is quite safe to fill up the gap at the beginning of line 3 with בֵּרְאָרִים or possibly בֵּרְאָרִים. The most obscure passages are now the close of 27, and beginning of 28 and 31.

It but remains for me to call attention to the splendidly executed copy of the inscription which accompanies the work. It is in the full sense a masterpiece for neatness and accuracy. With it and the copious notes and references given by the German professors, every one is placed in a position to study this important monument of antiquity for himself. The work cannot be too highly recommended. We should like to see an edition of the Siloam inscription of equal excellency.

MORRIS JASTROW, JR.,

University of Pennsylvania.
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ON THE SYNONYMS יְדֹעַ AND קְהֹל.

BY REV. PHILIP A. NORDELL, D. D..

New London, Conn.

A study of these words is important not merely because of their frequent occurrence and intimate relationship, but because of their reflecting the evolution of political and ecclesiastical institutions. This interest is greatly increased by the unusual difficulty experienced in drawing a well-defined line of demarcation between them. Both seem to designate popular gatherings, especially of the people of Israel. Like many other closely related synonyms, they are sometimes used in this general sense without any discernible effort on the part of the writer to discriminate between them.

The root יְדֹעַ (to make fast, fix, or determine), which gives מִתְנַעַת (a fixed time or place, and hence a fixed or predetermined gathering), gives also יְדֹעַ, which is often taken to be an assembly or congregation gathered at some fixed time or place. But this sense, so fundamental and conspicuous in מִתְנַעַת is far less apparent in יְדֹעַ. It may be said, indeed, that no well-defined instance of יְדֹעַ being used in this sense of מִתְנַעַת exists in Hebrew literature. In קְהֹל the radical meaning passes from the participial form of the verb יְקַהַל (a calling together or summoning), to a designation of the assembly so called or summoned. Etymologically it means the convocata societas, and corresponds to the ἐκκλησία called together by the Greek magistrates. Still a יְקַהַל is not always a convocation; it may designate a spontaneous and unpremeditated gathering, as in Num. xx. 4, 6; Ezra ii. 64. An יְדֹעַ, on the contrary, seems in many places to partake of the nature of a יְקַהַל in that it is formally summoned to the place of meeting, Ex. xxxv. 20; Lev. viii. 8; Num. i. 18, etc. The etymology, therefore, cannot be relied on in determining their meanings.

Nor is the result more satisfactory if we turn to writers who have attempted to state the difference between them. Perfect agreement is found among those only who, like Bevan in Smith’s Ḳūb. Dict., s. v. “Congregation,” dismiss them as practically equivalent. Other writers reach the most varied and contradictory
conclusions. Prof. Plumptre in the same work, s. v. "Synagogue," following the etymology, makes the predominant idea in יַרְדֵּבַע that of an appointed meeting, and in בֵּית הַרְדֵּבַע of a meeting called together. Umbreit understands a בית›י to be any general assembly, and an יַרְדֵּבַע, more precisely, a representative assembly, "senatus, Rath der Ältesten" (Die Sprache Salomo's, 5: 14). Delitzsch on the same passage controverts the opinion that these words point respectively to the civil and ecclesiastical aspects of the Hebrew commonwealth, but is inclined to think that בֵּית›י denotes the "Gesammtekklesia," and יַרְדֵּבַע the "Gesammtheit ihrer Rearthenten." Köstlin, treating of the Church in Herzog's Real-Encyclopa., holds that an יַרְדֵּבַע is any general assembly, and that בֵּית›י is a gathering for divine worship. Girdlestone, Hebr. Synonyms, p. 367, admits that it is not easy to distinguish between בֵּית›י and יַרְדֵּבַע, but thinks that "there is some reason for taking the first as generally referring to the representative gathering, while the second often signifies an informal massing of the people." Bedarshi, a much-prized Jewish writer on Hebrew synonyms, whose work dates from the thirteenth century, following the Talmud, decides empirically that a ruling יַרְדֵּבַע, i.e., a quorum for the transaction of business, must consist of not less than ten representative men; a בֵּית›י, on the contrary, is a promiscuous assembly. These are only a few of the definitions that might be cited.

We naturally turn to the Septuagint Version for light, but the help it offers is not so satisfactory as it might have been if the LXX. had observed some degree of uniformity in their renderings. In respect to יַרְדֵּבַע, however, there is little cause for complaint. In its 148 occurrences it has been translated by συναγωγή 130 times; in the remaining 18 it has been omitted, as pleonastic, eight times, Num. i. 58; xxvii. 20; xxxi. 12; Josh. ix. 18; xxii. 12, 18; 1 Kgs. viii. 5; in three instances, Job xvi. 7; Jer. vi. 8; Hos. vii. 12, the translators seem to have used a Hebrew text in which the word יַרְדֵּבַע was replaced by some other expression; twice, Num. iii. 7; xxxii. 4, יַרְדֵּבַע is rendered by νιφιτερα; other renderings are εκκλησία, Num. xvi. 9; επίστολας, verse 40; παρεμβολή, verse 46; οεικον, Job xvi. 34; βολή, Ps. i. 5, and μαρτύρια, Jer. xxx. 20. The last six, then, are the only real departures from practical uniformity, and these variations are easily justified. The LXX. therefore, treated יַרְדֵּבַע and συναγωγή as substantially equivalent. The same consistency does not appear in their renderings of בֵּית›י; for, while εκκλησία prevails, occurring in 76 out of 128 instances, συναγωγή is also given in not less than 57 places; δεκαεις occurs six times, συνῆδρον twice, and συστασις and λαὸς once each.\(^1\) Whatever conclusion might be drawn from the almost uniform translation of יַרְדֵּבַע by συναγωγή is vitiated by the confusion in the renderings of בֵּית›י.

The English versions attempt to be consistent in respect to יַרְדֵּבַע, rendering

---

\(^1\) For an analysis of these renderings as they occur in the various books, see Cremer, Bibl. Theol. Woertbuch, s. v. εκκλησία.
it "congregation" when it refers to theocratic Israel, and "company" when it refers to Korah's conspiracy. The revised version corrects the few exceptions of the common version in all places but two, Ps. xxi. 16; Prov. v. 14, where both have "assembly." The renderings of יהוד , on the contrary, are strangely arbitrary. Aside from the sixteen places where it is translated "company," the other renderings are about equally distributed between "assembly" and "congregation." With a single exception, Num. xxii. 4, the Revisers give "assembly" throughout Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy, Joshua, Judges, Samuel, Job, Joel, Micah; "congregation" throughout Kings, Chronicles, Ezra; "assembly" and "congregation" in Nehemiah, Psalms, Proverbs; "assembly" and "company" in Genesis, Jeremiah, Ezekiel. One might suspect that this confusion originated in the Revisers permitting themselves to be guided by the LXX. Not at all. The best scholarship of the nineteenth century is able to be independent in its arbitrariness.

What, then, is the distinction between these terms? Even a brief examination dispels the impression that they are used indiscriminately. Nor is it likely that the terms employed in such intimate relation to every movement of Israel's national life denote only the community in general, or a mere fortuitous conourse of its individual units. The more closely they are scrutinized, the more clearly it is seen that Hebrew writers not only distinguished between them, but that one at least, if not both, was used almost invariably with a unique and technical import. This is true of יהוד . Is there no passage where it defines itself, or is defined for us? Such a definition occurs in Num. i. 2, "Take ye the sum of all the יהוד of the children of Israel, by their families, by their fathers' houses, according to the number of the names, every male by their polls: from twenty years old and upward, all that are able to go forth to war in Israel." No incidental definition could be more explicit. Moses and Aaron are commanded to take the census of the יהוד . They find (verse 46) that the יהוד of Israel numbers 603,550 males of twenty years and upward. Another census of the יהוד is taken at the close of the wanderings in the wilderness (Num. xxvi. 2), when it was found to consist of 601,730 men of twenty years old and upward. At the construction of the tabernacle a poll-tax of half a shekel was collected from "them that were numbered of the יהוד ," "from twenty years old and upward, for 603,550 men," Exod. xxxviii. 25, 26. When the spies brought up an evil report, and all the יהוד in a riotous outbreak would have stoned Joshua and Caleb, the Lord said "How long shall I bear with this evil יהוד , which murmur against me? . . . . As I live, saith the Lord, surely as ye have spoken in mine ears, so will I do unto you: your carcasses shall fall in this wilderness, and all that were numbered of you, according to your whole number, from twenty years old and upward. I, the Lord, have spoken, surely this will I do unto this evil יהוד ," Num. xiv. 27-35. Here, then, was the central conception of the יהוד . It was the national body politic,
the πολίτες, composed of all the circumcised males above a certain age.\(^1\) It had a fixed and well-determined constituency, that fluctuated only with the ebb and flow of the population from age to age. This fact reveals the etymological propriety of this technical term, and explains the fact already noted that it never occurs in the sense of an assembly gathered at a fixed time or place.\(^2\) Right here, too, is the fundamental error in all the definitions cited above, in that they make the idea of an actual assembly the essential thing in the יהדה, whereas it is altogether incidental.

Practically and primarily, then, the יהדה stood for the nation in the strength and maturity of its manhood. Representing the nation in its wholeness, it was often used where, strictly speaking, all the people were included; e. g., "All the יהדה of the children of Israel came to the wilderness of Sin," Exod. xvi. 1; cf. xvii. 1; Num. xxii. 1, 22, etc. When the people suffered from hunger or thirst, the יהדה voiced the general discontent, Exod. xvi. 2; Num. xx. 2-11. It is the יהדה, representing all the people, that kept the passover, Exod. xii. 3-47; were commanded to be holy, Lev. xix. 2; sinned through ignorance, Lev. iv. 13, 14; or mourned for Aaron, Num. xx. 29.

To convene so large a body of men in a judicial or deliberative assembly, or even to communicate directly to them the divine injunctions given to Moses, was of course out of question. The political organization of the people, which had developed itself in patriarchal fashion even before the establishment of the theocracy, found its natural representatives in the heads of families and tribes, the וìnשאיהה and the נלכד. These coming together formed a smaller body which represented the whole יהדה, as the יהדה represented the whole nation. In the majority of instances where the word occurs, it seems to apply to this smaller body of elders and princes, but always with a tendency, almost irresistible, to glide into the larger technical sense of the entire political constituency, in which it so sinks its own individuality that in many instances it is impossible to distinguish between them. How large this representative body was there is no means of knowing, but it was of sufficient magnitude to have necessitated the selection of a still smaller body of seventy men to assist in the transaction of public business.

The יהדה was the technical name of the whole body of circumcised males above twenty years of age, who either represented all the people, or were represented by the heads of their respective families.

---

\(^1\) From the description of the יהדה in Josh. viii., 35, which included "the women, the little ones, and the strangers that walked among them," Girdlestone draws the strange conclusion that the יהדה "properly meant all the male adults of the nation," p. 363,—a proceeding not less remarkable than when, on the same page, he illustrates the meaning of יהדה by passages that employ יהדה.

\(^2\) Gousset's definition of the יהדה (Lex. ling. hebr., 1743), as a conventus hominum tempore indici et locum indictum is therefore not only wrong, but unsupported by a single fact.
Running through all the occurrences of לְהַרְיוּךְ we perceive an explicit or implied reference to the fundamental idea—that of a gathering summoned, called, selected, or elected for a specific purpose or end. Sometimes it was gathered in view of a secular or social emergency (Num. xx. 10; Ezra x. 8), but far more frequently it designated an assembly of Israel gathered for strictly religious or theocratic purposes. Even in Deut. xxiii. 2-8, which seems to be the foundation of Vitringa’s definition of the לְהַרְיוּךְ, it does not point to a close political corporation, but to a people called, elected from the surrounding nations to be holy unto the Lord; and therefore it was commanded to keep itself holy by the expulsion of illegitimate contaminations whether indigenous or foreign. In other words, it was a שֶׁרָךְ אָרָךְ. As such, while it covered the same constituency as the לְרוּךְ (for which it is very rarely interchanged), it contemplates this constituency from a widely different point of view; e.g., Num. xx. 8, where Moses and Aaron were commanded to gather the לְרוּךְ, and they summoned the לְהַרְיוּךְ. Plainly this term would be used to designate the assembled representatives of the לְרוּךְ, who, either during the hagiocacy (Lev. iv. 13), or during the monarchy (1 Chron. xiii. 2, 4; xxviii. 8, 29; i. 10, 20; 2 Chron. i. 35; xxiii. 3), were formally summoned to act respecting the secular or religious interests of the people. From this it easily passed into the designation of a political meeting (1 Kgs. xii. 8), or even an army (Judg. xx. 2; 1 Sam. xvii. 47; Jer. L. 9). As a rule, however, the לְרוּךְ denoted either that part of the לְרוּךְ of whatever rank which responded to the summons for a meeting at the יָנוֹת לְהַרְיוּךְ, and such meetings were usually for religious purposes; or a solemn assembly of all the people, such as that gathered before Sinai to receive the law “in the day of the לְהַרְיוּךְ,” before the courts of the temple at its dedication and at Hezekiah’s passover, or before the Lord in the days of Ezra and Nehemiah.

The לְהַרְיוּךְ was, in general, the name of any theocratic gathering of the people, and was composed of those who freely responded to a summons proceeding directly or indirectly from Israel’s divine king.

Apply the discriminations here made, and the correctness of the above conclusions will appear still more clearly. It was the לְרוּךְ that murmured against Moses and Aaron, and said (Exod. xvi. 2, 3), “Ye have brought us forth into this wilderness to kill this whole לְהַרְיוּךְ with hunger.” The latter term, not the

---

1 After a prolonged examination he concludes: “Vocabulum לְהַרְיוּךְ valet significatu magis restricto et determinato quam vocabulum לְרוּךְ. Notat enim proprae universam alieculas populi multituminem, vinculis societatis unitam et rempublicam sive civitatem quondam constituentem, cum vocabulo לְרוּךְ ex indole et vi significations sua tantum dicat quemunque hominium coetum et conventum, sive minorem sive magorem: imprimes tamen conditum statumque, non integrum populii (etsi adeo latae sit significations, ut et illi applicatur, seu in textu modo adducto vidimus) sed certorum quorumdam de populo virorum, quales sunt conventus et consilia magistratuum.”—De synagoga veter., p. 80. From this it appears that he laboriously misses the meaning of לְרוּךְ, as well as of לְהַרְיוּךְ,
former, contemplated the people as brought forth, summoned, out of Egypt. The same distinction applies in Num. xvi. 3. In case the whole הָרְעָי of Israel sinned and the thing was hid from the eyes of the הָלָה, then, when the sin became known, the הָלָה was directed to take a bullock for a sin-offering, upon which the elders of the הָרְעָי were commanded to lay their hands, Lev. iv. 13–15. The הָרְעָי is here the whole body politic, the הָלָה its summoned representatives, further defined as the הָרְעָי הַנֹּקֶד; for it is always the הָרְעָי and never the הָלָה that develops along genealogical lines. In 2 Chron. v. 2, 3, it is told that Solomon assembled “all the men of Israel” of all ranks at Jerusalem. In the sixth verse this assembly is rightly called the הָרְעָי of Israel. But in vi. 3, where it is said that Solomon “turned his face and blessed all the הָלָה of Israel,”—the same assembly,—the predominant thought is that of a congregation assembled for religious worship. With this view of הָלָה a deeper meaning is seen in the patriarchal blessings (Gen. xxviii. 3; xxxv. 11), than is conveyed by the words “multitude” or “company.” A קָנָה, or a מַהֲלָה גִּמָּה, designated peoples or nations specially called, and, in so far as called, chosen out of the surrounding heathenism; it pointed not so much to a convocation as to an evocation of nations.

In the light of these definitions many facts otherwise inexplicable become easily understood. Since the constituency of the הָרְעָי depended on conditions beyond the control of the individual, it follows that we never read of a great or little הָרְעָי. Its magnitude was not contingent on the pleasure of those who composed it. Whether many or few, they represented the whole הָרְעָי, and transacted its business. Hence the pertinency of the Talmudic decision given by Bedarshi, that no ruling הָרְעָי should consist of less than ten elders. The הָלָה, on the contrary, had a constituency measured simply by personal willingness to respond to the summons. Because it was liable to be large or small we read of a בֵּר הָלָה, Ps. xxii. 11, a הָלָה הָרְעָי, 1 Kgs. viii. 65, and even a הָרְעָי מַהֲלָה מַאֲשֵׁר, 2 Chron. vii. 8. A man was born into the הָרְעָי; he went to the הָלָה or stayed away as it pleased him. This explains why no census was taken of the latter, but only of the former. In view of this distinction it is clear also why no instance occurs where women and children are spoken of as included in the הָרְעָי, and why their presence is repeatedly mentioned (Ezra x. 1; Neh. viii. 2; Jer. xlv. 15), or implied (Deut. v. 22) in the popular הָלָה. Since the former was the technical name for the Hebrew body politic, it would manifestly be inappropriate to use it of a non-Israelitish body, and it is never so used; the reverse is true of הָלָה, e.g., throughout Ezekiel. Because of the rebellious murmurings, sentence of death was pronounced on the הָרְעָי, as we have seen, but not on the הָלָה. The one naturally exercised political, judicial, and administrative functions; the other just as naturally did not. We meet the expression כְּכַל הָלָה הָרְעָי בֵּין הָלָה בֵּין הָרְעָי, Num. xiv. 5; Exod. xii. 6; but never הָלָה הָרְעָי כְּכַל, an impossible thought to a Hebrew writer to whom the former phrase was not a mere rhetorical amplification, but a
climax of social magnitudes. It is clear, finally, how such a writer might discriminate sharply between these terms, and yet, from different points of view, apply them to the same constituency.

Exceedingly interesting it is to follow these words in their historical evolution,—the ḫnū into the later synagogue and sanhedrim, and the ḫnū into the New Testament ἐκκλησία; to trace their bearing on the fundamental conception of modern national churches; and to notice their misinterpretation and misuse in recent rationalistic criticism. The length of this paper, longer already than was anticipated, forbids anything beyond the mentioning of these lines of investigation.
KOTTEK'S "DAS SECHSTE BUCH DES BELLUM JUDAICUM."

By Richard J. H. Gottheil, Ph. D.,
Columbia College, New York City.


This little publication, with its rather ostentatious title, gives us the first two chapters of the Sixth Book of the περὶ τοῦ Ιουδαίου πολέμου of Josephus in a Syriac translation. The text is a copy of the same edited by Ceriani in his photolithographic edition of the P̄ṣīṭṭā.1 We must be thankful to Dr. Kottek for placing this, in many respects, interesting translation within the reach of ordinary students. At the same time, we would recommend care in the use of Dr. Kottek's text in its present form. Had he collated his proof-sheets once more with the MS., he would have saved his readers much useless work. The text seems to be very negligently edited. S'yämē points are at times placed, at times not; neither Wau 'aliṣṭā nor Yādh ḫ'bhista are expressed. In the punctuation, taḥtāyā and 'elāyā are either not noticed at all, or confounded with zaugā. Nor is this all. The copula Wau is omitted, an 'ālāph placed for an Hē, Dē(i)n for Gē(i)r, and words mis-spelt in a most confusing manner. In texts of the age and worth of the Ambrosian P̄ṣīṭṭā we have need of accurate diplomatic copies, such as those to which scholars like Lagarde, Sachau, Wright, etc., have accustomed us.2 Further down I give a list of corrections, mainly made by collating again Ceriani's text. My own corrections I designate as such. I omit to note the errors in punctuation, in order not to swell the list unnecessarily.


1 In the preface Ceriani speaks of his having edited the text of this Sixth Book in his Monumenta Sacra et Profana, vol. V. I was unable to find this publication in any of the New York libraries. Prof. Lyon of Harvard University, to whom I turned for information, very kindly wrote to me (Sept. 11), "By reference to vol. V., fasc. I. of Ceriani's Mon. Sac. et Prof., I find that book 6 (as far as I, 1-7) of Josephus' Jewish Wars is given in Syriac. The statement is made that the rest of book 6 would be in fasc. III., but this fasc. is not in the Harvard Library."

2 The more so, since the editor himself (Intro. p. 6) calls attention to the "accuracy and consistency" with which the points are placed. Had Dr. Kottek read a few more Syriac MSS., he would not have designated the two points placed under the third person feminine sing. of the Perfect as peculiar to this text. These two points, called mp̄aggâdhānâ (bridle), are peculiarly Nestorian. The Jacobites make use of two points, one underneath and the other above the final Tav; cf. Noldeke, Syriache Grammatik, § 7; Duval, Tratté de Grammaire Syriaque, § 67.
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The headings read (I correct without further mention the mistakes of Dr. Kottek): fol. 676 (328 v.) across this page and the next: (sic) [חטב] [חטב] [חטב] [חטב] [חטב]; fol. 666 (322 v.) [חטב] [חטב] [חטב] [חטב] [חטב].

Dr. Kottek is probably right in assuming that the superscription is not original; but not so in his rendering of the last heading. I should translate: "fifth treatise; (written) by Josephus." The mistake seems to be an old one. 'Abhdišō' bar B'rīkhā, speaking in his catalogue of Syriac books of the biblical and apocryphal writings, says: 2

Evidently 'Abhdišō' has understood the matter differently, making Josephus the author of the five treatises here mentioned. Counting the books of the Maccabees as one book, the "last destruction of Jerusalem" will be the fifth in order. Dr. Kottek is hardly right in speaking of this last as having been admitted into the Church Canon. Although the fourth book of the Maccabees occurs several times in biblical MSS., 5 the Ambrosian is the only one containing the "last destruction of Jerusalem." Dionysius bar Šalibī (A. D. 1192), in his commentary on the Old and New Testament, says: 6

I believe this to be the notice which has led 'Abhdišō' astray. It seems probable that the whole of the sixth book of Josephus' "Bellum Judaicum" once existed in a Syriac translation, together with the so-called "fourth book of the

---

1 On [חטב] see Eusebius on the Theophania, ed. Lee, 4:20, l. 10; 15:16, which Dr. Kottek (text, p. 30) cites, probably from Payne Smith's Thesaurus; as, otherwise, he would have seen that it contains an extract from Josephus, Bk. VI. See also ibid. l. 40.
3 Hardly the Mišnah, as Assemānī thinks. Perhaps the Pirke ābbōth. Cf. the beginning of tract. 4 הָדַּר םוּלַּה. Badger (Nestorians and their Ritual, II., p. 360) gives an erroneous translation of this passage.
Maccabees,”¹ early ascribed to Josephus. This would be the “taš’yâth b’nai Šemûni” of ‘Abdîšô’. The other items would cover the ground gone over by the sixth book of the “Bellum.” See the scope of the same as laid down by Josephus himself in the preface, § 7. That the first part fell away, owing to the existence of the Maccabean books, is not surprising.

In the text I have noticed the following corrections:—p. 1: l. 2, ¹⁵: The reading of the MS. šâth, i.e., sughâyâ, is correct. It occurs again in Walton’s Polyglott, 2 Macc. viii. 16. See Payne Smith, col. 2521. Ṭarg. Nalîm; Levy, TW., II. p. 143, where šâth is a misunderstanding of Castell, p. 578. ibid. MS. ¹⁶ for ¹⁷. l. 6, MS. ¹⁸; above ¹⁹ MS. shows the word ². l. 9: For šâth of the MS. read omen, sign = τληδόν, not šâth divination, as proposed in note c. l. 11, MS. ²¹. l. 13, MS. ²² without Yûdh. The reading of the word rê(i)šâ is not always clear in old MSS. See Merx, ZDMG., xxxvii., p. 249. Even where it is so, one and the same MS. gives the word at times with, at times without the Yûdh. Note a, read ²³.

p. 2: Read ²⁴. l. 5, Ṭâhâ is the correct reading. In the note appended to this word there is a strange confusion. ²⁵ is the exact equivalent of τῆς περὶ τὸ δστ τοποπ. Dr. Kottke is wrong (text, p. 30, Nachtrag) in assuming that the word denotes the inner portion of a city. Lee had already (Payne Smith, col. 36) translated correctly “in its borders.” This rendering is supported as well by the passage in the Theophania of Eusebius, which is a free rendering of Luke xxii. 21, where our texts read ²⁶, as opposed to the preceding ²⁷, as it is by our passage here.² In the translation Dr. Kottke has given the proper meaning. I may add that the word ²⁸ occurs again in Hoffmann’s Bar ‘Ali (Kiel, 1874) p. 142:10, where ²⁹ has been changed from ³₀. l. 6: The reading of the MS. is correct, i.e. ³¹; Cf. Prov. xxli. 26, where the Greek text has ἀφειδοκ. Payne Smith, col. 1223. l. 7, MS. ³₂. l. 8, MS. ³₃. l. 9, MS. ³₄ for ³₅. l. 11: Read ³₆, which may possibly be the reading of the MS. l. 12, MS. ³₇.

p. 3: l. 7, MS. ³₈. l. 8, MS. ³₉. l. 9, MS. ⁴₀. l. 13: ⁴₁ = δεξιὶ τῆς πλευρᾶς; where the text, as it now stands, is entirely unintelligible. l. 17, MS. ⁴₂. l. 18, MS. ⁴₃. l. 20: MS. ⁴₄ = πρὶν. See Bickell, Carmina Nisibena, glossary; p. 57. MS. ⁴₅. In the text we must read ⁴₆ without Šyâmê, and omit note c. Dr. Kottke has

¹ περὶ αὐτοκράτορος λογος. Ἐνδειξία ἐγκάρσιος ὡς ἔριδον.
been misled by supposing מַעֲשִׂיאָתָּה to be feminine. George Karmseddinâyâ (Payne Smith, col. 1681) says expressly מַעֲשִׂיאָתָּה. Our text is an exact translation of the Greek προί ἐγγίσας τοις χώρασι.

p. 4: 1. 3, MS. מַעֲשִׂיאָתָּה . 1. 4, MS. כֶּדָּא . note b, read כֶּדָּא. 1. 8, MS. כֶּדָּא. 1. 11, MS. כֶּדָּא. 1. 16, MS. כֶּדָּא .


p. 6: 1. 4: The manuscript reading is correct. Wau introduces the apodosis of the sentence commencing with כֶּדָּא . 1. 9, after כֶּדָּא MS. adds כֶּדָּא. 1. 11, the text is correct. כֶּדָּא כֶּדָּא = ol περί τὸν Ἰωάννην. See Payne Smith, col. 479. 1. 14, MS. כֶּדָּא ; delete note f, and cf. 6:4.

p. 7: 1. 7, read as in note a. כֶּדָּא = τοῖς ἀλφίμοις . 1. 8, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 11, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 13, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 15, MS. כֶּדָּא.

p. 8: 1. 1, MS. כֶּדָּא. 1. 2, MS. כֶּדָּא to distinguish it from כֶּדָּא . 1. 4, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 8, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 12, for the unintelligible כֶּדָּא read with the manuscript כֶּדָּא כֶּדָּא , which is not to be translated "with few," which would be כֶּדָּא כֶּדָּא , but "with great speed," in the same sense as כֶּדָּא כֶּדָּא is used; see Cureton, Ancient Syriac Documents, ed. W. Wright, 56:24, Jes. 5:26; Knös, Chrestomathia Syriaca, p. 70; Wright, Contributions to the Apoc. Lit. of the N. T., 31:23; or "suddenly," Aprêm, L., 74 D. 1. 15, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 16, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 17, MS. כֶּדָּא . We must undoubtedly read כֶּדָּא , although the manuscript reading is כֶּדָּא , Greek μετὰ τούτων ὀπλῶν. כֶּדָּא is omitted in Dr. Kottek's translation and in the Greek; but curiously enough, is found again in Whiston's translation. 1. 18, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 19, read כֶּדָּא . 1. 20, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 21, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 22, MS. כֶּדָּא .

p. 9: 1. 3, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 4, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 6, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 7, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 8, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 9, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 10, MS. כֶּדָּא . כֶּדָּא . 1. 11, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 14, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 16, MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 17, MS. כֶּדָּא . For the use of this form for כֶּדָּא see Wright, The Homilies of Aphraates, I. list of errata. MS. כֶּדָּא . 1. 18, MS. כֶּדָּא . Read כֶּדָּא כֶּדָּא as in manuscript. For the meaning "commence" see Bernstein's Lexicon to his Chrestomathy, p. 547.
p. 10: 1. 1, MS. סֵפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 2, MS. לִלְלִיָּה. 1. 3, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 6, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 11, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 22, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 23, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים.

p. 11: 1. 3, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 4, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 6: The text here is in perfect order. I see no necessity whatever for adding סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. Such constructions (where the subject is repeated by a possessive pronoun) occur often in Syriac (Nöldeke, Syrische Gram., § 317), as in other Semitic dialects. Cf. Zedl. Year 1, Nöldeke, Mandäische Gram., § 275, p. 409; Caspari-Müller, Arab. Gram., § 485. For the intransitive use of סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים see Payne Smith, col. 1739. 1. 7, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 8, after MS. reads אֲרָחָה אָשְׁרָה as proposed in note c. 1. 10: Here too the text, although paraphrasing the original, is correct. The MS. shows a point after סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים, indicating that this word is not to be construed with the next one, but with the preceding. I hardly see how Dr. Kottek could translate this sentence as he has. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים is never construed with אֲרָחָה. Waving the question raised in note d, whether סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים can have the meaning “envy,” as the text stands, we can only take סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים as the plural fem. of סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים (for this form of the adjective used as a noun see Nöldeke, Mand. Gram., § 215 a, p. 299) that which is stable, firm, Castell-Michaelis, p. 969; Bernstein, Lexicon, p. 369. Cf. אֲרָחָה אָשְׁרָה two lines lower down (Bernstein, loc. cit., 570; Hoffmann, De hermeneuticis apud Syros Aristoteleis, 216:11 seq., Wright, Catalogue, 506 b.

p. 12: 1. 1, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 5, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 6: The text is here in order. אֶלְעֹד refers to סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים (for similar constructions see 3:1; 13:6); אֶלְעֹד אָבַד = אָבַד אֶלְעֹד. 1. 9, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 10, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 13, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 16, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים.

p. 13: 1. 4, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 5, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 6, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 8, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 14, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים.

p. 14: 1. 3, read פָּעַת. 1. 5, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 9, read פָּעַת סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 15, MS. reads סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים in place of סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים, and vice versa.

p. 15: 1. 5, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 6, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 8, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים in place of פָּעַת. 1. 16, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 17, MS. סְפִּיק הַלַּעֲבֹרִים. 1. 20, manuscript reads פָּעַת, which I have met with only in the meaning “anguisia, tristitia;” Castell-Michaelis, 642; Bernstein, 366; Hoffmann, De hermeneuticis, 196:31, “morbis lethalis;” 'Aphrem, II., 83 D, 84 C; “periculum morbis,” ibid., 96 b. Dr. Kottek is right in reading פָּעַת (18:4; 29:14), Greek βοῆ. Land, Anecdota Syriaca, III., 205:15; Lagarde,

p. 16: l. 1, MS. بیع, l. 8, manuscript has the wrong reading یصغ. l. 12, MS. بیع. l. 14, MS. میت. l. 16, MS. میت. I suppose that 'Aρημοον (Josiphon ben Gorion, ed. Breithaupt, 1710, p. 821, has میت) is some old corruption of Ιαείρος + Σιμων.

p. 17: l. 1, MS. متن. l. 2, MS. متن. l. 3, MS. متن. l. 4, MS. متن. l. 6, MS. متن. l. 9, MS. reads متن. l. 14, MS. متن.

p. 18: l. 12, MS. متن. l. 13, MS. متن. l. 14, MS. متن. l. 20, MS. متن. l. 22, MS. متن.

p. 19: l. 2: The change of متن into متن is unnecessary, although I know of no such use of the word. It is guaranteed by p. 17:5. l. 7, MS. متن. l. 12, MS. متن.

p. 20: l. 1: I read the first word متن. l. 2: The addition of متن is unnecessary. Payne Smith, col. 479. l. 3, MS. متن. l. 5, MS. متن. l. 8, MS. متن. l. 9, MS. متن. is correct. I fail to see in what way the proposed emendation would better the text. "And another Bar Mattai" clearly distinguishes him from the four sons of the other of the same name. l. 9, MS. متن. l. 10, MS. متن. l. 11, MS. متن. l. 12, MS. متن.

p. 21: l. 1, MS. متن, i.e., متن, to distinguish it from متن. 'Ebhdokhos (private manuscript of Professor Sachau, Berlin), fol. 55 a; متن. استعمل. متن. متن. l. 2, MS. متن; in note a read متن for متن. l. 9, delete point after متن; read متن. l. 13, MS. متن. l. 15, in the MS. the traces of the Syāmē points over متن are still to be seen.

p. 22: l. 1, MS. متن. l. 4, MS. متن. l. 5, MS. متن. l. 9, MS. متن. l. 12: Omit the unintelligible Dālah of متن; it is not in the MS.

p. 23: l. 3, MS. متن. l. 4, read متن. l. 10, MS. متن. So l. 12.


p. 25: l. 4, MS. متن. l. 7, MS. متن. l. 10, MS. متن. l. 15, MS. متن. l. 16, MS. reads متن after the word متن. l. 21, MS. متن.

p. 26: l. 2, read متن, compare l. 7. l. 7, MS. متن, i.e.

p. 27: l. 1, MS. אַלָּכָּס. Nöldeke, Syr. Gram., § 239. l. 2, in the MS. I see the traces of a bê(i)th before אַלָּכָּס . l. 12, MS. סְכַּכְּכָּס . This mistake between Dâlath and Riš occurs often in the Syriac Bible; compare cases such as מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , Gen. ii. 12; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , Gen. iv. 18; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , Gen. x. 3; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , Gen. x. 7; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , Gen. x. 19; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , Gen. x. 22; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , Gen. x. 32; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , Gen. xiv. 1; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , ibid.; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , xxii. 22. Bar 'Ebrâyâ, in his 'aušar (')razê, reads מִסְכַּכְּכָּס אַלָּכָּס ibid.; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , xxv. 3; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , xxv. 14; מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , ZDMG. XXXI. 317. Perles: Melemata Peschitoniana, p. 19. l. 16, MS. מַסְכַּכְּכָּס . l. 20, MS. מַסְכַּכְּכָּס .

p. 28: l. 5, MS. מַסְכַּכְּכָּס . l. 7, MS. מַסְכַּכְּכָּס . l. 11, read מַסְכַּכְּכָּס . l. 13, the incorrect reading מַסְכַּכְּכָּס has been caused by the occurrence of the word in the next line. MS. מַלָּכָּס . l. 18, MS. reads מַסְכַּכְּכָּס , as proposed in note b. What follows in the MS. I cannot make out. The three points do not indicate a gap. The following word gives no sense. Nor can the middle letter be a Semkath, as no MSS. of this age which have come under my notice show this letter bound to the next one on the left side. See Wright: The Homilies of Aphraates, p. 15, note. מַלָּכָּס does not, in any case, belong here. l. 20, Dr. Kottek’s emendation will not hold, as מַלָּכָּס is unnecessary. Read מַלָּכָּס = μέγα, and translate “is no great thing.”

p. 29: l. 5, MS. מַסְכַּכְּכָּס . l. 12, MS. מַסְכַּכְּכָּס .

So much for the text. As regards the German translation, I am sorry that I am not able to speak more favorably. The translation of an Oriental text may be of use in either of two ways. It may assist the Orientalist in understanding a difficult passage, and in getting at the exact meaning of a certain word. It may, however, furnish the non-Orientalist with a faithful picture of what the original text offers. In either case; exactness is demanded, even at the expense of style, as Gildemeisten has done, Rheinisches Museum, XXVII. pp. 525 seq. It is true, Dr. Kottek intended to offer us “as literal a translation as possible” (p. 16). I do not think he has been successful in carrying out his intention. At times he has allowed himself to be led astray by the Greek “translation,” in face of the plain sense of the Syriac, viz., p. 4:13, the word r(h)ômâyê is omitted as in the Greek; p. 4:18, s’ghâ is translated “surround” (φράσω), with which meaning I have never met; p. 21, l. 9, “The former bad the rebels in the presence of the Romans;”—the second clause being the Greek καὶ πρὸ τῶν Ἰουδαίων Ἰσραήλ, which is omitted in the Syriac. In a translation it is often necessary to add a word or two to render the sense of the original clear. Such additions should invariably be put in brackets.
See transl. p. 18, l. 11: "would be compelled to lament;" p. 19, l. 1: "for;" l. 11: "they asked themselves;" p. 21, l. 13: "although the Roman;" p. 22, l. 1: "individualities." Dr. Kottek has not seen that it is but an awkward rendering of the Greek διέτηση τὰ φρονήματα. P. 36, l. 4: "naturally;" l. 6: "in truth," etc. A number of passages are insufficiently—some incorrectly—translated. I will only notice a few instances; e. g., p. 1, l. 4 "aufreiben," instead of some such word as "consume" (Gr. νέμω). Dr. Kottek, it seems, has understood the word ר'א in the sense of ra'; l. 7, damkārbīn (h)waq 'amhōn means "those who fought with them" τοίς μαχουμένων, and not "those who fought with one another (bāh'dhādhē); l. 12 is translated: "reviled their enemies, and went courageously to battle with them." I do not know on what authority Dr. Kottek gives k'ā this meaning. We must translate: "they derided (makkē(i)n) [the idea of] fighting with their enemies." For k'ā with 'al in this meaning see 29:10, where the whole construction is very similar; 'Aph'el, Bar 'Ebbryā, 'Aṣar ('Rāzē to Gen. xii. 4; Bickell, Carmina Nisibena, p. 63; Michaelis (Cast.-Mich., p. 708) doubts that the root k'ā has this meaning. But see the examples quoted above, and compare Levy TW. II., p. 382. P. 3, l. 12 must be translated: "nor their courage shaken by their suffering" ἀνάλωσιν δὲ τὴν ἐπὶ συμφοράς εἰσώμαι εἰσαι. What follows is also badly translated. It is an awkward rendering of the Greek, and must read: "for what would they not enjoy [favored] with good fortune—ἀθετεῖ τὰ πάντα—who, through evil, are led to valor" taknāith = πρὸς ἄληθ. The root t'k'ān is often used in this more ethical sense. Compare 'abhdē taknē 'Aprēm I. 395 A. 272 C.; dubbārē taknē Wright, Catalogue, 573b; Eusebius, on Theophania II. c. 71; Bernstein, Lexicon, p. 570. taknāith Bickell, Carmina Nisibena, p. 70. This makes note 5 on p. 19 trans. unnecessary, as also the addition in the text of "they asked themselves." L. 18, translate "the Jews sought to hinder them in their works;" l. 20, "and before they came near to the banks their hopes were blighted," reading 'adh and takhlāthōn. ἡχοῦσα ροποντον πῆς ἐλπίδος; compare takhlānā, 7:15; p. 4, l. 1, supply "but;" l. 4, the text reads w'men, where the Waw does not seem to be in the right place; p. 20, trans. note 4 is wrong. 'en hālē(i)n nezk'yān l'dhīhōn = el πάντα κρατήσεις; ibid., note 5, read: "wanting in the Syriac;" p. 7, l. 12, "and that the ascent of the wall is difficult, I am the first to say to you;" l. 15, "the good fruits of bravery" belongs to the preceding sentence. In the MS. there is a point after d'hallisūtā. Translate: "and first let the hope for a proper commencement—do you not be withheld [by this argument (a free rendering of το πᾶν οὐς ἀπτορίπτον)]—come to you from the perseverance of the Jews;" ibid. note a must be omitted, Nölecke, § 24; p. 9, l. 11, read w'kallī; p. 10, l. 11, "of those, however, who were in the cohort, one did service, by name Sabinus." Dr. Kottek seems to have read pālīhān, which would agree with the Greek ἐστρατευομένων; l. 19, the translation "that my power and good-will follow upon thy victory" gives no sense. Unless the Syriac translator has taken n'mann'ōn bāthar as equivalent to the Greek ἀπὸ κολονθήσαι, we must read: d'bāthar hail(i) w'sebhyā-
n(i) n'mann'i'on sākhōthākh. Whiston translates "my fortune;" with what authority, I do not know. The received text has σῦν. P. 12, l. 9, "as if through some evil genius" ἀ(ι)kh d'men = ἀναλόγως?: p. 13, l. 14, I would emend the text in the following way: šuryā (h)wā lakrāhā bh'ma'lānā takkāphāth; p. 15, l. 4, "a man whom I had seen in the war" ἐν ἐγώ κατ' ἐκείνων ἱστζρησα ὑν πόλεμον; p. 15, l. 19, "fell upon his side;" p. 16, l. 1, the fifth, sixth and seventh words seem to be out of place, and to belong to the second line, which would then read: ὁμ en yūkārēh d'zainā là 'ēškākh. P. 16, l. 5, Dr. Kottek gives the curious translation: "lost his courage" instead of "his soul expired," i. e., he gave up the ghost. Compare an exactly similar expression, Wright: Contributions to the apocryphal Literature, 56:4; Zunz: Literaturgeschichte der Synagogalen Poesie, p. 641. The word naphšā is generally omitted, Mark xv. 3; 2 Macc. i. 7, 13 (Cast.-Mich.). P. 17, l. 4, the translation "On the 17th of Tamus [read Tammūz] all the people were humiliated" is impossible. Dr. Kottek seems to have read gurgāyē, a word which seldom occurs in Syriac literature, Payne Smith, col. 774. If the text reading—gurāghā—is right, we must translate: "there was an excitement on account of the [scarcity of] people." I regard as doubtful, however, the MS. reading, which ought probably to be some word corresponding to the Greek ἀπορία; p. 17, l. 9, Dr. Kottek entirely ignores the word lēh. Translate: "The offerings should be allowed him (i. e., it should be allowed him to bring offerings) with the aid (b'yadh) of such Jews as he should select for himself;" l. 13, lam'sāph "to consume it;" p. 18, l. 14, 'en is omitted in the translation, which should read "seeing that foreign nations," and should be connected with the foregoing. "But you" commences a new sentence; l. 22, "bore captivity." P. 19, l. 13, k'bhar not "perhaps," but "already, now," Gr. ἡρα; p. 20, l. 16, "cheerfully" is omitted in the translation; Gr. ἰαμένος; p. 22, l. 1, the text here is very difficult to understand. Dr. Kottek's translation gives no sense. Some emendation is necessary. If in lines 3 and 4 we change the places of r(h)ēmâyē and yūdhāyē respectively, we get a sense approaching the Greek original: "and [indeed] so far did all their wickedness [reach]—men who, by rights, have been plunged into sorrow and grief, if one of the Romans had shown the intention ('emar) of desecrating (n'awwel and not ne"šl) as Dr. Kottek takes it. ἐνδεικτέων, compare 17:9 trans. p. 37, note 6) their (the Jews') sanctuary—that, because the Jews were [steeped] in such wickedness, the Romans themselves commenced to despise [them]." P. 23, l. 8, st'kubhlā "opposition;" p. 25, l. 25. It has been entirely misunderstood, and has unnecessarily occasioned note 1, p. 41, trans. If we make one or two emendations, the Syriac text corresponds exactly with the Greek. The word rēśā 25:23 ought to have shown the way. We must read 25:23 dh'khudhnawāthā; 26:1 wath'rēnāyā men 'akhsedra dhē(i)n garb'yaitā dh'ṭṭēh "so that they raised the foremost one of the banks over against that corner of the inner court which [looked] to the north-west, a second one against the northern edifice, which was between its two gates. The other two were at the
western and northern cloisters of the temple." P. 26, l. 7, "on account of the long time;" p. 27, l. 2, "and especially on account of the care [which the Romans would have to give] their bodies," Greek πρὸς θεραπείας ἴδῃ τοῦ σώματος ὑπνοῦ; l. 21, "in those days" βῆθανείν ἵνα γαμάθαθαι and not = βῆθανείν ὑπ' εἰδεντοὺς; p. 29, l. 4, the text has ἄδος or ἐγὸδος (compare ὁδοῖς Νόλθ., Syr. Gram., § 144). Dr. Kottek translates Pudens. Perhaps we ought to read ἄνεγερ. The Latin translation and Whiston have Pudens! l. 6, "because he overestimated," l. 8, "and threw him down;" l. 16, the plural is right here, τοῖς ἀλλόγοις εὐτυχοῖς.

There are a few extracts from Josephus which I have met with in my Syriac reading. They may as well find a place here. In the Theophania of Eusebius (ed. Lee), 4:21, there is a passage which is also contained in Ceriani's publication. It will be interesting to compare both texts. It is from Bell. Jud., 3:3. In the accompanying foot-notes, A = Ceriani, B = Eusebius.

Βασιλέως ἑπιβάτης. Βασιλεία 

Επιβάτης.

1. Μελέτη παραμετρική στασιμότητα του μελέτητος μελέτητος μελέτητος μελέτητος μελέτητος μελέτητος μελέτητος μελέτητος μελέτητος μελέτητος μελέτη 

2. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

3. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

4. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

5. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

6. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

7. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

8. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

9. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

10. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

11. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

12. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

13. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

14. Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη Μελέτη 

---

1 Wanting in A, συνεπολύστορε.  
2 Read ἄμημα.  
3 Gr. καί εἰς τί. Perhaps ἀπ' ὑμῖν.  
5 This construction is admissible, although not usual. Nöldeke, Syr. Gram., p. 154.  
6 Note the Wau here.  
7 Expresses the τί in τί τροφής.  
8 Read οὖν.  
9 Read with B θέλω.  
10 = θυμότερος.  
11 Β δεικνύει (σφυροκοπή) διαφορά σαλαμάδων εἰς εὑρήσεως.  
12 Β ἀπέλθο ἧπερ ἀπέλθο, but before ἥπερ ἄν.  
13 B δεικνύει, but before ἥπερ ἄν.  
14 B δεικνύει.
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Bk. V., 10:5 = Eusebius Theophania, IV., 22.

In Ceriani's Hexapla, p. 112 b, note, I find the following:

A follows here the Greek text more closely.

Wanting in B.

The next four lines are wanting in the Syriac.

As the Syriac cannot use ba'nâth alone, hâlêqin is added. Over the word dê(j)n are three points, which generally are a sign that the word is to be omitted. Here, however, dê(j)n stands for the Greek dê.

Pa"el, indicated by the point above, = ἐκλάνησε...μέγας.

Read [אכ"ל] = φέγγος, דָּלָס = λαμπρὸν. Payne Smith, cols. 1135, 2458.)
These extracts are, as the notes show, literal translations. The comparison of the first with the text of the Ambrosian P‘siṭṭa shows the different style of its translation. At the same time it becomes apparent that that translation also follows the textus receptus.

There is one point more touched upon by Dr. Kottek in his preface, which I cannot omit to notice here. The idea that this Syriac translation is one made directly from the Aramean in which the Bellum was originally composed, is so novel that we look with eagerness for the proofs to substantiate such an assumption. Of external evidence, Dr. Kottek is able to adduce only three words which, he claims, are not in use in Syriac. Granting these, and keeping in mind that the Syriac is probably a translation and not a free rendering of the original (preface, p. 9), we would expect to find some traces of this original either in the syntax or in the position of single words; and all the more since the Syriac does not read fluently, and many constructions tax even the pliant nature of the Syriac. Dr. Kottek does not seem to have been able to find such traces, nor have I. On the contrary, some constructions remind one very forcibly of the Greek. See, for instance, 3:13-15, men yamminā dhudhrānā = ḍeξιά τῆς ῥῆς; the position of meṭṭul hādhē,
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3:15; men kulhôn, 4:5 = πάντως; šābhēk, 4:16 = ἄφετηρια. If the following words of the text are correct,—perhaps we ought to read hânôn,—they are a poor rendering of the Greek τῶν προστολόντων. ‘adh nē’thē...k’rābhē l’dhaihôn, p. 5, l. 2 = eic χειρας κλ.θεῖν; nettebh ‘al šwârhôn, p. 8, l. 21. Dr. Kottke affirms (preface, p. 15) that there occur in the translation many words which are only to be found again in the Aramaic—by which, I suppose, he means the dialects of the Targumim and Talmûdîm. I have been unable to find such, and am sorry that Dr. Kottke has so limited the number which he himself quotes. And even these three vanish, when looked at a little closer. The word š’bḥak, “permit” does occur in Syriac, Mark 1. 34, w’llâ šâbhek (h)wâ l’hôn. This passage, as well as the others cited Cast.-Mich. p. 888, s. v. šâbhokâ, belong under the rubric š’bḥak. Bernstein, Lexicon, p. 500. For the ’Ethp’el in the same meaning, Hahn and Sieffert, Chrestomathia Syriaca (1825), p. 224. For k’nâ “envy,” Dr. Kottke could have cited, in support of his theory, its occurrence in Christian Palestinian Aramaic (Franciscus Miniscalchi Erizzo, Evangeliarium Hierosolymitanum, etc., p. 393). My collections for Syriac lexicography do not contain the word in that meaning in Edessenian Syriac. k’nē’thâ, Job v. 2 (Bernstein, p. 449) is simply the Hebrew kin’âh. Dr. Kottke would, however, have done better to have left this word out of his argument, as it rests (p. 11, l. 10 and note d) on the very slender basis of conjecture and emendation. I have shown above how untenable both are. Compare also 18:15. The form of the root gûph, 24:11 (not gaph, as Dr. Kottke has) can as well be read m’ghayy’phîn in Pâ’el, for which Payne Smith, col. 687, gives one authority. The Targumim seem also to use this word as an ’Ayîn-U one. Levy, TW., I., 131 (the place to which Dr. Kottke refers) gives gûph.

If the external arguments fail thus to support the theory propounded, so do the internal ones taken from a comparison of the Syriac with the Greek text. From a consideration of the general character of the text, very little can be won. Few of the translations from the Greek—if we except those of the Aristotelian Canon—keep closely to their original. Few translators are as conscientious as Sargis Rî’sainâyâ (Lagarde, Analecta Syriaca, p. 134:23 seq.). On the contrary, they seek rather to give only the meaning conveyed by their originals. On this point, Licentiat Ryssel has summed up the evidence in his two excellent essays, Über den text-kritischen Werth der Syrischen Übersetzungen Griechischer Klassiker, I., II. Leipzig, 1880.

Our translation of Josephus belongs to the second of the three divisions of Ryssel (I., p. 4). But this would surely be no reason (Kottke, preface, p. 9) to doubt its having a Greek original. The other arguments might be noticed here. ch. 1, § 5: If we accept the very probable conjecture of Dr. Kottke himself, both texts will agree. § 5: The opening sentences of the speech, as it stands in the Syriac version, seem to me more in accord with what has preceded than in the Greek. Josephus says expressly that Titus was of the opinion that “exhortations
and promises would strengthen the courage of his soldiers." ch. IV. § 1: I have not the Syriac text at hand; though I doubt whether there is any real difference between it and the Greek. I understand the Syriac to mean that the Romans first weakened and partly demolished the gate, and then applied ladders and fire. ch. 5. § 3: The Syriac translator has simply blundered here, having been led astray by the preceding mention of the night of the festival. In the same way, many of the "additions" (as 3:10; 5:13) can be explained as omissions on the part of the Syriac translator. On the whole, he seems to strive after conciseness of expression, ch. 2: 3, n. 2; ch. 3:1. In ch. 1, § 6, note 3, ὅρμη τον διαμονῷ did not suit the Christian Syrian; for which reason he altered it. Ryssel, loc. cit., I, 4; II., 50. To the same category belong the changes in ch. 2, § 4, note 3, ch. 2, § 10, Pudens succumbs to Jonathan rather than to chance. See ch. 1, § 1, note 6, § 8, note 1. ὀνκ άνημος ἢν ἀνηρ is omitted as not necessary for the sense; ibid. note 9, it is only the first five words which are left out in the Syriac. The translator did not deem it necessary to add these words, as the fact is easily understood from the narrative itself.

It may be permitted me to call attention to some lexicographical points which I have noticed while reading the text. 1:10 m'phalpal in the sense of "stained" φίρω. Hex. Jerem. 2:3 (Cast.-Mich.); Bar 'Ali ed. Hoffmann, 228:7; Payne Smith, col. 1504; 'Aprêm I., 205 A. Compare farther on 21:18, where it is a translation ad sensum of θερμάς τὰς χειρὰς τξονεῖς; 29:10 in the meaning of the German "wälzen" (Sündlan, ed. Baethgen, 9:10); Targumish לילכ (Levy, TW., II., 271). p. 2, l. 2, ḍlā bhûnâyâ = ἀπαγγέλ大巴 "desperation" (to be added Payne Smith, col. 469). p. 2, l. 4, kudhnavathâ. Payne Smith, col. 1181, has a remark on this passage. p. 2, l. 9, taṣb'yâthâ. Jer. 2:32, 4:30; 'Aprêm I., 345 D; Spicilegeum Syriacum, 26:16, 48:3. In the same sense sebbâ, l. 12; Eusebius, Theophania, I., 4:1; Jes. 3:18; Hoffmann, de hermeneuticis, 203:27. Curious is the use of nestakbal. p. 2, l. 12, "arrive, come to." Levy TW., II., 185. p. 14, l. 15 it has its usual signification. p. 3, l. 3, t'hebb, of which the P'sal is not given. Cast.-Mich. p. 936; see ZDMG., XXIV., 288:25; Bar 'Ebhrâyâ to Jes. 19:2, Tullberg 14, note p. 12; Dionysius Telmahrensis 117:8, note, p. 303; Bickell, Carmina Nisibena, 69 s. v. p. 4, l. 1, 'ethpakkah; 29:16. Bickell, loc. cit. p. 60, 'Ebdokhos (private MS. of Prof. Sachau, Berlin) fol. 26a. " sắc " in the meaning "pacare," 'Aprêm, II., 242 C; "temperare," ibid. I., 10 A, 16, 5 C; Spic. Syr., 21:3. p. 5, l. 19, (sic) 24:11; "scutus"? p. 8, l. 3, šul'labāyā, "superbia." 'Aprêm, II., 119 D, 124 F; I., 339 E. p. 10, l. 2, šuph'ân, "profusio." l. 15, šiyûthâ, "color of the face," where the masc. 'ukkâmâ next to h'wîth is strange. Nödeke, ZDMG., XXXVII., 535, note 1. The citation from Titus of Bostra is a slip of the pen, as the word mentioned there is šanimalhâ. 'Ebdokhos also gives the pronunciation as trisyllabic (fol. 137 b). unction with the marginal


There are other matters to which I would gladly call attention; but I have already gone beyond the limits I had placed for myself. In conclusion, I can only hope that Dr. Kottek may soon be able to give us the rest of this interesting translation—perhaps, too, in a little better form.
THE STROPHICAL ORGANIZATION OF HEBREW TRIMETERS.
BY PROF. CHARLES A. BRIGGS, D. D.,
Union Theological Seminary, New York.

An absence in Europe for eight months prevented me from continuing the series of articles on Hebrew Poetry, begun in the HEBRAICA in April, 1886, until the present time. In the first article I presented some specimens of the trimeter movement, with a study of the lines and their interrelation in the varied forms of Parallelism. I now purpose to consider the strophical organization of the trimeter poems. The strophes are sometimes marked externally by the initial letters of the strophes being in alphabetical order, or by refrains. But in most cases, the strophical organization can be determined only by a careful study of the poem, with reference to the breaks in the sense and emotion, and of the parallelism of the sections on a larger scale. There is great freedom and variety in the strophical organization.

1) The simplest strophe is the distich. We have an example of this in the alphabetical Psalm xxxiv.

These six strophes sufficiently illustrate the movement. The strophes continue through the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. There is one letter omitted, namely, the ג that should come in between ק and י. There is also an additional
strophe at the end with ֶ. This shows that the original poem has been changed by omission and addition in these two instances, and opens our eyes to look for other similar modifications of Hebrew poems where the alphabetical structure does not aid us to determine them. These lines are all trimeters except the first in the strophe with ַ. The tetrameter here seems to be designed to make an antithesis between the calling and the answering.

2) We have a specimen of a trimeter poem with strophes of four lines in the prayer Psalm III.

I.

יִרְאוּ חָוָה זָרוֹן
רְבִּים כְּפַיִים עֻלִּים
רְבִּים אָפְרֵים לְפֵיתֶיס
אִם מִשְׁעֶתָּה לְבַלְדוֹת

II.

אֹתָהּ חָוָה מָנוֹבָעִי
כָּרִים לֹא רָאִים
כֹּלָּהּ אֶל-יהוֹה אָכָר
וּעָנִי מָתָר קָרְשִׁי

III.

אָני שְׁכַבְּתִי אֲשֶׁנָּה
רֹצְחָה יְיִיהוֹ הָסָכִני
לָא אֲזַי אֲמַרְבּוֹת עֻּלָּה
אָסֵר-סְבָּכָא שְׁחֶר יִשָּׁה

IV.

כְּפַיִים דְּמִשְׁנִיָּאִלֵּי
כִּי-הוֹה אָתָ-כֵלָא-נֵי לְדָי
שְׁנִי רַשְׁעָם שְׁבָרָה
לְיִרְאוּ חָוָה עֻלִּי-עֵמֶךְ בְּרָכָה

At the close of strophes I. and II. the Massoretic text gives ֹ. This is thought by some to mark strophical divisions at times. I do not believe this. These strophes are so arranged that the second is antithetical to the first and the fourth to the third. But the strophes are really in introverted parallelism, in that the two middle strophes are antithetical to the strophes that begin and close the prayer. The lines are trimeters with the exception of the initial and the concluding lines of the last strophe. Here the movement is changed to the tetrameter in the last line, in order that it may become more deliberate and quiet at the end,
expressing the firm confidence of the Psalmist in his God. But we can see no reason for a change to the tetrameter movement in the first line. Accordingly we have stricken out the מִן-דְּשָׁמִים which is unnecessary to the thought and really out of place in the rhythm. We have found a large number of examples in Hebrew poetry and prophecy in which divine names have been inserted by later editors who did not understand the rhythm. It is also probable that the relative אֶת in the closing line of the third strophe is such a prosaic addition. It may be combined with בְּכֵל by Maqqeph, but it is more commonly omitted in Hebrew poetry.

3) Psalm cxlviii. gives us an example of strophes of six lines.

I.

הלל אלהים מֹ-דְשָׁמִים
הללוּוה בְּם מְרֹמֵם
הללוּוה כָּל מְלַכִּי
הללוּוה כָּל זֶבַחִי
הללוּוה שֶמֶשׁ הָיִרָה
הֵלָלוּוה כָּל בּוּכְבִי-אֲדוֹר

II.

הללוּוה שֶמֶשׁ הָשָׁמִים
הָיִרָה אָזְרִי-מְעָלָה הָשָׁמִים
יִרְאוּ הַאָרֵי-שָׁמִים יִרְאוּ
בייְרוּ אָזְרִי-מְעָלָה
יִרְאוּ הָשָׁמִים
הָשָׁמִים יִרְאוּ
הָן נִיטָו-אִים

III.

הלל אלהים מֹ-דְשָׁמִים
הַנִּיטָו-כָּל הָהֲמָה
אֶזְבָּרִי-שָׁלֶג-קֹמְרוּ
רָוִי-שָׁרִית אָשָׁר דְּבָר...
הָהֲמָה כָּל גְּבָעָה
עַיְּפָרִי כָּל אָרוֹם

IV.

רֹחֵי כָּל הָהֲמָה
רָמָשׁ זָפָר כְּנֶּחָה
מַלְכִי-אַרְזִי כָּל לָאַמִּים
This is a Hallelujah Psalm indicated by its appended title דַּעְלָוִיָּה. There can be no doubt that there is a division at the third strophe, where there is an antithesis between

דרלָלוֹ האֵלֶּה יְהוָה
כִּיםֶנְבָּא שָׁמִי לָבֹר
edorוּ עַל-אֱנֹמֶם
וְיָרֵם קֵדֶם
הָלַכה לַכּל תְּפוּרִי
לבִּינוֹ-שָׁרַיִל עָם קָרֵב

This would seem to divide the Psalm into two parts. There is, however, manifestly another strophe, beginning with

דרלָלוֹ האֵלֶּה יְהוָה

This last strophe has but six lines. It therefore seems necessary to break the previous parts in two, if the strophes are to be uniform. Such a break is given in the first part by rising to the more general statement in the

הָלַכהּ שֵׁמֶי הָשָׁם

and in the second part by passing over to the animal kingdom.

Furthermore, the last strophe is as closely related to the second part, as the second strophe is to the third part. For in the third line of the second strophe we have

דרלָלוֹ האֵלֶּה יְהוָה

followed by the reason

כִּיםֶנְבָּא שָׁמִי לָבֹר

and it is evident that the first and second lines are in parallelism with them:

דרלָלוֹ האֵלֶּה יְהוָה

Thus the Psalm is composed of two parts, with two strophes in the first and three in the second. It is of the nature of the hymn thus to swell in ascriptions of praise.

One modification of the text seems to be necessary. The second line of the Psalm is a dimeter if we read בֵּרָכוֹת, but I can see no propriety in such a
diameter here. It is probable that we should separate the ב and write it after the poetic style כְּמֹם and so get the third beat of the accent.

4) We have an example of a strophe of seven lines in Psalm ix. We shall give the two strophes of the first part:

I.

לָמָּהּ רֵאָשׁ צְנָם
לַאֲמָוִים יָדָה רַק
וַיִּצְרֶנֶבּ מַלְכּי אָרִים
וַרְחַנְתָּ נִסְרַה יִתְרוּ
עַל-יְדוֹתּ עַל-מֹשֵׁה
נַחֲקוּ אֲדֹנָי מָשָׁרְתָּם
וַנְשַׁלְּכָה מָמוֹן עַבְּחֵיתָם

II.

וַאֲשֶׁר בְּשָׁמָיִם יִשָּׁהֵךְ
אָרוּנִי יָלְעָה לֹא
אֲנִי יְבֵרָה אָלֶמֶנָה
בְּאמֵם בְּחָרָה יִבְחָלֵם
אֲנִי נֶסְכָּה מַלְכִי
עַל-זֵיִית הָרָּרָה קָרֵשָׁה

The second strophe is here antithetical to the first strophe. This antithesis is complete, extending through every line but the fifth, which is omitted in the second strophe. It seems to us clear that the original poem has been mutilated by the omission of this line which ought to have given the גֹּם מַלְכִי אָרִים as the antithesis to עַל-יְדוֹת עַל-מֹשֵׁה. It would seem that this latter line is a dimeter in order to make a pause of a single beat before giving the words of rebellion. The Massoretes have incorrectly arranged the third and fourth lines of the second strophe by attaching בְּאמֵם to the third line and thus making the fourth line a dimeter. There would be a sufficient reason for this if it was the original line preceding the words of Jehovah to the rebels, but this is probably not the case. Furthermore, the rhyme is preserved if we make the three lines close with לֹא, אֲלִימָה, and מִי. The Hebrew poet is fond of rhyming through a few lines, as here; but he does not care to carry it on to any great length.

5) Psalm xlix. gives us strophes of eight lines.

I.

שָׁמְעָהּ אֲדֹנָי מָלָךְ הַעֲוָרָה
הָאָוִים בְּלִי-שָׁבָעָהル
המ בתיה אומ נס-כני-אי
ויר עשיר וסכות
פי יבר חכמה
ורגת לבי תבונה
אמם למלש צאני
אופתת בניי הרוח

לַמָּה צַואִר בְּכֵי-עֵד
עַנ עִקֶּי יִסְבִּינוּ
הַעֲסַרֵמוּ עֶלֶּי הָיִלָם
ורֵב עֵשֶׁר יִחְדָּלֵךְ
אֲחֶלָּה פְּרָדַיה
לֵא יִזְרֵה לַאלָּלִים כְּפַר
יִקְר פְּרָדַי נָפְשָׁה
וֹרֵחַ עֵלָּלָם

וְיוּחַ עָוְר לֶגְזָה
לֹא נַרְאָה הַשָּׁפָה
בי-רָאִינָה הַכְּבוֹם יְמֹתוּ
וְיְוָרָבֶל בְּעָלָה יָבֹרָה
עָיוֹ נָלַחְרוּ הַיָּלָם
קרְבָּם בְּתוֹמָו עֵלָּלָם
מִשְׁכָּרְתַּם לָרְחַר וְרָה
קרְאֵי בְּשִׁמְעָתֵהוּ עִילָּאָרָה
(וּאוֹרָם בְּיִקְר בְּלִילֵי)
(l)נְמֵשַּל בְּכָהָה-תַּעֲרָה

עֲרֵי-כַּפֵּל כָּלָּלָם
אנְרַי-הָה בְּפִיוֹדַים יְזוּרִי
בִּינַא לָשָׁוָל שֵׁה
מְוָי-יוּרֵם וּזְוֵרוּ לַבָּלָה
שֵׁנַאֲלָו מַכָּל לְלָכָה
וּירָרוֹ-בָּם יִשְׁרֵי לַכָּה
This Psalm is clearly divided into two parts by the refrain. The first part has an introductory strophe, and then two strophes that have in parallelism the two strophes of the second part. It is common not to distinguish these two strophes and to treat the poem as if it had an introductory strophe of eight lines, and then two long strophes, each with a refrain. But it is easy to divide the second part into two strophes of eight lines, and these correspond in length with the introductory strophe. There are but two difficulties. The former is the absence of the refrain. But this difficulty is met by the opinion that here, as elsewhere, the scribe has omitted the refrain from the intermediate strophes. The principal difficulty is in the connection between the first line of the third strophe and the last line of the second strophe. It is common so to connect them that there can be no break in the sense. We agree, however, with Hitzig and Graetz in the opinion that a new sentence begins with יוהו נעור. Bickell attaches these two words to the previous line, so that it becomes והודע ליעל ויהי ענור and the first line of the strophe begins with

לגדה לא-יאירה חשתה

It seems to me that יוהו נעור is the usual congratulatory wish, such as we found in Ps. xxxii. 27, where, as here, the verb אמר is to be supplied. The clause

לא יראה השחת כ-יואיה

reminds us of Isaiah xxvi. 11, in its contrast,

בל תוחין יוויבש

The last line of the strophe is four-toned with כ-יואיה; we may reduce it by writing כ-יואיה. However, Bickell thinks the text is corrupt and makes two lines
He is followed by Cheyne. In this way he gains the line that he loses above. It would suit our arrangement just as well. The second part is difficult in the third, fourth and fifth lines. These are variously arranged by critics. Hupfeld, Bickell, Cheyne, and others, transpose lines four and six. This is the easiest way of overcoming the difficulty.

6) We have an example of strophes of ten lines in the Penitential Psalm LI.

I.

הנה אלוהים כלותך
cם רברחתך מה אתה פשעcribe.
חרבה חכמי מעני
כממי חס.getItemId.
כמפי 같이 אפי ארצה
חרמותי נודי תми
כל לברך חמהת
וה UIT בנגך עשתיך
ולמען תצרך הברך
והנה נשמסך

In this strophe we notice the constant recurrence of the ending in emphasizing in expression, as well as in the idea, the personal guilt of the Psalmist. In the ninth line we have an example of the attraction of ברך and במרות into an unusual grammatical form by the parallel בשמשך. The strophe ends with a dimeter, which is not uncommon. But there seems to be no good reason for a dimiter in line four. Therefore we separate the preposition from the noun and read ימני, the archaic form of the preposition.

II.

וזבעות ההללתי
ובחתא חמהתי אמי
זואראת חפקת חמהת
וכמות חכמה חמשני
וחתמות ביצוא לאמורה
חבכמי ושלאל אילך
השומיעני משא ושמהת
הנהלח עצמות רכית
המור חוני ממהתי
וכל ענני מהה
The second strophe is entirely plain. There is but one difficulty in the second strophe: 알라ים makes the ninth line too long. It has been inserted by a later writer, probably from ditto graphy.

This strophe has several difficulties in the Massoretic text. The rhythm is better if we attach לאר.prototype to the fourth line. The sixth line is too long if the divine name אלָּהִים is retained. It is unnecessary. The poet would not have so lengthened his line without cause. The ninth line seems to have been enlarged by inserting עָלֵיה to explain the unusual כָּלָּי and make it correspond with line four. It is held by some that the last four lines are a later liturgical addition. But they are necessary to complete the strophe and are in entire accord with the rest of it. This theory of a later liturgical addition will not save the traditional theory expressed in the title that the Psalm is Davidic. Its doctrine is exilic, and the conclusion of the Psalm is in accordance with its historical situation.
7) Fine specimens of the strophes of twelve lines are given in that group of Psalms xcv.—c. We shall give the one strophe of Psalm c.

The eighth line is a dimeter, the verb בְּכָא should be inserted to make it a trimeter. There is no good reason for a dimeter line here. It would be natural for a scribe to omit the second בְּכָא which he would think unnecessary to the sense. The tenth and eleventh lines are dimeters in order to metrical pauses at the close of the lines, in order that the trimeter might close the piece with the more vigor.

8) There are many Hebrew trimeters that have strophes of fourteen lines. We shall give as an example four strophes from the great poem of the origin and early fortunes of our race preserved in the narratives of the Jehovist in the earlier chapters of Genesis. The story of Cain and Abel is given in four strophes:

I.

рогארם יֵעַ שֹׁטָה
חֹתֶר הַיֶלֶדָּא-קָי
תָּאַם מַעַלֵי אֲדֻתִּי-יוֹעָה
תֹּפָק לָדָּא אָא-אָזַּי
חֶרֶם שְׂפָה אָא-בוֹל
יָהי-ימָל רְעַנֵי-זָא
טֵקֵהוֹת עֶבֶר אָרֶם
יָהי מַכֶּקְי יִימָה
יָבָא-קָי לִיוּהָה
מֶפֶר הָאָדָם מִנָּה
The poem has been modified here and there by the Jehovist and the final redactor of the Pentateuch. But it is easy to trace his work and restore the poem to its original form. In the first line the editor has inserted the name אָלֵּה הָאָדָם as he did in the poem in the previous chapter. In the third line he has inserted אֵין in order, if possible, to prevent our taking אָלֵּה הָרָה as the object of the verb. The style of this poem is to give the names of the children. Accordingly we insert the usual phrase וְהַקְּרָאָה שְׁאוֹמִי in the fifth line. The poetic order requires us to transfer לֹאְדוֹר הָרָה from the end of the verse to the end of the previous line after קו in the ninth line. The editor has inserted הָרָה in the thirteenth line. The parallelisms and the steady flow of the rhythm is manifest in the poem as we have given it above.

II.

וּחַר לֵעָלִין מֵאָדָה
וּפָלֵל פָּנִי
וָאִשות חָוָה אָלִיךְנִי
לֹא חָלָה חָרָה לֵי
וּלְבָּה פָּנִי פָּנִי
וּלָא אָמֶר חָמָן שֶׂאת
וּאָמֶר לָא חָמָן
לָא חָמָן חָפָת רִבָּן
וּאָמֶר תֶּשֶׁךְּוָה
וּאָמֶר חָמָן רְבָּן
וּאִיתָר קְנֵי אָלִיךְ בֱּבָּה
וּלָכָה אָלִיךְ חָשָּרוּ
וֹרִי חָמָן חָשָּרוֹ
וּאֱמֶר קְנֵי אָלִיךְ חָשָּרוּ
וּכְבָּה חָשָּרוֹ חָשָּרוֹ.

There are but few editorial changes here. The LXX. and Samaritan codex and most critics justify the insertion of the twelfth line נֶלְכָּה אֲלֵי חָשָּרוּ. The editor has inserted קְנֵי אָלִיךְ in the last line to bring out more distinctly the idea of fratricide. There are two dimeters that seem to be designed, namely, in lines two and nine.
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III.

יאמור יוהו אֵל־יהו
יאורל אֵל־יהו
יָאָמֵר לֵא יִדְעֶה
דִּשְׁמַר אֵת אֲנֵה
רֵאָמֶר מֵה עִשָּׁה
כֹּל דָּמַי אֵל־יהו
צַעִיקָמָל, מִלְּרָאָמֶה
רֵעָה אֵדָר אָנה
נִרָשְׁמֵי מִלְּרָאָמֶה
אָאָשֶׁר פַּעַּר אֵת פַּה
לְכִיחָה אֵדָר יָאִיחוּ מִיִּרְךָ
כֶּי הַעֲבֵר אֵיגַר אֵאָרָמֶה
לְאָמֶר תְּתוֹךְּכֶה לְךָ
נִצְעֵרָה תְּתוֹךְּכֶה בָּאָרָם

The only editorial change in this strophe is the omission of בּרָשָׁמָךְ in the ninth line. The use of it in the next strophe, line three, seems to require it here also.

IV.

יָאָמֶר קָנָא אֵל־יהוֹ
נָאָרֶל עַנֵי מְנִשָּׁא
וֹקְרֵשֶׁת אַתָּה דָּוָם
מִעֲלָה פְּנֵי הָאָרָמֶה

In the fifth line it seems necessary to separate the preposition from the noun and write the archaic form בָּלָן. There is no reason for a dimeter here. The
tenth line is a natural dimeter. In the eleventh line it is better to strike out לְהֹזְרָיִן and in the thirteenth line יִגְדַּר as prosaic addition. It is not necessary to do this, because they may be combined with the verbs by Maqqeph, but it seems better to do so.

Thus, with a very few easy modifications that have been caused by editorial work, where the poetical character of the piece was lost sight of, the original poem stands before us with all its original beauty and power.

We have given a sufficient number of examples to illustrate the strophical organization of the trimeter poems. There are strophes of longer lines in the Psalter and the prophets, and in the historical books. The song of Moses, Deut. xxxii., is composed of three parts, and the scheme of the strophes in these parts is 12, 10, 10, 15, | 12, 10, 10, 10, | 10, 12, 15, 10, with a refrain of four lines. Proverbs viii.—ix. have the scheme 10, 12, 10, 10, | 10, 12, 10, | 12, 12, 12. Job. iii. has the scheme 20, 18, 14; Job. xxxi. has the scheme 8, 9, 8, 6, 6, 10, 10, 8, 12, 6. Job. xxxviii.—ix. has the scheme 8, 8, 8, | 6, 6, 6, 6, | 6, 6, 4, 6, | 7, 8, 8, | 8, 12, | 15, 10.

Psalm xlv. gives us an example of a bridal song in which the first strophe is six lines with its refrain, the second twelve lines with its refrain, and the third, twenty-four lines with its refrain.

Psalm lxxx. gives us two strophes of eight lines, the third strophe of sixteen lines, and the fourth strophe of eight lines. The third strophe has been doubled to embrace the allegory of the vine, and has a double refrain on that account.

We shall conclude with a specimen of responsive trimeters—Psalm xxiv. 1–6.

CHORUS.

לְהוֹזֵר לְאָרֵץ יְמָלְאוֹת
הַכְּלָל יִשְׁבֶּיהָ בָּה
כִּי-וַעֲדֵי עַל-יִמְוָו יִשְׁרָה
עֹלַי נְהֹרָה יִנְגָּה

QUESTION.

מֵי יְעָלֵה בָּה-רָי הָוָה
וֹמִי-קֹם יִמְכֵּה קְרָשִׁי

RESPONSE.

נָכְךָ כְּפִים בִּרְ-לָבָב
לַא-רֵעָה לְשׁוּא נֹפֶשׁ
וֹלָא נְשָׁא לֶמְׁרָה
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The בָּשָׂר should be stricken out in second line of the response. Another specimen of such songs is found in xxiv. 7-10. See also Hosea xiv., Isaiah lxiii. 1-6, and Psalm xx.

These examples will be sufficient to illustrate the great variety of strophical organization that we find in Hebrew trimeter poems. In our next article we shall give some specimens of tetrameter poems.
INSCRIPTION OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR, VARIANTS OF AN UNPUBLISHED DUPLICATE OF THE NEW YORK CYLINDER.

BY J. F. X. O'CONOR, S. J.,

Woodstock College, Md.

Through the kindness of the assistant of the British Museum and of my learned confrère, J. N. Strassmaier, I have been enabled to secure for the readers of the New York inscription, the text of an unpublished duplicate of this cylinder of Nebuchadnezzar, which was brought to light by the publication of the New York original in the Metropolitan Museum of Art.

The value of the first text as published, becomes enhanced by this corroboration of its general accuracy, though differing in some minor points, especially where the original was partly indistinct. This new copy of the text, besides confirming the substantial correctness of the first translation, supplies us with a number of variants that will be of interest and value, to the students of the first text who wish to become familiar with this peculiarity of the Babylonian scribes.

The first publication supplied three styles of writing, which give a useful table for the study of variations between Assyrian and early and late Babylonian characters. The present notes indicate in one inscription several instances of variants in the Babylonian text itself. The text of this new cylinder of the British Museum, is the same as that published in my pamphlet, in January, 1885, but the division of lines is quite different, as well as many of the characters, as will be seen from the accompanying plate, and the following parallelism. In both cylinders there are the same number of lines, one hundred. In the duplicate of the British Museum, column I. continues as far as line 35 inclusive; in the New York cylinder, column I. continues as far as line 28, a difference of eight lines. Column II. in each ends at line 70. On the British Museum cylinder, lines 47 and 48 are represented by one line. It is the reverse for lines 76, 77. These two lines of the British Museum cylinder are represented by one line on the New York cylinder. Lines 92, 93, and lines 97, 98 are also represented by one line on the cylinder of New York.
INSCRIPTION OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR.

DIVISION OF LINES

BRITISH MUSEUM (unpublished).

Col. I.

Line 29 is seven lines from the beginning of Column II.
30. a-na ma-na-ma
31. šarru ma-aḫ-ri-im

Col. II.

36. a-na e-bi-eš eš-ri-e-ti
37. li-ib-bu-am
38. ti-is-mu-ur-ma
39. i-na ši-ga-ti
40. u-sa-ap-pa ša-aš-ši
44. ni-iš ga-ti-ia
45. im-ḫu-ur-ma

{ 47. } one line.
48. }

Col. III.

71. li-bi-it ga-ti-ia šu-ku-nu
75. i-na ki-bi-ti-ka
76. ki-it-ti lu-uš-ba-a
77. li-it-tu-ti
78. ba-la-tam u-ûm ru-ku-ti
79. ku-un kussî
80. lu-ši-ri-ik-tu-um-ma ri'-u-a
81. a-na da-er-a-ti
82. i-ša-ri-iš
83. a-pa-la-an-ni
94. i-na a-ma-ti-ka
95. el-li-ti
96. šu la šu-pi-e-su
97. lu-ti-bu-u
98. lu-za-ak-tu

NEW YORK CYLINDER (O’Connor).

Col. II.

Line 29 is precisely the beginning of Column II.
30. a-na ma-na-ma šarrī ma-aḫ-ri-im
31. la im-gu-ur-ma

36. a-na e-bi-eš eš-ri-e-ti
37. li-ib-ba
38. u-ga-ru am-ša-as-si (?)  
39. aš-ši ga-ti ....
40. u-sa-ap-pa ša-aš-ši (?)  

44. ni-iš ga-ti-ia im-ḫu-ur-ma

{ 47. } e-bi-eš biti ša il šamaš
48. il šamaš il Ramanu u il Marduk

Col. III.

71. li-bi-it ga-ti-ia šu-ul-bi-ir
75. i-na ki-bi-ti-ka ki-it-ti
76. lu-uš-ba-a' li-it-tu-ti
77. ba-la-tam ana û-um ru-ku-ti
78. ku-un kussî lu-si-ri-ik-tu-um-ma
79. li-ri-ku li-ša-li-bu
80. ri'-u-u a-na da-ra-a-ti
92. i-ša-ri-is a-pa-la-an-ni

..............
93. ina a-ma-ti-ka
94. ša-li-mu
95. ša la (ma bi-e-ri) uttakaru
97. lu-ti-bu-u lu-za-ak-tu

For the rest the division of lines is the same.
OTHER INSCRIPTIONS OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR.

The name of Nebuchadnezzar has been handed down to us, not only in the Sacred Writings, and in early profane history, but especially and with peculiar interest in the cuneiform inscriptions.

The records of this king, however, confine themselves, for the most part, to descriptions of edifices erected or restored by him; and not one document has yet been brought to light which may be termed strictly historical; none that recount his military expeditions or conquests, as we find so abundantly with regard to the Assyrian Kings Tiglath-pileser, Sennacherib and Assurbanipal. It may be that future excavations will reveal such a monument, but up to the present, there has been a remarkable contrast in this regard between the Babylonian and Assyrian documents.

Those who have been interested, hitherto, in one or other of these texts, will be pleased, no doubt, with an enumeration, complete, as far as known, of the previously published texts.

The inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar already edited, independently of recent ones, are thirteen in number. They are familiar to many readers of Assyrian, not so to others. They vary in length and importance from the seal of the king, bearing simply his title, to the standard inscription including over six hundred lines. This last is usually known as the East India House Inscription. It was published in I. R., and has been translated and commented upon by various authors.1

In recording the inscriptions we begin with the smallest.

No. I.—This is a seal containing the profile of the king, with the inscription, "Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, to Merodach, his Lord; he made it for his own life." This cameo is preserved in the Berlin Museum. It was published by Schenkel in his Bibel-lexicon, and in the monthly journal of the Academy of Science, Berlin.

II.—Among the inscriptions found by Smith in Babylon, one is inscribed on the pupil of the eye of a statue of the god Nebo,2 "To the God Nebo, his Lord, Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, son of Nabopolassar, King of Babylon, for his preservation he made."

III.—Three contract tablets, discovered by Smith, bearing the date of the reign of Nebuchadnezzar:

1) City of Babylon, month of Tammuz, 15th day, 20th year of Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon.

2) City of Babylon, month of Iyyar, 21st day, 37th year of Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon.

---

1 See Smith's Assyrian Discoveries, Rawlinson, Schrader, Menant, Lenormant, Budge, Fleming, Brunengo, etc.
2 Smith's Assyrian Discoveries, p. 385.
INSRIPTION OF NEBUCHADNEZZAR.

3) City of Babylon, month of Kisleu, 8th day, 37th year of Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon.

These are of special interest on account of the dates.

IV.—Numberless bricks with the inscription "I am Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, restorer of the Temple of Saggil and the temple of Zida, oldest son of Nabopolassar, am I"—(Menant, Schrader).

V.—The epigraphs of Larsam (Senkereh), and Mugheir (Ur), which, in addition to the preceding inscription, add that this king restored the temple of the Sun at Larsam, and of the Moon at Ur.

VI.—On the side of a brick was found a record of the palace of the great king. This inscription begins like No. IV, and continues thus: "I built a palace for the sojourn of my majesty in the city of Babylon, situated in the land of Babylon. And I dug foundations to a great depth, below the water of the river, and wrote there the record on cylinders, covered with bitumen and brick. With thy aid, I, Merodach, God of the gods, I built this palace in the heart of Babylon. Come and dwell there, multiply its progeny, and make the people of Babylon, by my hand, victorious forever." On the gate of one of the palaces of Babylon is the short inscription, "Palace of Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, restorer of the temple Saggil and Zida, constant in the adoration of Nebo and Merodach, son of Nabopolassar, King of Babylon."

VII.—Among the ampler inscriptions is that of the temple of Zarpanit (My-litta) of which there are four copies, two in the Berlin Museum and two in the Bibliothèque Nationale, Paris: "I am Nebuchadnezzar, King of Babylon, son of Nabopolassar, King of Babylon, I—

"I founded, I built the august temple, the temple of Zarpanit in the midst of Babylon, in honor of Zarpanit, the august sovereign, within the limits of Babylon. I had built of brick and bitumen a square sanctuary. I dug the arches of its niches in the depth of the earth.

"O Sovereign of the gods, august mother, be propitious to me, my work is perfected with thy assistance. Favor the increase of families, watch over the mothers at the time of bringing forth, thou who presidest over the birth of children." 1

VIII.—Similar in style, but longer, is the inscription of Senkereh or Larsam. After the usual titles and salutations to the god, the king recounts his building the temple of the Sun in the City of Larsa.

It ends with the invocation, "O Sun, great God, bless thy offering in its beginning and end, the temple of the Sun, the glorious work of my hands. By thy help, give me a happy life for long years, the permanency of my throne, and the victory of my arms. May the arches, porticoes, the columns of the temple of the Sun, my glorious works, make perpetual remembrance of me in thy sight."

1 Menant, Babylon and Chaldea, p. 215.
IX.—As at Larsam, so at Sippara (Abu Habba), there was a temple of the Sun, Eparra, which had fallen to ruin. This Nebuchadnezzar restored, and left a record of it on the recently discovered cylinder, now in the Metropolitan Museum of Art. It has been named the New York cylinder, in contradistinction to the cylinder of Senkereh, and to the duplicate of the same text in the British Museum. The variants of the British Museum duplicate cylinder are given in the plate in parallel lines with the New York original.

X.—Among inscriptions of greater length is the famous inscription of Bor sippa, where Nebuchadnezzar built the great temple Bit Zida to Nebo.

XI.—Next in order comes a cylinder of the British Museum, in two columns of thirty lines each. It describes the defences of Babylon (Menant, Babylon et la chaînée.

XII.—The cylinder of Sir Thomas Phillips, similar to the preceding, with the additional enumeration of the building and restoration of temples in other Chaldean cities, at Cutha, Sippara, Larsam, Ur, Nipur, Uruk, in honor of Nergal, Šamaš, Sin, Anu and Ištar.

This inscription of 170 lines is in three columns, in the cursive cuneiform. It was published first by Grotefend, in 1848, and then by Sir Henry Rawlinson in I R., 65-66. This, with the exception of the following, is the largest of the inscriptions.

XIII.—This, perhaps the best known of the inscriptions, has been named the Standard Inscription. It is inscribed on a block of black basalt, one meter high, ten centimeters wide. It includes ten columns with 619 lines of writing in archaic characters. For a long time it remained in the museum of the East India Company, and hence it is sometimes called the East India Inscription. Sir John Hartfoot was the first to translate it, and later it was published with modern transcription by Sir Henry Rawlinson in the I R., 66-64. Oppert read the entire translation to the Academy of Rhiems, Nov. 3, 1865. A complete version was given by Menant, and subsequently by Lenormant, Rawlinson, and in 1888, a transcription with translation and commentary was published by Fleming.

This list includes the earlier published inscriptions of Nebuchadnezzar. The number of cuneiform cylinders is not large; but the vast multitude of contract tablets of the time of Nebuchadnezzar, Nabonidus, Neriglissar, Cambyses, Cyrus and Darius, not yet translated, but pregnant with knowledge of those times, leave a useful task for the lover of Assyrian.

The writer acknowledges the generous welcome extended by the Assyriologists of America and Europe to the first translation and publication in America of a Babylonian original.
JEWISH GRAMMARIANS OF THE MIDDLE AGES.

BY PROF. MORRIS JASTROW, JR., PH. D.,


III.

Is it altogether an accident that, as a general thing, we know very little, frequently nothing, about the lives of great men? It cannot be said that this applies only to such as lived in very remote times; for many instances in quite modern periods may be cited,—Shakspeare being perhaps the most prominent,—of eminent men, even such as had gained renown during their life-time, concerning whom we are in profound ignorance. Besides, hero-worship was surely as strong in antiquity as to-day, if not indeed, as there is every reason to suppose, stronger; and people no doubt observed eagerly the doings and noted the sayings of those whom they regarded with awe and reverence, or even looked upon as superior beings. Eminent minds in all probability were in every age surrounded by Boswells and Eckermanns, who watched the object of their worship. "Wie er räuspert und wie er spuckt." And while they may not have committed their observations to writing on stone, clay, wax, papyrus or parchment, still there was oral tradition; and it is yet a question whether memory, untrustworthy as it is in transmitting exact knowledge, is not as capable of ensuring permanence to events as the stylus, pencil, quill, or even printing-press. We to this day remember what we are told better and much longer than what we read; and how much more so was this the case at a time when the average memory was so much stronger because so much more needed. A more satisfactory explanation of this rather curious phenomenon that we know so little about those who are best known seems to be that the personalities of great men are overshadowed by their achievements; the man is lost in the hero, the father in the scholar, the neighbor in the writer. But however this may be, the fact remains that, of some of the greatest productions of the human mind, not even the authors are known. Almost all of the Old Testament is anonymous; for the fanciful and crude conjectures of a later age in parceling out the authorship of the various books among certain personages are rejected to-day by most critics as utterly without foundation and incongruous. Of the writer of the Iliad nothing is known, and by many the very personage of Homer is regarded as mythical. Who wrote the Vedas? the Zend-avesta? the Nibelungen? The fact that the question has been asked "Who wrote Shakespeare?" must at all events be taken as an evidence of uncertain and defective knowledge concerning him.
Saadia ben Joseph, or as he is more commonly known, Saadia Gaon, by virtue of his position as head of the Rabbinical Academy at Sura, a man who left an indelible impress upon his age, forms no exception to the rule. We know but very few of the facts of his life. He was born in Fayum; but the exact year of his birth has not been ascertained. The date ordinarily assumed, 942, can scarcely be correct, and it is safer to place it between 870 and 875. More than half of his life he spent in his native place, though it is not known in what capacity. His energetic opposition to Karaism brought him into prominence and secured for him the honor of being chosen head of the school in Sura. This was in the year 928. A controversy with the "Resh Galutha" (Prince of the Exile) the highest dignitary of the Babylonian Jews, cost him his position, and he retired into private life for a period of about five years. He utilized his seclusion by writing the work on which his chief claim to immortal fame rests, the "Kitab al-Amânât w'al-Itikâdât," i.e., Book of Faith and Knowledge, or as we might say in modern phraseology, Religion and Science, which, as its title shows, is a treatise of religious philosophy. It is the first attempt, as far as we know, at harmonizing the faith of Judaism with reason. Apart from the intrinsic merits of the work, the fact itself that such a book was written is significant for the period in which Saadia Gaon lived. Necessity, no doubt, called it forth; and its appearance is a signal proof of the mental activity of the times. While upholding Rabbinism in all its essential particulars, Saadia's treatise is characterized by a spirit of free inquiry. He is as violent against those who shun the light of reason from being shed on religion as against those who reject rabbinical tradition. His philosophy is naturally quite crude, his reasoning anything but deep, and at times very shallow, his arguments frequently childish; but no one can fail to be impressed with his broad spirit and his great sincerity. The book is of course written with a purpose,—namely, to crush Karaism; and while it did not accomplish this, there can be no doubt that Saadia was instrumental in checking the progress of Karaism, which at one time threatened to assume large dimensions. The rebellious spirit against the tyrannical sway of Talmudical authority was abroad, and the new movement had a most important result in bringing about a reconstruction of the old party. This was due, in a great measure, to Saadia, who fought his opponents with their own weapons and met them on their own territory. Opposition to Karaism was no doubt a prominent factor also in his numerous grammatical and exegetical works. Unfortunately almost all of the former and most of the latter have become lost; and it is only through numerous quotations in later writers that we learn the nature of their contents. The great fertility of his mind is best seen by the large list of his publications, as follows:—

3. A treatise on the Vowel and Massoretic Points.
4. On the Gutturals.
5. Sefer Sachoth (Book of Elegance), no doubt of a grammatical character.
6. Tafsir el-Sabîna lufsât el-farâd, i.e., Explanation of seventy ḫạṣṣâṣ leyô̂meva in the Old Testament.
7. Sefer Hâ-Igarôn (Book of Gathering), probably a collection of difficult words occurring in the Old Testament.

Besides these, there is to be mentioned his famous translation of large parts of the Bible into Arabic, accompanied by copious commentaries. Some scholars are, indeed, of the opinion that Saadia made a complete translation of the Bible. But there is no positive evidence for the fact. It is probable that such was his intention, but that he did not live long enough to carry it out. The parts extant comprise the Pentateuch, Isaiah, Psalms, Proverbs and Job. Owing to the loss of his grammatical works, it is rather difficult to form an accurate picture of his method, and we are left to reconstruct it chiefly from the general traits of his commentaries on the biblical books, and secondly, as already intimated, from quotations in such writers as Menachem ben Saruk, Donash ben Librat, Ibn Ğanach, Ibn Ezra, Rashi and Kamchi. There is one feature which deserves special mention. He did not confine himself, in his explanation of the Bible, to the Hebrew of the Bible, but frequently sought the aid of the language of the Mishna and the Gemara, besides—and not rarely—the Arabic. In his little treatise on the seventy words occurring but once in the Old Testament, this trait is especially noticeable. More than half of these ḫạṣṣâṣ leyô̂meva are brought into connection with some words of the Gemara.

From the high terms in which he is invariably spoken of when quoted, it is clear that he must have stood in high repute even when many of his views and much of his method had become antiquated. A grammarian of the generation following upon Saadia consecrated an entire treatise to a review of Saadia’s commentaries and grammatical treatises, in which, while exposing a large number of errors, he nevertheless speaks in terms of the highest respect for his important achievements.

The great defect in Saadia’s grammatical method consists in his ignorance of the functions and peculiarities of the so-called vowel-letters, Waw, Yodh, He, when present in stems. Here he is all at sea; and while Donash corrects many of his errors, he, as little as Saadia, is able to bring about a systematic presentation of the subject. It will be shown later on how, by a single stroke, Abu Zakarija Hajjûk put an end to the confusion prevailing with regard to the so-called weak stems. Saadia is thus led to make some very childish mistakes. In the passage Exod. ii. 5, he takes the word ḫâmem as “her elbow,” instead of “her maid,” confounding ḫâmem with ḫâmem. The stem of ḥâhem (Gen. xxiv. 21) he supposes to be ḥâhem, and renders, accordingly, “demand a draught.” His weakness is also apparent in a neglect of nice distinctions. So
in Num. xxiv. 6, he takes בְּרֵי as though identical with בָּרֶי. Again, מַאֲלי (Isa. xxvii. 11) he derives from לָרֶא, instead of לָרֶא; again, מַטֶּעוּ (Isa. ix. 18) from יָד, instead of יָד. He stumbles over the difficult מַרְיָא (Isa. xxxviii. 15) in regarding it as a derivative from מַרְיָא. But for all that, Saadia shows himself far superior to his cotemporary, Jehuda Ibn Koreish. He is no longer satisfied with merely guessing and conjecturing, but attempts to frame his investigations within a system. He has already very clear ideas of the distinction between the letters that form the stem and those that merely serve the purposes of modifying the same. The mere titles of his grammatical treatises show that he proceeded systematically, and had already divided the subject of Hebrew grammar into certain divisions.

But even more than his purely grammatical works, did his translation of the Bible, with commentaries, contribute towards arousing a great interest in grammatical studies among the Rabbinites. The next generation already boasts of a large number who devote themselves, almost to the exclusion of the Talmud, to Hebrew grammar; and what is more remarkable still, different schools soon make their appearance. With Saadia, the revival of the study of the Bible among the Jews may be said to have fully begun.
NOTES ON מָטַלְתִּים, כֹּבֵלָה, ETC.

BY REV. PROF. T. K. CHEYNE, D. D.,

Oriel Professor of the Interpretation of Holy Scripture in Oxford University, England.

1. Ps. xxix. 10, מָטַלְתִּים. Gen. vi. 4; Num. xiii. 33, כֹּבֵלָה.

There are five possible renderings of Ps. xxix. 10:

(a) Yahwe sat at the Flood, and Yahwe sitteth on as a king forever; i.e. (as Driver expresses it, Hebrew Tenses, § 79), "from that moment went on and continues sitting" (to account for the Imperfect with strong Waw).

(b) Yahwe sat (enthroned) at the flood; therefore [consequently] Yahwe sitteth as king forever; i.e., the fact that Yahwe controlled the flood, produced by rain-storm and swollen torrents, increases the Psalmist's faith in the general truth of His government of the world.

(c) Yahwe sat (enthroned) for the flood (to produce the storm-flood), etc. Cf. ix. 8, "Yahwe shall be seated forever; he hath prepared his throne for judgment."

(d) Yahwe sat (enthroned) on the flood, and Yahwe sitteth on as king forever (i.e., continueth his royal rule from the time when he erected his throne on the created heavenly ocean. These waters above the firmament were already referred to in verse 3 (cf. Gen. i. 6, 7; Am. ix. 6; Ps. civ. 3). For the construction cf. אַבֵּן אָרֵץ, ix. 5.

As to (a), an abrupt reference to the Deluge, in this fine descriptive poem, seems improbable. Remember too that this is the only place where מָטַלְתִּים occurs outside the Book of Genesis, and that Noah himself is very rarely mentioned except in that book (see Isa. liv. 9; Ezek. xiv. 14). Until, therefore, some very cogent reason shall be given for the capital letter in the Revised Version's "Flood," I ask leave to reject it. Against (b) and (c) it may be urged that no mention of a rain-storm occurs in the foregoing description. One may be surprised at this. It is otherwise in the fine description of a storm in the Mu'allaq of Imra-al-Kais (see Lyall's translation, Ancient Arabian Poetry, p. 103), which in other points is strikingly parallel to the Hebrew poem. But one can neither venture to suppose that a stanza has dropped out of the latter, nor yet that there is an abrupt reference to a phenomenon which the description has ignored. Against (d) is the preposition, which does not harmonize with the construction in verse 3; besides, the construction seems too condensed ("sitteth on the flood" = "sitteth in his upper chambers, which are on the flood"), and it is too bold an assumption that מָטַלְתִּים מְבוֹלָה = מָטַלְתִּים מָטַלְתִּים, simply on the ground of Gen. vi. 6, מְבוֹלָה מִימֵי יָם עַל-יָםְךָ.

I venture to propose a fifth explanation, viz., that מָטַלְתִּים means not "flood," but "destruction," and so "destructive storm." I accept Friedrich Delitzsch's
view,\(^1\) that חרב is connected with Assyrian nabālu to destroy, from which comes nabalu, nabal destruction or wasting (Esarhaddon, Annals, col. 2, 26, milic nabali a journey of desert-land\(^2\)). I would also ask if nabāltu, rendered by Delitzsch "the wasting storm-flood," would not be more precisely rendered without "flood." Our passage may, then, it would seem, be translated,—

In the wasting storm Yahwe sat enthroned;  
Therefore (スポ) Yahwe sitteth as king forever.

I make no reference to Arabic wablu and wa'bilun heavy rain (cf. Kuran, Sura ii. 266, 267, and Hamasa, p. 611, with Freytag's note), as these must be connected with another root.

It remains to account for the enigmatical לפלוע. Dillmann (on Gen. vi. 4) inclines to Tuch's view, who renders הנפלוע "the heroes," strictly "the extraordinary ones," connecting with the root בפלע, אלפלע, בפלע, to which בפלע stands in the same relation as לפלע בפלע. So too Lenormant, Les origines, vol. I., ed. 1, p. 844; Schrader, KAT., ed. 2, p. 99. The former gives evidence for the fact that Assyrian nāplu is equivalent to the Akkadian uṣu-gal unique in greatness, but not for the existence of an Assyrian root palâ. Schrader, therefore, in a supplementary note (KAT., p. 609), points out that Lenormant's nāplu must be the same as nāblu destruction (epithet of Tiglath-pileser). I see that the late Edward Norris, in his Assyrian Dictionary, quotes nāplu; but obviously he might just as well have transcribed nablu (see Sayce, Syllabary, 168); so that we cannot say that there were two forms of the root in Assyrian. Still there may have been in early Hebrew; בפלע and הנפלע would co-exist, like ובלב and לפלוע, if, that is, we think it necessary to assume that הנפלוע and לפלוע ever had a living connection with Hebrew at all, and were not simply loan-words, derived at different times, and perhaps by different channels, from Assyrian tradition. At any rate, it seems to me but little less probable that הנפלוע means the "destruction" than that לפלוע signifies "destructive storm."

2. Eccles. xii. 1. In Job and Solomon (London, 1886), pp. 225, 226, 300, I have ventured, with unfeigned reluctance, to abandon the reading which both Authorized Version and Revised Version translate "Remember thy Creator" (Professor Briggs, "thy great Creator"). Besides Prov. v. 15-18, I might have adduced a passage from the Mu'allaqat of Zuhair, rendered thus by Mr. Lyall,—

Who holds not his foe away from his cistern with sword and spear,  
It is broken and spoiled, etc.

Mr. Lyall adds, "The cistern is a man's home and family and whatever he holds dear." Some readers might perhaps have been conciliated had I adopted Mr. Lyall's wider interpretation of the "cistern." The purity and beauty of Jewish family life is well known, and the figure in an oriental poem most appropriate.

---


\(^2\) Budge, History of Esarhaddon, p. 59.

BY ROBERT F. HARPER, PH. D.,

New Haven, Conn.

The inscriptions of Esarhaddon were first published in Layard’s Inscriptions in the Cuneiform Character from Assyrian Monuments, 1851. Cylinder A is given on pages 20–29 under the title “On an Hexagonal Cylinder,” and B on pages 54–58 under the title “On lower half of an Hexagonal Object of Baked Clay.” The text of this edition is of no value for critical study. It is, however, as good as could have been expected at that time. The text of A appeared later in I R., 45–47. This edition is vastly superior to that of Layard, and can, in general, be depended on. Cylinder B appeared again in III R., 15, 16, edited by George Smith. This edition is not as trustworthy as that of A in I R., on account of the extremely bad condition of the original of B. The texts of A and portions of B, with transliteration and translation, were published for the last time by Ernest A. Budge, in his History of Esarhaddon, London, 1880. Budge’s edition of these texts is untrustworthy. As it appeared as late as 1880, and “after a careful (?) collation of all the principal texts,” it has been received by many as an authority. One need only compare it with the originals to see that this is not the case. Cf. Delitzsch’s review in the Literarisches Centralblatt, May 21, 1881. Paul Haupt, on the other hand (vid. Hebraica, I., p. 229), says: “Since Mr. Budge’s laborious work has been censured beyond measure, I take pleasure in being able to state that I consider The History of Esarhaddon fully as good as George Smith’s History of Assurbanipal and the History of Sennacherib by the same scholar.” Even if this were true, one must take into consideration that Smith’s Assurbanipal was published in 1871, and Budge’s Esarhaddon in 1880. Haupt’s comparison, however, is unjust to Smith and does little credit to Budge’s book.

In the summer of 1885, while studying in the British Museum, I collated A and B, and copied C.1 This collation forms the basis of the corrections which I have to offer to the texts as published by Rawlinson, Smith, and Budge.

In conclusion, I wish to express my indebtedness to Mr. Theo. G. Pinches, of the British Museum, both for his kindness in helping me while at work in the Museum, and especially for the collations of several difficult passages contained in a letter of Jan. 24, ’87. I am also under very many obligations to my highly honored teacher, Professor Friedrich Delitzsch, for the assistance which he has rendered me.

1 The text of Cylinder C (heretofore unpublished), as copied by me from the original in the British Museum, will be printed from photo-engraved plates in the July number of Hebraica.
CORRECTIONS TO CYLINDERS A AND B OF THE ESARHADDON
INSCRIPTIONS.

A.I., 1-4. From the context and from bricks (I.R.48, etc.) I have restored the first four lines as follows:

[...]

The restoration of the first line is doubtful. There may be one or two more lines at the top of this column. The name Adadniuiddina could be written in several other ways, but the writing suits the allotted space better than any other. Cf. also A.I., 30.

A.I., 11. Read newInstance instead of newInstance (against Budge, HE.)

A.I., 29. Read newInstance, etc. Q. new Lyons Assyriol. Man. p. 19, 2; also Layard, p. 20, 29. Budge's reading (HE) is not worthy of notice.

A.I., 30. I restore as follows: [...], etc. Budge (HE) and Strassmaier (VAAW, no.615) read .createNew. Lyon (Assyriol. Man., p. 19, 2) reads: 'die Aṣšur'.


A.I., 54. Read newInstance. So Budge (HE) also.

A.I., 55. This line is almost entirely broken away on the original. I read newInstance. Pinches (letter of Jan. 34, 37) writes: "Your reading seems to be quite correct; but I cannot see
the two characters "uṣrī at the end. I see ḫ, perhaps traces of ḫa-ṣal (ana ḫal)." Compare with this. Cyl. C. xx., 7 where I read ḫa-ṣal. Cf. also K. 3086, K. 3082, 5 2027. As a result of these comparisons, I am inclined to read ṯa iṣa iṣa ḫal. Muṣrī or perhaps [_FE_]. "Pinched!!

A. II. 1. This line is entirely broken away on the orig. I could not distinguish any signs whatever. Pinches (letter of Jan. 24 1887) writes: Here I can only see ḫa a few dots where 2 or 3 characters have been. Ṣarāšu has probably been taken from a duplicate fragment. Cf. for Ṣarāšu Cyl. C. x., 8 1186. 11 942.

A. II. 3. The text in R. 452 I. 3, viz. ḫa < ḫa < ḫa < ḫa, etc. (cf. also Norris, Dict. 229, 305) is correct. Budge's reading (HE) ḫa ḫa ḫa ḫa is entirely wrong. Vide Haupt & Watch-ben-Hazael, Hebraica I, 229.

A. II. 4. Insert after ḫa the sign <, which can be seen very plainly on the orig. After the < some other sign was written and afterwards erased by the scribe. It looks as if the scribe had first written < ḫa ḫa and afterwards, scratched off all but the <. Budge naturally passes the line without comment.

A. II. 10. (<) (so Rawlinson, Layard and Budge) is not on any of the three cylinders.


A. II. 17. Read ḫa instead ḫa. The latter really stands on the orig. but must be regarded as a mistake of the scribe himself. Cyl. B. iii. 9 and Cyl. C. ii. 20 both have ḫa. Budge (HE) reads ḫa without comment, as if it were on the original.

A. II. 23. The text in R. is correct. Budge attempts to correct the published text by reading ḫa ḫa.

A. II. 44. Read ka-ṣmū- <.
A. II, 56. Read [ו] in the Sin-אַלְתּ-מָיִם, etc.
A. II, 57. Read [ח] ba-nu-u-a, etc.
A. II, 58. Pinches (letter of Jan. 24/1877) writes: "Before ֶלָלַד the last 2 characters seem to be almost certain." Budge (HE) reads ֶלָלַד.
A. III, 1. Read תֵּן תֵּן תֵּן. I think that this word forms the whole line. Pinches (letter of Jan. 24/1877) writes: "[ו] is probably quite correct, and, as you say, the only word on the line. The ֶלָלַד, however, is broken off and the ֶלָלַד is doubtful. Budge (HE) reads ֶלָלַד in another context." ֶלָלַד.
A. III, 3. Read תֵּן תֵּן.
A. III, 41. Insert [ו]
A. III, 60. This line is entirely broken away on the original, but it undoubtedly contains a further enumeration of the articles mentioned in lines 58-59.
A. IV, 1. Read תֵּן תֵּן תֵּן תֵּן (cf. Asurb. Smith, 133, 43. See Friedrich Delitzsch in the Lit. Centrallblatt, May 24, 1877.)
A. IV, 2. Read ו-שָׁא-לא-יִשְׂרָאֵל (cf. 7)
A. IV, 8. Read שָׁא-לא-יִשְׂרָאֵל (so Pinches also). Cf. 7 (The text in III R. is incorrect) and 7. 19, I., 8.
A. IV, 58. Read [ו] (Cyl. 13. 6 has 17). "Hardly room enough for 17-17 at the beginning, but 17 would fit." Pinches.
A. IV, 59. The first part of this line is entirely broken away on the orig. It is to be restored according Cyl. C. col. II. last line, where 17 is well preserved.
A. IX. 1. Read $\text{HE}$ instead of $\text{HE}$. Budge reads $\text{HE}$; reading is entirely wrong. A. IX. 2. Read $\text{al-lu.}$

A. IX. 2. Read $\text{Slik-ku}$ instead of $\text{Slik-ku}$. Pinches (letter of Jan. 24, 1957) writes: "Your reading is quite correct, but we is written as dup $\text{Slik-ku}$ with upright wedges." A. IX. 6. Read $\text{kak-ku}$; read also $\text{I}-\text{ka}-\text{tim-ma}$ (so Pinches and Strafs, ANAW, no. 4409).

A. IX. 12. Read $\text{ka-li-bi-zu.}$

A. IX. 15. Strafs (ANAW, no. 2359) reads $\text{Ehu}$; etc. is a tap-pi." A. IX. 19. Read $\text{Slik-ku}$ of Delitzsch, Lit. Centralblatt, May 21, 1931.

A. IX. 49. Read $\text{[ ]}. $ Pinches (letter) says: "The 1st ch. looks like $\text{[X]}$." Norrie (Dict. 745a, 801, 878) reads $\text{I}-\text{E.}$ Strafs (ANAW. no. 5497) reads $\text{I}-\text{E.}$ Budge (HE) has $\text{I}-\text{E.}$, etc.

A. IX. 51. Read nak-$\text{Y}$. A. IX. 52. Read $\text{ma-bi-a-[[ ]].}$

A. IX. 53. Read $\text{ar-[a]-[ ]}. $

A. IX. 54. Read $\text{ma-bi-a-[[X]]}$ $\text{ki-la-ta-an}$ $\text{ki-rib-sa}$ $\text{[ ]}. $ Budge omits this line entirely. Strafs (ANAW. no. 4310) reads $\text{ma-bi-a-[[X]]}$ $\text{ki-la-ta-an}$ $\text{ki-rib-sa}$ $\text{[ ]}. $

This reading is quite impossible. On Cyl. A, nothing whatever of this line can be seen. It is, however, very well preserved on Cyl. C. I and II is such that I have restored it. Jensen (X) reads $\text{u-[kir]}$ instead of $\text{ul-[kir]}. $ This reading is also wrong, as $\text{[ ]}$. is plainly visible on the original of Cyl. A.

A. IX. 1. Read $\text{[ ]}$ instead of $\text{[ ]}. $ So Pinches also. Cf. Cyl. C. II. 24. Budge incorrectly reads $\text{[ ]}$. $\text{Kir}$ form.

A. IX. 5. Read $\text{ki-li-ta.} $ So Cyl. C, 28. Cf. Delitzsch (Lit. Centralblatt, May 21, 1931). This word is completely broken off on Cyl. A.

A. II, 6. The latter part of this line is restored from Cyl. C. Budge (HE, p. 162) had evidently not read all of the Esarhaddon tablets -- not even the cylinders.

A. II, 7. Read Šer-A. is broken but there is not room for FF Cyl. C has only FF FF.


A. II, 32. The text is in R. is correct. Budge (HE) changes the text into Șer-Šer.

A. II, 39. Read Șer-ki-ri instead of Șer-ki-ru. Cf. Sanch Kuy, IV, 42. For this reading I am indebted to Prof. Delitzsch.

A. II, 40. Read u-ša-Šer-fi. So Pinches also.


A. II, 56. Cyl. A ends with this line. A. II, 57-61, 73 (in R.) is restored from Cyls. B. and C.

Cylinder B.


B I, 1. Pinches (letter of Jan. 24/87) reads: U-šar-bi-ma u-ša-as-šar-bi-ma i-i i-i i-i i-i i-i.

B. I, 3. I read mi-hi-šer (so Pinches also). Delitzsch (ALS 3/17, 7) reads mi-hi-šer.


B. I, 15. Read Șer-šer-šer-in-šer; Read also mu up-sh ar-šer.

B. I, 16. I read Șer-šer-in-šer FF šer FF šer (so Pinches and Curaghe) I prefer, however, to regard FF and FF as mistakes of the
scribe, and read with Delitzsch (ALS 31/3, 7/16) THH.C
Get Budge’s reading a-na-Sag-
Kha-akh i-ri-tsi is utterly worthless.
B.I, 25. Read K < (so Pinches and Delitzsch also).
Get K pl=K (so Pinches also).
Delitzsch (Lit. Centralblatt, May 21/21). Budge’s reading is
worthless. III R. is also wrong.
B.II.27. I could not distinguish any characters in this line.
Delitzsch writes: "i-tak-ka-lu, hoffentlich noch zu mehrlichen
claren." B.II.1. Pinches reads: < (so<Pl
B.II, 2. "W. A. J. III corrects—Pinches
B.II, 11. Read H-R; B.II, 12. Read K-me-Em.
B.II, 15. Read K < instead of K.
B.II, 29. Read K < instead of K.
B.II, 30. Read K [K]ma (so Pinches also). Delitzsch (PD 263).
reads [K]ma.
B.III.4. Read a-Si-bu-m instead of a-Si-bu-<.
B.III, 6. Read K-<K instead of K-<K.
B.III, 16. Read K-<K instead of K-<K.
B.III, 18. Read mu-<K-<K.
B.Ⅳ, 1. Read "nav-nu-us"; B.Ⅳ, 2. Read "nav-nu-us".
B.Ⅳ, 3. Omit the "ra" in Smith's restoration of nāsī "Pa-ti-us-anna.
B.Ⅳ, 3. Read "nav-nu-us" (so Pinches also).
B.Ⅳ, 11. Read "su-ti-mē" instead of "su-ti-mē.<
B.Ⅳ, 12. Read "su-ti-mē" (so Hebraica also in ZK.193.2)
G. also f. 16, 19.
B.Ⅳ, 18. Read "sal-ta-niš".<
B.Ⅳ, 19. Lines 19-22 are very badly broken and hence most difficult to decipher. In line 19 I read "nav-nu-us" pi-a-tē, while Delitzsch (PD.306) and Schnader (KAF.104) read "nav-nu-us" pi-a-tē. Pinches also reads "nav-nu-us" on both hand f. 149.
B.Ⅳ, 21. Read "nav-nu-us" pi-a-tē (so Pinches also). Budge's edition (HE) of this part of the text is practically a reprint of B.Ⅳ, 24. Pinches (letter of Jan. 24/57) writes: "I read the first half of this line "nav-nu-us" (or "nav-nu-us") pi-a-tē. For the 2nd character see Z.K.F. vol.I, p. 349. (I scattered about the corpses of their warriors like corn. To determine the kind of corn is the difficulty.)" B.Ⅳ, has ki-ša "<. Budge (HE) reads: "ki-ša (ūš)<. This reading — as, indeed, the great majority of Budge's readings of difficult passages — is altogether worthless.
B.Ⅳ, 15. The latter half of these lines is to be restored from Cyclus A. and C.
The first part of this line is broken. Pinches (letter of Jan. 24th 1907) reads: "...ni...māšti lišubut kašti-ia."

B.V, 8. Read ša-li instead of ša-li (so Pinches also).

B.V, 8. Read šušk-ku instead of šušk-ku (so Pinches also).

B.V, 10. Read ša-līš-nu (so Pinches also).

B.V, 11. This line as published in III R. is full of mistakes. Read šāšu-šašu instead of šāšu-shašu (so Pinches also).

B.V, 12. Read šašu-šašu instead of šašu-šašu (so Pinches also).

B.V, 13-24. The list of the kings, as given in III R., is very faulty. I will not attempt to correct this list (on account of lack of space) and will refer only to Schrader's Katalog der Inschriften Tiglath-Pileser III, des Assurbanipal und des Assurnasirpal Berlin. So


B.V, 1. Completely broken off; B.V, 2. Read u-ašš-u-ni (so Pinches also)


B.V, 10. Read šušk-ku.


Neubauer's Etymologies.—It is a cause for regret that men of large scholarship and profound thought will, at times, lend themselves to the promulgation of ideas, built upon airy bases, the utter weakness of which their own knowledge should be the means of discovering. What applies to this class of men may also hold good when referring to those who employ Procrustean methods in the interpretation of the Bible, whether in a religious, historical, or geographical sense, to suit certain original views of their own—so original that, if advanced by the untutored, or the novice, they would excite derision.

I was recently perusing a short article by Dr. Adolph Neubauer, of Oxford, published in the London Notes and Queries, of January 29, 1887. Therein I found statements which (though I bow with respect to the man whose literary attainments have earned for him a deservedly wide reputation) forced a smile, that soon changed to a feeling not at all akin to humor. That so eminent a Hebraist should assert that “Jeremiah, as it is known, came over to Ireland, married an Irish princess, and brought over a copy of the Law, which is now buried in the Mount Tura (from Thorah, ‘the Law’),” must surely cause one's eyes to open in amazement. Who is the Irish historian that has made so important a discovery? And as for Tura having any meaning in common with Thorah, I would like to learn upon what authority Dr. Neubauer maintains it. Perhaps even stranger are other arguments aiming to prove an ancient settlement of Jews in the United Kingdom, as, for example, “Edinburgh” being derived from “Eden” (what about the termination?), “Eboracum” (or “York”), from “Eber” or “Ebræs” (can this be related to “Abrech”?), and “London” from “Lan-Dan,” which Dr. Neubauer renders “the dwelling of Dan,” but for which term, as a compound, he will find no support in the sacred text. The translation of “Lan,” as “the dwelling,” I am at a loss to understand, since “Lun” or “Lin” to lodge (or rather, to remain temporarily) does not convey the idea of permanence, as he attempts to show. Nor does the word “lan,” occurring in Gen. xxxii. 22, have any other signification than that of “lodged.”

But Dr. Neubauer ventures still further when he claims that “old London was, therefore, inhabited by the Danites (perhaps, a part of them went over to Denmark, although not yet claimed by the Danes).” What do students think of such an argument? Again, the Oxford Librarian writes, “the Guildhall may have been the lepers' house, connected with the Hebrew word דיב (Job xvi. 15);” and “in the name of Dublin is most likely to be found a reversed form, that name seeming to be Dublan, the dwelling of Dub or Dob. This word, which means, usually, in Hebrew, a bear, could, dialectically mean a wolf (hardened from Zeb). The wolf represents the tribe of Benjamin (Gen. xlix. 27), consequently a part of the Benjaminites settled in Dublin,” etc. Apart from the point regarding the affinity of Dob and Zeb (which may be possible, though it seems remote), what weight attaches to the main statements? In a more recent article, “The Anglo-Israel Mania,” of Feb. 12th, he writes: “Not only from names of
towms can I prove the settlement of Israelish tribes in the United Kingdom, but also from family names. So, for instance, would I suppose that the name of Labouchere is nothing else but Hebrew לְבָשָׁר = Lavusar (in softened form) = the Prince of Levi. Will not this bring over to my 'craze' Truth, which has done me the honor of noticing my recent communication to 'N and I?'

HENRY S. MORAIJS,

---

Syriac and Assyrian.—At the last meeting of the Oriental Society (see Proceedings, 1886, p. xxv) my friend, Professor Jastrow, of the University of Pennsylvania, opened up a new field of research for us in showing the affinities between Samaritan and Assyrian. If I put in a plea here for the Syriac, both as regards the Assyrian and the Samaritan, it is because, in these studies, this language has been unnecessarily neglected. Of all the Aramean dialects, the Syriac of Edessa ('Urhâi) and Nisibis (Nîqîbîn, Šôbhâ) is the one which has played the greatest part in history. Its vocabulary is therefore the most extended; and in studying Samaritan, our first recourse must of necessity be to the Syriac, to see whether a word is not of general Aramaic use. For instance, the stem ŠLM, as Professor Jastrow (p. xxvi) correctly shows, has the meaning "die" in Assyrian and Samaritan. The Syriac, however, has this meaning as well. Good old Castell (ed. Michaelis, p. 916) had already cited Mark xv. 37 (89); 2 Macc. vii. 7, 13 (ed. Lagarde, p. 230). Trost adds Luke xxiii. 46. See also Wright, Contrib. to Apoc. Lit. of N. T., 56:4, Šelmath naphšé. The Syriac shows the same development, "complete, end," as the Assyrian. So also the Jewish Aramaic. Levy, TW., II., 487.1 The Samaritan translation for šbhu’athî, Gen. xxiv. 8, whom, is merely the Syriac īmî, īmā, Payne Smith, col. 1602; Jewish Aramaic, נָטָל, Levy, TW., II., 385. For the similarity of the verbs נָטָל and תֹּט ט see Nöldeke, Mandatische Gram., § 179 (and note), ZDMG., XXII., 500. ŠLK cut open, tear open has the same meaning in B’khoroth, 45a (Levy, TW., II., 490). For the Arabic see Lane, I., p. 1410 seq. As regards the MS. reading of Gen. xix. 29, see Kohn in ZDMG., XXXIX., 220. In the same manner the meaning "fight" does not attach to the stem KRB in Assyrian and Samaritan only. For the 'Aph'el in Syriac "bellavit" see the passages in Cast.-Mich., p. 825. "Contendere," with 'am, 'Aprêm, II., 32 E (cf. Ethiopic takarba bellavit). Likewise k'râbhâ (not kärâbâ, as in Cast.) bellum; mahrîbhânê bellatores, 'Aprêm, III., xxix; k'râbhânê bellicos, Land, III., 211:12; Josephus, 15:6, etc. Jewish Aram. k'râbhâ, Levy, II., 385. Samaritan מַדְּנַה comes from a form akin to the Syr. madın'hâ: מַדְּנַה is the Syriac 'adh lá.

For the derivation of מַדְּנַה from מַדְּנַה, Professor Jastrow has the support of Castell in his Heptaglott Lexicon, p. 237, where he compares Samar. מַדְּנַה with Heb. מַדְּנַה "per metath." For the Samar. telîm and the Assyrr. talîmû, see Smith's Chaldäische Genesis, trans. by Delitzsch, p. 272, n. 1. On מַדְּנַה = מַדְּנַה, Gen. xlii. 2, see Löw, Aramatische Pflanzennamen, p. 42, who cites Geiger, ZDMG., XVI., 782.

RICHARD J. H. GOTTHEIL,
Columbia College.

1 According to Wahlmünd, Handbuch der Arab. u. Deut. Sprache, L, 920, the Arabic تَسْلَمُ arrives at a similar meaning in a different way: "du bist glücklich davon gekommen, d. h. der nach welchem du fragst ist gestorben."
In 1835, Wilhelm Vatke published his Religion des Alten Testamentes, one of the first works in which he broached the theory now known by the name of Graf, Kuenen or Wellhausen. This maiden effort was so saturated with Hegelian philosophy as to be almost incomprehensible to the uninitiated, and Prof. Reuss himself holding the same theory of the Pentateuch, confesses that he was unable to read the book. On account, possibly, of the cold reception met by this work, Vatke gave up authorship almost altogether, and although he continued to lecture in Berlin until his death (1882), he published very little. We now receive from one of his pupils his lectures on “Old Testament Introduction.”

A comparison with the earlier work shows some remarkable changes. The Hegelian terminology which makes the earlier work almost unreadable has disappeared. The style is now clear and simple. A transcendental philosophy nowhere shows itself. We have the common sense almost commonplace view of things which we expect to find in a work of this kind. The author begins with a definition and a brief history of the science. He then takes up general introduction, treating first of the people of Israel and the Semites in general. A second chapter treats the Hebrew language; a third, the Hebrew alphabet. The canon and text are then taken up including the history of the printed text. A history of Old Testament exposition concludes this first part. The special introduction takes up the books in their usual order. About forty pages at the end are given to the Apocrypha.

I have said the transcendental philosophy of the earlier work nowhere shows itself. This statement must be modified so far as to admit the following statement which is purely speculative. “The Hebrew principle first stepped into life by prophets as organs of revelation. The earlier theological order of standpoint in the Old Testament which put the law first, the prophetic order next, is to be exactly reversed. The first stand-point of revelation can be only the prophetic, while all legal definitions, and the objective view involved in them, embody an application of the already existing principle to the actual world.” This is, to be sure, a serious matter, and lays the author open to the charge freely made against his earlier book, that it is constructed a priori. But this is the only instance in which the principle is distinctly avowed in the present work.

The point at which the most interest will be manifested, is probably the treatment of the Pentateuch. As has been said, Vatke was one of the first to put the document known as A or Q—the first Elohist—not earlier than the captivity. We find, with some surprise, not only that he places his document earlier

in point of time than Deuteronomy, but that he holds to a new order of the
documents. Dillmann, who uses the signs A B C D, supposes this order to
represent the relative age of the documents. Wellhausen makes the chronology
B C D A, while Vatke now comes in and asserts that it is C A B D. He
adds, however, that the time of composition of the three earliest probably
falls within the same half century (which he makes to be from 720 to 670 B. C.).
One of the supposed surest data for determining the age of Deuteronomy, has
been the Book of the Law in the Temple in the time of Josiah. This Book of
the Law has been almost uniformly identified with Deuteronomy. Vatke now
declares this to be an error, and asserts that that book was a composite of the
three older documents, while Deuteronomy was not composed till the last decade
of the kingdom of Judah (p. 387).

Beyond this, there is little which calls for special remark in the book. The
author shows some acquaintance with American literature (p. 266). We are ac-
customed in such works to more or less ingenious and baseless hypotheses; as
that the name יִרְאֵה was originally יִרְאַה, or that Ps. LXXII. and Isa. XIX. 16-25
refer to the time of Ptolemy II. These, however, are sparingly used. The
author leaves us Moses, believes him, indeed, to be the author of the Decalogue,
therefore a monotheist who made religion bear upon the moral life of the people.
He supposes the Decalogue to have been given in a briefer form than the present
text.

We have found occasional inaccuracies or infelicities of expression. Is it
ture that all the Semitic dialects have the same method of constructing sentences
—that their syntax is similar, in other words? (p. 178). Bleek-Wellhausen does
not put Joel under Jeroboam II. (Welhauzen the name is spelled here, and we
have noticed several similar errors, due of course to the proof-reader). The liter-
aturess are generally brought down to a quite recent date. As Abulwalid's lexicon
is mentioned as having been made known by Gesenius and others, it would be
well to add that it was published by Neubauer. DeBiberstein Kazimirski ap-
ppears as Kazimirski de Biberstein. Ugolino's Thesaurus is in thirty-four (not
fifty-four) volumes. It is said that Zebulon (instead of Simeon) is not mentioned
in Deut. XXXIII.

But it is a thankless task to be making minor criticisms. Accuracy is doubt-
less more difficult to obtain in a posthumous work than in one which the author
himself is permitted to see through the press.

H. P. SMITH,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

S. A. SMITH'S KEILSCHRIFTTEXTE ASURANIPALS.*

This volume contains a transliteration of the Asurbanipal text (V R., 1-10),
a translation of the same into German, some notes by the author, a few notes by
Mr. Pinches, and a vocabulary. For students of Assyrian there is great need of
carefully edited texts, with grammatical and philological notes. Such transliter-

* Die Keilschrifttexte Asurbanipals, Königs von Assyrien (668-626 v. Chr.) nach dem
selbst in London copirten Grundtext mit Transcription, Übersetzung, Kommentar und voll-
ations, wherever possible, should be accompanied by the cuneiform text. The work of Lotz (Tiglathpileser), Pognon (Bavian), Lyon (Sargontexte), in this line, is known even to those who have but begun the study. It is greatly to be regretted that the work of Mr. Smith is not in all respects so reliable as that of his predecessors. One must infer that the work has been done too rapidly. There may have been circumstances, beyond the control of Mr. Smith, which have compelled this haste. For the sake of those who need such help as is here offered, it is certainly unfortunate.

In the transliteration there is a sad lack of uniformity. Not to speak of the typographical errors, which are very numerous, and the omissions, which occur too frequently, there are so many cases of inconsistency (at least a hundred or so) as to bewilder a beginner. Among many others, the following forms are used indiscriminately: kibit and kibit, kirib and kirib, šadu and šadû, ėli and ėli, āḫu and āḫu, ābu and ābu. If one reads ē-mēd, why not also ē-pēš, ē-rēb, ē-kēm, etc. Wrong transliterations are not infrequent, as ḫaršānu for ḫuršānu, Bēl-ba-sa for Bēl-ikiša, etc. Why should he read palâḥ for the Participle of palâhu, instead of paliḥ?

The translation in some places does not accord with the transliteration, there being occasionally what seem to be mistakes as to the precise grammatical form of the Assyrian word. In the vocabulary, words are not in all cases classified under the roots to which they properly belong; still there is ample room here for difference of opinion. The notes are not what either the student or the scholar would have liked. They are too few and too fragmentary for the former; too elementary for the latter. The notes of Mr. Pinches are most excellent. One can only regret their small number.

The zeal of Mr. Smith in his Assyrian labors is most commendable. It is gratifying to know that Americans are not neglecting this important branch of Semitic study. In such work, however, there is needed great care. With the careful work of Schrader, Delitzsch, Haupt, Pinches, Lyon, and others, before us, work even slightly imperfect suffers by comparison. In the succeeding volumes, it is to be hoped that Mr. Smith will not feel himself so hurried.

William R. Harper,
New Haven, Conn.
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THE TEXT OF JEREMIAH.

By Prof. Henry Preserved Smith, D. D.,
Lane Theological Seminary, Cincinnati, Ohio.

It has long been known that the Septuagint version of Jeremiah differs remarkably from the Massoretic text. Probably the case is not quite so desperate as that of Ezekiel; for the current Hebrew is generally readable. But the fact of the variation is still remarkable and one that deserves investigation. Recent commentators have been content to pronounce in favor of the MT., and to use the LXX. occasionally “as at the most a secondary or tertiary source for the restoration of the text” (von Orelli, p. 217). A systematic study of the text critical questions, however, is still needed, such as Professor Cornill has given us in his edition of Ezekiel. The same author promises to edit Isaiah and Jeremiah; and for a decisive answer to the questions raised we may have to wait for these monographs. Meanwhile, however, it is well that the attention of others be directed to the problem. The following notes are intended to state some of the facts that must be taken into consideration.

In the notoriously confused condition of the LXX. text itself, the first point is, What shall we use as the best representative of this text? A provisional answer to this question may be given by means of Origen’s Hexapla. Although this work as a whole has perished, fragments enough have come down to us to be of very great use. Especially with regard to the diacritical points we are in a favorable condition. In the Book of Jeremiah several MSS. are extant in Greek (besides the Syriac Hexapla) which testify to these diacritical points. These points distinguish the plus and minus of the LXX. That is to say: it was Origen’s intention to mark with an asterisk everything not found in his LXX. which he inserted from the Hebrew (or from Theodotion’s version), and to mark with an obelos everything in his LXX. which is not in the Hebrew. Evidently, if we find a MS. which omits whatever the hexaplar MSS. give with an asterisk, and at the same time contains what these mark by an obelos, we may safely claim that
we have Origen's text before us. The MS. which most nearly approximates this
may be taken as the best one for our purpose until we get the really critical edi-
tion for which we have been waiting so long. Very little study will show us that
the Vatican MS. (and the Roman edition based upon it) more nearly than any
other now accessible fulfills these conditions. The following figures are fairly
correct, I think; absolute accuracy is difficult to attain. In making them up I
have counted every instance of the omission or insertion of a particle which
would affect by a single letter the Hebrew text (as \( \text{kal} = \) )..

Asterisks are expressly testified in 789 instances in the Book of Jeremiah.
The words so marked are omitted from Tischendorf's text in all but fifty cases.
On the other hand, Tischendorf omits one or more words in 357 cases in which
the asterisk seems not to be certified. As these last are in large proportion parti-
cles or small words, we might easily suppose the scribes not to have thought them
worth designating in copying. More difficult is the case of the \textit{plus} of the LXX.
The obelos occurs in seventy-four instances, of which all but twelve correspond
with our Greek text. But, in addition, our Greek text inserts a word or more in
no less than 245 cases. Whatever else we may conclude from these figures, we
can hardly suppose (for Jeremiah at any rate), as Cornill does, that the Vaticanus
is a copy made from the Hexapla with the intention of restoring the genuine
LXX. under the guidance of the diacritical marks (cf. Cornill, p. 84). The value
of our edition for the comparison in hand, however, will be quite as great,
because, by its greater variation from the MT. it shows itself even nearer the
original LXX. than any text we can now command. For a brief consideration of
the variants in Holmes and Parsons' edition shows that they have almost always
arisen from hexaplar intermixture.

Taking Tischendorf's text, then, as on the whole a satisfactory representative
of the Greek version, how does it differ from the received Hebrew? The answer
is well known—it is considerably shorter. How now shall we account for this
difference? The accepted answer is "by the careless and arbitrary manner in
which the translators dealt with their text, leaving out words which they did not
understand or which seemed to them superfluous." But while this is the current
answer, another is, to say the least, conceivable—we may suppose that the \textit{plus}
of the MT. is in large part the insertion of scribes.

As between the two answers, it will readily be confessed that the probabili-
ties, as judged by the ordinary observation of the laws of transmission, are on the
side of the latter. A text is more likely to grow in the process of transmission
than to shrink. The rhetorical expansion of an obscure phrase is more likely
than its omission. The insertion of synonyms is more likely than their omission.
The influence of parallel passages tends to swell the shorter form. The \textit{a priori}
probability then is in favor of the shorter text—in this case in favor of the LXX.
The argument from age is in the same direction. The LXX. represents a He-
brew text considerably earlier than the time to which we can trace the type perpetuated in the MT. But, after all, these arguments only create a presumption. The presumption is strengthened by the ordinary conduct of the Greek translators, and, indeed, as the figures given above will show, even in the Book of Jeremiah they have often inserted words as well as omitted them, if the variations are to be referred to them at all, and this would be inexplicable. That is to say, while we might explain the omissions on the ground of a desire to be as concise as possible, we could not, in consistency with this, account for the insertions at all.

It may be said, indeed, that the argument will apply equally well to the MT. If its plus is the result of insertions, then we are at a loss to account for its minus. But this is only an apparent difficulty. The general rule is that the shorter text is original. Both LXX. and MT. have suffered from the tendency of scribes (continued through a long series of hands it must be remembered), a tendency to expand their text. Only they have not been affected uniformly, and the MT. has suffered more than the other. If this natural explanation be the correct one, an examination of the variations ought to show it. It is scarcely possible that the omission of some thousands of words from a book the size of Jeremiah should leave no traces in the resulting text.

The phrase לְהוֹרַע occurrences in the Hebrew of Jeremiah 168 times, if we may trust the concordance. In 46 of these it is lacking in the LXX. It needs no reflection to see that the phrase, from the very fact of its occurring so often, would easily be inserted in new passages. If the phrase were original in all cases, we should expect it to be omitted where the omission would least disturb the sense. In such cases as the following: “Therefore behold the days come, saith Yahweh, that it shall no more be said” (VII. 32), “At that time, saith Yahweh, they shall bring forth” (VIII. 1), “For these should I not visit, saith Yahweh, or upon such a nation” (IX. 8), “And it shall be if ye hearken to me, saith Yahweh, not to carry a burden” (XVII. 24),—in these cases the LXX. testifies to the reading, while the cases of apparent omission are many of them where the phrase occurs at the end of a verse.1

The cases of the divine name may be grouped together. The combination אֲדֹנָי יְהוָה צְבָאֹת is found ten times in the Hebrew text. In only three of these it is witnessed by the LXX. In two of these, which are cases of direct personal address (I. 6; IV. 10) we find δέσποτα κύριε, in the other we have κυρίως κύριος (L. 26). It is probable that the first two are the only original instances. If the אֲדֹנָי was omitted or κύριος substituted for it eight times, why not in the other two? That a Jewish editor, however, should insert אֲדֹנָי cannot be considered

---

1 It is probable that the discrepancy was originally larger than is indicated above. The great majority of cases in which the phrase remains in the Greek render it κύριος. Those MSS. which have inserted it later generally render φασι κύριος. But φασι κύριος occurs in a few instances in the Roman text. It is natural to suspect that they also are not original.
surprising. The phrase ה畅通י יהוה אפר occurs over a hundred times in the MT., while in thirty-two instances we find ח畅通י יהוה עבАОת; once we have ח畅通י יהוה עבАОת; thirteen times ח畅通י יהוה אלוהי עבАОת; three times ח畅通י יהוה אלוהי יֶדֶלֶל; thirteen times ח畅通י יהוה אלוהי יֶדֶלֶל. In contrast with this confused condition of things we find that the LXX. reads κύριος except in the following: xv. 16; xxii. 27; xxxii. 14, and xxxiv. 7, in which we find κύριος παντοκράτωρ (which is elsewhere the translation of יהוה עבАОת) and six other cases where we have κύριος ὁ θεὸς Ἰσραήλ. According to this, Jeremiah used Yahweh of Hosts or Yahweh God of Israel only rarely, and, as we may suppose, when he wished to be emphatic, and he never strung together Yahweh God of Hosts God of Israel, or like long drawn out titles. This usage is consistent and tells in favor of the LXX., while it is only too easy for a copyist to multiply titles under the impression that he is adding to the solemnity of the address. Outside the phrase ח畅通י יהוה the MT. has in one instance ח畅通י יהוה אלוהי עבАОת, in one it has ח畅通י יהוה עבАОת and in fourteen ח畅通י יהוה עבАОת. In all these cases but six, the LXX. has simply κύριος, and in these six (three of them are in chapters L. and LI.) it reads κύριος παντοκράτωρ. The LXX. is thus consistent with itself.

We may next group together explicative words and phrases. In thirty-five cases לגל of the Hebrew has no equivalent in the Greek,—one of the easiest words to insert; אפר is omitted eight times; יֶדֶלֶל after a proper name (usually that of Jeremiah) is omitted twenty-four times, יֶדֶלֶל וּרְאוֹר מִלְּךָ twice, יֶדֶלֶל מִלְּךָ four times; before מִלְּךָ אֶלֶף seven times. The omission of יֶדֶלֶל (three times), וּרְאוֹר מִלְּךָ (three) and מִלְּךָ אֶלֶף is precisely similar. In all of them the insertion by a scribe is almost to be expected, and the shorter form is original. Notice the following like examples, where the brackets indicate the omission by the LXX.: xiii. 7, "And I took the girdle from the place where I had hidden it, and behold [the girdle] was spoiled." The omission of the subject is characteristic of the Hebrew. xix. 9, "In the siege and in the straitness with which their enemies [and those seeking their life] shall straiten them." xx. 5, "And I will give all the treasure of this city and all its property [and all its precious things], and all the treasures of the kings of Judah [will I give] into the hand of their enemies [and they shall plunder them and take them], and they shall bring them to Babylon." xxv. 9, "Behold, I will send and take [all] the

---

1 One passage (xxxiii. 12) reads κύριος δυνατόν in our present Greek text. The second word, however, is omitted by a considerable number of MSS., and is on the face of it suspicious, because we find elsewhere παντοκράτωρ. For the sake of completeness it may be added that יֶדֶלֶל is found twice, and יֶדֶלֶל מִלְּךָ twice; in three of these the LXX. has simply κύριος, once it reads κύριος ὁ θεὸς σου, apparently borrowing from the first half of the same verse (ll. 19).

2 It is possible that I have overlooked some, as the concordances are not very reliable on such frequently recurring phrases.
families of the north [saith Yahweh and unto Nebuchadrezzar, king of Babylon, my servant], and will bring them upon this land." In all these instances the shorter reading makes perfectly good sense.

To enforce this point I will now give a few examples in the Hebrew form witnessed by the LXX., and then give separately the additional matter of the MT. If this additional matter really belongs to the text, the fact will easily be discovered.

i. 18.—וַהֲנֵה נַחַרְנֵהּ עוֹלִים לְמָצֵּר מַעֲרֵר הַמַּחֲמוֹד נְשִׂים לְאֶלֹהֵי יְهوּדָה ְלִשְׂרָיִּים וּלְעַמּוֹר בָּרוֹל, יָבִיא MT. inserts "עָלָֽיָּל הָֽאָרֶץ, מַעֲמֹר בָּרוֹל וַאֲנֵי". vii. 17.—דָּאָןִךְ רָאָה מָה הָֽאִם עָנָֽיָמִים בְּחַמְּתֵּי יְרוּשָׁלַּיְם; MT. inserts בָּעָר בְּחוּרָֽי. vii. 26.—וַיֹּקְשׁוּ אַחֲרֵֽי חֲמוּרֵת מַאֲמָרְתֵּי. xi. 4.—אָוהָֽם כָּל שְׁמִלאָֽבָּל וְעָשָֽׂר הָֽאָדָם זַחֲוָֽת. xii. 3.—טֵאָןֵב יְרוּדֵֽו יִרְעָֽהֲנֵיה בֹּחָֽתִּ֑י לְבֵי אָֽתָּחְךְ. xiii. 4.—הֲשָֽׁאךְ קָנְהָ הַאֲלֹהִי אָשֶׁר עִלְּיָה מַחֲמֵֽהָהּ. xiii. 17.—רֶמֶֽע הָרְמְחָמוֹת מִפְּנֵי נָהַר הָֽרְמָֽוְּנָה יַעֲבֹֽתָה. xviii. 4.—וַנֵּשֽׁאָה הַבּֽלֶֽךְ אַלִּפְרֵי אֲשֶׁר הָֽאָבָֽדׁ נְעָֽשָׁה בִּי. MT. inserts בַּחֲמֵֽר all changes and insertions into בִּי הָֽאֶרֶץ. xix. 5.—לְשָׁרָֽה אַל בְּנִיהָ בַּמְשָׁמָֽה אֵשֶׁר לֹא צָוָּֽיָּה וּלְאֵלָֽהֶֽךְ עַל לִבְּךָ. MT. inserts "יָבִיא רְבָֽרָּֽתָה עַל לֵבָֽךְ". xxii. 4.—כֹּה אָמַר יְהוָֽה גַּנֵּי מָעָֽבָּד אֶלָֽהֶֽךְ הַמָּלָֽהִמָּֽה אֵשֶׁר אָמַר אֲלָֽהָוּ הֲנָהָמִים כֹּה אֶל-הָֽכָּשָׁרְתֵּי הַעֲלָֽבָּם מָעָֽבָּד לְזָהָבָֽם הֲנָהָמָֽה אֵשֶׁר הָֽעַר. The insertions are אֵשֶׁר מַכָּל בּוֹל אָֽשֶׁר בְּיָדָֽו אָלָֽיָֽיָהָוּ וְאֵשֶׁר יְשַׁרֵאִֽל. xxii. 25.—וַתֶּחָֽמָֽשׁ בּוֹר מַכָּשׁ נְפָשׁוֹ אֶלָֽהָוּ נָהַר מַפְנוּיָֽהָוּ; insertions בּוֹר נַבֵּרְאָֽרָֽי הֲכָֽל בּוֹר בּוֹר יְכִישָׁרִֽי and Cf. further the following:

vi. 16, 17, "Thus saith Yahweh:
Call to the mourning women that they may come,
And to the cunning women send that they may hasten,
And let them take up for us a lamentation."

The structure, which is here quite regular, is disturbed by the Massoretic insertions. xxv. 3, 4, "From the thirteenth year of Josiah, son of Amon, king of Judah, and to this day, three and twenty years I have spoken to you, rising early and speaking, and I have sent to you my servants the prophets, rising early and sending, and you have not heard and have not inclined your ear." Eight words
are inserted by the MT. xxv. 38, “And the slain of Yahweh in that day [LXX., in the day of Yahweh] shall be from the end of the earth to the end of the earth, and shall not be buried; for dung on the face of the ground they shall be.” MT. inserts “they shall not be mourned and shall not be gathered.” xli. 1–3, “And in the seventh month came Ishmael, son of Nathaniah, son of Elishama, of the seed royal, and ten men with him, unto Gedaliah to Mizpah, and they ate bread there together. And Ishmael and the ten men with him arose and smote Gedaliah whom the king of Babylon had appointed in the land, and all the Jews which were with him in Mizpah, and the Chaldees which were found there.” For the more than twenty words inserted by the MT. I will refer to the original. The sense is entirely clear without them.

While the insertions in the above passages are in general easily accounted for, there are some plain instances of duplication, as ix. 4, יdiği ימקהליא אראת, where the clause in brackets really duplicates the suffix immediately preceding. In this way arose apparently the reading סנה לאיליה in x. 25. In xi. 13, we read “And as the number of the streets of Jerusalem ye have placed altars to Bosheth, altars to sacrifice to Baal;” LXX. has simply βομβας θυμιν τη βααλ. The substitution of Bosheth for Baal is known from other parts of the Old Testament. Here the two readings are combined in the Hebrew, but not yet in the Greek. Another example is in the passage already quoted (xli. 3), where MT. reads, “And all the Jews which were with him with Gedaliah.” Cf. also li. 56, דכ בנא עליה על עבד שמרד.

Heretofore we have considered the plus of the MT. Let us look at some of the alternate readings. After Jeremiah is shown a סנה לאיליה he adds (i. 14) “And Yahweh said to me: From the North evil is opened (הפתה) upon all the inhabitants of the land.” The LXX. reads apparently סנה לאיליה, preserving the paronomasia. In iii. 22 the Hebrew has ראית המשואותכש; for the second word we find πανταριμετα ψυον which of course represents משואותכש. xv. 14 now reads, “And I will make thine enemies to pass over into a land thou knowest not.” For רשקרבבר the LXX. reads רשקרבבר —“And I will make thee to serve thine enemies in a land thou knowest not,” evidently more in accord with the context, confirmed also by the Targum, which has רשקרבבר. “And ye shall serve there other gods which shall not show you mercy?” (so LXX. in xvi. 3); MT. has the difficult phrase אש לא איליא לכס חינה. A well known case is xxiii. 38, “And when this people or prophet or priest shall ask thee saying, What is the burden of Yahweh? then thou shalt say to them Ye are the burden”—אראמ יהושע לוי for which in the MT. we find the incomprehensible לאירא יהושע. xli. 9, “And the pit into which Ishmael cast all whom he had smitten was the great pit”—בOrNull ירשל for which MT. gives again an incomprehensible reading בור ירשל. In one or two of these in-
stances we might be in doubt whether the LXX. deserves the preference; but they show at least that the translators did not simply guess, but if they made mistakes, the mistakes arose from the confusion of similar forms for which their Hebrew copy is to be held responsible. So when they in an unvocalized text confused מִּרְעָת and מִירָעָת, מִרְעָת and מִירָעָת, we can hardly lay it to carelessness. Further examples of confusion of similar letters in their Hebrew copy are מַרְעַת (iv. 1), מַלְיָר for מַלְיָר (xii. 2), מַרְעַת for מַרְעַת (xii. 15), מַרְעַת for מַרְעַת (xii. 17), מַלְיָר for מַלְיָר (xv. 11), מַרְעַת for מַרְעַת (xxii. 22), מַרְעַת for מַרְעַת (xxv. 38), מַרְעַת for מַרְעַת (xli. 8), this and the preceding are probably right in the LXX. ) , מַיָּר for מַיָּר (ix. 15).

There is plenty of evidence therefore that the MS. from which the version was made has suffered in transmission. The influences which affected it are the same in kind as those we have discovered affecting the MT. Although the LXX. is so much shorter, it has in places suffered the same kind of inflation, as in xxi. 3, where it adds after Zedekiah בַּשּׁלַח לאוֹבֶה, or xxi. 5, where it inserts ποιμαν, or xxiv. 1, where it adds a fourth class to the three carried captive according to the Hebrew, or xxxii. 28, where it inserts after Yahweh אֵל אִשָּׁר יָשָׁר לְרֹאשׁ. In fact the same tendencies affected the LXX. after its translation; for a considerable group of MSS. (the same which Cornill supposes to represent Hesychius’ recension) has in several instances ὁδὸς Ἑρωδίου Ἰσραήλ from which the other groups are free.

The principle that the more difficult reading is to be preferred, is often abused. There is a sense in which an ungrammatical expression is more difficult than a correct one. To take one more example from Jeremiah (xxv. 28); the reading of the MT. is אָנָּא-כָּל-מִימַלְכָּת וֹאָּרָּךְ אֵשֶּׁר-עַל פֶּנֶּי הָאָדָם. Any tyro knows that אָנָּא-כָּל-מִימַלְכָּת וֹאָּרָּךְ is ungrammatical. The LXX. omits אָנָּא-כָּל-מִימַלְכָּת וֹאָּרָּךְ and is therefore in a sense less difficult. But if we state the rule as it is stated by Westcott and Hort—that reading is original which will account for the existence of the other—we shall have a better guide. If the shorter reading is the original we can easily account for the longer as the work of an absent-minded scribe to whom the phrase כָּל מִימַלְכָּת וֹאָּרָּךְ was familiar. But we cannot account for the longer reading as the work of Jeremiah at all. Such glaring instances are, of course, rare, but some of those quoted above are scarcely less convincing.

Adequate treatment of the text of Jeremiah would require a volume. The cases treated in this paper are, however, I think fair examples of the state of the text, and, if so, they justify the conclusion that the LXX. was made from a better text than the one preserved for us by the synagogue. The LXX. is therefore a source for the text of the very first importance. Both LXX. and MT., however, have suffered from the same tendencies, and by judicious criticism it is possible to construct from both a better text than that now shown by either one. This critical work is our need.
Two questions have not been referred to here. One concerns the original arrangement of the prophecies, the other concerns the longer sections not found in the LXX. The answer to these questions is not necessarily influenced by pronouncing in favor of the LXX. in general. It is entirely possible that a better MS. should suffer dislocation and mutilation from which another has escaped.
THE MONOLITH INSCRIPTION OF SALMANESER II.

BY JAMES A. CRAIG, PH. D.,

Lane Theological Seminary, Cincinnati, Ohio.

In the following paper is found for the first time a translation, with accompanying transcription, in syllables, of the valuable Monolith Inscription of Salmaneser II., whose reign forms one of the most interesting chapters in Assyrian history. Before commencing this work, a collation of the text was an indispensable prerequisite, as may be seen from the number of corrections which, for purpose of comparison, I have here inserted. The collation of this text, which was the main object of a visit to the British Museum, where, during the summer of '85, I spent six weeks in the copying of texts, was done with the utmost care, the doubtful portions being frequently revised under the best attainable lights. The text, as edited in WAI., vol. III., seems to have been hurriedly executed, as even the most common signs are not exactly reproduced, as may be seen by referring to corrections No. 189. Where those minor variations occur, I have not always attempted to reproduce them, as this would make the work too cumbrous, and could satisfactorily be done only by a complete re-editing of the texts; and as they are of importance only as showing the exact form of writing.

The essential improvements which I have been able to make in the text, such, e. g., as the reading of the god "Nanir," etc., as well as my rendering of the text on this basis, will, I trust, be of some value to the science. Partial translations have hitherto been given, as in Prof. Schrader's KAT. and KGF., by Menant, in Annales des Rois d'Assyrie, and a translation in Records of the Past, by Prof. Sayce. A comparison of these with that here contained will show the necessity of the present undertaking. Compare, e. g., Prof. Sayce's translation of Col. II. l. 10 with the correct translation: "To the land of Atalur, an uninhabited place of deserts and low-lying, I went. Its tribute I appointed." This is a mere guess. It is a good example of "giving a sort of rough guess at the signification of a sentence," which Prof. Sayce, in his Lectures on the Assyrian Language, p. 7, so justly condemns. The passage reads: "To the mountains of the land of Atalur, where an image of Ašur-irbē was erected, I went. An image with his image I erected." Still there is not even an interrogation mark affixed! Menant begins to translate at line 13.

NOTE.—In the transcription I have adhered to the value of the signs as represented in Prof. Delitzsch's Lesestuecke, indicating the length of the vowels otherwise only where ideographs occur.
I embrace this opportunity of acknowledging my indebtedness to my friend, Mr. Pinches, of the British Museum, who spared no pains to render me every aid for the facilitation of my work, and, above all, to my esteemed Professor, Dr. Friedrich Delitzsch, whose advice and instruction and friendly feeling bind me to him as a thankful pupil in lasting obligation.

INTRODUCTION.

The Name of Salmaneser plays an important role in Assyrian history, there being no less than four kings of this name, viz., Salm. I., B.C. 1300-1271, the father of Tukultiadar I.; Salm. II., 860-824; Salm. III., 783-778, and Salm. IV., 727-722. The various methods of writing the name cannot be produced here. For the pronunciation, Šulmānāšarēd = "Šulmān is prince," see Schrader, ZKF., Bd. II., 197, f.

Life. Salmaneser II., the son of Asurnazirpal and grandson of Tukultiadar II., whose long reign of thirty-five years was full of military activity and achievement, occupied the throne of Assyria from 860-824 B.C. He followed hard in the footsteps of his father, Asurnazirpal, extending his rule in all directions and carrying terror and bloodshed wherever he went. After he had seated himself, with all the accompanying ceremonial pomp, as he expressly tells us, upon the throne, he lost no time until he began his work of conquest. Having defeated Ninni of Simesi, and taken tribute from the adjacent tribes, he extended his march to Hupuska on the upper Zab, overwhelmed and defeated his opposers and, having imposed on them taxes and tribute, pushed his way up through the Nairi-land with like results to the land of Uraštū along the Araxes. After other expeditions on the Tigris he began operations on the Euphrates, receiving tribute from Katazīlun of Kummuḫ, and afterwards from the confederate forces on the west of the Euphrates. The Phœnician coast was next the scene of his triumphal march. In 858 he overcame Ahuni of Til-barsip on the Euphrates, descended upon the other side and destroyed the neighboring towns. In the following year he repeated the attack on Til-barsip, took the city, committing the usual atrocities, built a palace within it, and changed its name to Kar-Salmaneser. In 856 Ahuni, after a terrible battle in Mount Šetamrat, was captured and, with his forces, etc., was carried off to Assyria. In 854 he left Nineveh again, crossed the Euphrates, took tribute from Carchemish and Kummuḫ, and later, having attacked Archulina of Hamath, engaged in a battle at Karkar against the confederate forces of twelve kings, among whom were Benhadad II., of Damascus, and Ahab, of Israel. The losses on both sides were heavy and the victory a doubtful one. After having turned his strength against the Babylonian usurper Merodachbalusate (see appendix) whom he put to death, he repeated his attacks on Syria. In 851, 850, 846 we find him in the west. The latter year, with 120,000 men, he marched against
Benhadad, put to flight the Syrians, pillaged their cities and took their spoil; but in 842 Syria was still unsubdued. According to III R., V., No. 6, he had again to contend for the mastery with Hazael of Damaskus, and three years later there was only tribute as before. Further expeditions, particularly to the northward of the Armenian mountains to the land of Namri, and westward to Media, were made. When he became too infirm to take the field, he gave the command to Dānašur, commander-in-chief, and, while he himself was obliged to remain in Chalah, his forces were executing his commands in the north country of Uraštu and Patūi. The end of his reign, which was followed by the subjugation of Babylon to Assyria, largely through the extension of power due to him, according to Samsibin(?) was disturbed by an insurrection, set on foot by a faithless son, which was afterwards quelled by his faithful son and successor Samsibin(?).

Inscriptions.

1) The Monolith Inscription found at Kurkh on the Tigris, about twenty miles distant from Diarbekhîr, and now in the British Museum. The monolith measures 2 m. 16 cm. in length, 85 cm. in width, and 21 cm. in thickness. The writing extends on the back 1 m. 89 cm., and on the front, 1 m. 20 cm. On the front side is a life-size sculptured figure of the king in the usual royal attire. Owing to the fringe of the garment and the partial decomposition of the stone, the writing is sometimes difficult to decipher.

2) The Black Obelisk. Compound of basalt. It narrates the events according to the years of his reign, and exhibits in five beautiful bas reliefs, which extend completely around the four sides, tributary peoples bringing various animals and objects, cloths and ivory to their acknowledged conqueror.

3) The Bull Inscriptions. Both these and the obelisk were found in the palace of Salmaneser at Chalah. The texts are to be found in Layard’s Inscriptions.

4) Bronze Gates—a wonderful work of art—bear representations of battles, tortures, etc., etc., and an inscription. They were discovered by Mr. Rassam at Balawat. Another set of doors crumbled to pieces in being removed.

5) The Throne Inscription. Given in Appendix, which see.

6) A small inscription containing an account of Salmaneser’s expedition against Syria during his eighteenth year. Contained I R. 5, No. 6, Delitzsch’s ALS., p. 98.

7) Several bricks. One which I copied in the British Museum, a duplicate of which Rev. Mr. Parry, D. D., was kind enough to send me a copy, is in his possession. They read as follows:

“Salmaneser, the great king, the powerful king, the king of multitudes, the king of Assyria, the son of Asurnazirpal, the great king, the powerful king, the king of multitudes, the son of Tiglath-adar, the king of multitudes, king of Assyria, who rebuilt? (ri-šip-tu) the tower of the city of Chalah.” Cf. Layard’s Inscriptions, p. 78.
HEBRAICA.

TRANSLITERATION.

(III R., pp. 7, 8.)

COL. I.

1. šlu Ašur bēlu rabu-ū šar gim-rat¹ ilā-ni rabūtē šlu A-nu šar šlu Iṣigē u šlu A-nun-na-ki bēl mātātē šlu Bēl a-bu ilāni mu-šim šimāti


3. dān kibrātē muš-tē-šir⁴ tē-niš-šē-ē-ētē šlu ʾṣtar bē-lit ʾkalbi u taḥāzi ša mē-lul-ta-ša tukuntu ilāni rabūtē rā-im-ut šarrū-i-ia


5. Šulmānu-ašarēdu šar kiš-šat nīšē rubū-ū šangū Ašūr šarru dan-nu šar mātu Aššūr šar kul-lat kibr-rat arbaʾi šlu ʾaššu kiš-šat nīšē


7. [du]-ur-gē ū šap-ša-ke mu-kab-bi-is ri-šē-ti-ē ša šadē-ē ka-liš ḫur-ša-a-ni ma-ḥir bilti⁶ ū i-gi-si-ē


9. i-ḫi-lu mātātē ina mē-dil id-du-ti-šu iš-da-ši-na; zikaru dan-nu ša ina tukul-ti Ašūr šlu ʾašmaš ilāni ri-šē-šu ittala-kuma

10. ina mal-kē ša kibr-rat arbaʾi ša-nin-šu lá išu-ū šar¹⁹ mātātē šar-ḫu ša ar-ḫē pa-naš-ku-tē ittala-ku iš-tam-da-ḫu šadē-ē u tāmātē

11. apal m-Ašūr-nāšir-pal šakan šlu Bēl šangū Ašūr ša šangū-su ʾēl ilāni i-tē-bu-ma mātātē nap-ḫar-ši-na a-na šēpē-šu u-šak-ni-šu nab-ni-tu ʾēl-lu-tu ša m. Tukulti-Adar

12. ša kul-lat za-i-rē-šu¹¹ i-ni-ru-ma is-pu-nu a-bu-ba-ni-iš. Ė-nu-ma Ašūr bēlu rabū-ū ina ku-uu [lībbi¹²]šu ina¹³ šāt-ti-šu¹⁴ ellāti ud-da-ni-ma


15. ina kussē šarru-ti rabi-iš u-šē-bu narkabāte unmānātēʾa¹⁶ ad-ki ina ni-ri-bi ša mātu Si-mē-ṣi ʾērū-uh¹⁸ a¹⁹-ša-ša na šlu A-ri-di ʾal dan-nu-ti-šu

16. ša m. šu-nin¹¹ ni a ṭe-kib a-k¹⁵-ša-ša ſišša ša窄 ʾašmaš maʾattu a-duk šal-la-su²² aš-lu-la a-si-tu ša ʾaššu-kišū ina pu-ut ali-ta-asāri


* The numbers above the signs refer to “Corrections.”
† The remaining traces of the sign (in R. “u” “nap”) seems to be in favor of muḥ.
‡ R.
THE MONOLITH INSCRIPTION OF SALMANESER II.

TRANSLATION.

COL. I.

1. Ašur, the great lord, the king of all* the great gods, Anu, king of the
Igigī and Anunnaki, the lord of lands, Bēl, the father of the gods the deter-
miner of destinies, 2who fixes the bounds (bands) of (heaven and) earth, Ea,
the decider, the king of the abyss, great in wise devices, Nanir, of heaven and
earth, the majestic, Šamaš, 3the judge of the (four) quarters of the globe,
the ruler of mankind, Istar, the queen of war and battle, whose command is
war; the great gods, the favorers of my sovereignty, 4lordship, might and rule
have they increased, my renowned name, my majestic title, 5† come before
rulers, abundantly have they (the gods) established my i-ni-nil (or me š). 6Sal-
maneser, the king of the multitude of men, the prince, the priest of Ašur, the
mighty king, the king of the land of Assyria, the king of the whole of the
four regions, the sun of all mankind, 6the ruler (who rules fully) of all lands,
the king chosen of the gods, the beloved of Bēl, the governor of Ašur, the cir-
cumspect, the great, the majestic, who looks upon 7paths and declivities, who
wades or wades over the peaks of mountains (and) forests everywhere, who receives the
tribute and presents of 8all regions, who opens up the roads both above and
below, who, by the approach of his mighty battle, invades the regions and
9shakes countries to their foundations in the power of his might.—the manly,
the mighty, who by the aid of Ašur (and) Šamaš, the gods his helpers, marches,
and 10among the princes of the four regions has no rival; king of countries,
the powerful (one) who marches over declivitous routes, traverses mountains
and seas, 11the son of Ašurnazirpal, the governor of Bēl, the priest (servant)
of Ašur, whose priestship being well-pleasing unto the gods, 11‖ they subjected
12all lands to his feet, the brilliant descendant of Tiglath-pileser 12who subjugated
all his enemies and hurled them down as a deluge.—At the time when Ašur,
the great lord, in the fidelity (or fixedness) of his heart, with his clear eyes
recognized (knew) me and to the 13sovereignty of the land of Assyria called
me, a powerful weapon, the overthrower of the insubordinate, he bestowed 13‖
upon me, and with a majestic crown adorned (decked?) my sovereignty, all
lands 14. . . . . . the enemies of Ašur to subjugate and subdue sternly
did he command me.

15. In those days, at the beginning of my rule, in my first year of rule, 15(as)
upon the throne of sovereignty ceremoniously I seated myself, the chariots,
my forces, I assembled; into the pass of the land of Simesi I entered. To
the city of Aridi, the stronghold 16of Ninni, I approached. The city I be-
sieged, I took. Many of his warriors I slew. His spoil I carried off. A
column (row) of heads, at the entrance of the city-gate, I fixed together.
17. Their young men, their young women, I burned up. While I was quartered

* = totality.
† See notes.
‡ Professor Sayoe leaves out the word "šaššušu" and supplies "hope" instead (which robs the
passage both of its poetry and meaning), or perhaps had in mind "šaššušu".  
§ The sign šaššušu might mean šaknu; but in view of Sargon-Inscr. 3, šaknu is certainly correct
here.
† Lit., whose priestship was well-pleasing unto the gods and they, etc.
‡ Lit., caused me to hold.

18. in the city of Aridi, the tribute of the Hargæans, the Harmasæans, the Simesens, the Simeraeans, the Sirisians, the Ulmanians, horses trained* to
19. the yoke, oxen, sheep, wine I received. From the city of Aridi I departed.
20. Steep roads and difficult mountains, which like the point of an iron dagger
21. raised their peaks to the skies, with hatchets of bronze (and) copper I broke
down. Chariots (and) forces I brought through. To the city of Hupuskie I
22. advanced. A great battle in the midst of the mountain I fought. Their
23. overthrow I accomplished. Chariots, forces, horses trained to the yoke out of
24. the mountain I brought back. The fear of the splendor of Ašur, my lord,
25. overwhelmed them; they descended and laid hold of my feet.† Taxes and
26. tribute I laid upon them. From the city of Hupuskie I departed. To the
27. city of Sugunia, the stronghold of Aramu of the land of Uraštû, I advanced;
28. the city I besieged, I took. Many of their warriors I slew. His spoil I
29. carried off. A column of heads at the entrance of his city I fixed together.
30. Fourteen of its neighboring towns I burnt with fire. From the city of Sugunia I
31. departed. To the sea of the land of Na'iri I descended. My weapons
32. in the sea I washed. Offerings to my gods I sacrificed. In those days I
33. made a life-size image of myself; the glory of Ašur, the great lord, my lord,
34. and the might of my power, I wrote upon it and placed it above the sea. On
35. my return from the sea, tribute from Asû of the land of Gozan, horses,
36. oxen, sheep, wine, two dromedaries, I received; to my city Ašur, I brought
37. them. In the month of Iyyar, the 13th day, I departed from Nineveh, I
crossed the Tigris, the mountain of Hamanu, the mountain Dînunu, I
38. passed over. To the city of Lâlâtû which belonged to Ahuni, the son of
39. Adini, I approached. The fear of the splendor of Ašur my lord overwhelmed
40. them. To (the mountains etc.) they went. The city I destroyed (and)
devastated. With fire I burnt it. From the city of Lâlâtû I departed. To
41. (the city of Kiraka, the city) of Ahuni, the son of Adini, I advanced. Ahuni,
42. the son of Adini, trusted to the multitude of his forces, and to offer engage-
43. ment and battle (be advanced against me). With the help of Ašur and the
44. great gods, my lords, I fought with him. His overthrow I accomplished. In
45. his city I shut him in. From the city Kiraka? I departed. To the city of
46. Burmar'ana, belonging to Ahuni, the son of Adini, (I went. The city) I be-
47. sieged, I took. Three hundred of their fighting men I brought down with my
48. weapons. A column of heads (at the entrance of his city I fixed together).
49. Tribute of Hapini of the city of Tilabnû, of Gâ'uni of the city of
50. Sa-ru? Giri-Ramman silver, gold, oxen, sheep, wine I received. From the city of Burmar'ana I departed. In
51. ships of lamb-skins I crossed the Euphrates. Tribute from Katashilu of the
52. land of Kumuϑu, silver, gold, oxen, sheep, wine I received. To the land of

* Span of the yoke.
† Lit., took the mighty mountains.
‡ = did me obeisance.
38. אלאני ša m-A-Ḥu-ni apal A-di-ni ša šēpā am-ma-tē ša nāru Purātu ak-tē-rib a-bi-ik-ti màtī aš-kun ʿālānī-šu na-mu-ta


40. istu²⁵³ šlu Pa-ka-ru-ub-bu-ni at-tu-muš a-na ʿālā-ni ša m-Mu-tal-li šlu Gam-gu-ma-a a ak-tē-rib ma-da-tu

41. ša m-Mu-tal-li šlu Gam-gu-ma-a a kaspa ʿurāša alpē šēni karānē màrat-su⁵³ iš-tu nu-du-niš⁵⁴ ša ma-a-di [am]-ḥur iš-tu šlu Gam-gu-mē

42. at-tu-muš ana šlu Lu-ṭi-bu ʿal dan-nu-ti-šu ša m. Ha-a-ni màtu Sa-am-‘a-la-a a ak-tē-rib m. Ha-a-nu màtu Sa-am⁵⁴⁴‘a-[la]-a m. Sa-pa-ulu-ul-mē

43. màtu Pa-ti-na-a a m. A-Ḥu-ni apal A-di-ni m. Sa-an-ga-ra màtu Gar-ga-miš-a a a-na ri-šu-ut²⁵⁵ 5⁵⁶ ha-mēš [it-]tak-lu-ma ik-šu-ru

44. taḥāza a-na ē-piš ēṭēkū⁵⁶⁶-ma⁵⁶⁰ a-na irti-ia it-bu-nu ina idāti ʿi-ra-a⁶⁷ ti ša šlu Urugallu a-lik ʿanī-ia ina kakke ēz-zu⁵⁸⁵-tē.

45. ša Aār bēlu iš-ru-ka it-tē-šu-nu am-dāẖ-ḥi-ṭi a-bi-ik-ta-šu-nu aš-kun mundah-ḥi-šu-[nu⁵⁹]²

46. ina kakke u-šam-kit kima šlu Rammān ēli-šu-nu ri-ḥi-il-ta u-ša-az-nin⁶⁰ ina ḥi-ri-šē at-šu-uk-šu-nu šal-mat

47. ku-ra-di-šu-nu šēru rap-šā ū-mal-li dāmē-šu-nu kima na-pa-si šada-a aṣ-ru-up narkabatē⁶⁰² [ma]-a-tu sīsē

48. šimē-at nīri-šu Ḩ-kim-šu a-si-tu ša kakkaṭe ina pu-ut āli-šu ar-ṣīp ālānī-šu ab-ḥul ak-kur ina isāṭi [aṣ-ru⁶²]-up

49. ina ū-mē-šu-ṭa ma ad-šu-ul nar-ḥa-ut ilānī rabāṭe ša Aār u šlu ša-maṣ ʿu-ṭir-di-šu-nu ū-ša-pa ana ša-a-tē ša-lam šarru-ti-ia

50. šur-ba-a ʿepu-uš il-ka-ḥat kur-di-ia ʿep-ṣīt ur-nin⁶²-ti-ia ina ki-riba šul ṣal-tur ina rēs ē-ni nāru Sa-ulu-ra

51. ša šēpu šadē-ē màtu Ḥa-ma-ni ū-ṣē-ziš iš-tu màtu Ḥa-ma-ni at-tu-muš nāru A-ra-antu ê-tē-bir a-na šlu A-li-ṣir(muš)

52. āl dan-nu-ti-šu ša m. Sa-pa-ulu-mē màtu Pa-ti-na-a a ak-tē-rib m. Sa-pa-ulu-ul-mē šlu Pa-ti-na-a a a-šu-ub⁶³

53. narpāṭe-šu m. A-Ḥu-ni apal A-di-ni m. Sa-ga-ra šlu Gar-ga-miš-a a m. Ha-a-nu màtu Sa-ma‘a-la-a a m. Ka-tē-šu⁶⁵⁷ ? . . . . . . .

54. màtu Ku-ú-a a m. Pi-hi-ri(?)* màtu Ḥi-ku-ka-a a m. Bur-a-na-tē màtu Ja-as-bu-ka-a a m. A-da(?)... . . . ⁶⁷ (the last three signs very doubtful)

**COL. II.**

1. . . . . . . . . . . ka-a . . . . . . .

2. . . . . . . u-pār-ri-ir āla a-si-bi ak-ta-[ṣad]

3. . narkabatē⁶⁵⁸-šu ma‘adu sīsē šimē⁶⁹ at nīri-šu . . [aš]-lu-la [dikta-šu ma‘adu]

38. (Pakaru)ḥbuni, the cities of Aḫuni, the son of Adini, on the farther side of the Euphrates, I approached. The overthrow of the land I accomplished. 39. The cities I turned to destruction, (with) the overthrow of his soldiers (brave ones) I filled the wide district. One thousand and three hundred of his warriors with the weapons I brought low. 40. From the city of Pakaruḥbuni I departed, to the cities of Mutallī the Gamgumian I advanced. Tribute from Mutallī the Gamgumian, silver, gold, oxen, sheep, wine, his daughter with her large dowry, I received. From the city of Gamgumā I departed. To the city of Lutibī, the stronghold of Hānu, the Samalēan I advanced. Hānu the Samalēan, Sapalulmu, the Patīnēr, Aḫuni, the son of Adini, Sangara the Carchemisian, trusted to their reciprocal aid, and collected together. 44. Battle to make they advanced, and came up before me (lit., to my breast). In the exalted power of Nergal, who goes before me, with the strong weapons which Ašur, the lord, presented, I fought with them; their overthrow I accomplished; their fighting men with the weapons I brought low. Like the god Ramman, over them I caused to pour an inundation. Into the ditches (of the city) I cast them. The corpses of their warriors I caused to fill the wide field. With their blood like wool I colored the mountain. Many of their chariots, horses trained to the yoke I took from him. A column of heads at the entrance of his city I fixed together. His cities I destroyed, I devastated, I burnt with fire. In those days I was obedient to the will (lit. greatness) of the great gods in causing the bravery of Ašur and Šamas to shine for future (days). A sovereign image of great size I made. The course of my bravery, the deeds of my power, I wrote upon it. At the head source of the river Saluara, which is at the foot of the mountain of the land of Hamani, I erected (it). From the land of Hamani I departed. The river Orontes I crossed. To the city of Alisir (muš), the stronghold of Sapalulmu, the Patīnēr, I advanced. Sapalulmu, the Patīnēr to save his life, Ahuni the son of Adini, Sangara the Carchemisian, Hānu the Samalēan Katâšu? the Kûean Piḫiri, the Cilician Burânatâ, the Jasbukean Ada? 

COL. II.

1. . . . . . . . ka . . . . . . .
2. . . . . I broke, the city I besieged, I took
3. his chariots many, horses trained to the yoke . . . . I carried off.
4. (His many warriors) with the weapons I brought low. In the same battle

* Power.
† Lit. lives.
‡ Sagaru. Probably the same as Saugara, I. 43; II. 19, 27, 82.
5. ka-a-ti lu ik-šu-du ālu ma-ḥa-zē rabûtē ša ālu Pa-ti-na-a-a ²⁷⁰ . . .
6. é-li-ni-tē ša māṭu A-ḥār-ri u ? tām-di DUP ²⁷¹ ālu Šam-ši kīma ti-lu a-bu-bē lu aš-
   ḫu ²⁷²-[up-šu-nu-ti]
7. ma-da-tu ša šarrā-ni ša a-ḥat tām-di am-ḥur ina a-ḥat tām-di ra-pa-aštē mē ²⁷³. šē-
   rīš šal-te-iš
8. lu at-ta ²⁷⁴-lak ša-lam bēlu-ti-ia mu-ki šumi-ia a-na da-ra-a-ti ēpu-uš ina ēlīt tām-di u ²⁷⁵-[šē-
   zīz]
9. a-na šadē-ē māṭu Ha-ma-ni ē-li ²⁷⁶ išu ga-šu-rē išu ē-ri-ni isu bu-ra-šē ²⁷⁷ a ²⁷⁸-kis a-na šadē-ē
10. māṭu A-ta-lu-ur a-šar šalmu ša Ašūr-ir-bi zak-pu a-lik šalma itti ²⁷⁹ šalmi-šu
   u-šē-ziz īštu tām-di at-tar ²⁷⁰-[rad]
11. ālu Ta-ia a ²⁷¹ ālu Ha-za-zu ālu Nu-li-a ālu Bu-ta-a-mu ša m. Pa-ti-na-a-a akšu-
   ud MM.DOCCC. dikta-šu-nu
12. a-dūk xiv M. vr C šal ²⁷²-la-su-nu aš-lu-la ma-da-tu ša m. A-ra-mē apal Gu-si
   kaspa ḫurāṣa alpē
13. śeni karānē išu iršu ḫurāṣu ka-sap amḥur. Ina li-mē śatti šumi-ia ina ²³ araḥ
   Arier ūm xiii īštu ālu [Ni-nu-a]
14. at-tu-muṣ nāru Iddiklat ē-tē-bir ṣādū Ha-sa-mu ṣādū Di-il-nu-nu at-ta-bal-kat
   a-na ālu Til-bur[s-i-ip] āl dan-nu-[ti-ṣu] ša m. A-ḥu-[ni]
15. apal A-di-ni ak-tē-rib m. A-[lu]-ni apal A-di-ni a-na gi-bi ummānātē-šu it-tak-
   kil-ma a-na irti-ia it-[ba a-bi]-ik-ta-šu aš-kun ina [āli-šu]
16. ē-sir-šu īštu ālu Til-bur-si-ip at-tu-muṣ ina ēlippē ša mašak taḫ-ši-ē nāru Purātū
   ina me-li ²³ša ē-tē-bir ālu . . . a ²³-ga-ā ālu Ta-gi . . .
17. ālu Su-ā-ru-nu ālu Pa-ri-pa ālu Til ²³š2-ba-šē-ri-ē ālu Da-bi-gu vr ālānū-shu dan-
   nu-ti ša m. A-[lu]-ni apal A-di-ni [lu] ak-ta-sād dikta-šu
18. ma-adu a-dūk šal-la-su-nu aš-lu-la xiv C ālānū ša li-mē-tū-šu-nu ab-bul ak-ḵur
   ina īšati aš-ru-up ana ālu Da-bi-gi-i
19. ana ālu Sa-za-bi-ē āl dan-nu-ṭi-šu ša ²³š Sa-an-ga-ra ²³š2 ālu Gar-ga-miš-a-a ak-
   tē-rib ālā a-si-bi ak[ta-sād] dikta-šu-nu ma-adu a-dūk
20. šal-la-su-nu aš-lu-la ālā-ni ša li-mē-tū-šu ab-bul ak-ḵur ina īšati aš-ru-up šarrā-
    ni ša māṭu . . . ana si-ḫir-ti-su-ru-nu
21. īštu pān na-mur-rat ḫakkē-ia dan-nu-ti u taḫāsī-ia šit-mu-ri ip-laḥ-ūma šēpē-
    ia ša-ba-tu ²³š m. . . . un ša ²³š māṭu Pa-ti-na-a-a
22. xiv Gun ḫurāṣi xiv C Gun kaspi xiv C Gun siparr xiv C Gun parzilli xiv M dikārē
    siparrī xiv M. ku-lu-būl-[ti bir-mē kūs]kitū matrat-su
23. it-ti nu-du-mi-ša ma-ʿadī xiv XX Gun ²³š argamānī D alpē m. šēni am-ḥur-šū I
    Gun kaspi xiv Gun argamānī ?C išu gašurē išu ²³š-išu ²³š ²³ni
24. ma-da-tu ina ēlī-šu aš-kun šatti-šam-ma ina ēlī-ia Aṣṣūr am-da-ḥar m. Ha-ja-
   na apal Gab-ba-ri ša šēpu ²³š Ha-ma-ni xiv Gun kaspi xiv C (or xiv X)? Gun

* Perhaps ērīb.  \( \text{²¹} \). \( \text{²²} \) Šu instead of ri is probably a mistake of the scribe.
5. Burānatē [the Jasbukean] my hand took (captive). 5 The great cities of the
6. Patinians . . . upper (cities) of Phœnicia and ? the sea of the setting?
  sun, like the ruins of a deluge, I destroyed them (lit., I cast them down). The
  7. tribute of the kings on the coast I received. On the coast of the broad sea
  8. (Mediterranean) upright and triumphant 8 I marched. A royal* image, the
    preserver of my name forever, I made. Above the sea I (erected it). To the
  9. mountains of Hamani I went up. Beams of cedar wood, cypress wood, I cut
    down. To the mountains 10 of the land of Atalur, where an image of Ašur-irbi
    was erected, I went. An image with his image I erected. From the sea I
  11. descended. 11 The city of Tajā, the city of Hazazu, the city of Nulia, the city
    of Butamu of the Patinians, I took. Two thousand, eight hundred of their
  12. warriors 12 I killed. Fourteen thousand, six hundred of their prisoners I
    carried off. Tribute from Aramu, the son of Gusi, silver, gold, oxen, 23 sheep,
    wine, a bed of gold and silver I received. During the archonship of the year
  14. of my name, in the month of Iyyar, on the 13th day, 14 I departed from Nine-
    veh; I crossed the Tigris (and) passed through the land of Diţnunu. To the
  15. city of Tilbarsip, the stronghold of Ahuni, 15 the son of Adini, I advanced.
    Ahuni, the son of Adini, trusted to the number of his forces and advanced
  16. against me. I accomplished his overthrow. In (his city) 16 I shut him. From
    Tilbarsip I departed. In ships of lamb-skins I crossed the Euphrates during
  17. high water. The city of . . . agā ?, the city of Ta-gi . . . 17 the city of
    Sārumu, the city of Paripa, the city of Til-bašērē, the city of Dabigu, six
  18. strongholds of Ahuni, the son of Adini, I took. Many 18 of his warriors I
    killed; their booty I carried off. Two hundred neighboring towns I destroyed,
  19. devastated (and) burnt with fire. To the city of Dabigu, 19 to the city of
    Sa-zā-bû, the stronghold of Sangara, the Carchemishan, I advanced. The city
  20. I besieged (and) took. Their many warriors I killed. 20 Their booty I carried
    off. The neighboring cities I destroyed, devastated (and) burned with fire.
  21. The kings of the land of . . . . . all about, 8 before the brilliancy of my
    powerful weapons and my raging battle became terrified, and embraced† my
  22. feet. . . . . un from the land of Patina, 22 three talents of gold, 8 three
    talents of silver, three talents of copper, three hundred talents of iron, one
    thousand vessels of copper, one thousand (pieces) of variegated cloth, linen,
  23. his daughter 23 with her large dowry, twenty talents of purple cloth, five
    hundred oxen, five hundred sheep I received from him. One talent of silver,
  24. two talents of purple cloth, x hundred beams of cedar, 24 as tribute I laid upon
    him. Every year in my city Asur I received (it). Hajānū, the son of Gабaru,
    at the foot of mount Hamanu, x talents of silver, (90 ? 3 ?) talents of gold,

* Lit. "image of my rule." + Lit. "according to their circumference." 8 took.
§ According to present value of gold, a talent would be equal to about $32,400.00.
25. siparri XXX\(^{87}\) Gun parzilli III C. ku lu-bul-ti bir-mê kitâ III C al-pê III M. şêni II C îsu ga-šu-rê îsu é-ri-ni\(^{188}\) II X* Bê'pl.îsu é-ri-ni


27. am-da-ĥar m. A-ru-mu apal A-gu-sî X ma-na ġurâšî VI Gun kaspi D alpê v M. şêni am-hûr-šû m. Sa-an-ga-ra êlu Gar-ga-miš III\(^{92}\) Gun


28. ġurâšî LXX Gun kaspi XXX Gun siparri C Gun parzilli XX Gun \(^\ddot{s}l\)q argamanû D\(^{68}\) Kakké màrat-su it-ti nu-du-nû ü C màratê rûbûtê-šû

29. D alpê\(^{94}\) v M. şêni am-hûr-šû LX ma-na ġurâsî I Gun kaspi II Gun \(^\ddot{s}l\)q argamanî ina êlî-šu aš-kun šâtti-sam-ma am-da-har-šû m. Ka-ta-zî-ru


31. naru Idiklat ėt-ê-bir \(\ddot{s}_{\ddot{a}}\)dâ Hâ-sa-mu \(\ddot{s}_{\ddot{a}}\)dâ Di-iḥ-nu-nu-nu at-ta-bal-kat ana ëlu Til-bar-sî-îp ál dan-nu-ti-šu ša m. A-ĥu-ni apal A-di-ni ak-ta-şad m. A-hu-ni

32. apal A-di-ni ištu pân na-mur-rat kakké-îa iz-uzu-tê ù taḥâzî-ia šit-mu-rî a-na šu-zu-ub napâšâ-tu [ina mē-li]-ša naru Purâtu ėt-bir

33. a-na màratê ša-ni-a-ti ib-bal-ki ita ki-bit Ašûr bêli rûbâ bê\(^{97}\)li-îa ëlu Til-bar-si-îp ëlu A-li-\(^{189}\) gu . . . 10 cm. . . ša-gu-ka a-na ëlu šârûtî-îa

34. aš-bat amèlê amèlu Aš-šu-ra-a-a ina lib-bi u-šê-sîb ġâkâlâtê a-na šû-bat šârûtî ina ina ki-rib-šu ad-dî ëlu Til-bar-sî-[îp] ëlu Kar-Šulman-âsarêd

35. şum ëlu Nap-pî-gi ëlu Li-ta-Ašûr şum ëlu Al-li-gi ëlu Aš-bat-îa-ku-na şum ëlu Ru-gu-li-\(^{188}\)-ti ëlu Ku(Dur)-bi-it(d) [\(^{99}\)sum-uš]-nu ab-bi ina ūmi-shu-ma

36. a-na ëlu Ašûr-u-tir-aš-bat šà\(^{189}\) amèlê mâtû Hâta-ta-a ëlu Pî\(^{100}\)-it-ru i-ka-bu-šu-ni šà\(^{189}\) ëlu naru Sa-gu-[ra] šà šêpa-am-ma ša naru Purâtû

37. ëlû Mu-ut-ki-i-nu šà\(^{189}\) šêpa? an-na-tê šà naru Purâtû šà m. Tukulti-pal-česar-ra âbû rûbu-u âlik pâni-ia u-ša-[aš\(^{101}\)-bi/-tu] ina tar\(^{102}\)-ši\(^{103}\) m. Ašûr-kirbi\(^{104}\)?


40. dikârê siparri parzillû\(^{106}\) alpê şênî ku. lu-bul-ti bir-mê u ku. kitûbl. am-hûr ištu ëlu Kar-Šulmanu-âsarêd at-tu-muš çadâ Su-mu\(^{106}\) at-ta-bal-kat

41. a-na mâtû Bit-ta-ma-ni at-ta-rad ištu\(^{159}\) mâtû\(^{107}\) Bit-ta-ma-ni at-tu-muš çadâ Na-am-da-nu çadâ Mé-ir\(^{-}\)-û-ûs a-ta-bal-kat ar-hê pa-aš-ku-tê šadê-e

42. mar-šu-ti ša kima šê-lu-ut pâtri a-na šâmê-e zi-kip-ta šêku-nu ina ag-gul-lat ėrê a-k-kur\(^{106}\) narkabâêtê ummânâtê ū-šê-tik a-na mâtû En-zi-tê šà\(^{189}\) mâtû Išû-a

\(^{95}\) Nor. Lex. 154, correct.

* See correction 99 for the representation of this sign, the syllabic value of which is not known. See also note.
25. thirty talents of copper, thirty talents of iron, three hundred (pieces of) variegated cloth, linen, three hundred oxen, three thousand sheep, two hundred beams of cedar, two X-Be of cedar, his daughter with her large dowry I received from him. Ten mana of silver, one hundred beams of cedar, one hundred? X-Be of cedar as tribute I laid upon him. Every year in my city 27. Asur received it. Aramu, the son of Agusu, ten mana of gold, six talents of silver, five hundred oxen, five thousand sheep, I received of him. Sangara 28. of the city of Carchemish, three talents of gold, seventy talents of silver, thirty talents of copper, one hundred talents of iron, twenty talents of variegated cloth, five hundred weapons, his daughter with dowry, and one hundred daughters of his nobles, five hundred oxen, five thousand sheep I received from him. Sixty mana of gold, one talent of silver, two talents of variegated cloth, I laid upon him. Every year I received (it) from him. Katalizilu, the Kumubjian, twenty mana of silver, three hundred beams of cedar, every year I received (of him)——In the archonship of Asurbélkain, in the month of Tam-muz, on the 13th day, I departed from the city of Nineveh. 31. The river Tigris I crossed, the mountain of Hasamun, the mountain of Di'hnnunu, I traversed. To the city of Tilbarsip, the stronghold of Ahuni, the son of Adini, I came.- 32. Ahuni, the son of Adini, before the brilliancy of my mighty weapons and my raging battle, to save his life, during high water, crossed the river Euphrates. To other lands he crossed through. By command of Asur the great lord, the city of Tilbarsip, the city of Aligu . . . (city of) Sagukka to my royal city I brought. 34. The men of Assyria within (it), I settled. Palaces, for my royal residence in its midst I built. The city of Tilbarsip, 35. Kar-Salmaneser, the name of the city Nappigi, Lita-Asur, the name of the city of Aligu, Azbat(lâkunan, the name of the city Ruguliti, Ku(dur)bit(? their names I called.—In those days also, to the city of Ašur-utâr-ašbat which the men of the land of Chatti call the city of Pêthor, which is above the river Sâgûr, beyond the river Euphrates, and the city of Mutkiwu which is on this side of the Euphrates which Tiglath-pileser, the father who was (went) before me, had violently taken, (which) in the time of Asurkiran(? the king of the land of Assyria(?) the king of Aram (Mesopotamia)† had by force taken away; these same cities I restored to their place. The sons of Assyria 39. (i. e. Assyrians) I settled within (them). While I was quartered in the city of Kar-Salmaneser, the tribute of the kings of the sea-coast, and the kings along the shores of the Euphrates, silver, gold, lead, copper, vessels of copper and iron, oxen, sheep, variegated cloth and linen I received. From the city of Kar-Salmaneser I departed, the mountain of Sumu I crossed over. 41. To the land of Bit-Zamân I descended. From the land of Bit-Zamân I departed. The mountain of Namdanu, the mountain Mêirsu I crossed. De- 42. clivitous roads and difficult mountains, which like the point of a dagger raised (made) their peaks to the skies, with hatchets of bronze I broke down. Chariots (and) forces I caused to go through (forward). To the land of

* Lit. "men, Assyrians."
† I. e., evidently an agreement had been made by which the king of Aram received it back again.
43. at-ta-rad mātu En-zi-tē a-na si-ḥir-ti-ša kāṭi ik-šu-du alā-ni-šu-nu ab-bul ak-kur ina išāti aš-ru-up šal-la116-su-nu bu-ša-šu-nu šA-GA-šu-nu a-na lā mé-ni
46. ab-bul ak-kur ina išāti aš-ru-up m. Su-ū-a bēl āli-šu-nu ina kā-ti aṣ-bat īštu mātu Su-ḥm-mē at-tu-muš a113-na mātu Da-i-ē-ni a-ta-rad ālu Da-i-ē-ni
47. a-na si-ḥir-ti-ša ak-ṣud alā-ni-šu-nu ab-bul ak-kur ina išāti aš-ru-up šal-la-ša-nu bušā-šu-na ŠA-GA ma-a-du al-ka-a īštu mātu Da-i-ē-ni at-tu-muš
48. a-na ālu Ar-Za(ș)ą-aš-ku āl šarrū-ti-šu ša m. Ar-ra-mu ālu Ī-ra-ar-ta-a īštu pa-an na-mur-rat kakkē-śa† dannū-tē
49. u114 taḥāzi-ia ši-ṭu-mu-ri ip-lah-ma āl-ša ū-maš-šir115 a-na šadē-ē mātu Ad-du-ri ē-li arkā-šu a-na šadē-ē ēli taḥāzu dan-nu ina ki-rib šadē-ē aš-kun III M. iv C
52. napsātē-šu a-na šadē-ē mar-si ē-li ina ki-šir zikrūti-ia māt-su kima ālpu rimi121 a-di-iš ālāni-šu na-mu122-za ū-ša-lik ālu Ar-Za(ș)-aš-ku adī ālā-ni
53. šē l139-mē-tu-šu ab-bul [ak-kur ina išāti aš-ru-up] a-si-ti-a-tē šā124 kaḵkādē125 īna pu-ut abull-šu ar-ṣip . . . . ma?-(pl.)-tē ina lib-bi
54. . . . . . || [a]n-nu-tē ina ba-ṭu [bat-tē-ša] a-si-ta-a-tē ina zi-ki-pē ū-za-ḵip īštu ālu Ar-Za-śu-[ku] at-tu-muš a-na šadē-ē

* "Ki-ta," not "ku-ta," as in R.
† "Mātu" probably omitted, occasioned by the preceding "šad."
‡ "ti" instead of plur. sign is probably an oversight.
§ Schrader's supposition (KGf. 123) correct.
‖ Line 64 restored by reference to Asurnaz. I. 91.
¶ 18 cm. broken out.
** By Sayce and Schrader correctly restored.
†† Lacuna 14 cm.
‡‡ 16 cm. broken out.
§§ Cir. 12 cm. broken out, illegible, not as in R.
43. Enzite of the land of Isua ⁴²I descended. The land of Enzite in its whole extent my hands took. Their cities I destroyed (and) devastated (and) burnt with fire. Their spoil, their possessions and goods without number ⁴⁴I carried off. My royal image, of great size, I made. The excellence of Ašur, the great lord, my lord, and the might of my power I wrote upon it. (In) the city of 45. Saluria at the foot of mount(?) Kirieki I erected it? ⁴⁵From the land of Enzite I departed. The river Arzania I crossed. To the land of Suḫmê I advanced. The city of Uaštal, his stronghold, I took. (The land) of Suḫmê in its whole extent ⁴⁶I destroyed, devastated and burned with fire. Sûa, the governor of their cities, I took with my hand. From the land of Suḫmê I departed. To 47. the land of Dajašni I descended. The city Dajašni, ⁴⁷in its whole extent I conquered. Their cities I destroyed, devastated and burnt with fire. Their spoil and large possessions I took forth. From the land of Dajašni I departed. 48. To ⁴⁸the city of Arzašku, the royal city of Aramu, from the land of Uraštai, I advanced. Arramu of the city of Uraštai, before the brilliancy of my mighty weapons ⁴⁹and my raging battle became afraid. His city he abandoned (and) to the mountains of the land of Adduri he ascended. After him I ascended the mountains (and) a hard battle in the midst of the mountains I made. Three thousand four hundred ⁵⁰of his fighting men I brought low with the weapons. Like Ramman, over them an inundation I poured. With their blood, as with wool, I colored the mountain. His baggage I took from him. ⁵¹His chariots, his riding horses, his horses trained to the yoke, steers, calves, his goods, his spoil, his large possessions out of the midst of the mountains I brought back. Aramu, ⁵²to save his life betook himself to the difficult mountains. In the might of my manhood, his land, like a wild ox, I trod down, his cities I turned to destruction. The city of Arzašku together with 53. ⁵³the neighboring cities I destroyed (devastated and burned with fire.) Columns of heads at the entrance of the city gate I fixed together . . . . . . . others round about the . . . columns on stakes I gibbeted. From the city of Arazašku I departed. To the mountains 54. ⁵⁴of the land of Eritia I went, my royal image) of great size I made. The excellence of Ašur, the great lord, my lord, and the might of my power, which in the land of Uraštai I exercised, I wrote upon it. ⁵⁵In the land of Eritia I erected (it). From the land of Eritia I departed [ . . . Against . . . of the city] of Aramalu I approached. His cities I destroyed, devastated and burnt with fire. ⁵⁶From the city of Aramalu I departed. To the city of Zanzin I (advanced. . . . . Battle he avoided,
58. בֵּשֵׁם simd-دت nire alpē šeni am-hur-sā rē-mu-tu aš-ku-na-aš[šu]...

. . . . . . . -ia a-na tām-di

59. šā mātu Na-ri at-ta-rad kakkē Ašūr iz-zu-tē ina lib-bi tām-di ū-lil* immērun
nikē [ak-ki ša-lam šarr-ti-ia šur-ba-a]† ēpu-uš ta-na-ti

60. Ašūr bēli rabē bēli-ia al-ka-kat kūr-di-ia u ēp-sī-ti ur-nin-ti-ia ina ki-rib-šu al-
ātur [ištu tām-dī] at-tu-muš a-na mātu Gil-za-a-ni

61. ak-tē-rib m. A-sa-a-ū šar mātu Gil-za-a-ni a-di aḥē322-šu apleš-šu ina333 irti-ia
u-ša-u134...

. . . šarru?-tti? sīšē

šimd-at nīrī alpē šeni karānē VII ud-ra-tē ša II gu-un-gu-li189-pi-ši-na am-
hur-sā ša-lam šarr-ti-ia šur-ba-a ēpu-uš ta-na-ti Ašūr bēli rabē-ē bēli-ia

63. u lē-tī kiš-šu-ti-ia šā ina mātu Na-ri ē-tap-pa-aš ina ki-rib-šu al-ṭur ina kābal
āli-šu ina ē-kur-ri-šu ū-sē-ziz ēṣtu mātu (Gil-za-a-ni at-tu-muṣ

64. a-na ālu Šī-la-iā āl dannu-ti-šu ša m. Ka-ak-ki šar ālu Hu-pu-ūš-ki-a ak-tē-rib
āla a-si-bi ak-ta-šad dikta-šu-nu ma’adu a-dāk III M. šal-la-su-nu alpē-šu-nu

65. šē-ni-šu-nu sīšē immēre pa-ri-ē a-ga-li a-na la mē-ni aš-šu-la a-na āli-ia Aššūr ub-
la îna ri-ni-bē ša mātu Šē-zī-tē ērū-ub îna ri-ni-bē ša mātu Kir-rū-ri185

66. îna rēš ālu Arba’il ū-ṣi-a m. A-ḫu-ni apal A-di-ni šē189 ēṣtu189 šarrā-ni abē-ia
šē189-ip-šu (u)188 dan-na-ni188 il-ta-kan-nu îna šur-rat šarrū-ti-ia îna lī189-mē

67. šanat šumi-ma139 ēṣtu ālu Ninua at-ta-muṣ ālu Tīl-bur-sī-ip āl dan-nu-ti-šu
a-si-bi ku-ra-dē-iaṯ al-mē-su mit-ḥu146-ṣu141 īna?q lib-bi-šu aš-kun

68. kirē-šu ak-ki-is nubul mul-mu-li139 ēlī-šu ū-ṣa-za-nin ēṣtu pān na-nu-mur-
raškē-ia mē68-lam-mē142 [ša] bēlu-ti-ia ip-laḥ-ma āli-šu ū-maš-šir

69. a-na šu-za-ub nāpi-ti piš-šu nāru Purātu ē-bīr îna šānī-tē šat-tē îna lī189-mē m.
Ašūr-bān-a-a-usur arki-šu ar-tē-di šadd šī-i-ta-am-rat ubān šadē-ē ša a-ḥat
nāru Purātu

70. ša kīma irpīṭī ēṣtu samē-ē šu-kaš-lu-la-at a-na dan-nu-ti-šu is-kun îna ki-bit
Ašūr bēli rabē běli-ia u ālu Urugallu a-li pāni-ia a-na šadd šī-ta-am-rat ak-
tē-rib

71. šē ina šarrā-ni abē-ia mu-um-ma îna ki-rib-šu145 la it-ḥu-ū ina III ū-mē karr-
na-du šadu-ū i-ḥi-ta146 ga-ša-šu libbi-šu tu-ku147-um148.ta ub-la ē-lī îna šēpē-šu
šādu-ū

72. u-saḥ-ḥi-ip m. A-ḫu-ni a-na rupuṣ?į ummnātē-šu it-ta-kil-ma ina irti-ia u-ša-a
si-dir140 tu liš-kun kakkē Ašūr bēli-ia îna libbi-šu-nu u-ṭar-ri-ṣi abikta-šu-nu

73. aš-kun kakkādē muk150-tab-lē-šu ū-na-kis dāmē mun-daḥ-še-šu šadu-ū aṣ-ru-up
ma-a-du-ti-šu a-na ka-a-pi ša šadē-e i-ta-na-ku-ṭu-ni taḥāzu dan157-nu îna
libbi āli-šu

74. aš-kun pu-ul-ḥi mē-lam-mē ša Ašūr bēli-ia is-ḫu-pu-šu-nu ū-ri-du-ni šēpē-ia
iš-ḫu-u-tu m. A-ḫu-ni it-tī ummnātē-šu narkabātē bit-ḥal-lu-šā ŚA-GA
ēkal522* li-ši-na ma’a-du

* Schrader corrected to "u-lil-lu ku."
† So to be restored! Cf. I. 50; II. 44, 55, 62.
‡ On the monolith 3 cm. broken out, probably before written upon.
§ Nothing wanting, as in R. 1 Instead of "šur," R. 2 Haupt, ASKT., pp. 24, 493. ** Cf. II. 68.
58. my feet he embraced. Horses trained to the yoke, oxen, sheep I received from him. Favor I granted him . . . . . . (On my return), to the sea of the land of Na'irim I descended. The powerful weapons of Ašur I washed in the sea. Sacrifices (I offered. My royal image of great size) I made. The excellence of Ašur, the great lord, my lord, the course of my bravery and the deeds of my power, I wrote upon it. From the sea I departed.

59. To the land of Gozan I advanced. Ašu, the king of the land of Gozan together with his brothers, his sons, came forth against me (Battle I made)

60. horses trained to the yoke, oxen, sheep, wine, seven dromedaries, I received from him. My royal image, of great size I made. The excellence of Ašur the great lord, my lord, and the power of my might which I exercised in the land of Na'irim I wrote upon it. In the midst of his city within his temple I erected. From the land of Gozan I departed. To the city of Si-la-ja, the stronghold of Kâki, the king of Hupuškia, I advanced. The city I besieged, I took. Many of their warriors I killed. Three thousand prisoners, their oxen, their sheep, horses, steers, calves without number I carried off; to my city Aššur I brought (them). In the passes of the land of Enzitê I entered.

61. In the passes of the land of Kirkuru above the city of Arbêla I came out. Ahuni, the son of Adini, who since the kings, my fathers, supreme power and might hath exercised, in the beginning of my rule, in the archonship of the year of my name I departed from the city of Nineveh, the city of Tilbarsip, his stronghold, I besieged. In my strength I attacked it, and made battle within it. Its parks I cut down. The destruction of the javelins I poured out upon it. From before the brilliancy of my weapons, the splendor of my lordship he became afraid; his city he abandoned. To save his life he crossed the river Euphrates. In a second year, in the archonship of Ašurbanînûrî I pursued after him. The mount of Šitamrat, the top of the mount-ain, (or = high m.) on the shore of the Euphrates, which like a cloud from the skies hung down, he had made his stronghold. By command of Ašur, the great lord, my lord, and Nergal, who goes before me, to the mount of Ši-tamrat I advanced, into whose midst, among the kings my fathers no one had approached, in three days the mighty mountains he saw; his strong heart carried the war within, by foot he ascended, the mountain he destroyed. Ahuni trusted to his numerous forces and came forth before me. Battle array he made. The weapons of Ašur, my lord, I directed into their midst.

62. Their overthrow I accomplished. The heads of his warriors I cut off, with the blood of his fighting men I colored the mountain. Many of his (lit. his many) fled hurriedly to the rocks of the mountain. A hard battle I made in the midst of his city. Fear before the splendor of Ašur, my lord, overcame them, they descended and embraced my feet. Ahuni, with his forces,
75. ša KI-LAL. šâ la šab-ta-at a-na pâni-ia ú-té-ra\footnote{188 See corrections.} naru Idiklat ú-šé-bir a-na āli-ia Aṣṣur ub-la a-na nišê mātî-ia am-nu-šā-nu. Ina šatti-ma ši-a-ti a-na mātu Ma-za-ma-a al-lik ina ni-ri-bi
76. ša mātu Bu-na-is-li ēru-ub a-na\footnote{* Cf. Lay. Inscript., p. 16, l. 44, "Hadadidri ša mât, etc.} 138 álā-ni ša m. Nik-di-mē m. Nik-di-ē-ra\footnote{139 "am" doubtless omitted.} ak-té-rib īstu pān na-mur-rat kakkê-ia dannûtē u taḥâzi-ia šit-mu-ri ip-la-ḥu-ma
77. ina ēlippê\footnote{165} ur-ba-tē a-na tām-di it-tab-ku ina ēlippê mašak taḥ-ši-ē arkatê šu-nu lu-aš-bat taḥâzu dan-nu ina ḫabal tām-di lu ēpu-uš abikta-šu-nu lu aš-kun
78. tām-di ina\footnote{155} dâ-mê-šu-nu kîma na-pa-si lu aš-ru-up. İna-li-mē m. ilu Dân-Aṣṣur ina\footnote{156} arāb Airi ūm XIV īstu ilu Ninua at-tu-muṣ naru Idiklat čtâ-bir a-na álâ-ni
79. ša m. Gi-am-mu naru Ka-šâ-ṣat a ak-té-rib pul\footnote{157} āt bēlu-ti-ia na-mur-rat kakkê-ia iz-zu-tē ip-la-ḥu-ma ina câkki ra\footnote{158} ma-ni-šu-nu m. Gi-am-mu bēl-šu-nu
80. i-du-ku a-na ilu Kit-la-la u ilu Til-šâ-tur-a-ḥi lu ēru-ub ilâni-ia ana ēkallâte-šu lu ú-šé-rib ta-ši-il-tu ina ēkallâte-šu lu aš-kun
81. na-kânté-šu\footnote{158} lu ap-ti ni-šîr-tâ-šî lu a-mur\footnote{159} ŠA-GA-šu buaṣ-šu aš-lu-la a-na āli-ia Aṣṣur ub-la īstu ilu Kil-la-la at-tu-muṣ a-na ilu Kar-Ṣulmânû-ašârêd
82. ak-té-rib ina ēlippê mašak taḥ-ši-ē ša šanî-tê šanîtî naru Purâta ina mē-li\footnote{162} ša čtâ-bir ma-da\footnote{160} tu šâ\footnote{164} šarrîni ša šēpa am-ma-tê šâ\footnote{163} naru Purâtî ša\footnote{160} m. Sa-an-gar
83. ilu Gar-ga-mîš-a-a ša m. Ku-un-da\footnote{168} aš-pî ilu Ku-mu-ḥa-a-a ša m. A-ra\footnote{169} mē apal Gu-sî ša\footnote{169} m. Lal-li ilu Ma\footnote{161} li-da-a-a ša m. Ĥa-i-ní apal Ga-ba-ri
84. ša\footnote{162} m. Kal-pa-ra-da mātu Pa-ti-na-a-a šâ m. Kal-pa-ra-da mātu Gam-gum-a\footnote{163} a-a kaspa ēruaṣa anâku pl. siparra diḵârē siparra
85. ilu (ina)\footnote{164} Aṣṣur-uṭ-tir-aṣ-bat ša šēpu am\footnote{165} tâ-tē-šu ša naru Purâtu ša čtâ naru Sa-gu-ri\footnote{166} ša amēl\footnote{167} mātu Ḥat-ta-a-a ilu Pi-it-ru
86. i-ka-bu-šu-ni ina lib-bi am-ḥur īstu čtâ naru Purâtu at-tu-muṣ a-na ilu Hal-man ak-té-rib ta-ḥa-za čd-u-ru šēpē-ia\footnote{168} čb-u-tû
kaspia ēruaṣa ma-da-ta-šu-nu am-ḥur ēmērû niḵē ana paṅ in lu Rammâni ša\footnote{169} ilu Hal-man ēpu-uš īstu ilu Hal-man at-tu-muṣ a-na\footnote{169} álâ-ni
89. ŠA-GA ēkallâte-šu ú-šē-ša-a a-na ēkallâte-šu šattî ad-di\footnote{170} īstu ilu Ar-ga-na-a at-tu-muṣ a-na ilu Kar-kâ\footnote{189} ra ak-té-rib
90. ilu Kar-ḵa-ra āl šarrû-ti-šu\footnote{171} ab-bul ak\footnote{180} kur ina īṣātî aš-ru-up I M. II C narkabâṭe I M. II C bit-ḥal-lu xx M. šábê\footnote{172} ša Hadad-ḏīrī
91. [ša\footnote{mātu} Imērî-šu vī C narkabâṭe vī C bit-ḥal-lu x M. šâbê ša m. Ir-ḫu-li\footnote{169} ē-ni mātu A-mat-a-a II M. narkabâṭe x M. šâbê ša m. A-ḥa-ab-bu}
75. chariots, riding horses, goods of their palace, whose weight was not taken, before me I brought back, caused to cross over the Euphrates (and) to my city Aššur I brought (them). To the inhabitants of my land I reckoned them.  
76. In the same year to the land of Mazamua I went. In the pass of the land of Buna slu I entered; to the cities of Nikdimê, Nikdiêra I advanced. Before the brilliancy of my mighty weapons and my raging battle they became afraid and in ships of wickerwork (withes) they betook (turned) themselves to the sea. In ships of lamb-skins I followed them, (lit. took their rewards). A hard battle in the middle of the sea I made. Their overthrow I accomplished. 
77. The sea with their blood I colored as wool. In the archonship of Dânasur, in the month Ijar, on the 14th day, I departed from the city of Nineveh. 
78. The Tigris I crossed (and) to the cities of Giammu on the river Kaššata I advanced. The fear of my dominion, the brilliancy of my mighty weapons filled them with fear (or terrified them). With their own weapons they put to death Giammu, their governor. To the city of Kitlala and Tilšaturâbi I entered. My gods I brought into his palace; a festival in the palace I made. 
79. His store-house I opened, his treasures I saw, his possessions I carried off, to my city Aššur I brought (them). From the city of Kitlala I departed. To the city Kar-Salmaneser I advanced. In ships of lamb-skins the second time, the Euphrates, in high water, I crossed. The tribute of the kings beyond the Euphrates, (viz.,) Sangar, the Charchemisian, Kundaspi, the Kumuhean, Arame, the son of Gusu, Lalli of Mytilene, Hajani, the son of Gabaru, Kalparuda, the Patinian, Kalparuda, the Gamgumean, silver, gold, lead, copper, copper vessels, in the city of Ašurūtirašbat which is beyond the river Euphrates, which is above the river Saguri, which the Hittites call the city of Pêthor, within it, I received.† From above the river Euphrates I departed. To the city of Halmanâ I advanced, they avoided battle, they embraced my feet. Silver, gold, their tribute I received. Sacrifices to the god Ramman of the city of Halman I made. From the city of Halman I departed. 
80. The city of Irḫuliêna of the land of Hamath, I advanced. The city of Adïênu, the city of Barga, the city of Argana, his royal city, I took. 
81. His spoil, his possessions, his goods I brought forth out of his palace (and) I set the palace on fire. From the city of Argana I departed. To the city of Karkar I advanced. The city of Karkar, his royal city, I destroyed, devastated (and) burnt with fire. One thousand two hundred chariots, one thou-

---

* See transcription and corrections. The writer changed the order evidently of "ina fil" to "šu ina" by mistake.  
† Ll.t. "men of the land of Chattî."  
‡ Sentence complicated by the explanatory phrases: briefly = "I received the tribute of the kings beyond the Euphrates within the city Ašurūtirašbat."  
§ i. e., Aleppo. Del. PD. 275.  
‖ Nom. gentil.
ğını Sir-'a-la-a-a v C šābē šá150 mătuṭ151 Gu-a-a x M. šābē ša mătu Mu-us-ra152-a-a
x narkabātē x M. šābē ša mătu Ir-ka-na-ta-a-a
93. B C šābē ša m. Ma172,-ti-nu-ba'-a-li153 šḻu Ar-ma-da-a-a B C šābē ša mătu Ù-sa
na-ta-a-a XXX narkabātē 2174 M. šābē
94. ša m. A-du-nu-ba'-a-li153 mătu Ši-a175-na-a-a ir M. imēru gam-ma-lu ša m. Gi-in
di-bu'-a mătu Ar-ba-a-a . . . š cm . . ? M. šābē
95. ša m. Ba'-a'-sa apal Ru-ḥu-bi mătu A-ma-na-a-a XII šarrānī an-nu-ti a-na nīrā
rū-ti-šu il-ka-a a-na176,177 [ē-pīš]
96. kabra u tabāza anā īrti-ia it-bu-ni ina idāti širāti šá158 Ašūr bēlu iddi177-na ina
kakē dānnūtī ša šu178 Urugallu a-lik pānī-ia
97. is-ra-ka it-ti-šu-nu am-daḥ-ḥi-įş īstu šlu Kar-ka-ra a-di šlu Gil-zu-ā abik-ta
šu-nu lu aš-kun XIV M. šābē
98. ti172-du-ki-šu-nu ina kakē u-šam-kīt kīma šlu Rammān eli-šu-nu ri-ḥi-il-ta
u-ša-az-nin150 d-ma181-ši182 šal183-mat-šu-nu
99. pa-an na-mē-e ša-šam-li153 rapšētē ummānātē-šu-nu ina kakē u-šar-di dāmē
šu-nu ḫar-pa-lu ša-na-gu?
100. i-mē-iš šērī ana še184-tar185 napšētē-šu nap186-ra-ru ū-rap187-šu a-na du-pu-ri
šu-nu ah(iḥ?)-li-ik ina *pagrāni-šu-nu188
101. ni-ravan a-ra189-an-tu kīma188 ti-i-ri ak-ṣud ina ki-rib tam-ḥa-ri šu-a-ti narkabātē
šu-nu bit-ḥal-la-šu-nu
102. sīsē-šu-nu šimd-at šlu ni-ri-šu-nu ē-kim-šu-nu

* The sign “be” (mit) doubtless to be supplied after “amēlu.” Three cm. are broken out.
91. sand two hundred riding horses, twenty thousand soldiers of Benhadad of Damascus, seven hundred chariots, seven hundred riding horses, ten thousand soldiers of Irhuliena of Hamath, two thousand chariots, ten thousand soldiers of Ahab of Israel, five thousand soldiers of the Guians, one thousand soldiers of the Egyptians, ten chariots, ten thousand soldiers of the Irkanateans; 92. two thousand soldiers of Matninbâ’al of the Arvadites, two hundred soldiers of the Usanatians, thirty chariots, ten thousand soldiers of Aduini-bâ’al of the Sianians, one thousand camels of Gindibû’ of the Arbeans . . . .

95. ten thousand soldiers of Ba’sa, the son of Ruhribi, of the Ameneans (Ammonites?): these twelve† kings came to his aid. To make war and battle they came forth before me. In the high power which Ašur the lord bestowed, 97. with the powerful weapons which Nergal who goeth before me presented, I fought with them. From the city of Karkar to the city of Gilzan I accomplished their overthrow. Fourteen thousand of their warriors with the weapons I brought low. Like the god Ramman upon them an inundation I poured out, (I) scattered their corpses. The face of the plain I filled with their numerous troops. With the weapons I made their blood to flow over 100. the extent of the field. To preserve their (his, its) lives they increased con-101. fusion (viz. by flight)? After them I rushed. Upon their dead bodies the river Orontes, like a bridge, I crossed.‡ In the same battle their chariots, their riding horses, their horses trained to the yoke, I took from them.

* Mon. 10 ? ? See cor.
† Only eleven!
‡ Might mean "arrive at." Kašādu has both meanings of attain and overcome.
NOTES.

1. İlu Anu šar, etc.—Just as Anu is here mentioned as the king of the Igigé and Anunnaki do we find, II R. 66, No. 1, 5, Bēlitis as the uršānāt Igigé, i. e., the powerful (goddess) of the Igigé. Similarly, II R. 66, 3, Bēlitis is the “li‘at Igigé,” and I R. 9, 3, the god Bēl is the šar gimir İlu Anunnaki, i. e., “king of all the Anunnaki;” V R. 51, 27, Merodach is the “pākidu rabû ša Igigé,” i. e., “Merodach, the great overseer (ruler) of the Igigé.” The rule over these spirits of the lower and upper regions seems thus not to have been the special prerogative of any one of the higher deities, but was exercised by all the higher determining deities, which, according to K. 4629, Str. 95, were seven in number: “ilâni šannātisibittīšunu.” The same fragment mentions the “ilâni rabûti” (great gods) as five in number, “ṣamkātšunu.” The Igigé seem to be confined to the upper regions, whereas the Anunnaki, as appears from the above quoted fragment, are mentioned both of heaven, “ša šamē” (five in number) and of earth, “ša iššiti.”

mušīm.—II, ԴԲԻ. I. to place, appoint; II. determine. šimati pl. of šimtu lot, destiny. The same appellative is given to Merodach, I R. 67, i. 7.

2. mušir.—I., from ṣunnu ? enclose, surround. Cf., for the form, u-di-lu from (םננ) ēdēlu bolt, fasten, from which we have médīlum, II R. 23, 34d; médīl, IV R, 17, 8a, and médīlutum (II R. 23, 22c, d) hinge.

ēšurāt.—From the same stem and with the same meaning as usūrtu, Sarg. St. In., where we read, “ša ēpīt kāti‘a unakkarma . . . . . usurāt esēru ušamsakūma” whoever the work of my hands changes, the boundaries I fixed removes, etc. The same evil invocation occurs in the Bronze Ins., but with ēsurat instead. The root-meaning of the word is “enclosure,” “bound” in general, and then more specifically, perhaps, “wall,” Lyon, “Mauer.” Cf. the phrase, V R. 65, 1, 7, where Nabonidus calls himself the “muṣṣir (u)ṣurāti bitāt ilāni” the one who built (enclosed) the walls of the temples.

niklātē.—Pl. from nikiltu cunning, craft, בְּלֵבל; cf. Heb. בְּלֵבל. Cf. with this line, and particularly for the restoration of rabû niklātē, Sarg. Cyl. 47, “ša ina kibš šar apṣē bêl nimēkī tašimta zunnunamā malû niklātē” which by order of the king of the abyss, the lord of wisdom, was made full of decision (v. “Proleg.” v. 73). Here we have malû corresponding to the supplied “rabû,” and, at the same time confirmation of the correctness of the reading nik-la-ti.

líla Na-nir.—With this reading one great difficulty of this inscription is removed. We have now the number of gods, seven, as is to be expected, and the unknown god (see No. a) of Rawl. disappears. It is another reading for the more commonly occurring appellative of the god Sin, viz., Nannaru, e. g., V R. 64, 1, 17; in the bilingual hymn in IV R. 9, etc., where it stands as an attribute of the god Sin. Here it stands alone for Sin. Sm. As. 126, 8: “İlu Sin na-an-nir šamē u iššiti.” Lenorm. “Lettres Assyr.,” Tom. II., p. 123, we read the same word as in No. 6.
3. _mûštēšir._—III., from root _śêr_ to be straight, III., rule.

_mélulta._—Fem. from root _mûl_ ; _mélultu_ decision, command; cf. Heb. _mûl_ to speak. See also the same word I R. 7, IX. D., where Schrader reads _mênartu_; Sayce, _mélultu_, but derives from _mûl_.

_râ’imût._—For this writing of the sign _râ’mu_ see Asurn., I., 37, where both forms, given in No. c, are found.

4. _šâpirûti._—See corrections and cf. Asurn., I., 42, "... ana pêlî šûknušê u šapârî aggiš umâ’irûni," also l. 14 of Mon. below. Root _âl_ to send, dispatch, III. rule. _šâpirûtu_ here means "rule"* and the whole phrase seems to be best translated as I have given it. This translation rests upon a different reading from that in the text, viz., upon the reading _muḫ-ḫur_ (instead of _unaḫ-ḫar_) which seemed to me, when I copied it, the more natural decipherment of the remaining traces of the broken sign. The whole passage is exceedingly difficult; and as the reading of the above sign is doubtful, I avoid further comment. Sayce’s translation, "who extend lordship over multitudes and union, the glory of my fame, empire, and all princes mightily have they made for me," seems to miss the sense entirely, and to overlook the derivation of the words as well as the grammatical construction.

5. _Šulmânu-ašarêdu._—This reading rests on the writing of the name found in the Babylonian chronicle given by Mr. Pinches, PSBA. 84, 198, where the successor of Tiglath-pileser is given as _Šul-man-a-ša-rid_. See for detailed discussion Prof. Schrader’s article in ZKF., II. Bd., 197 sqq., also ZA., Bd. I., p. 128 seq. The writing here is defective, probably owing to the scribe. The sign "di" = _Šulmu_, Sb. 186 (Del. ALs.,) is here omitted; the full reading is found in Lay., 12:1, etc.


_amêru._—Part. III. _amē_ see, look. Sayce translates "ruler: of roads and lord of streets" here. It is simply a poetic use of the word "to see" in the sense of surmounting, overcoming. Cf. Khors. 15, where, speaking of the mountains, he (Sargon) says, "nêribšunu . . . upattûma ōmura durâgšûn" their entrances (or interior) _I opened up and their paths I looked upon_ (saw). Oppert translates ōmûr falsely by "āmû." _i-gi-si-ê._—The meaning "tribute," "present," etc., seems clear from the parallel passages, in which _mandattu_ occurs with _biltu_, or _mandattu_ =

* For the meaning of _šâpâru_ apart from the argument from contexts, see ASKT. p. 15, No. 196. See d, = _ša-pa-ru_ 195, = _ta-a-ru_, p. 23, 247. See e, = _ta-a-ru_, 473. See f, = _ta-a-ru_ 474 = _a-pa-lu_ = "subdue" (from which _aplu_ master of the house), and lastly V R. 36; 36 d, where the sign (which above = _ta-a-ru_ = _a-pa-lu_) = "frâ lead, guide."
mandantū, from nanānu to give, e. g., l. 23, and repeatedly in Tig. I. The present phrase “biltĕ ū igisē” occurs also in Salm. Ob. 106, where Salmaneser reports having received from twenty-four kings of the land of Tabali igisēnū. In the inscription of Sh. Phul, I R. 32, 37, we have, “Salmaneser . . . mar Ašûrnāṣirpal mābir biltŭ ū igisē ša kāliš kibrātē.” So also Nebuchad., I R. 60, 35 sqq., after narrating his capture of prisoners, his reception of gold, silver, pearls, palm and cedar wood, the product of mountain and sea, he adds, “ipty kabittī igisē šummuḫu ana . . . Bābili ušērib’ a rich gift, a magnificent (lit. prosperous, ṣémuš thrive, prosper) present . . .”. In the parallel passage, Lay., 12, 3, below, we have, wordā for wordā, the same as here in lines 7 and 8; but there we have perhaps “šī + di” (see g.) instead of “igišē.” Dr. H. Zimmern, in his excellent work “Babylonische Busspsalmen,” etc., p. 105, 60, in arguing for the value “pik” for the sign (see i) refers to this passage and also to Mon. I, 7, viz., the passage before us, where, he says, ši[pik] “wohl zu lesen ist.” It will be seen by referring to “correction” number 9, that “ši” before ū is erased, and, as I remember, quite deeply. That “ši” is erased is proof sufficient that no emendation is here admissible.*


tuₜₜₜ. — Pl. from tuₜu way. Syn. of ḫarrānu and girru, according to K. 4195 (Prof. Del. Lect., W. S. ’85). This word forms its pl. also tuₜë, e. g., cf. Sanh. IV., 4, etc.

ultanapšaₜₜ = uštanapšaₜₜ (according to the rule of Assyrian pronunciation, the sibilant passes over into the liquid l before the dentals; cf. also riḥiltu = riḥiṣtu heavy rain, deluge; altu for aṣtu = aṣšatu = aṣatu, etc., etc.). Root ṣēₜₜ from which we have the adjectives pašku and šuₜₜpašku steep, difficult, etc. ultanapšaₜₜ is a Shafel (III.) reflexive form with “tan,” Pres. pl. 3 f. To denote it as an “Iftaneal of the Shafel” is inexact (cf. Pognon, “L’inscription de Bav.,” 204).


10. istamdahu. — istamdahu = iṣtandahu = ištanádahu, from root ḫₜₜₜₜₜₜₜ to go about, 1s. Impf. 3 s. Note also the Inf. const. of the same form in I R. 46; IV, 59, “ana šitmur sīṣe šitamdahu narkabatē” for the keeping of the horses, for the movement of the wagons. From this stem also comes mašdaḥu, syn. of suₜₜu. V R. 8, 98.‡

* To be noted, however, in this question is IV R. 3, 38a, where, according to Hommel, ZKF. Bd. I. 108, “igi” was originally “igiš” (?).
† See Halevy, ZKF., Bd. I. 262 seq.
‡ Cf. also Budge, Esarh. 116, 11, “šadē marsṭē rēmāniš aštamdih” difficult mountains like a wild bull I traversed.
12. ḫūn [libbi]-šu.—kūn: st. c. from ḫūn fixedness, fidelity. In the sense of fixedness, durability, in frequent use, e. g., Neb. Borsip., I R. 51; II, 21, "kūn kussē labārī palē" a stable (stability of) throne, long reign. So also I R. 52, 4, 18, in a similar passage, "kūn kussī rubbed palace." kūn u in sense of fidelity is of frequent occurrence with libbu heart, (see I R. 8, No. 6, 5); and consequently I have supplied libbi here, for which the break in the inscription offers about sufficient space. Cf. Asarh., I R. 47, VI, 32, "ilânī šâtunu ina kūn libbišunu iktārubu šarrūti'a" the same gods in the fidelity of their heart favor my rule (sovereignty); Tig. I, VII, 46, "ša Ašûr . . . ina utūt kūn libbišu iḫšūma ana rē'ūt . . . ibrūšu." Cf. also I R. 8, vi. 4 and 5, with this last, "muṣṣar-pa-ni-tum bi-bil? ku-unt libbi šunu Nabû u Marduk."

12. u.ddâ.—Probably II. form from ūdšē (idâ) know, recognize. u.ddâ would then equal the obsolete original *yuβaddi'a, just as we have in the Shafel III. ušēšu = jušēši'a from ašū (Nšē), ismâ 1. (ūdšē) = *jašmi'a he heard, etc., etc.

upirra.—See corrections. Assuming the correctness of my reading, this would seem to be an irregular II. form from apâru to cover. The regular form would be uppir, like uššib, from ašābu. The form upirra would more naturally refer to a root pâru (Rlī). Such a root exists with the meaning "to be strong," etc., from which we have pâru wild ox, and the fem. pârtu; but this meaning does not suit in our passage, though the form could well be compared with upira, like ukin from kānu (Sn). In Tig. I., col. 1, 21, we read in a similar passage the pl. form of the II. form from apâru, "agâ šīra tupirrâšu ana šarrût mat Bēl rabēš sukänāšu." The form, however, does not favor my reading. Notice, however, here the form ētabru for ēṭēbiru, Asurn. III., 27.

14. Cf. here Asurn. I., 42, " . . . ḫūransî dinnûtu ana pēli šuknušê u šapāri aggîš umâ'irani" mighty mountains to overcome, to subject and to subdue, he sternly commanded me.

aggîš.—Adverb, from a root ḫûš be fierce, angry.

umâ'irani.—II. from ḫâš 3 s. m.

16. asibî.—From (Šabû) šabû oppress, attack, overcome.
asibî = astibî = aštîbî.—I. Prt. 1 s. The regular form would be aštabî, the vowel of the second syl. due to the final long "i" and the loss of the reflexive "t." This, however, uncommon.
asitu.—This word occurs in the singular in Col. I., II. 25, 34, 48. The plural occurs twice, in lines 53 and 54 of Col. II., and in both as asitîtê. Another form is found in Asurnaz., the sing., as isîtu (var. a), Col. I., 90 (isîtê, i. e., Genitive), and the pl., as isîtâti, I, 109. The reading a-sa-ia-tê, I R. 14, 27, points to a long vowel in the second syllable. That the meaning "pillar," "column" is approximately correct is not only clear from the context, but also from the passage in Tig. I. above, where the a-sa-ia-te of the great wall was built
of brick. Is the representation on the bronze gates of Balawat, wherein appear to be four upright posts, apparently quite a good deal larger, or at least as high, as a middle-sized man, upon which is represented ten heads, four to be seen on the two outside ones and one on each of the two in the middle (according to my own drawing), not instructive here?* These posts could easily be covered with the skins, as in the inscriptions it is narrated, and by the insertion of spikes the heads could be fastened on. Close to this representation on the bronze gates is another gibbeted with outstretched legs upon a slender pole (probably the "zaqpu"); the hands and feet lie at the bottom. Asurnazirpal, I., 89, tells us that, having built an "asitu," he flayed the insurrectionists and covered it with their skins; some he walled within it, some upon it he gibbeted, and with others (i n a z i k i p ê) on gibbets (spikes) he surrounded the asitu. These large posts, together with the heads, seem to me to be the aṣītāṭê, the single spike-like stake on which the accompanying figure is gibbeted to the zaqpu, and the board-like stick upon which victims were impaled with the head bent forward and the hands hanging down, the body being perforated from the abdomen, representations of which are to be seen in the British Museum, appears to me to be the gašišû upon which the corpses were hung. Cf. V R. 9, 123, "pagrâni ina gašiši alul;" also V R. ii. 3. In view of this representation, as well as the passages referred to, and others similar, where it is specifically said, "I hung their corpses upon gašišê, Dr. Haupt's rendering of gašišû as "boat-hook" does not appear to me tenable.

17. batûlu young man.—For the ideog. see V R. 42, 55, e, f, where "ld" is to be restored.

batûlu.—The fem. of batûlu. See line 56 of the same page, also line 61. Cf. Heb. בַּתּוּלָה.

ma kîlūti.—From a root הָלַק to burn, with prefixed ב .

us bâkînî.—Derivation uncertain. Schrader refers to בֵּית.

18. simdat.—Fem. const. from simittu = simidtu = span; from šamâdu to span together. The sign is = šamâdu (ASKT. 745), also = sarâdu. Cf. Sanh. v. 30, šindusu, and for the same writing as here, Asum. III. 21, and also Sanh. Tayl. vi. 50, for the derivative našmâdu. In II R. 27, 24, a, b, we have "šamâdu šâ narkabtu." Cf. for the signs IS.IS the parallel II. 102, "simdat nîrišunu," also Asum. i. 86.


šelût point, top.—Here st. c. fr. šelûtu, יִלָּק, with prefixed ב .

patri.—Gen. fr. pâtru dagger. יִסְפָּר split, open.

*On another is a double row of heads eight in number.
šaknû.—Perm. i. 1, 8 pl., fr. šakānu.

agullat.—The sign given No. 1 is probably an ideog. for aggulatû. Cf. II. 42, where aggulat is phonetically written. As (see k.) ša = šikmu and (see l.) gul = Sb 358, abātu destroy, the two together could well mean “instrument of destruction.”

20. akṭērib.—Impf. i. s. from karābu approach, with change of the reflexive “š” into “k” (i. e. resp. š and k) after the k.

21. namurrat.—St. c. from namûratu, from stem namû to be bright, brilliant. Of this, however, I am not certain. We find the writing, Bal. Gates, Col. III., i. 3, na-am(var. nam)ru-rat, which can be most readily traced to the stem namû to be bitter, as the stat. c. from namurrutu. In II R. 35, 6, nam-ri-

ir-ru = ša-ra-ru from namû to be clear, bright, shine.

22. pulḥi.—Pl. from pulḥu fear, from a root pulhî to be afraid.

23. urdûni.—Impf. i. from urdû arâdu. Cf. Heb. urdû.

25. limitû.—Surround.

27. tanittu = tanidtu excellence, loftiness, from nādu to be great, high, majestic. From a root nôn. The same as tanattu.

39. usâlik.—III. from nôn go; III. I caused to go.

44. irti.—Gen. s. fr. irtu breast. irtû to go against. Cf. mahru front, from mahâru to advance, meet.

46. hîrisû.—Gen. of hîrisu ditch, from harâsu dig, etc.

usâznin.—III. from zanânû rain, III. cause to rain, pour out.

49. nárbut.—From nôn to be great, greatness in the sense of majesty. Cf. II R. 65, 1, Rev. 50, a, where we find “ta-na-ti mātu Aššur lidlulu.” Cf. IV. 61, No. 1, 39, “nárbiqa li(li)-la) kâl dadme” may all lands be subject to this greatness. IV R. 66, 61, a, f, “lullul nirbika lutta'id ilûtka nišē ali'is lišēpa kurdiqa may he subject to thy greatness, may he exalt thy divinity, may the people of my city cause thy strength (bravery) to shine, etc. Cf. Zimmer “Buss-
Pss.” 97, and Haupt, ASKT., p. 121, Rückseite, i. 2, “narbî tanâttiqa nišu lidlulu.”

50.ilkakât.—Perhaps a Pile form fr. alâku. Note also the form “alka-
kâtu,” Neb. Bors. i. 4. Cf. also the forms urnîntu, irnîntu, from a root nôn, urnatu = kiššu from a root šûšu to be strong.

51. usêziz.—III. 1 p. s. of názâzu (nôn) put, place, from which stem man-

zazu place.
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2. uparrir.—I. 1 s., from a root ṣôn to break. Heb. ṣôn.

7. mêsērîš.—Adverb formed from the noun mêsêru, from the root mêsî to be straight, right. Cf. Asum. i. 22, “šarru ša ina tukulti Ašur u Šamaš . . .
mēšēriš ittalakuma;” see also iii. 128. Note also the form “išartu,” Neb. ii., iv. 19; i. 45, etc. Bors. i. 14.

šalṭıš.—Likewise adverb from a root תזש plunder, carry off.

16. māšak.—St. c. from māšku skin, hide.

taḥšē.—Gen. from taḥšu. Cf. the Heb. שָׁנַר עִי and see Prof. Fried. Delitzsch in Baer-Del. “Ezechiel,” p. xvii, and Del. “Proleg.” Note also the writing Asurn. iii. 64.

21. šitmuri.—Gen. from šitmuru boisterous, raging. An ir. form from a root רֵבִי to be boisterous.

23. The sign “גס” Sb 66 = ḫu IV R. 19, 46/47 (AL. 3 54) = ṣṭin. Note also K. 4604, or V R. 12, 31, where it = pi-du(n).

24. šattišamma, i.e., šattišāma.—The adverb šattiš from šattu = šantu year, with affixed “ma,” which has a generalizing force. Also written “šattišam.”

25. x.—Bē.*

31. attabal'kat.—ir. Impf. 1 s. from the quadrilateral stem לִקַּל rend in pieces, go forward, pass over, also revolt.

33. ibbal'kit.—ir. from same.

34. addi.—Impf. 1 s. from לִלָּח (nadā) throw, to lay, etc.

37. ina tarṣī.—A compound prepositional phrase = at the time of, also when. “tarṣu,” from “tarṣu,” to put or place straight, direct. More strictly speaking, it would seem as if “during the reign of” (Haupt, “Nachrichten v. Kön. Gesellschaft,” etc., ’83, No. 4, p. 95) were more exact. The sign employed (No. n) is the equivalent of “ētillu” lord, Sb 130, of “malku” prince, II R. 26, 15, e, of “šarru” V R. 16, 7a, and of “tarṣu,” V R. 31, 64, e. (Note the reading in l. 63, “it-ta-in-ra-āš”) See ZKF. ii. 106.

40. lubulti = lubuštī.—Like “rihitlu” for “riḥištū,” etc. From a root עִלֶּל clothe. “Lubulti birmē” = woven stuff, better than variegated stuff (cloth), as I have translated ii. “burrumu” = weave.

* The meaning of these signs I do not know; but to be noted is II R. 63, 66, g, h, from which it follows that this sign = “imēru” (cf. Aram. נִכְרָה trestle, pedestal of a column). In this list we have given the different parts of a vessel.—“kākṣaru,” “ṣēdu,” “karnu,” “ṣīlu,” “ṣīra,” “kik-kitti” (cf. Aram. נִכְרָה), and then “imēru,” followed by “markasu,” “dimmu,” “arkatu,” etc. The sign “bē” could mean large or finished, according to ASKT. 13, 130 and 127 resp. (Cf. ALst., p. 56, small frag., or II R. No. 6, 47,—where “imēru” accompanies “kussā” seat, throne.) The words “imēri ḫippī” mean literally ass of the ship. So also Del. Assyri. Stud. Connected with the fact that the ass is proverbially the beast of burden, and that the sign is also used as a determinative before the words for horse, ox, etc., may it not be possible that this combination X+Bē may mean finished (or wrought) provs for such galleys as are represented on the bas-reliefs in the east corner of the Assyrian Department in the Louvre? The provs of these vessels are surmounted by the figure of a horse’s head, upon which, together with an upright in the stern of the vessel, part of the ship’s burden of logs is transported, while the remainder is towed behind. If this be so, the upright and horizontal wedges of the sign (corrections No. 90) would then be the usual “mē” = 100.
kitû linen. Cf. Arab. “kutun”? and for the reading of the ideog. see II R. 44, 7, g, h, etc.

50. mundaḥbiṣē = mundaḥbiṣē = muntaḥbiṣē.—II. Part. pl. fr. 复工复 strike, beat, etc.

51. Ša-ga.—I have not ventured on a reading. Though in view of V R. 11, 38, 39, a, b, c, it would seem as if “ma-ak-ku-ri” were at least a possible reading. The last sign, however, in V R., as also in AL.² 127, 3b, is so uncertain as to leave us in doubt here. The oft-repeated “buṣasunu šallasunu namkuršunu” in Tig. i. would seem to favor the reading “makkuru.” In Col. v. 52 and 61, however, we find “marsišunu” instead of “namkuršunu.” The passage, Tig. ii. 30, f, “rukkē ēri, v. nirmak siparri itti ilanišunu ūruši kaspi” and then the appositional or explanatory phrase with the verb “ašša,” “dunuš namkurrišunu,” would seem to point to a greater value ascribed to the “namkurri” than to the “šallasunu bušasunu,” to which is added the verb “ušēša.” For a discussion of the ideog. “ŠA-GA.” see ZKF. ii. 303, 4, where the author thinks that, if any transcription be admissible, it is that of “makkuru,” reading “makkuru” in V R. 11, without any doubt.

55. kiššūti.—From a root ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ to be strong, from which we have the reduplicated adjective “kaškāšu”† very strong, like “dandānu.”

60. ʿurninti.—From a root ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ to be powerful. “ʿurnātu” is a synonym of “kiššu,” fr. the above root.

69. ša de.—Gen. of “šaḏ” mountain, from a root ⵱ ⵱ ⵱, which V R. 23, 32, g, h, apparently gives as a syn. of “gablū” and “šaḵu” high. Halévy, ZKF. Bd. ii. 306, would compare with the Aram. ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ throw, project, i. e., lengthwise. See Fried. Del., “Hebrew Language,” and “Proleg.”

75. KI-LAL.—The reading I do not know; but the meaning “weight” seems certain. In I R. 25, 66, we read “unūt škallēšu (note the reading as confirming correction) madatē ša Ki-Lal là šab-ta-at;” i. 75 the same. In K. 177, 10, we read “5 mana 50 šiklu ūrāšu KI-LALšunu” = five mana and fifty shekels their weight. “Lal” (see q) alone = “šaḵālu” weigh, Sb 146; but whether the ideog. “Ki-Lal” (see r) is to be explained by the same root I do not know.

77. ʿurbātē.—V R. 47, i. 50, gives “ʿurbatū” = “urbanu,” with which cf. the Chaldee ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ (and Syr. ⵱ ⵱ ⵱) willow, rush, as distinguished from ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ hart reed.

78. ittabkū.—m, pl. 3. m. from “abāku” to turn.

81. nakantu.& — = “nakantu” from a root ⵱ ⵱ ⵱ to heap up, pl. “nakamātē.”
86. ikabušuni.—"ikabdū" i. pres. pl. fr. נברוב speak, call, etc.

99. ẖarpału.—Derivation unknown. The meaning of this word, as well as of "imis", I have conjectured from the context. They appear to me to stand in the same construction, and certainly the meaning attached gives at least sense.

100. imis.—Seems to be a st. con. from a noun "imšu." The reading "imissir" (Schrader) seems very doubtful.

Šē-Tar.—I have thought may equal "šuzubu," and "Napraru" I have referred to "parårū"* break, etc., from which could come the idea of confusion, commotion.

Urapsu.—Might be II. from a root יבב = "urappisu."

duburi.—Seems to me back. See Zimmeru "Bab. Buss." for stem "dapårū" which probably means "turn," etc.

These last notes on 99 and 100 I have given only to explain the ideas which govern my translation of these difficult lines.

* Cf. "napharu" fr. רבד, "nalbašu," fr. שלב, etc., etc.
Corrections to W.R. pp. 1-2.

Address: pl. plain, w. wanting; r.w. nothing wanting.

The numbers refer to the transliteration.

1. [??] supplied from Obelisk, Ley. 37. 4. 2.
2. 2[α] = λα, 2a [β] ½ cm. broken.
3. ‘[??]’ is separated, ν ‘na’ as in vētā s. b.
4. [??] restored from traces.
5. [??] no trace of ‘ni’ as in R.
6. I e. Sa. written on the round of the arm, hence the inclination.


7. 8. [???] = δι
8a. 9. ‘[??]’ erased.
10. 11. [??]
12. [??] 13. [??]
13a. ‘[??]’ the two upright wedges being on the raised part of figure.
14. ‘R. w. 15. ‘[??]’ = na?
16. 17. 18. 19. ‘[??]’
20. [??] = ‘[??] 21. ‘[??]’
22. ‘[??]’ 23. 24. 25. 26. ‘[??]’
27. ‘[??]’ R.w. 29. ‘[??]’

latter wedge on raised surface.

30. ‘R. w. 31. ‘[??]’ = μω-δε.
32. ‘R. w. 33. ‘[??] 34. ‘[??]’
35. ‘[??]’ 36. ‘[??]’ 36a ‘[??]’ w.
37. ‘[??]’ R erased. 38. ‘[??]’ 39. ‘[??]’
40. ‘[??]’ pl. also ‘[??]’ 41. ‘[??]’ dic!
42. ‘[??]’ 43. ‘[??]’ dic! 44. ‘[??]’
45. [??] ‘[??]’ pl. 46. ‘[??]’
47. [??] . . . 48. 5 centimetres broken thus.
49. [??] 297 7.
50. [??] 30° ‘[??]’. 50c [??] 57. 42.
51. ‘[??]’ R.w. 53 ‘[??]’. 54. ‘[??]’ 54b ‘[??]’
55. ‘[??]’ pl. 56. ‘[??]’. 56a ‘[??]’. ‘[??]’ w.
57. ‘[??]’ 58. ‘[??]’. 59 ‘[??]’ w.
58. ‘[??]’ 59. 60. ‘[??]’ 61. [??] 62.
59. ‘[??]’ 63. ‘[??]’ 64. ‘[??]’
65. ‘[??]’ 66 ‘[??]’ R.w. 67.
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68. [??] 69. [??] cf. I. 47.
69. ‘[??]’ 70. ‘[??]’ 71. ‘[??]’ 72.
71. ‘[??]’ pl. 72. ‘[??]’ 73. ‘[??]’
72. ‘[??]’ 73. 74. ‘[??]’ 75. ‘[??]’
76. ‘[??]’ 77. ‘[??]’ 78. ‘[??]’
77. ‘[??]’ 80. ‘[??]’ 81. ‘[??]’
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TIKKUN SOPHERIM.

BY REV. OLIVER TURNBULL CRANE,

Princeton, New Jersey.

There are various passages in the present Massoretic text of the Hebrew Bible which in the past have frequently been charged as willful alterations made by Jewish scribes in what may be called the true original text. These changes, it is contended, were intentionally made, in conformity with the traditional decrees of the ancient scribes, transmitted from generation to generation, for the purpose of removing certain objectionable anthropomorphic characteristics attributed to the person of Yahweh, which were shocking to the reverent spirit of a pious Israelite, and inconsistent with his exalted conception of the dignity, character and attributes of the deity; or, in other words, there were expressions in the true original text which the scribes deemed had a tendency to degrade or detract from the holy and supreme attributes of Yahweh. These, under the pious sanction of tradition, they deliberately altered, so as to bring the words of the Book into conformity with their religious ideas. Whether this indictment is sustained by the evidence is a question for students of biblical criticism to decide. It is the intention of this article simply to specify the particular passages thus arraigned, being prompted by the conviction that this specific branch of textual criticism has been hitherto unwarrantably neglected.

The emendations above referred to have, in Rabbinical lore, received the name of “Tikkun Sopherim” (תיקון סופרים corrections of the scribes), and are eighteen in number, confined to no individual book or portion of the Old Testament, but occurring promiscuously throughout the whole body of the canon. Their complete enumeration is found carefully preserved among the compilations of the Massorah Magna and the Ochlih W'Ochlih (מן עולי עולי), or alphabetic lists of Massoretic comments or notes. Mention is also frequently made of them in the numerous writings of the Rabbins, with, however, an apparent apologetic tone, or with a somewhat labored and almost superstitious attempt at their justification. This defensive position, during the middle ages, was in no small degree demanded by the writings of the celebrated Spanish orientalist, Raymond Martin1 (1220—1287), who directly and publicly charged these emendations upon the Hebrew scribes as “willful corruptions and perversions introduced by them into the sacred text.” As a fair illustration of the character and weight of these apologetics, we may cite the introduction to the Bomberg Rabbinical Bible of 1526, written by the eminent Jewish scholar, Jacob ben Chajim, of whom it may be

1 Author of a work entitled Pugio Fidei Christianae, published in 1278, in which he shows great knowledge and familiarity with the writings and opinions of the Jews, and combats them with keen arguments drawn from the works of their own Rabbins.
truthfully said that, as an authority in Hebrew tradition and lore, he had no super-
ior. A brief quotation must suffice. In refutation of the charge he says: "Thus it is that they (i. e., the Sopherim) made no willful changes. But if they
(i. e., those making the charge) will persist in it in spite of what the Ga’on (i. e.,
Rabbi Nathan Ben Jachiel, 1030—1106, author of the celebrated lexicon Aruch
עריך), of blessed memory, says, we can repel them with the power of the argu-
ment as follows: Can any man believe that, if one intends to make willful alter-
ations and changes, he would say, See what willful changes I have made, especially
in the Prophets? Yet we find the Massorah declares, In five passages the Waw
(נ) has been removed by the scribes (רעמרת), etc. Again, eighteen words are
emendations of the scribes (תרקן מופר), etc. Now, if they had intended
to make willful changes, they would surely not have proclaimed what they have
changed and said, ‘eighteen words are Tikkun Sopherim as given in the Mechil-
tha’ (מקילהת מくださ of a Midrashic exposition of Exod. xii.—xxxv. 8, composed in
the first century A. D.). Moreover, the Sopherim made no changes or corrections;
they only submitted that the text ought originally to have been so and so, but is
veiled in other expressions, out of respect to the Shechina, as you will find out by
examining the subject. The same is the case with the Q’tl and K’tibh (לך ל ולך
לך): they (i. e. the Sopherim) point out what they have altered, if peradven-
ture you choose to characterize them as alterations. We, of the class of believers,
however, believe that they all are a law of Moses from Sinai (i. e. the original
readings) including the emendations of the scribes (תרקן מופר). But
even if you still insist that the Sopherim did make alterations (תרקן מופר),
the alterations in question neither raise nor lower the points upon which the her-
etics rest. Consult also the work done for Ptolemy, the king (i. e. The Septua-
gint) and you will see that in the thirteen instances where they made changes,
they state the reason why they have made these alterations, and what these alter-
ations are, in what they did for him. In conclusion, the heretics can have nothing
to say in this matter?" (Dr Ginsburg’s translation, 1867).

For an exposition of the views heretofore commonly entertained by the
Christian (as distinguished from the Jewish) critics on these matters, perhaps no
abler exponent can be found than Johanne Leusden (1624–99) whose utterances
in reference to the subject in question, have been, more than once, cited as of
no little authority. We will therefore quote from his Philologus Hebraeus (third
ed. 1686). In vol. I. under the section headed, De Ordinatione Scribarum, page
270, after having given a full list of the Tikkun Sophērim, he continues: "Occa-
sione horum locorum quae putatus, An ex hac correctione Scribarum in octodecim
illis locis non sequatur corruptio Textus Hebraici?

"Respondeo. Galatinus 1 lib. I. cap. S. probaturus Scribas multa in S. Script-

1 Peter Galatin, a learned Franciscan monk, who lived early in the 16th century and wrote a
treatise entitled “De Areanis Catholicæ Veritas.” A work of great merit and often since
quoted. It is hostile to Rabbinical views on the questions in dispute. Buxtorf succinctly states
ura depravasse, utitur argumento desumpto ab octodecim vocibus, quae vocantur 

"Respondeo (1) Si per \textit{Scribas} intelligantur Ezras et Viri Synagogae magnae, tum dicendum est illos S. Scripturam in \textit{octodecim} illis locis non depravasse, sed emendasse, et antiquam lectionem restituisse. Multi non sine ratione per \textit{scribendi} \textit{Scribas} intelligunt Ezram et Viros Synagogae magnae; et non sine ratione: nam \textit{Numer.} II. 15, Masora pro \textit{hīn diwārīm} \textit{Ordinatio Scribarum} expresse dicit \textit{hūyâ lebaši} \textit{Correctio Ezrae}. (2) Si per \textit{Scribas} intelligantur Masorethae post-talmudici, tum responderi potest illos testari non quid re vera factum sit, sed quid factum esse Hebraeorum Rabbini tradunt. (3) Mihi verosimile videtur per \textit{Scribas} esse intelligentios ipsos Auctores librorum, scil. Mosen et Prophetas, qui sic scripsissent, prout hodie scriptum est: verum Sapientes Hebraeorum viderunt inconvenientiam quandam in illis locis, ideoque judicaret primos Auctores propter antecedentia et consequentia aliter loqui et scribere debuisse; sed maluisse ita scribere, prout hodie scriptum est. Hane sententiam approbat S. Jarchi in Comment. ad Geneseeos Caput 18, ubi ait:—

\[\text{hūyâ lebaši} \ (\text{Mosi}) \textit{erat, Dominus stabat}.\] Jarchi non assentit Mosen aliter scripsisse quam jam in Textu inventitur; sed judicat Mosen aliter debuisse vel potius potuisse scribere. Sapientes ergo Hebraeorum observarunt honorem Dei sive cohaerentiam Textus aliter quidem requirere; sed quia Scribae, hoc est, Auctores librorum ita scripsissent, ideo monuerunt talem lectionem esse retinendum; et propterea dixerunt, \textit{Scribarum est ordinatio}, sive ipsi Auctores ita ordinarnunt. In hanc sententiam etiam inclinat Buxtorfius apud Glassium pag. 57."

This, it will be noticed, is substantially the plea of the scribes, only perhaps more perspicuously stated. And such practically for the most part remains to this day the argument (i. e. as far as any advance based upon thorough critical investigation is concerned), adduced by the very few critics who have at all given their attention to this question.

As one of the many preliminary researches, necessary to a thorough sifting and proving of the Massoretic text, and as a further incentive to the study of the whole subject of Lower Criticism, as it is related to the Hebrew Scriptures, it the argumentative position of \textit{De Arcana} when he says "Galatinus lib. I. cap. 8, cit loca ista [i. e. \text{śāmīl lebaši}] a Scribis fuisset \textit{correcta et corrupta}." \textit{Lex. Rad.} [\text{p}.].
cannot but result in good to give a list of these disputed passages, though they be only accompanied with the briefest of critical comments. Meanwhile leaving to others, better fitted to undertake the laborious, though far more important task of exhaustively inquiring into and passing final judgment upon the whole matter, which, though hitherto to a large extent overlooked, is now too important to be superficially treated or longer ignored, we proceed to present these emendations, in the order in which they occur in the Hebrew Bible, designating for convenience, the, what may be called, *true original text*, with the letter ב as an abbreviation of the word כהנים, and the present Massoretic text, with the letter י as an abbreviation of the phrase הרקיי הסופרים, and withal with a fixed purpose of confining the accompanying remarks and critical comments to as brief a compass as the requirements of each case will allow.

I. First in regular order then we take up Genesis xviii. 22.

(ב). “And the men turned from thence, and went toward Sodom: but Yahweh still remained standing before Abraham (והיה ע רו ו נו מ ר ל פ נ א ר ב ה מ).”

(ר). “And the men turned from thence, and went toward Sodom: but Abraham still remained standing before Yahweh (ואברם ע רו ו נו מ ר ל פ נ י יהו מ).”

It is absolutely necessary that the context should be carefully studied, not only in connection with the above passage, but also with all others that may hereafter be quoted. Indeed in this particular instance, the force of the immediate context has such weight, as to almost irresistibly impel one to the conviction of the probability and reasonableness of the reading in ב, and so violent (if the expression be permitted) is the rupture in the logical continuity of thought in י that almost any unprejudiced reader is constrained to pause after finishing it, and go over it a second time, impressed with the idea that he could not have read it aright. But mere probability, however reasonable, it must be allowed, unsupported by extraneous evidence of authenticity, will not warrant the adoption of ב, in any case, as the true text. To the question, whether there is sufficient circumstantial and corroborative testimony, we shall have something to say hereafter. For the present let us see what a few of the critics have to say ad hoc.


Dr. C. C. H. Wright, in his work entitled, “The Book of Genesis in Hebrew” (London, 1859), has the following: “This is one of the eighteen passages marked in the Massora as רכז. In these passages the Massorites thought
that there was something derogatory to the glory of God; e. g., in the passage under consideration they thought it would have been better expressed,—Jehovah stood yet before Abraham; but lest it should be read in that way, they have noted that the reading in the text is the true one” (page 60).

Dr. Wright, it will be seen, has followed Leusden, as to argument, very closely, even to the verge of being illogical; for how is to be reconciled the statement, “In these passages [i. e., as they now read] the Massorites thought that there was something derogatory to the glory of God,” and the words of Jacob ben Chajim as quoted above, viz., “that the text ought originally to have been so and so, but is veiled in other expressions, out of respect to the Shechina”? One can hardly credit the scribes with employing such contradictory lines of defense, though Leusden does charge them with declaring for the integrity of the present text “etiamsi Textus verba aliquid gloriae divinae videantur detrahere.” It would seem as if these critics had not materially strengthened the position of the Rabbins.

Far more frank and consistent, however, is the modern Jewish opinion on this subject, as expressed in the valuable commentary, “The Scriptures, Hebrew and English,” by De Sola, Lindenthal and Raphall, published at London, 1844, where in Vol. I., page 96, referring to this passage we read: “Rashi remarks that according to the context it should have been, the Lord yet stood before Abraham, but the Massorites have altered it to the present reading. The reason seems to be that the expression to stand before another implies, in scriptural language, a state of inferiority and homage.” The honest candor and almost anti-Jewish tone so prominent in the above comment, and considering the eminent source from which it springs, adds greatly to its intrinsic value, and contributes no little support to the position taken by Bleek in his “Introduction to the Old Testament” (2d ed., translated by Venables) Vol. II., page 459, where treating of the whole subject of the “Tikkun Sopherim,” he, specifically referring to this passage, says, “The words, Abraham stood yet before Jehovah” (Gen. xviii. 22), are a correctio scribarum for, Jehovah stood yet before Abraham. I consider that it is very probable that the latter is the original reading, for this mode of expression is better suited to the context. They were induced to make the alteration, because it was considered unseemly to say, that Jehovah stood before Abraham, this phraseology often being made use of to point out a relation of dependence.”

The nature and scope of this article do not admit of further comment on this verse; indeed the limits of our allotted space will hereafter compel us to confine ourselves to little more than the bare enumeration of the remaining passages of the list.

II. Numbers xi. 15.

(ד). “And if thus thou art about to deal with me, then slay me, I pray thee, at once, if I have found favor in thy eyes: that I may not see thy evil,” (ברעם) “i. e. the punishment wherewith thou wilt visit Israel.
(ר). "And if thus thou art about to deal with me, then slay me, I pray thee, at once, if I have found favor in thy eyes: that I may not see my evil (חרם)."

The reason for this emendation (if it be one) is very readily apparent, for כ was possibly liable to be construed as ascribing "evil" (חרם) to Yahweh; the removing, therefore, of this possibility would be forsooth a most sufficient justification in the eyes of the scribes for the correction.

It is necessary here to add, that besides the reading in כ given above, there is a second form of the last word handed down by the Massorites, viz., בחרם malkum ipsorum, and what is remarkable, one of the Targums (Jerusalem) corroborates this tradition; for, among its preserved fragments, we find the last clause rendered thus: ולא יהבדו בני ישראל דעה "that I may not see the evil of them who are thy people."

If now this latter text (בחרם) be adopted as the more probable original form of כ, then there would seem to be some justification for the conservative argument adduced by Leusden and quoted above (see page 235 commencing with "(3) Mihi verosimile videtur, etc.," through to the end of the extract); for there would then be no apparent reason which could lead the scribe to substitute another reading for the one already existing, as it would obviously be already the most natural mode of expressing the idea which the tenor of the context logically demands, and that, too, without having any features which could possibly be conceived of as derogatory to the Deity. But if on the other hand, we take the former reading (חרם) to be the correct recension, then there arises an inevitable presumption, more or less conclusive, that the emendation did originate as charged, because of the cogency of the evident motive in the case. To which text the final preference ought to be given is a question to be decided solely by a preponderance of evidence, based upon a thorough critical investigation, and such we cannot here enter upon.

III. and IV. Num. xii. 12.

(כ). "Let her not, I pray, be as the dead, through whose proceeding from the womb of our own mother (ב vấn) the half of our own flesh (בשר נ) would thus be consumed."

(ר). "Let her not, I pray, be as the dead born child, which when it comes out of its mother's (ב_within) womb, has half of its flesh (בשר נ) consumed."

Here it will be noticed are two Tikkun Sopherim, the causes for which are not very apparent. Possibly the motive might have been, that by כ a reflection seemed somehow to be cast upon the mother of Moses. At any rate it seems difficult to conceive how anything stated in כ could possibly, by the most fertile imagination, yea, even that of a Hebrew scribe, be considered as expressing or implying disrespect to Yahweh.

V. 1 Sam. iii. 13.
(ך). "And I tell him that I will judge his house forever, for the iniquity which he knew, for his sons cursed me (יְלִי), and he rebuked them not."

(ח). "And I tell him that I will judge his house forever, for the iniquity which he knew, for his sons did bring a curse upon themselves (לָלְמ), and he rebuked them not."

The Septuagint renders this clause as follows:—ὅτι κακολογούντες θεὸν οἱ νεῖον ἀβραῶ which significantly corroborates יְלִי, if it does not, in fact, lend weight to the view that the original reading was בֵּלָם (θεὸν) rather than יְלִי. But at all events, the idea is identically the same, as Buxtorf indicates when he says, "ןֶּלֶל mihi, scil. Deo." The motive underlying the emendation in this case is obvious enough. It was too offensive to believe that the sons of Eli could openly blaspheme God, and Eli be cognizant of it, and yet not reprimand them.

The text, as it now stands, in יְלִי, confessedly presents many difficulties to a lucid interpretation; this fact conjoined with the above evidence strongly leads to the conclusion that it has undergone a corruption.²

VI. 2 Sam. xvi. 12.

(ך). "Perhaps Yahweh will behold with his eye (בלעֵינו), and Yahweh will requite me good instead of his cursing this day."

(ח). "Perhaps Yahweh will look on my eye (בלעֵינו), and will requite me good instead of his cursing this day."

There is great doubt and uncertainty as to the correct reading in this verse, the Massorites, for once, being far less explicit than we could wish that they had been. The above recension has been adopted, as, on the whole, the more probable one; though it must be confessed, not without considerable doubt as to its correctness. Perhaps we cannot more clearly show the confusion which rests on this matter, than by quoting from Buxtorf³, "Hunc locum Massora utroque loco adducit: recensetur quoque in libro Tanchuma, in Parascha Beschallach in Exodo: sed in qua voce יָלָעֵינו meminerunt, cum alias R. Solomon et R. David loca ista adducere et explicare soleant. Pro "בלעֵינו, ut Massora ponit, in textu scriptum est יָלָעֵינו, quod interpretex dicunt esse idem quod afflictionem meas, sed legitur יָלָעֵינו oculum meum, id est, lachrymas ocularum meorum.""³

The form יָלָעֵינו found in יְלִי, undoubtedly might be open to the imputation of conveying anthropomorphic ideas of Yahweh, and hence would of course be objectionable to the scribes; but what should induce the alteration of יָלָעֵינו my

---

1 Lex. Rad., יָלָעֵינו.
2 Cf. Lange-Schaff Com., vol. on Samuel, note 13, p. 87.
3 Lex. Rad., יָלָעֵינו.
4 "The Commentary Tanchuma (Consolation) on the section Beschallach (chapter xiii. 17 to chapter xviii.) in Exodus." This is a Midrashic work probably written early in the ninth century. It covers the entire Pentateuch.
iniquity (i. e. the wrong done me), if this be indeed the original reading, to הבילעתי my eye (i. e. my tears), or even to the more reasonable "בידתלי my affliction, is by no means apparent, nor does Dr. Erdmann shed much light upon it, when he remarks, “The Massorites were not able to comprehend how David, guiltless in respect to this revilling, could acknowledge himself guilty,”1 for the term does not necessarily imply any acknowledgment whatever, of personal guilt, on the part of David.

VII. and VIII. 1 Kgs. xii. 16 and 2 Chron. x. 16.

(ב). And when all Israel saw that the king hearkened not unto them, the people answered the king saying, “What portion have we in David? nor have we an inheritance in the son of Jesse; [every man] to his God (לַאֱלֹהִי), O Israel! now see to thine own house, David!” So [all] Israel departed to their God (לַאֱלֹהִי).

(ג). And when all Israel saw that the king hearkened not unto them, the people answered the king saying, “What portion have we in David? nor have we an inheritance in the son of Jesse: [every man] to thy tents (לַאֱלֹהִי), O Israel! now see to thine own house David?” So [all] Israel departed to their tents (לַאֱלֹהִי).

Here the wording of ה graphically brings out the idea that the rebellious separation of Israel from the house of David, was, in the mind of the writer, nothing less than a renunciation of Yahweh, and a direct transition to idolatry; but it is readily conceivable that the terms employed might be considered by devout scribes as altogether too vigorous language, and besides as intimating, not alone disrespect, but even open defiance of Yahweh, and the subsequent delay of merited punishment might by some be perversely construed as a circumstance going to show that Yahweh could be contumeliously treated with impunity. In fact ה does not, in reality change the idea contained in ה, but only clothes it in a less objectionable dress, for Israel did forsake the sanctuary at Jerusalem for the worship of idolatry in tents at Bethel and Dan.

IX. Jeremiah ii. 11.

(ב). “Hath a nation changed its gods? and yet they are no gods, but my people have changed my glory (לְבַאל) for that which doth not profit (i. e. an idol).”

(ג). “Hath a nation changed its gods? and yet they are no gods, but my people have changed their glory (לְבַאל), for that which doth not profit.”

Here the ה, as we have seen in previous instances, does not alter the essential thought in the least, but by a slight modification of one small letter ה, an offensive feature in ה is removed. There can be do doubt but that “their glory” refers to the Lord; the context imperatively demands such an interpretation. Neumann, arguing in favor of this point, is constrained to say: “Daher konnte

1 Lange Schaff Com., p. 509.
Petrus Galatinus meinen (De Arcanis Cath. Verit. I. c. 8, p. 30), es heisse ursprünglich 'בראשך'. The correction in this case is of the same character as those in XI. and XV. and the motive underlying each is identical.

X. Ezekiel viii. 17.

(ב). "Then said he unto me, Hast thou seen this, O son of man? Is it a light matter to the house of Judah to commit the abominations which they commit here? for they have filled the land with violence and they constantly repeat to provoke me to anger, and, lo, they put the branch to my nose ('יפלנ')."

(ג). The same, except the last clause which reads: "and, lo, they put the branch to their nose ('יפלנ')."

This passage perhaps requires no comment, and yet there is one view of it which we do not wish to overlook. The anthropomorphism in ב is so pronounced, taken in connection with the immediate context, as to almost awaken repugnance in one, even though not a Jew, unfamiliar with this reading. How much greater then, the painful recoil which it would always have produced in the minds of devout Hebrews, had it been the received recension. But on a closer unprejudiced inspection, much of its seemingly objectionable character disappears.

The generally adopted interpretation put upon the word יִלְוָר "branch," is that it is connected with some idolatrous practice of the Persians in their worship of the sun. Now if this be correct, what is more reasonable or appropriate than that the Lord, in enumerating the great abominations committed by the house of Israel, should culminate the recital by saying: And, lo, they flaunt the very insignia of their idolatry in my face, and thus we would obtain a most forcible exposition of a passage otherwise very obscure, for certain it is, that the critics and commentators hitherto have not, on the basis of the textus receptus ("put the branch to their nose"), altogether satisfactorily explained this verse.

XI. Hosea iv. 7.

(ב). "The more they increased, the more did they sin against me: my glory they changed into shame ('כָּבוֹר בְּכָלַל גְּאֹר)."

(ג). "The more they increased, the more did they sin against me: I will change their glory into shame ('כָּבוֹר בְּכָלַל גְּאֹר)."

A full explication of the verbal changes implied in this Tikkun is wanting. In most of the authorities we find simply the most meagre statements. As an illustration of this, take Leusden's remark⁴ "'סָמָר הָרוֹר gloriae ipsorum pro 'סָמָר הָרוֹר gloriae meam,' which literally carried out would result in the unintelligible phrase: "My glory I will change into shame;' for it is utterly incongruous with the context, and besides, has no relevancy or harmony with the explanations given by

---

2 But as to the use of the expression 'דִּקָּר, elsewhere, by Yahweh, consult Isa. lxv. 5.
3 Cf. Lange-Schaff Commentary ad hoc loco.
the Rabbins, as to the origin of Tikkun Sopherim; or yet with the theories of their opponents. It is too irrational a supposition to be entertained for a moment, that the ancient scribes thus intended it to be understood. I have, therefore, adopted in ב, the only consistent interpretation that has presented itself in the course of a somewhat careful investigation: it is, at least, in perfect accord with the analogous changes to be found in IX. and XV. The motive leading to the alteration in this case is self-apparent. It was offensive to think that wicked mortal man had the power to debase, in any degree, the glory of the infinite Yahweh.

XII. Habakkuk i. 12.

(ב). "Art not thou from everlasting, O Yahweh, my God, my Holy One? Thou diest not (noon תומת). O Yahweh, thou hast ordained him for judgment; and thou, O Rock, hast established him for correction."

(ג). "Art not thou from everlasting, O Yahweh, my God, my Holy One? We shall not die (noon תומת)," etc., etc.

It almost seems unnecessary to do more than simply quote Ewald upon this passage; he says, verse 12, "לאะוּרִיהוּ לְמָשֵׁפִים and לְמָשֵׁפִים, according to the sense of the passage, refer as plainly to the Chaldean himself, as תומת must be read instead of תומת, contrary to the Massora and LXX. in דָּוִד and צוֹר answers to תומת. The phrase which appeared objectionable to a good many ancient readers, really expresses only our idea of immortality; but, we shall not die, or תומת יָּרָא LXX. [καὶ οὐ μὴ ἄποθάνωμεν] that we die not, is a thought which is quite foreign to the passage."

In this opinion Bleek also concurs, for he says: "— from the context it is very probable, as Ewald also thinks, that תומת is the genuine reading, which on account of the expression seeming offensive, they [the Sopherim] thought they ought to alter." This is, moreover, substantiated by the Targum, which thus paraphrases the clause in question: מִמְּרוּכָּר אֱלֹהֵינוּ לְעָלָם "Thy word endureth forever." R. Sol. Isaac (Rashi) also adopts this reading, quoting it as the original writing of the prophet. In this connection it is a significant fact worthy of note, that the Revised Version of 1884 has to this particular verse the marginal comment, "According to an ancient Jewish tradition, thou diest not." Undoubtedly to the ancient Scribes, it was considered unbecoming to speak of death at all in regard to Yahweh, even though, as in this case, the direct denial of the Lord's ever experiencing it, was predicated.

XIII. Zechariah ii. 12. (A. V. verse 8.)

(ד). For thus saith Yahweh of hosts, (for the sake of your glory hath he sent me unto the nations which despoil you), 'He that toucheth you toucheth the apple of my eye (קָּנָה).""
(ן). "For thus saith Yahweh of hosts, for the sake of your glory hath he sent me unto the nations which despoil you, for he that toucheth you toucheth the apple of his eye (ַּלְמָלָה)."

Here the Sopherim thought that they could detect a tendency toward anthropomorphism, similar to that displayed in X. The main objectionable element in both these passages, appears to have been, that the pronominal suffix employed ('my) seemed to imply that Yahweh himself ascribed to himself certain degrading anthropomorphistic characteristics. Moreover the Lord is never elsewhere represented as himself using the personal pronoun my in conjunction with so pronounced an anthropomorphism as, "apple of the eye." Its use, therefore, in this exceptional case, might be construed as an inconsistency, and hence derogatory to the divine character.

XIV. Malachi i. 18.

(ך). "And ye have said, Behold, what a bore it is. And ye have snuffed at me (أنواع), saith Yahweh of hosts; and ye have brought that which was taken by violence, and the lame, and the sick; thus have ye brought the offering: should I accept this from you? saith Yahweh."

(ף). "And ye have said, Behold, what a bore it is; and ye have snuffed at it ([bטא], saith Yahweh of hosts," etc.

Commenting on this verse, Keil and Delitzsch remark: "Jerome thinks that instead of [طرف we might read [طرف, which is found in a good number of codices."

They, however, feel constrained, on general principles, to reject the reading, and stand upon the textus receptus. The exact words of Jerome, above referred to, are, "ut in Hebraeo legi potest, et exsufflasistis me, haec dicendo, non sacrificio, sed, mihi cui sacrificabatis, fecistis injuriam." In support of this view, R. Sol. Isaaci is quoted by Buxtorf as saying: "In textu sacro fuisse scriptum [طرف et postea per Scribas correctum [طرف ut hodie legitur."

The expression as well as the idea contained in כ has, it cannot but be admitted, a tendency to awaken a revulsion of feeling in a sensitive reverential heart. Therefore, if the emendation was made, the motive that actuated it was good.

XV. Psalm cvi. 20.

(ך). "Thus they changed my glory (כֵּלָּבוֹד) into the similitude of an ox, that eateth herbage."

(ף). Thus they changed their glory (כֵּלָּבוֹד) into the similitude of an ox that eateth herbage."

The remarks under IX. will equally apply here, for the cases are almost identical. As a circumstance tending to show that a certain degree of uncertainty as to the true text, has from remote time existed, we may cite the fact, that the Vulgate here reads, gloriæ suam, which is supported by some codices of the

1 Commentary on the Minor Prophets, vol. II., p. 440.
2 Lex., Rad., יְדִי.
LXX. where we find ὁδὲ ναὶ αὐτῷ; both indicating a single suffix (הָדָו). Consult the striking parallel in Rom. i. 23.

XVI. Job. vii. 20.

(ב). "If I have sinned, what injury can I cause unto thee, O thou Watcher of men? Why hast thou set me up as a target for thee to strike at, and why have I become a burden unto thee (עַלְיוֹ)."

(ג). The same except the last word which here reads: "unto myself (יִּלָּעַל)."

This is a case where the presumption raised, in favor of ה being the original reading, is very strong. The Septuagint so has it, εἰρή ὅτι εἰρήνη σοι φώπην; and many of the ablest critics have given their decision in its favor. We have space but to mention only one or two of the numerous authorities which have endorsed it. The eminent Jewish Commentator Ibn Ezra (1092-1167) adopts it as the original form written by the author. Houbigant, in his Biblia Hebraica cum notis criticis, 1753, says: "אָדוֹן יֵלְעָל etc., sum mihi gravis. Imo יֵלְעָל tibi, quod scribae mutarent in הָדָו. Id vocant correctionem scribarum, h. e. תָּכִין מָמוֹרָם, quod indignum divina majestate arbitrarentur ut homuncio Deo esset oneri. Sed num fuerunt sapientiores Deo? Haec Drusius, ex ipso Aben-Ezra Judaeo, qui sic aiebat: corregio est scribarum licit expositio ejus absque correctione recta sit." Sapienter vero id Aben-Ezra, cum יֵלְעָל sui similè habeat בִּלָא in priori membro, et cum scriptum habuerint יֵלְעָל Graeci interpretes." And in our day, such an able and conservative critic as Dr. Delitzsch feels himself constrained to accept this reading in preference to that of the Massora; he thus expresses his conviction: "Why, says Job, hast thou made me a mark of hostile attack, and why am I a burden to thee? It is not so in our text; but according to Jewish tradition, יֵלְעָל, which we now have, is only a תָּכִין מָמוֹרָם correctio scribarum, for יֵלְעָל, which was removed as bordering on blasphemy. This reading I should not consider as the original, in spite of the tradition, if it were not confirmed by the LXX."

In this he is followed by the Lange-Schaff Commentary. It does indeed seem as though it were only a matter of time before יֵלְעָל would again obtain its due recognition and take its rightful place in the printed text. May we not with confidence assert that, when that much desired critically revised Hebrew Text shall appear, as appear it certainly must, this will be one of the corrections to be found incorporated in it.

XVII. Job. xxxii. 3.

(ד). "And against his three friends was his wrath kindled, because they had found no answer to Job and also because they had condemned divine justice (לֹא רִאָס).

(ה). "And against his three friends was his wrath kindled, because they had found no answer, and yet had condemned Job (לֹא רִאָס).

Tradition has preserved an alternative reading in ב, viz., אַל לִיאוֹב.
“God:” if this be adopted, the clause of course would be: “And also because they had condemned God.” It is not indicated which is the more probably true reading. At any rate, the idea is evidently precisely the same, whichever term be employed.

Hitzig, though not giving his support to the traditional view (i.e., that the scribes have here made an emendation), still suggests that the reading אַלֻּדוֹת may be the foundation for the rendering found in the LXX., διότι οίκ ήσσετιαν ἀποκάθηναι ἀντίθετα Ἰαβ, καὶ ἑνεντρο αὐτὸν εἶναι ἀσέβη.1 The reasonableness of the statement found in ב, as viewed in the light of other expressions met with in the poem, has been seriously attacked by some: e.g., Dr. Delitzsch peremptorily dismisses it with the remark, “According to the Jewish view, ירשה לי אָלָה אַל-אמר is one of the eighteen коррекции страдарум (correctiones scribarum), since it should be ירשלני אָלָה אָל-אמרו. But it is not the friends who have been guilty of this sin of rebuking God, but Job, ch. xl. 8, to whom Elihu opposes the sentence יָהוֹ לְאָל-רָשָׁי, ch. xxxiv. 12. Our judgment of another such תיקון, ch. vii. 20, was more favorable.”2

This objection seems to us to be without solid foundation, and rests upon a strange misconception and failure to apprehend the true trend of the various arguments, nor is it sustained by the passages referred to as authorities when they are rightly construed; for ch. xxxiv. 12 is obviously addressed to the three friends, and not to Job, as it is most commonly interpreted; this is plainly indicated by the form of address employed in verses 2 and 10. This whole passage, as we take it, is a fervid discourse addressed to the three friends for the purpose of instructing them as to how they could and should have effectively answered Job, which they had undoubtedly in their arguments failed to do, and for which palpable failure Elihu’s anger was excited against them. And ch. xl. 8 does by no means preclude the idea that the three friends were guilty of condemning divine justice in their arguments, as is shown by the words employed by the Lord in the epilogue, where he explicitly censures them for not having spoken of me the thing that is right (ch. xliv. 7, 8). Now the statement here made manifestly presents an incongruity when considered in the light of the common interpretation as founded upon the reading בְּלֵן אָלָה in ch. xxxii. 3, to obviate which the translators of the LXX. here have made clearly an intentional correction and thereby bring into harmony these discordant statements (i.e., ch. xlii. 8, oι γὰρ ἐπλησσάτε ἀληθὲς κατὰ τὸν θεράποντος μου Ἰαβ); and what is quite remarkable, some MSS. of the Hebrew exhibit a like reading (i.e., בִּעֲרֵב אָלָה אָלָה against my servant Job)—all of which certainly tend to demonstrate the reasonableness of the reading found in ב.

1 “Das Buch Hob,” 1874, Note b, page 240.
Dr. Green has, with rare insight, detected and exposed the necessary logical result to which the argument of the three friends leads, when he says, "The friends undertook to justify God's providential dealings. The failure of their argument apparently leaves the divine proceedings open to censure and without any adequate vindication. . . . They had really inculpated the providence of God by their professed defense of it. By disingenuously covering up and ignoring its enigmas and seeming contradictions they had cast more discredit upon it than Job by honestly holding them up to the light. Their denial of its apparent inequalities was more untrue and more dishonoring to the divine administration, as it is in fact conducted, than Job's bold affirmation of them. Even his most startling utterances, wrung from him in his bewilderment and sore perplexity, were less reprehensible than their false statements and false inferences." Viewed in this light, is it in anywise strange or unreasonable that the inspired writer should predicate of "the messenger of God, who came to plead God's cause," for such Elihu undoubtedly was, that "against his three friends was his wrath kindled, because they had found no answer to Job, and also because they had condemned divine justice"?

Moreover, if a Tikkun Sopherim is anything at all, it is one of two things: (1) a record of what the author actually wrote in a particular case; or (2) a notice indicating what the ancient scribes considered the sense of the context naturally and logically demanded. If the former be true, then verily these critics have become wiser than the spirit of inspiration. And if the latter be true, then they certainly convict the Hebrew scribes of an egregious misunderstanding of an argument expressed in their own language, and what is more, contained in their so carefully studied Sacred Scriptures; which is indeed as improbable as that Dr. Delitzsch has discovered the only construction which can be put upon ch. xl. 8. It hardly needs mention, that the reason which might have influenced a scribe to consider a correction desirable, was the offensiveness of a statement implying that mortal man had audaciously condemned the infinitely wise and just God.

XVIII. Lamentations III. 19-21.

(ב). "O remember my wretched and forlorn condition, it is wormwood and gall. Yea, verily thou wilt remember, and thy soul will descend unto me תַּוְּרִיתָה יַעֲלֶה נָעֲמָה: this I recall to my heart, therefore have I hope."

(ה). "O remember my wretched and forlorn condition, it is wormwood and gall. My soul indeed remembers, and is humiliated within me (זַוְּרִיתָה יַעֲלֶה נָעֲמָה): this I recall to my heart, therefore have I hope."

If, in this case י be a correct translation of the Massoretic text, and such it most probably is, then there is even to the English reader, evidently a marked lack of cohesion between the clauses, and a painful want of logical concatenation.

in the thought; while, on the other hand, the clearness and beauty of the idea brought out in ד cannot but awaken an involuntary sanction and approval in the mind of every candid reader. If it be a fact that an emendment has been incorporated into the text here, then, indeed, it is to be regretted; for great has been the loss sustained, through the over-zealousness of Hebrew scribes in removing a seeming offensive anthropomorphism, which resulted well nigh in an annihilation of the sense. But if this view seem to lack support, then by far the most reverential attitude to assume is, that the text, as we now possess it, has suffered corruption during the process of time. Such indeed, is the view entertained by eminent commentators, who have been prolific in suggesting various emendations. But, after all, what is more reasonable or natural than to adopt the suggestion supported by the oldest tradition, and which so beautifully and consistently removes all ambiguity.

In conclusion, we feel confident that we cannot do better than quote the judgments expressed upon the Tikkun Sopherim by two such eminent authorities as Eichhorn and Bleek. The former concludes from "the character of the readings" that "this recension took note only of certain errors which had crept into the text through transcribers, and which were corrected by collection of MSS." The latter thus expresses himself: "It is usually assumed that the notes called Tikkun Sopherim were merely alterations of incorrect readings in many manuscripts, according to others which were more exact, and it is supposed, unquestionably, that the readings brought forward by the Sopherim, which are just those of our present MSS. and editions, were the genuine and original ones. But in what we find stated, there is nothing to the effect that they were emendations from other MSS.; thus, then, the question would arise how the readings set aside by the corrections of the Sopherim were introduced into MSS.; as from the nature of many of the readings, they could not have got in by mere accident. Partly from the statements of the Massorites, and partly from the nature of many of the readings set aside by the Tikkun Sopherim as compared with those introduced by the latter and now existing in the text, we are led to look upon the matter in the following way:—that in these passages there actually existed generally, or at least in most of the manuscripts in use, other readings which, because in some points of view they presented certain offensive or doubtful expressions, the Sopherim considered themselves justified in altering. Thus, in a critical point of view, these earlier readings which are specified as being altered, always deserve much attention, and at least in many cases, it may be really assumed with great probability that they are the original ones. It may, however, be assumed with probability, that these correctiones scribarum existed in ancient times, indeed before the date of the Talmud, and that it is only by accident that they are not

---

1 Einleitung in das Alten Test., 1833, § 116.
expressly mentioned in the latter. But the fact that the knowledge of them was afterwards preserved serves as a direct proof of the anxiety that was shown as to the form of the text.\(^1\)

Our main purpose in the writing of this article has been (1) to attempt to demonstrate the fact that there was a cogent motive in each case, sufficient to induce the Sopherim to change the original text; and (2) to establish, by external as well as internal proof, the basis for the presumption that the original text has actually suffered corruption at the hands of the ancient scribes, if not in all, at least in some of the cases considered, whether we have succeeded in our object, or not, is a question to be decided by the verdict of each unprejudiced reader. If it be proven that the scribes have, in truth, made one single correction in the original writings in the places designated as *Tikkun Sopherim*, then their whole line of defense must fall to the ground; for it is no longer entitled to the least credence, and the value of each *Tikkun* must be determined solely by the weight of evidence in its favor, in each individual case, totally irrespective of any statements or explanations handed down by personally interested scribes. *Falsus in uno falsus in omnibus* is a well established principal of legal evidence for determining the credibility of witnesses, and it is equally applicable to the case in hand.

In closing, we have only to say that there has been, throughout this discussion, an honest intention to bring to light only the truth, and while so doing, to endeavor to be fair and just in the criticisms indulged in and the judgments expressed.

\(^1\)Introduction to the O. T. translation of Venables, vol. II., p. 459.
A SYNOPSIS OF GREEK PHILOSOPHY BY BAR 'EBHRÂYÂ.
BY RICHARD J. H. GOTTHEIL, PH. D.,
Columbia College, New York City.

In his "Lamp of the Holy Things" Bar 'Ebhrâyâ has given us a compendium of his logical, physical, metaphysical, and theological writings. In its general construction it is very similar to the "Book of the Bee" and to the "Causa Causarum" attributed to Ya'kubh 'Urhâyâ (ZDMG. xv. 648). The "M'nârath Kudhšë" is perhaps one of the least known of the larger works of Bar 'Ebhrâyâ.¹ MS. copies of it are quite rare.² At some future date I hope to edit the whole of it. It is especially interesting as giving us a picture of the state of science in Syria during the thirteenth century. It furnishes also important additions to our Syriac lexicon, and has not been sufficiently excerpted by Quatremere for the "Thesaurus Syriacus." In a small publication, I have already edited the chapter on plants and their medicinal properties.³ The following contains the chapter on the Greek philosophers, taken from the Berlin MS. It is much more scientific than the accounts in the Syriac Chronicle and Arabic "Historia Dynastorum." I do not think that Bar 'Ebhrâyâ has himself gone very deeply into Grecian philosophy. It is probably based upon some such synopsis as those of Aristotle in the first book of the "Metaphysics," Plutarch in Eusebius, "Prepar. Evan." xiv. 14, and Stobaeus, "Eclogae Physicæ," i. 12. The names are written too correctly for it to have come from an Arabic source; though Bar 'Ebhrâyâ has otherwise drawn largely from Ibn Abi Oseibia, El Kifti and Sa'id (Steinschneider, "Al Farabi," pp. viii, 152, 154, 157). In what connection this synopsis stands to one mentioned by Renan in his "Phil. Peripat. apud Syros" (Steinschneider, loc. cit., p. 128) I am unable to say, as I have no means of consulting that book.

Through the kindness of Professor Sachau and Herr Stud. Müller in Berlin my copy has been once more collated with the MS.

MS. Sachau 81, fol. 22a.

1 Journal Asiatique, 1834, p. 461, contains a description of the work. Assemâni (B. O. ii. 234) does not say much. A short extract will be found in Frothingham's "Stephen bar Sudaili," p. 63.
3 "A List of Plants and their Properties," etc. Berlin, 1886. For private circulation only.
مكتسباً. 1 إستدلاه في منهج محدثييهم وراءه. هذه ليست بعض نماذج
لذا معهدنا محدثنا وأصدقنا. إذ يجب أن نستمتع في بلادنا.
(fol. 22b)
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\[1\] The scribe first wrote "d\'hen\(\tilde{\text{a}}\)m,\] which he afterwards corrected.
Second foundation, on the nature of this universe. In it there are a preface and three chapters.

I. Preface. Many and different opinions were [current] among the ancients regarding the nature of this universe. For some of them assumed water to be the one moving principle, as Thales of Miletus, he who first originated philosophy. For he saw that all life springs from the moisture of seed, and that all plants draw their nourishment from it, and by means of it grow; and that from [damp] vapors fire, the sun, and the stars are nurtured. The poet Homer also sings (סבב) in the same strain when he calls Oceanus and Tethus, i.e., the sea and moisture, the parents of all existing things. Others again have posited (ריווה) air [as the first principle], as Anaximenes and Diogenes. They said that the soul of everything that lives is preserved by air; and that wind and air preserve this world. Others posited fire, as Hippasus, and Heracleitus and Theophrastus. They affirmed that it is heat which brings forth all things, and causes them to grow; and that, when this [fire] goes out, the world also ceases to be. Some of them posit one moving principle, as Xenophanes. This one denied all generation and destruction; and one affirms that the essence of all things is altogether unchangeable. Parmenides says that the principle [of all things] is one, immovable; but one only in the concept (לאבה). On this account he affirmed it to be limited. Milissus posits the one, identical in number and in substance. He affirmed it to be infinite. Some of them (i.e., the philosophers) assumed many elements. Of

1 Through a clerical error MS. has “Meilene,” the well-known city in Cappadocia; Hist. Dynast., p. 50, correctly Miletus.
2 Wabbi'segh3 dh'mayya3 kai ayt0 to 0ermon ek tovotei ygr0venov. Arist. Metaph. I. 3.
4 The words of Anaximenes himself. Stobeus, Elogiorum Physic, I. 296: 0ivn 1. @exh @ metamard apos odaa sygeratei 9ma kai 00n t0v k0smov pnevma kai apan perineci.
5 Xaenophan . . . . . . . . . 0ve gjeva, 0ve th0r0n apoleitei. Freudenthal, Uder die theologe des Xenophanes, p. 46 Zeller, A Hist. of Greek Phil., I. p. 586.
6 The sense here is very obscure. I think that Bar 'Ebhrayn means Parmenides to say that the one is identical with itself. Zeller, I. c., p. 586.
these there were those who assumed infinite ὅμοιομερῆ, as Anaxagoras. He said that when these parts (μέρη) collide with one another and again separate from one another, generation and destruction are completed. The active cause of existence he affirmed to be the νοῦς. Lucippus also assumed infinite elements, but [said] that they differ [from one another] and possess real Being, and that "Being is not more real than not-Being." Democritus again assumes infinite principles round in form (εἴρημα), which can be divided off mentally, not in reality. Epicurus, again, says of the [first] principles that they are infinite [in number], indivisible, and are set in motion in an infinite vacuum, and that they possess magnitude, shape and gravity.

Others posited the principles as finite, as Empedocles. This [philosopher] set up the four elements as principles, and the mingling (μεῖνς) [of the elements], which is generation, he calls love (φιλοσφοί), and [their] separation (διάλυσις), which is destruction, [he calls hate (νεῖκος)]. Aristotle posits three principles, ὀλη, ἐλός and deprivation (στέρματι). He also assumes elements for the στέρματι, because the destruction of every ἐλός is the cause of another ἐλός. The Stoics said that the Deity (ὁ θεός) and the ὀλη are the [material] principles, the one as working force (τὸ ποιῶν) the other as passive (τὸ πάσχον) and receptive, i. e., father and mother. Some Stoics posited five elements,—god, the soul (ψυχή), ὀλη, time (κράνος) and vacuum (κενον).

Pythagoras, the son of Mnesarchus, the Samian, he who first gave the name philosophy to philosophy, made numbers the elements of this universe; saying that the compound numbers come from the simple ones, and that there is nothing simpler than number, because it is bereft of all nature, and that every nature, since number necessarily belongs to it, is compound, and not simple. He asserts, further, that the first number is the active force (ποιητικόν), and the second the receptive (ὁλη). The full number is ten (δέκας), because it cannot be added to, but we [commence again to] count from it. The number four (τέσσαρες) is its [i. e., ten's] foundation; for by means of it [the ten] is made full; namely, by [the addition of] one, and two, and three, and four. Atticus, in the first chapter of the book Philicus [Phillipus?] says that Plato thought [there were] four elements,—νοῦς, which is the active force, or deity, praise be to his goodness; the receptacle (δοχεῖον ?) or ὀλη, which he also calls the receptive mother and ἐκμαγεῖον; the image

1 Arist. Metaph. I. 3.
2 Aristotle, Metaph. I. 4, of which our words are a translation: ὃ καὶ ὑσθὲν μᾶλλον τὸ δὲ τοῦ μὴ δύνατο εἶναι φασιν.
3 A clerical omission in MS.
5 In the Hist. Dynast., p. 51, this has become, "Some say that the first one who philosophized was Pythagoras."
6 In the MS. this word occurs twice; but see Hist. Dynast., p. 84.
7 Timæus, 51 A.
8 Timæus, 50 D.
[of the thing generated, i.e., ἀφομοιωθεμένον] or εἰδός, which he calls the archetype, saying that in its likeness the different substances were created; and motion (κίνησις) or soul, which until then had existed without knowledge in the ὑλή as the first principle, and [which] had been brought into motion confusedly and not according to order (ἀπάκτως). In the book Timeüs, Plato himself says that these [principles] are three,—being, δοξεῖον, and νόσδ, a treble triad, and [one which] existed before the heavens. Moreover, he called εἰδός God, and δοξεῖον ὑλή; motion or soul [he called] generation. And in one place also he says there are two principles, combining the deity and εἰδός into one, and ὑλή and motion into one. Syrianus (MS. Sibarius ?), to whom Plotinus attached himself, and Boëthus (MS. BUTUS), to whom Longinus (MS. LUKGS), the teacher of Porphyrius, was attached, have said much about the opinions of Plato; but we omit them, in order that this exposition be not prolonged. Of the rest, Bardaisân posited five principles or beings,—fire, and wind, and water, and light, and darkness; Mani, however, only two,—goodness and evil. And because all these profane [writers] attributed eternity and not generation to this world, being in opposition to the holy church, which does not attribute to it eternity, but generation, i. e., temporal beginning, holding its generation to be true, but denying its eternity, we refute them in a body, as we do all their frightful doctrines. A separate treatise, however, is necessary against every one of these heresies on a larger scale than in this writing.

1 Timeüs, 63Β, ταῦτα ἀπάκτως ξοντα δ’ θεός, κτλ.
2 Timeüs, 53 D, δν τε καλ χόραν καλ γένεσιν εἶναι τρία τριχή καὶ πρὶν οὕρανν γενᾶθαι.
3 Read, "καὶ θεός ἀλλᾶ, λάδῆσα.
4 Cureton, Spec. Syr., p. 3, etc. Cf. also Payne Smith, s. v. "Schahrestâni," I. 194; Aaron ben Elia, p. 310; Bardesandes von Edessa von Dr. A. Merx, Halle, 1883; Bardesanes der Letzte Gnostiker, Leipzig, 1884; W. R. Smith, Kinship and Marriage in early Arabia, p. 220; Flügel, Mani, seine Lehre und seine Schriften, p. 161. MS. or Berlin Sachau 302 contains a short extract from Bardaisân. Ἀπρᾶμ, however (B. O. I. 151), has seven instead of five.
This dictionary may be designated not only as very interesting and instructive, but as quite unique in its character. Its full title is given below.\(^1\)

Of this book which is now in the course of being published in the city of Warsaw, five numbers, each containing eighty pages, have reached me. These five numbers comprise the words from the letter נ to the word יד. The work will be completed in twenty numbers. The book is written throughout in an easy and flowing neo-hebraic language, and no exceedingly great Hebrew learning is required in order to be able to use this dictionary.

But what is there so unique in this book? the reader may ask. Have we not already a very large number of Hebrew dictionaries? Have not very many such been written during the last thousand years? At no time was there a lack of this kind of literature, since the days when Jehudah ben 'Alan, of Tiberias (died in the year 982), wrote his lexicon,\(^2\) and since soon after him Jehudah Ibn Qoreish composed his "Iggaron,"\(^3\) down to the present day in which Friedrich Delitzsch is preparing a new Hebrew dictionary which is looked for with great expectations by the friends of Hebrew philology. (For, according to all that we learn of the forthcoming work of Delitzsch, it will, in all likelihood, mark a decided progress in Hebrew lexicography.) What, then, is there so unique in Finn's book? Is it the circumstance that it is composed in Hebrew? But we have also such dictionaries, and quite a number of them.\(^4\)

Our answer is: Finn is the first one who has undertaken to give us a complete thesaurus of the entire Hebrew language. All other Hebrew dictionaries—I speak only of Hebrew dictionaries, and not of Aramaic or Talmudic dictiona-
ries—gather in only the Wortschatz of the Hebrew Bible, and leave Mishnah, Mekhillat, Sifra, Sifre, Beraitoth, etc., entirely unnoticed. But our author does not restrict himself to that part of the Hebrew, of which, accidentally, roots and stems have been preserved in the Old Testament. He defines and explains also those Hebrew words which are not found in the Bible. And there are a large number of such Hebrew roots in that part of the post-biblical literature of the Jews which dates from the apostolic age and the first centuries of the Christian era. There are still larger and still more extensive numbers of new derivations, formed from these Hebrew roots and stems, which were coming into common use in the Hebrew literature of the Jews in all later ages. Such new word-formations are coined even by Hebrew writers in our present age,—often, it must be admitted, very clumsily and really un-Hebrew, but often also very happily and quite in harmony with the genius of the Hebrew language.

The want of such a complete thesaurus has been felt for a long time. Zunz, more than thirty years ago, in an article containing "Wunsche fuer ein Woerterbuch der Hebr. Sprache," declared this to be a great fault and neglect in our Hebrew dictionaries that they are so narrow and limited in their scope, and he thought it not more than right and proper that the lexicographers should take notice also of the Hebrew as it was spoken and written after the canonical books of the O. T. had been collected. And now what this master was looking for thirty years ago, is gradually being realized.

We are probably not in error when we suppose that to many readers of HEBRAICA, the post-biblical Hebrew literature is an unexplored and not much-known field. It may, therefore, not be out of place if we use this occasion for trying to convey here, by a few illustrations and examples, an idea of the post-biblical Hebrew,—not of its grammatical structure, for this would require a special article, or series of articles, but of its lexical peculiarities and distinctions.

It has been said above that in the Mishnah and its cotemporary Hebrew literature Hebrew roots and stems are found which accidentally are not to be met with in the Hebrew Bible. Let us give some such roots as are not to be found in Gesenius, Furst, or any dictionary of the Hebrew Bible.

 Widow; to enter into a riper age, used especially of females; derivatives: a maiden; the mature state of womanhood, etc.
 to amuse, to make merry; derivatives: a jester; or amusement, entertainment, etc.
 (compare the bibl.-Hebrew to be strict; derivatives: exact, strictness, close examination; reduplicated: to take it, or to be taken, strictly; exact knowledge, science of grammar, etc.
 (not used in Qal), to cause damage; loss, damage, etc.

pain, suffering, affliction; יִActionCreators: who causes pain or trouble, etc.

הָלַךְ to warn; הָאָמַר warning, etc.

The list could be easily enlarged. That these words are pure and genuine Hebrew, and were used not only by the apostles and their cotemporaries, but also in pre-Christian times, there can be no rational doubt.

Another class of neo-Hebraic words are those which in later ages were derived from, and formed out of, such roots as already occurred in the Bible. For instance:

אֵלֹהִים the act of releasing a man from the duty of marrying his widowed sister-in-law, (see Dt. xxv. 5 seq.), derived from יָלַךְ to draw off; הָלָלָה the widow thus released, etc.

בְּנֵי the leviratical status (see Dt. ibid.), derived from בָּנוֹ the levir, brother-in-law. This word בְּנֵי is also the title of one of the tractates in the Talmud, and is usually read "Yedamoth." Joseph Derenbourg, however, a few years ago, advanced the idea, and supported it by good arguments, that it would be more correct to read "Yabmuth."

רֹעֲבָn in the Bible, the stranger who dwells with us, from the root רָעַב to dwell; in post-biblical literature the proselyte; therefrom the derivations רֹעְבָn, רֹעְבָנִים, to make, or to become, a proselyte; רֹעְבָנִים a female proselyte, etc.

הַבִּילֵדָה distinction (from בִּילָד); the benediction spoken on the close of the Sabbath, in which God is praised "who makes a distinction between the holy Sabbath-day and the profane week-days," etc.

מַסְנָרָה Massoreth, or מִסְנָרָה Masorah (from מָסַר to transmit),—technical terms for the traditions concerning the orthography of the original text of the Bible and what is connected therewith.

הַלַּכַּת, Halakkah, the rule, the religious law or enactment (from הָלַךְ to go.)

בַּרְבּוּדְתָה, Haggadah, Agadah, (from בְּרֵבּוּדָה, Hiph'il to announce, to tell), the non-Halakhic parts of the Talmud (sentences, maxims, parables, narratives, homiletical explanations and amplifications of biblical passages, etc.).

מֵבוֹא, in the Mishnah מֵבָא, a court before a house, an entrance into a house; in later periods, an introduction into some branch of learning.

נַחֲלָתָה, needle; רִיבּוֹנָה, a tailor. In the Bible we find only רִיבּוֹנָה the thread.

---

1 I cannot forego to submit here to the consideration of those of my readers who are more conversant with the New Testament and its exegesis than I claim to be, the following thought. In the Gospel according to St. John, xvi. 6, we read: Jesus said unto Thomas, "I am the way, the truth, and the life," etc.—"I am the way,"—what does this mean? Let us re-translate it into the language of the educated Jews in Jesus' times, and we will find that Jesus probably said, "I am the Halakkah (the law), etc., and no man cometh to the Father but by me." Now the sentence becomes much clearer, and expresses an idea which is in full harmony with the theology of the Fourth Gospel. But what good sense can be connected with the words "I am the way?" In looking into the excellent Hebrew translation of the New Testament by Prof. Franz Delitzsch, I notice that the words under consideration are rendered there by נִבְּרוֹנָה, —and this, I must confess, causes me rather hesitation in regarding my rendering as correct. However, it may be worth examination by experts.
The argument; the faculty of seeing; the act of appearing before God in the Temple; (see Dt. xvi. 16); to be fit or proper (from the verb to see).

A is a celebrated or illustrious teacher. from to shine; see the biblical ἄσπις λευκόμενον αίβι a white spot, Lev. xiii. 39.

, an institution, a firmly established rule; to be ready, established; derived from , which is three times found in Ecclesiastes.

(from biblical to direct the attention; therefrom attention, devotion.

(from biblical to see) the overseer; in the Mishnah, the overseer of the synagogue; later, the reader, or the conductor of divine service.

, which in the Bible means manual work, or bodily labor, signifies in later times, service in the temple; and afterwards divine service in general.

And thus could we multiply these examples by the hundreds; we could enumerate whole pages full of such neo-hebraic word-formations, as , (from , and this from רומ , אбелות , עינא , האדה , רורל , בלשל , בריית , הכהנים , or כהנים , הכנה , etc., etc.

All these word-formations and derivatives, given above, occur already in the literature of the Talmudical age. But the Jewish authors in all subsequent ages coined new words, as necessity required, from the old roots. A furtive glance into the liturgical poetry of the synagogue (the Piyutim) which originated in the middle ages makes us acquainted with a vast number of such new formations. (Zunz, in the appendices to his Synagogale Poesie, furnishes several lists of such new enrichments of the store of Hebrew terms by the Payyetanim.) So we find a peculiar class of metaphysical Hebrew terms in the writings of the many Jewish metaphysicians and theologians of these mediaeval times,—which, of course, had to be coined anew. For, who before Saadia Gaon, in the tenth century, wrote on systematic theology or on speculative philosophy? the necessity; freedom of will; possibility; being, existing; the what, quality; the how-many, quantity; the how; the oneness; monotheism; priority; immortality of the soul, etc., etc.; such are some of these abstract philosophical terms.

While etc. (comp. biblical , , ) are found already in the more ancient post-biblical literature, we find in later periods preface; (e. g. payment in advance), etc. In our own times Hebrew writers have given currency to such words as literature, Judaism, and so forth.

Let us now, after these illustrations from the peculiar Sprachgut belonging to the realm of the neo-hebraic language and literature, return to Finn's Thesaurus. In general, we must say that the author is perfectly competent and
qualified for his work, and that in the main he is fully reliable. Yet, in a few instances, it seems that some stems have been overlooked, or that some other stems are somewhat defectively defined and admit of corrections. Thus, e. g., under רַדְמָה the author states correctly that in the Talmudic literature "Edom" was used as a typical name for the Roman empire, but he forgot to add that at a later time, after the city of Rome had become the center and capital of the Christian world, "Edom" was also used to designate Christendom. In some connections "Edom" means the language of Rome, the Latin language (see, e. g., Jehudah Ibn Tibbon’s Hebrew translation of Jehudah ha-Levi’s Cosari, II., 77: נל רַדְמָה ולא המערבי = neither in the Latin, nor in the Arabic language).

Strange it is that the author forgot to state that the noun רַדְמָה is, in some instances, to be translated by the eve (preceding a certain day). In this sense the word is used in the very beginning of the Mishnah Pesahim.

Under the stem נָכְצָא, resp. מבית, mention should have been made that with some philosophical writers חכמה המבצה means the science of logic or of dialectics.

S. v. בֵּית the author gives a list of seven various definitions, for which the word stands in the Bible and in the later Hebrew literature. He might have added an eighth definition; he might have informed us that בֵּית means also in some connections a stanza or a verse in poetry.

חָלֵל to shave off, to shear. Under this article the author mentions correctly the Mishnaic abstract nouns derived from it: חלָל and חָלָלָה. But he does not mention the word חָלִיל, used in post-talmudical times, a monk (literally, a shorn one, one who wears a tonsure), and the word חָלָלָה, derived therefrom, the monkdom, also sometimes the language of the monks, the Latin, etc.

But it is perhaps too early to expect in our days a perfect and complete thesaurus, which should comprise all the words of the Hebrew found in the large post-biblical literature of the Jews, and which should give all the meanings and shades of meanings in which these words have been used by various authors and in various times. A number of smaller lexical works, collecting and arranging the words used by certain authors, or in certain special branches of learning, ought first to be written and published before a full and complete thesaurus can possibly be undertaken. The field is too large and as yet not as much explored as it ought to be. It would, therefore, be well if, for instance, one would undertake to extract from the grammatical works of the mediaeval grammarians their peculiar grammatical terms and to explain them; and if he would thereby furnish us a glossary in which the words שלום, הגרות, נקרות, משתרות, מלקים, משבלי, ביני, מוגר, רלט, ייד, הרומים, etc., would be properly defined. So we ought to have, as a preliminary work, a neo-hebraic philosophical glossary; also a glossary explaining medical, mathematical, astronomical and other scientific terms. Even in the historical Hebrew literature of the mediaeval and mod-
ern Jews we meet words which to the beginner must be puzzling, though they are seemingly so easy. What, for instance, is to be understood by מילכון, or by מראים? Not every one will know that these words are translations of the European words Guldén and Florins; or that the word קלייר is the neo-hebraic equivalent for Minorites, etc., etc.

But after all, despite some shortcomings, Finn's book is highly commendable.
NOTES ON PSALM LXXIV. 4, 5.

BY REV. F. H. WOODS, B. D.,
Theological Lecturer at St. John's College, Oxford, England.

The difficulty of these verses has been recognized by all commentators; and it is not my intention to discuss the many explanations which have been offered. I merely wish to propose a solution of a different kind by what appears a simple and well-warranted emendation of the text. If the suggestion has already been made by others and rejected, your readers will, I hope, pardon my ignorance. Now it is certainly noticeable that the chief difficulties lie in the word הָרַחַמ closing verse 4, and הָרִית beginning verse 5. Leave out these words and the whole passage is quite intelligible. It runs as follows: "Thy enemies have roared in the midst of thy congregations, they have set up their signs (i.e., probably heathen idols). As one lifteth axes on high upon a thicket of trees, so now all the carved work together with hatchets and hammers do they break down." On the other hand, these two words, if read, give us two expressions clumsy, unparalleled, and, in spite of all the labor expended upon them, of very doubtful meaning. This is all the more remarkable, when we consider that otherwise the style of the psalm is vigorous, graphic and lucid. We should not, of course, be justified in rejecting these words on the ground already given, were it not that in this case we can trace a very probable source of interpolation. In the ninth verse we find these same words at the beginning and the end of the verse. The only differences are that the first has the additional suffix בְּךָ, and the last, according to the Massoretic text, is pointed by different vowels. In the Massoretic text also the words, הָרֵעַ-מְתָה, are joined by Me'kha to הָרִית, and this certainly gives a fair sense; but it would suit the parallelism and the context better to take הָרִית absolutely as a synonym of נִבְּלָא. What the Psalmist complains of is that religious worship and religious teaching have been alike suppressed. The words הָרֵעַ-מְתָה may have originally preceded הָרֵעַ-מְתָה as the beginning of the new sentence of verse 9; or are more probably an interpolation arising out of הָרֵעַ-מְתָה, a cause of interpolation so frequent in all languages that it is not necessary to quote parallelisms. Such an interpolation would have been favored by the ambiguity of construction very similar to what we meet in verse 4, where the words בְּךָ םָלִית may be taken either with the first or the second clause of the verse. Those who repeated the psalm, or heard it repeated, being very familiar with the sound of הָרֵעַ-מְתָה immediately after הָרִית might, not unnaturally, have associated these words in sense and so have unconsciously introduced the interpolation. This view seems to have the support of the LXX. The final הָרֵעַ of verse 9 is, as the parallel הָרֵעַ of the first
clause shows, not so likely a translation of רֻלָּה יְרֵמָה as of an רֻלָּה which naturally enough arose out of the רֻלָּה at the beginning of verse 10. Now, if רֻלָּה is an interpolation, or should be taken with יְרֵמָה יְרֵמָה, then the words יְרֵמָה inclose the whole of verse 9, and is it not extremely likely that the words יְרֵמָה of verses 4, 5, represent an abbreviation of this verse? There are two obvious ways in which these words may have become interpolated in verses 4, 5. Either they were originally a marginal gloss, something of the nature of a note, intended to illustrate or explain the use of יְרֵמָה; or far more probably they point to a difference of position in very early MSS., that is to say, the scribe simply wished to point to the fact that in some copy or copies he found this verse standing between 4 and 5. The transposition from verse 9 to the end of verse 4 may have arisen even unintentionally, the contrast between יְרֵמָה and יְרֵמָה causing their juxtaposition. That verses got sometimes so transposed we have positive evidence in Ps. xxxviii. 21, 22, compared with 2 Kgs. xx. 7, 8. But we probably have a more remarkable parallel to the supposed transposition in this psalm in Ps. xviii. 13, 14, cf. 2 Sam. xxii. 13, 14. Here, if we had the psalm alone we should be inclined to suppose that the phrase יְרֵמָה was genuine in verse 14, and not in verse 18. But a comparison with the LXX. and Samuel shows that the reverse was more nearly the case. The true history of the variant appears to be as follows. The original reading in verse 18 was probably as in Samuel יְרֵמָה יְרֵמָה יְרֵמָה יְרֵמָה. By transposition of letters יְרֵמָה became יְרֵמָה, and this latter word gave rise to the two variants יְרֵמָה יְרֵמָה and יְרֵמָה יְרֵמָה, which eventually found their way into the text. Of this origin of יְרֵמָה there can be little doubt; it is possible, however, that יְרֵמָה, as one word, may have originally been substituted as a synonym of יְרֵמָה, but this does not affect the main contention. In either case we get by conflation the present reading of verse 18 in Ps. xviii. supported in this stage by the LXX. version of the psalm.1 But now the last words יְרֵמָה יְרֵמָה יְרֵמָה became little intelligible (as a bright sky, not "hailstones and coals of fire," would be the natural result of the passing away of the clouds), and they were transposed to the end of the next verse, where they suited the context better. The present text of the psalm represents the final stage of text in which the position found in MSS. before and after the transposition is combined. The only difference between this case and Psalm lxxiv. is that here the repeated clause, which is very short, appears twice in full; in the latter case it is abbreviated in verses 4 and 5.

1 The LXX. does not read these words in Ps. xviii. 14, in Samuel it agrees with the Hebrew text.
GENESIS II. 25 AND XLVIII. 10.

BY REV. JOHN EDWARDS,
Wheelock, Indian Territory.

1. I take Past and Future to be the primary significations of the two tenses in Hebrew. I therefore adhere to the old nomenclature, Preterite and Future.

2. From these primary significations are derived various ideas and relations which the tenses are used to express.

3. When used to express any of these derived notions, the time to which it belongs, whether Past, Present or Future, as in the case of the Participle or the Infinitive, is wholly indicated by the connection.

4. Some of these derivations are as follows:

FROM THE PRETERITE. FROM THE FUTURE.
I. Antecedence, or Relative Past. I. Sequence, or Relative Future.
II. Causality. II. Result.
3. Adversative: though, notwithstanding, whereas.
3. Adversative: yet, nevertheless.

By adversative I mean that, from some cause, reason or condition, or from some statement, a certain result might be expected; but such is not the case, or the contrary or an entirely different one issues. That cause, reason or condition is, in Hebrew, often put in the Preterite, while the Future is used to point out a result different from, or opposite to, the one which might be expected. The Preterite throws the adversative stress on the protasis, indicated in English by though, notwithstanding, whereas; e. g., though I went, I did not get there. The Future in like use throws the stress on the apodosis, indicated in English by yet, nevertheless; e. g., I went, yet I did not get there.

Gen. II. 25 belongs here. “They were both naked.” The result naturally expected is that they would be ashamed. But they were not. With this precisely corresponds 1 Kgs. 1. 1, “They covered him with clothes, yet he gat no heat.” Ez. xxiv. 12, “So they cried, yet I would not hear” (the Future of the protasis as frequentative Past).

This will account for the Future in Is. xlv. 4, the clauses being inverted. “I surnamed thee, though thou knewest me not” = Thou knewest me not, yet I surnamed thee. Ps. lxxiii. 22, with ו, “Yet my heart was embittered, and I was pricked in my reins.” In the form of Waw conv. Pret. = Waw with Future separated, Ps. l. 21, “These things thou didst, yet I held my peace.”
According to statement 3 above, examples in present time would illustrate the principle equally well. They are comparatively numerous. I will only refer to 2 Sam. xiv. 14b; Is. xii. 1; Jer. viii. 12 (with רָגָע); Ezek. xviii. 14; Ps. l. 12; Job xix. 4, 22.

**Genesis xlviii. 10.**

The Hebrew has three ways of expressing possibility and ability. a. By the use of רָגָע followed by the Infinitive, often with the preposition י. b. By the Future tense. This is one of its derived uses. c. By a combination of the two, i.e., the Future of רָגָע, the future form reinforcing the essential idea of the verb.

The first requires no remark. As to the second, see Driver, § 37. There are numerous instances of the third in present time, e.g., Gen. xxxiv. 14; Exod. xviii. 18; Num. xxii. 37; Deut. i. 9; 1 Sam. xvii. 33; Is. lvii. 20; Jer. vi. 10; Am. vii. 10; Hab. i. 13; Ps. cxxxix. 6; Prov. xxx. 21; Job. xlili. 2; Lam. i. 14; Ec. viii. 17.

According to statement 3, it may equally as well be used of Past time. Under this belong Gen. xlviii. 10; Josh. vii. 12; xv. 63 seq.; Jer. xlvii. 22; Ezek. xlvii. 5; Hos. v. 13; Job xxxii. 23; 2 Chron. xxxii. 15a, and, in the sense of lawfulness, according to the customs of the country, Gen. xlvili. 32.
OLD TESTAMENT PASSAGES MESSIANICALLY APPLIED
BY THE ANCIENT SYNAGOGUE.

BY REV. B. PICK, PH. D.,
Allegheny City, Pa.

IV.

ISAIAH.

XXX. 18. "And therefore will the Lord wait, that he may be gracious unto you," etc.

Rabbi Samuel, the son of Nachmani, said that Rabbi Jonathan said: May the bones of those who compute the latter days (when the Messiah shall appear) be blown away; for some say, Because the time has come and himself has not, therefore he will never come! But wait thou for him, for it is said: "Though he tarry, wait for him" (Hab. ii. 3). Perhaps you will say, We wait, but he does not wait; learn rather to say: "And therefore will the Lord wait, that he may be gracious unto you," etc.—Talmud Sanhedrin, fol. 97, col. 2.

— 25. "And there shall be upon every high mountain, and upon every high hill rivers and streams of waters," etc.

Rabbi Eleazar, the son of Rabbi Hayim, said: All that Abraham did unto the ministering angels, God has repaid to his children at their exodus from Egypt, and will repay yet to them in the future. You find by Abraham: "Let a little water, I pray you, be fetched" (Gen. xviii. 4), and God repaid it to his children (as it is said): "And I will take you to me for a people" (Exod. vi. 7), where "I will take you to me" stands against "Let, I pray, be fetched." Rabbi Jochanan said, "To me" denotes in this world; but whence (is it proved that it refers also) to the future! (From) "And the people shall take them and bring them to their place" (Isa. xiv. 2). Of Abraham it is written "a little water;" but God gave his children water at their exodus from Egypt, (as is seen from) "and thou shalt smite the rock, and there shall come water out of it" (Exod. xvii. 6). And how is it proved that it shall also be so in the future? From "for the Lord thy God bringeth thee into a good land, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and depths that spring out of valleys and hills" (Deut. viii. 4). And how is it proved that it shall also be so in the days of the Messiah? From "and there shall be upon every high mountain, and upon every high hill, rivers and streams of water," and "I will open rivers in high places" (Isa. xli. 18).—Midrash on Numbers vii. 48, sect. 14.
— 26. "Moreover the light of the moon shall be as the light of the sun."

This verse is quoted as presenting the Messianic age in Talmud Pesachius,
fol. 86, col. 1; Sanhedrin, fol. 91, col. 2. God said to them (Bezaleel and
Moses), You have made a candlestick before me, but in the future I will light
a sevenfold larger light, as it is said, "Moreover, the light of the moon shall
be as the light of the sun.—Midrash on Exodus xxxvii. 1, sect. 50.

XXXII. 20. "That send forth thither the feet of the ox and the ass."

What is the meaning of "but thou shalt in any wise let the dam go"? (Deut.
xxii. 7). It is to indicate that, by observing this commandment, you will
hasten the coming of the King Messiah, of whom also the word "send forth"
is written. Whence is this proved? It is said, "That send forth thither the
feet of the ox and the ass."—Midrash on Deuteronomy xxii. 7, sect. 6.

XXXV. 5, 6. "Then the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears of the
deaf shall be unstopped. Then shall the lame man leap as an hart, and the
tongue of the dumb sing;" etc.

Come and see; all that the Holy One has wounded in this world he will heal
in the future. The blind shall be healed; for it is said, "The eyes of the
blind shall be opened." The lame shall be healed; for it is said, "Then shall
the lame man leap as an hart." The dumb shall be healed; as it is said,
"And the tongue of the dumb sing."—Midrash on Genesis xlvi. 28, sect. 85;
Yalkut on 1 Sam. xxviii. 24.

The word "then" (נ) may refer to the past and to the future. To the latter
refers "then thou shalt see and flow together" (Isa. lx. 5); "then shall
thy light break forth as the morning" (ibid. lviii. 8); "then the eyes of
the blind," etc.; "then shall the lame man leap," etc.—Yalkut on Joshua
x. 12.

XL. 1. "Comfort ye, comfort ye my people, saith your God."

When the word of Joseph had such a soothing effect upon the hearts of the
tribes, how much more will be the effect when the Holy One, blessed be he!
will come to comfort Jerusalem; as it is said, "Comfort ye, comfort ye," etc.
—Midrash on Genesis l. 21, sect. 100.

— 5. "And the glory of the Lord shall be revealed, and all flesh shall see it
together," etc.

On Leviticus xlii. the Midrash remarks: Rabbi Phinehas said, in the name
of Rabbi Hoshaya, this parable: A king showed himself to the son of his
house in his true likeness; for in this world the shechinah appears to individu-
als; but in the future the glory of the Lord will appear; as it is said, "And
the glory of the Lord shall be revealed," etc.—Midrash on Leviticus i. 1, sect. 1.

— 10. "Behold, the Lord God will come with strong hand, and his arm shall
rule for him; behold, his reward is with him," etc.

And on account of the sufferings which Israel suffered, will the Holy One,
blessed be he! give them a double reward in the days of the Messiah; for it is said, "Behold, the Lord God will come," etc.—Yalkut on Exodus xxxii. 6.

XII. 18. See under XXX. 25.

25. "I have raised up one from the north, and he shall come," etc.
This verse is Messianically applied in the Midrash, where it is said, "When the Messiah rises, who is in the north, and comes to rebuild the sanctuary, which is in the south; for it is said, "I have raised up one from the north," etc.—Midrash on Numbers vii. 12, sect. 13.

27. "The first shall say to Zion," etc.
The name of the Messiah is "the First," as the Prophet says, "The first shall say to Zion," etc.—Talmud Pesachim, fol. 5, col. 1.
Rabbi Haggai said, in the name of Rabbi Isaac: It is said, The first (came out red, Gen. xxv. 25), on account of the first day; (as it is said) "And ye shall take you on the first day" (Lev. xxiii. 40), i. e., in the merit of the first day I will reveal myself to you as the first; as it is said, "I am the first, and I am the last" (Isa. xliv. 6), and, I will get you satisfaction from the first, i. e., Essau; for it is written, "And the first came out red" (Gen. xxv. 25); and, I will build you the first, i. e., the temple; as it is written, "A glorious high throne from the beginning is the place of our sanctuary" (Jer. xvii. 12), and, Bring you the First, i. e., the King Messiah, of whom it is written, "The first shall say to Zion," etc.—Midrash on Genesis xxv. 24, sect. 68.

XLII. 1. "Behold my servant, whom I uphold."

Targum: Behold my servant, the Messiah, I will bring him near.

XLIII. 10. "And my servant, whom I have chosen."

Targum: And my servant, the Messiah, in whom I am well pleased.

LII. 3. "Ye were sold for nought; but ye shall be redeemed without money."
Rabbi Eleazar says: If Israel would repent, they would be redeemed; as it is said, "Return, ye backsliding children, and I will heal your backslidings" (Jer. iii. 22). Rabbi Joshua said unto him: Has it not been already said, "Ye were sold for nought, but ye shall be redeemed without money"? "Ye were sold" among the idolaters; but ye shall be redeemed without money, i. e., without repentance and good works.—Talmud Sanhedrin, fol. 97, col. 2.

7. "How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings."
In the hour when the Holy One, blessed be his name! redeems Israel, three days before Messiah, comes Elijah, and stands upon the mountains of Israel and weeps and mourns for them, and says to them, Ye mountains of the land of Israel, how long shall you stand in a dry and desolate land? And his voice is heard from the world's end to the world's end, and after that he says to

1 In similar connection our passage is quoted in Midrash on Leviticus xxxiii. 40, sect. 30; Pesikta (ed. Buber), p. 185, col. 2.
them: Peace has come to the world, peace has come to the world; as it is said, “How beautiful upon the mountains are the feet of him that bringeth good tidings,” etc. And when the wicked hear it, they rejoice, and they say one to the other: Peace has come to us. On the second day he shall stand upon the mountains of Israel and shall say: Good has come to the world, good has come to the world; for it is said, “that bringeth good tidings of good.” On the third day he shall come and stand upon the mountains of Israel, and say: Salvation has come to the world, salvation has come to the world; for it is said, “that publisheth salvation.” And when he will see the wicked say so, he will say unto Zion, “thy God reigneth.”—Yalkut in loco.

13. “Behold, my servant shall deal prudently; he shall be exalted and extolled, and be very high.”

Targum: Behold, my servant, the Messiah, shall prosper; he shall be exalted, etc. “Behold, my servant shall deal prudently.” This is the King Messiah. “He shall be exalted and extolled, and be very high.” He shall be exalted more than Abraham; for of Him it is written, “I have exalted my hand to the Lord” (Gen. xiv. 22). He shall be exalted more than Moses; for of Him it is written, “Thou sayest unto me, Extol (i. e., carry) them in thy bosom” (Num. xi. 12). And he shall be higher than the ministering angels; for it is said: “As for their rings, they were so high” (Ezek. i. 18). And thus it is said, “Who art thou, O great mountain?” (Zech. iv. 7), i. e., that is greater than the fathers. “But He was wounded for our transgressions, He was bruised for our iniquities; the chastisement of our peace was upon Him, and with His stripes we are healed” (Isa. liii. 5). Rav Huna, in the name of Acha, said: The chastisements (or afflictions) were divided into three parts—one to David and the fathers; and one to the rebellious generations; and one to King Messiah.—Yalkut in loco (also Tanchuma in loco).
"Professor Peters’ Notes."—The January number of Hebraica contained quite a number of suggestive articles, among which were the interesting notes of Professor Peters. His explanation of the ending מ in Hebrew (in מָכַל, for instance) as identical in origin with the ending מִצְוָה of masc. adjectives and nouns in Assyrian is quite correct. For the sake of preserving the historical character of our science, I should like to call attention to the fact that, in the preface (p. xxxvii) to his Akkadische Sprache (Berlin, 1883), Professor Haupt has already remarked, "אֲבָ֑טִי Väter = Hebr. מַלְכִּים, was nicht aus *אֲבָ֑טִי entstanden ist." These few words contain the whole story, since they assert that Hebrew מַלְכִּים is a masculine and not a feminine formation.

Similarly for his remarks about שָדֵּן mountain being equal to שָדַע field, Dr. Peters might have quoted Hebraica, vol. I, p. 181, note 1.

That מ and ש were respectively the masculine and feminine perfect third person plural endings in primitive Semitic seems quite probable, if we grant that primitive Semitic possessed a perfect. More than that, the examples Dr. Peters cites (the Chinese pronunciation of Ethopic nagarū, nagarā included) would not prove. For the explanation of the forms מְלָעְרִים, Gen. xlxi. 22, and מְלָעְרִים, 1 Sam. iv. 15, it will suffice to refer to Gesenius’ Hebrew Grammar, § 146: 3 and 4; Müller-Robertson’s Outlines of Hebrew Syntax, § 507: 1; Wright’s Arabic Grammar, vol. II., 146.

The ingenious explanation of the form מְלָעְרִים may safely be passed over in silence. Very problematical is the combination of Hebrew מ and Assyrian מ. I know of no case in which מ in Hebrew corresponds to מ in Assyrian7 and since we have Hebrew מ, poetic מ, I see no need of setting up a new phonetic law.

Cyrus Adler,

Johns Hopkins University.

1 See the conclusion of Prof. Paul Haupt’s review of Delitzsch’s ‘Kosseans,’ in the Andover Review, July, 1884, p. 98; and Dr. Bezold’s reference to the passage in the preface (p. 7) to his Babylonische Literatur.

2 abātī itself never occurs; a parallel form, however, is šābātu elders, in the Delage, I., 81.

3 Nobody would bring forward in support of this the combination of piazu and Arabic قُرْسَل, hunting leopard, and kurkizamu and كَرَكِّن, Ethopic karkānd (Delitzsch, Assyrische Studien 61: 47; Hommel, Saccogfighter, 393:2), especially since Dr. Jensen has shown, in the Zeitschrift fuer Assyriologie, I., 311, that piazu, or blazu, means “hog,” just like šahu wild boar, fem. šahitu; and humšitu, Hebrew הָעַם, Arabic خُمْسِر.
BEZOLD’S BABYLONISCHE ASSYRISCHE LITERATUR.*

By the publication of this book Bezold has placed all Assyriologists under great obligations to him. It contains useful and necessary information for beginners in this department as well as for advanced students and authorities. The former can find in it a short history of the discoveries, a list of all the important historical texts together with a complete bibliography of the literature connected with these texts. Its chief value to the latter lies in the index to the British Museum and other tablets, and in the bibliography.

The nature of the book is such that an idea of the great amount of labor expended in its preparation and of the value to all Assyrian students of the topics treated can only be obtained from a list of contents. After an introduction and a Chronological Excurs, under the HISTORICAL INSCRIPTIONS, in §§ 12–82, are taken up those of the Kings, viz.: 1. The inscriptions of the old Babylonian kings. 2. Those of the old Assyrian kings up to the beginning of the Epynym canon. 3. Those of the Assyrian kings from Assurnasirpal to Ašurbanipal. 4. Those of the Babylonian kings from Ramânapiliddina up to the end of the New-Babylonian kingdom; the Achaemenian and Seleucidian inscriptions. Under C, in §§ 93–95, we have the contract tablets, letters, etc. II. NON-HISTORICAL INSCRIPTIONS. A. The poetical literature. 1. Epics; legends; fables. 2. Penitential psalms and hymns; prayers and songs. 3. Magical formulas, etc. B. The scientific literature. 1. Grammatical and lexicographical collections. 2. Geographical lists. 3. Mathematical, astronomical, astrological and mythological inscriptions. 4. Remains of medical and “literary” works. By far the most interesting to advanced students are the separate lists of the tablets in the Kujundschick, George Smith and Rassam collections. Each one of these tablets is described as fully as was possible at the time of publication.

The author has given us a book, the intrinsic value, completeness, typographical appearance, etc., of which recommend it to all Assyrian students.

ROBERT F. HARPER.

DERENBOURG’S "LA SCIENCE DES RELIGIONS ET L’ISLAMISME."†

A most gratifying testimony to the importance which the young science of religion has assumed is furnished by the recent establishment at Paris, already so rich in its provisions for higher studies in all departments of research, of a special

---


† LA SCIENCE DES RELIGIONS ET L’ISLAMISME. Par Hartwig Derenbourg. Paris: Leroux. 1886. pp. 96. fr.2.50
school for the *sciences religieuses*. As the first of the kind, unless we include the (former) theological department of the University of Leyden, which some years ago was removed from its dogmatic to a purely scientific basis and was practically incorporated with the historical section of the university, it deserves our special attention, and its development will be watched with deep interest by all who are alive to the important results which may be expected from the scientific investigation and critical study of religions, of the development of religious thought and practices, of the growth of doctrines, dogmas and ceremonies. At the head of the new school stands the eminent Professor of the Science of Religion at the Collège du France, Albert Reville, whose name alone is a sufficient guarantee for the high rank which the new departure will take; and the brilliant array of scholars gathered around Reville, including such men as Maurice Vernes, Ernest Havet, Hartwig Derenbourg, E. Lefebure and A. Bergaigne (to which we should like to see added Ernest Renan), warrant the holding out of the very highest expectations. In the spring of 1886, the faculty, consisting of thirteen professors, was organized and courses announced embracing a large variety of subjects appertaining to the religions of India, China, Japan, Greece and Rome, as well as the critical study of the origin and development of Judaism, Christianity and Mahomedanism.

The interesting little volume before us embodies two lectures delivered by Prof. Hartwig Derenbourg as an introduction to the courses in the department assigned to him, namely, the religion, or rather religions of Islam. He starts out with a picture of the condition of Arabic studies in France when he began his career seventeen years ago, which is desolate enough to reassure even those who take a despairing view of the prospects for the study in this country. With a good deal of humor he describes the character of a very slim audience that gathered around him in a room of the Sorbonne, and who seem to have come more out of pity for the young savant than because of any attraction which the study of the Arabic grammar and the Koran had for them. Derenbourg was careful, as he tells us, not to impose any tasks on his "hearers,"—they could not be called his pupils,—for fear of losing them entirely. After holding up in contrast the brighter picture furnished by the present, Derenbourg enters upon an examination of the scope and aim of the science of religion, the methods of study and the means at our disposal. He shows that, while the science of religion borrows largely from philosophy, archaeology, anthropology and ethnography, it is properly to be classed as a branch of historical studies. In pursuing his work, the investigator is to be actuated by no motive save the desire to understand and to explain in a natural manner phenomena which present themselves to his notice. He is not to place himself in the position of an advocate or of an opponent; and while rigidly excluding the supernatural as lying entirely outside of his province, he is to maintain that "spirit of respectful sympathy" which all religions as "the great efforts of the human spirit, efforts which represent the best labors and hopes of mankind," merit. In the second lecture Derenbourg gives an admirable sketch of the religious movement inaugurated by Mohammed, such as, for compactness and at the same time clearness—the whole covering only sixty pages—we do not remember to have seen surpassed. It reminds one forcibly of Nöldéke's sketch of the "Life of Mohammed," from which one obtains a far better picture of the general course of the prophet's career than from Sprenger's exhaustive work, notwithstanding the excellent qualities of the latter. We are
glad to see Derenbourg lay stress upon the necessity of studying, by such means as are at our disposal, the period preceding Mahommed as the *sine qua non* for the understanding of the religion that bears his name. The notion that any religion can sprout up, as it were, over night, or that people suddenly wake up to a recognition that henceforth their worship must be confined to one Deity, instead of many, is well-nigh exploded. A religion cannot properly be said to have been "founded" least of all by a single person; it is a growth, and the appearance of Mahommed—like that of all religious reformers—marks simply an important stage—a turning-point, if you will—in the development of religion among the Arabs, the beginnings of which must be sought in a period long prior to his coming. The ground had gradually been prepared to receive the seed sown by him, and this preparation was certainly equal in importance to the sowing of the seed. In addition to such valuable sources for studying the pre-islamitic times as the "Kitāb al Agāni" ("Book of Songs") we have now fortunately a number of ancient monuments, notably the Himyaritic inscriptions, which furnish us with most precious, though scant, data of pre-islamitic conditions. Such "finds" as the inscriptions discovered at Teima, some years ago, are an augury of what is still in store for future explorers. The conviction has gained ground among scholars that the interior of Arabia, unfortunately at present practically inaccessible because of the dangers attending the traveler, is filled with stone monuments of all kinds dating from the days anterior to Mohammed.

Another point upon which Derenbourg justly lays great stress is the services which Abou Bekr, and more especially Omar, rendered to Mahomedanism. His summing up in this connection merits quoting: "What the prophets of Israel were for Judaism, what St. Paul was for Christianity, Abou Bekr and Omar were for Islam." The sword of Omar accomplished what the visions of Mahommed failed to do; and indeed but for Omar, the efforts of Mahommed would have resulted in total failure. Not only does Omar's conversion mark a turning-point in the fortunes of the prophet, who until then had made little if any headway, but the different tactics introduced by Omar, more particularly after Mahommed's death, first gained for the new movement a foot-hold among the Arab tribes, so that, while Mahommed must be put down as the inaugurator of the great movement, Omar is the real leader of it. To have united under one banner tribes scattered over a great area and engaged in constant warfare with each other, and to have roused a people cowardly by nature to a pitch of enthusiasm which enabled them to face death in the battle-field with calm resignation, nay, to hail it with joy, remains an everlasting testimony to Omar's eminent genius, to which is due the wonderful spread of a religion that numbers more than one hundred and seventy-five millions, and so far from being on the decline, as we sometimes see it stated, is still growing.

Professor Derenbourg stands to-day in the foremost rank of oriental scholars, and the high reputation which he enjoys has lately been still further enhanced by his edition of the grammatical work of the famous Sibawaihi. Suffice it to say that the little volume before us is worthy of the successor of Silvestre De Sacy, whose chair for the Arabic language and literature at the "Ecole Speciale des Langues Orientales Vivantes" Professor Derenbourg at present holds.

Prof. Morris Jastrow, Jr., Ph. D.,
Philadelphia.
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